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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the viability

of the financial and acquisition policies of DOD in support

of military contingency requirements. This study explores

the historical perspectives, as well as the current contingency

authorities, policies, and legislation. This same perspective

is also applied in evaluating the salient features of indus-

trial preparedness, economic and social impacts of government

defense expenditures, war reserves, strategic stockpiles,

and the complexities of funding these policies. This research

indicates existing policies viably support the projected

requirements of any military contingency short of a war.

However, this viability is seriously challenged by: (1) the

age and relevance of many statutes, (2) their lack of con-

solidation, (3) the necessary diversion of funds from needed

programs, (4) the reliance upon supplemental appropriations,

and (5) the integrity of the defense industrial base. The

researchers propose several wide-ranging programs to strengthen

military capabilities and readiness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. GENERAL

For several years, there has been growing concern within

the U.S. Congress and the Department of Defense (DOD) over

the abilities of the military and its attendant defense

industrial base to respond effectively in the event of a

national emergency [1:11-181. A 1983 study by the Industrial

College of the Armed Forces (ICAF) recommended in part that

i 2[2:971:

A goal of the nation should be to make the industrial
capability of the United States a realistic deterrent to
Soviet aggression and a powerful addition to our war-
fighting ability if deterrence should fail.. History
suggests that significant improvements in industrial
mobilization readiness will be achieved only when there
is national agreement .... One must accept the probability
of failure unless such a national commitment is made.

zig" However, these and numerous other studies seem predis-

posed to accept as fact that this commitment is in concert

with either a declaration of war or national emergency. As

will be discussed, this may not be the case. Therefore, the

scenario that will be evaluated here is one which falls

* short of these formal declarations, yet bears the same neces-

sity for national response. Since there is no generally

accepted term which describes this circumstance, the phrase

"Military Contingency Requirement" will be utilized.

On July 22, 1982, President Reagan issued National Secu-

rity Decision Directive Number 47. In this document, the

10
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United States Emergency Mobilization Preparedness Policy is

stated:

It is the policy of the United States to have an
emergency mobilization preparedness capability that

will ensure that government at all levels, in part-
nership with the private sector and the American
people, can respond decisively and effectively to any
major national emergency with defense of the United
States as the first priority.

In spite of the fact that there has not been a declara-

tion of war, national emergency, or a mobilization in over

thirty years, thousands of Americans have lost their lives

in defense of this nation. These Military Contingency Require-

*ments also have cost the American people billions of dollars

in military expenditures, and they continue to severely impact

5, on the national econcmy. Therefore, it seems only logical

that the government should plan for these frequent, undeclared

commitments to national security policy with the same con-

scious determination it currently applies to mobilization.

General Brehon Sommerville, Commanding General of Army

Service Forces in World War II, stated that [3:1]:

Preparation for the preservation of our freedom
must come in peacetime, and we must pay for it in
money and inconvenience. The alternative--is payment
in blood and extinction.

It is interesting to note, however, that as early as 431

B.C. Pericles spoke of Sparta's defense preparedness by

saying that 14:93]:

They will be handicapped by lack of money and delayed
by the time they will have to take in procuring it.
But, in war, opportunity waits for no man.

."r l1



B. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

The basic objective of this study is to evaluate the

viability of the financial and acquisition policies of the

Department of Defense as they pertain to Military Contingency

*Requirements. This study will evaluate the scope and limi-

tations of these policies in an effort to determine the

extent of their support for these requirements.

In order to accomplish this, the researchers will explore

not only the historical perspectives of this issue, but also

current contingency authorities, policies, and legislation.

J This same sense of perspective will also be applied to eval-

uating the salient features of industrial preparedness,

economic and social impacts of government defense spending,

war reserves, and strategic stockpiles, as well as the com-

plexities of the budgetary process in support of these

policies.

C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Considering the above general objectives, the following

research question was addressed:

Does the Department of Defense (DOD) have viable finan-
cial and acquisition management policies to support
Military Contingency Requirements?

In answering this research question, the following sub-

sidiary research questions were addressed:

1. What are DOD's financial and acquisition policies
regarding Military Contingency Requirements?

12



2. What impact has the history of previous Military
•* ,-,4 Contingency Requirements had on DOD's present

financial and acquisition policies?

3. What authorities are pertinent to the financial
and acquisition aspects of Military Contingency
Requirements?

4. What impacts do DOD industrial preparedness and
war reserve stockpile policies have on Military
Contingency Requirements?

5. What are the economic and social impacts of
increased government defense spending?

6. What recent examples of military contingencies,
exercises or studies illustrate the viability
of DOD's financial and acquisition policies?

D. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The information presented in this study was obtained

from (1) currently available literature and (2) telephonic

and personal discussions held with various U.S. Government

personnel involved in mobilization, financial, acquisition,

and contingency planning.

The literature base utilized in this study was compiled

from current DOD directives, instructions, studies, and

memoranda; Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) studies;

The Congressional Record; the Defense Logistics Studies

Information Exchange (DLSIE); the Naval Postgraduate School

Library; the Mobilization Concepts Development Center Library
4 .-,

of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces; previous

theses; and a review of current publications and periodicals.

:~ ':.~A13
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E. SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The scope of this study is limited to the financial and

acquisition policies of the Department of Defense. Specif-

ically, this study will focus on the viability of the policies

in support of unprogrammed Military Contingency Requirements.

F. LIMITATIONS

This study is limited in that the current DOD financial

and acquisition issues explored in this thesis are subject

to the political influences of the incumbent Congress or

Administration. In view of this rather capricious environ-

ment, it seems worthwhile to explore the historical genera-

tion of these policies in an effort to better comprehend

those developed in the future.

G. ASSUMPTIONS

Throughout this thesis, it is assumed that the reader

has a basic knowledge of DOD fiscal and contractual language,

as well as some familiarity with the weapons system acquisi-
tion and PPBS processes. It is further assumed that the

reader is familiar with the tenets of military and industrial

mobilization.

H. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

This study is organized in such a manner that the reader

can assess the financial and acquisition policies of DOD

with regard to the requirements posed by a military contingency.

* 14



Chapter II presents the historical development of the poli-
* O. cies. Chapter III discusses some of the economic and social

impacts of government defense spending. Chapter IV addresses

contingency thresholds and current contingency authorities

and legislation which direct DOD financial and acquisition

policies. Chapter V presents the salient features of indus-

trial preparedness, war reserves, and the critical materials

*stockpile. Chapter VI addresses the funding of Military

Contingency Requirements. Finally, Chapter VII presents the

conclusions drawn from this research and provides recommenda-

tions for improving current policies.

Ak
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II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

A. HISTORY'S ROLE

Armed conflict, unchronicled except for the ancient

fragments of bloodied stone that remain, has always been a

part of our existence. Yet, the underlying reasons for this

perpetual struggle have not changed substantially, lending

credence to the historian's arguments for reexamination.

Indeed, in writing his history of the Peloponnesian War in

431 B.C., Thucydides stated [4:241:

My work is not a piece of writing to meet the
taste of an immediate public, but was done to last
forever.

Throughout history, man's failure to learn from the

devastating mistakes of his ancestors has resulted in count-

less wars being fought in very nearly the same places, for

very nearly the same reasons. Therefore, it is incumbent

upon those leaders entrusted with the security of this nation

to ensure that they are aware of this history and to do their

utmost to benefit by its lessons.

Thucydides' recounting of Pericles' funeral speech com-

paring Athens to Sparta might well have been written today,

comparing the U.S. and the Soviet Union [4:117-118]:

Let me say that our system of government does not
copy the institutions of our neighbors. It is more
the case of our being a model to others, than of our
imitating anyone else. Our constitution is called a
democracy because power is in the hands not of a minor-
ity but of the whole people....

'.'1 -A2
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Then there is a great difference between us and
* our opponents, in our attitude towards military

security. Here are some examples: Our city is open
to the world, and we have no periodical deportations
in order to prevent people observing or finding out
secrets which might be of military advantage to the
enemy. This is because we rely, not on secret weapons,
but on our own real courage and loyalty. There is a
difference, too, in our educational systems. The
Spartans, from their earliest boyhood, are submitted
to the most laborious training in courage; we pass
our lives without all of these restrictions, and
yet are just as ready to face the same dangers as
they are....

History's teaching role is therefore well established. Yet

to complete this sense of perspective, one must fully under-

stand the gravity of the present concerns that inspired this

need for historical reflection.

B. THE POIGNANT PRESENT

The United States presents two primary deterrents to war

to their potential adversaries. The most visible of these

is the strength of the standing military forces and weapons

which they have at their command. Less visible in a military

sense, yet equally as important to our deterrent posture,

is the viability and responsiveness of our defense industrial

base and the policies and procedures for its management.

The dismal conclusions of mobilization exercises Nifty

Nugget (1978), Proud Spirit (1980) and Proud Saber (1982),

as well as the recent House Armed Services Committee Report

are what causes one to now reflect on the past in a desperate

attempt to preclude its recurrence. These conclusions imply

that the U.S. is inadequately prepared at this point in time

17



to successfully execute a conventional war reliant upon the

support of the U.S. defense industry (1:181. To view this

problem in proper perspective, one must step back to the

very beginnings of our government.

C. CONSTITUTIONAL BEGINNINGS

As early as 1775, the Second Continental Congress, recog-

nizing its importance, established the position of Commissary

General to oversee procurement [5:133]. It was in the course

of this struggle for independence that the U.S. defense

industry was born [6:285]:

During the Revolution, ship construction and artil-
lery piece manufacturing were performed in the private
sector, while guns and munitions came mostly from
government arsenals....

1. The Constitution

The President of the United States, as both the nation's

Chief Executive and military Commander-in-Chief, is respon-

sible for the national defense and directs the associated

government financial and acquisition policies.

Article 1, Section 8 of the Constitution authorizes

the Congress to enact legislation governing defense acquisi-

tion. The authorization itself is contained in one of the

six war power grants of Section 8. The power to raise and

support armies is also contained in that section, but stipu-

lates that no appropriation for this purpose shall extend

beyond two years. From this legislation has evolved the

annual Defense Authorization and Appropriation process [7:

A-l-l].

18
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2. Establishment of Policy 1789-1808

The Departments of the Treasury and the Department

of War were established in 1789. In 1792 the Department

of the Treasury was made responsible for the purchases and

contracts in support of the Army. The Office of the Purveyor

of Public Supplies was established within the Department of

the Treasury to serve as the Government's purchasing agent.

In 1798 the Department of the Navy was created and the Con-

gress declared that "All purchases and contracts for supplies

of services for the military and naval service of the United

States shall be made by or under the direction of the Chief

officers of the Department of War and Navy respectfully"

[7:A-1-21. The military departments forwarded their require-

ments to the office of the Purveyor of Public Supplies, which

retained responsibility for their actual procurement.

Some of the earliest documented abuses of the procure-

ment system occurred when Congressmen secured contracts for

public supplies and services on behalf of friends and busi-

nesses in which they had an interest. This practice resulted

in a law being passed in 1808 which required a clause to be

placed in all Government contracts ensuring that no member

of Congress benefit therefrom. This prohibition evolved into

the present "Officials Not To Benefit" clause [7:A-1-21.

3. Evolution of Competitive Bidding 1809-1860

An environment of graft and nepotism pervaded the

early years of this nation. Public officials and businesses

19
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were routinely accused of unethical practices by their polit-

ical opponents. The Congress, in an attempt to stem this _.

tide of corruption, enacted legislation requiring that Govern-

ment purchases be made by open bid. This soon extended to

all Government purchases, with only limited exceptions (7:

A-1-2].

The requirement for formal advertising in procurements

of supplies and services was introduced by the Act of March

3, 1809. It stipulated that all purchases and contracts

by the Secretaries of the Treasury, War, and Navy be made

"either by open purchase or by previously advertising for

proposals respecting the same" [7:A-1-2].

This landmark legislation in 1809 was followed in

1842 and 1843 by additional laws which required the use of

sealed bids, public bid openings, and the earliest performance

bonds, which required forfeiture not to exceed twice the

contract amount. In addition, the Act of March 3, 1845

extended the application of advert'ising to public buildings

[7:A-1-2].

In the period just prior to the outbreak of hostili-

ties which sparked the Civil War, Senator Jefferson Davis

introduced legislation which became the Act of June 28, 1860

[7:A-1-2]:

That all purchases and contracts for supplies and
services in any of the departments of the Government
except for personal services when the public exigencies
do not require the immediate delivery of the article or
articles of performance of the service shall be made

20



by advertising a sufficient time previously for proposals
respecting the same. When immediate delivery or perfor-
mance is required by the public exigency, the articles
or services required may be procured by open purchase
or contract at the places and in the manner in which such
articles are usually bought and sold or such services
engaged in between individuals. No contract or purchase
shall hereafter be made unless the same is authorized
by law or under an appropriation adequate to its fulfill-
ment except in the War and Navy Department for clothing,
subsistence, flour, fuel, quarters or transportation,
which, however, shall not exceed the necessities for the
current year. No arms or military supplies whatever
which are of a patented invention unless the same shall
be authorized by law and the appropriation therefore
explicitly set forth that it is for such patented invention.

4. Civil War 1861-1865

Civil War procurements were governed by the Civil

Sundry Appropriations Act of March 2, 1861. It was during

this conflict that the importance of the industrial base

was first evidenced in America. The North possessed a wide

range of industrial capabilities that were absent in the

South's primarily agrarian society. This industrial-agricultural

gap widened throughout the war as the North greatly expanded

its plant capacity and eventually overpowered the South.

The use of exceptions to the requirements for formal

advertising during this period created political hostilities

and recriminations of war profiteering and excessive profits.

These charges eventually led to further revision of existing

statues [7:A-1-31.

5. Revised Policy 1866-1913

4., As a result of revisions in 1874, the Civil Sundry

Appropriations Act was amended in 1878 and became known as

21



owl Revised Statute (R.S.) 3709. The 1910 modification to R.S.

*> 3709 revised the requirements for formal advertising by

inserting nine exceptions allowing negotiation, including

emergency purchase in the event of a public emergency,

purchases less than $500 (Approval of the Secretary of War

was required for negotiated items costing more than $100)

and the procurement of medical and classified material.

R.S. 3709, as amended, remained in effect, governing

all defense procurement until it was replaced by the Armed

Services Procurement Act of 1947 (7:A-1-31.

It is interesting to note that in the course of

this research, it was pointed out by the Office of the Secre-

tary of Defense that fully one-half of the casualties experi-

enced as a result of the 1898 Spanish American War were a

direct result of the procurement of tainted foodstuffs.

6. World War I 1914-1919

In spite of the establishment of the War Industries

Board, which attempted to control wartime resources, products,

$ labor, prices, and relaxed or eliminated many procurement

procedures [5:133]; the restrictions of R.S. 3709 in place

at the beginning of the war frustrated attempts to procure

specialized military material. The necessity to procure

material in a timely manner soon forced a shift to the use

of negotiation for contracting for goods and services. TheIlack of preparedness created significant conflicts as well
[7:A-1-3]:

22



The shortage of available facilities and lack of
centralized control of the purchasing activities of
the War and Navy Departments led to intense competi-
tion between the two Departments and between the
military needs and the civilian economy which was, to
a large extent, responsible for a substantial inflation
in the price of raw materials, wages and finished goods.

In addition to this internal conflict, the cost plus

a percentage of cost contract used during World War I

i resulted in widespread abuse "since it provided industry

with an incentive for waste and inefficiency" [7:A-1-31.

The ICAF study referred to in the introduction also

points out that [2:5]:

World War I taught us that it was not enough to
have an innate capability to produce large amounts of
war material; some effective planning had to accompany
that capability. Notwithstanding tremendous outlays
of funds, we fought World War I, in essence, with guns,
munitions, airplanes, and other material we borrowed
or bought from the French and the English. A few
examples of failed production are illustrative. Between
April 1917 and June 1918, we spent $4 billion for
50,000 pieces of artillery and the ammunition for those

guns. Only 143 pieces of artillery actually reached
American forces in time to be used. Although 23,405
tanks were ordered...none of these tanks was received...
Why? There was a complete absence of plans prior to
our entry into World War I....

7. Decayed Posture 1920-1936

The failures of World War I brought to light the

fact that future wars might severely impact the national

economy. As a result of this, Congress passed the National

Defense Act of 1920. This legislation tasked the Assistant

Secretary of War with "the assurance of adequate provision

of mobilization of material and industrial organizations

essential to wartime needs" [8:493]. The Army Industrial
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College was established in 1924 to train Army (later Navy

and Marine Corps) officers in the areas of procurement and

industrial mobilization (2:61.

Indeed, the procurement practices and profiteering

* concerns expressed by Congress during this interval dominated

much of the legislative process (7:A-1-41:

Unfortunately, rather than using these lessons to
develop procurement practices and procedures, the period
was one of recrimination. Disillusioned by the war,
many persons in the United States looked for a scapegoat.
The "Merchants of Death" were blamed for our involve-
ment in the war and eventually came to be blamed on an
international level for the war itself based on the
assumption that the war was engineered by munitions
makers as a profit-making enterprise.

The War Policies Commission was established by
Congress in 1930 "to study and consider amending the
Constitution of the United States to provide that
private property may be taken by Congress for public
use during war and methods of equalizing the burdens and
to remove the profits of war together with a study of
policies to be pursued in the event of war." A Senate
Committee was established in 1934, the "Nye Committee".
The avowed purposes of this Committee was to investi-
gate the possibility of the Government monopolizing the
manufacture of all munitions. Here again, however, the
Committee spent a great deal of time attempting to
fix blame rather than in developing procedures to prevent
the recurrence of the problem. Considerable attention
was given by the Committee to the possibilities of limit-
ing profits by price control and taxation.

The Committee also spent considerable time review-
ing the industrial mobilization plan of the War Department.
This plan proposed the use of a decentralized procurement
system protected against the problems of competitive
bidding for facilities by the Services by plans which
called for the allocation by a central organization of
certain facilities to each Service. The plan provided
for educational orders which could be placed for spe-
cialized equipment without advertising and for negotiation

IA of prices in war time. The War Department proposed the
use of two types of contracts. A standard fixed price
contract for the purchase of commercial supplies and
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IX

simple construction. For non-commercial items and for
major construction projects, the Departments proposed
the use of a redeterminable form of contract .... The
similarity of this proposal and the present Form E
redetermination type of contract under which the Con-
tractor's allowed cost plus a profit based on the effi-
ciency and economy of his performance, is striking.
Congress' interest in war profiteering is evidenced by
the fact that during the 20-year period between World
War I and World War II, 200 bills and resolutions
designed to limit war profits were considered by
Congress. However, very few, if any, changes were
made in procurement practices. As a result of the
emphasis by Congress on profit control, the industrial
mobilization planning of the War and Navy Departments
was gradually whittled down until it became useless
for effective planning purposes. The basic conflict
between the natural interest of the Congress in pre-
venting procurement abuses and in restricting war
profits and the interest of the War and Navy Depart-
ments in the winning of a war, to which they felt that
all other aims were subsidiary, was not resolved.
The United States went into the test of World War II
with a procurement system governed by an astonishing
mass of undigested and uncoordinated legislation.
Statutes had accumulated on the books over a period
of more than 100 years. Many were completely archaic.
Many were conflicting and not a few had been born to
serve special and forgotten interests. In the aggre-
gate, they presented a serious obstacle to efficient
and speedy purchasing that would be absolutely neces-
sary if the nation were to survive a major war. Their
presence was further complicated by the fact that the
War and Navy Departments, harassed through the entire
Thirties by Congress on the basis of their World War
I practices and profit control, were extremely reluc-
tant to give up the protection afforded by the strict
provisions of formal advertising .... The only construc-
tive piece of legislation developed during the period
between the wars was the authorization by Congress in
1926 that contracts for experimental aircraft could
be made on the basis of design competition rather
than price competition.

It is interesting to note that the Government itself

considers the Air Corps Act of 1926 "...perhaps the first

formal recognition that sealed bid procurement cannot always

V. generate effective competition or ensure that the Government

gets the best product at the lowest price" (5:133].
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1" Completing this period of Congressionally imposed

atrophy for the Services, was the Vinson-Trammel Act of 1934.

This legislation imposed further profit limitations on the

contractors of military aircraft and naval vessels.

8. World War II 1937-1945

In recovering from the economic disasters of the

1920's and 1930's, the United States adopted a policy of

isolationism. This doctrine was designed to ensure the

social welfare of the country by not diverting tax revenues

towards military expansion in either the U.S. or abroad.

5. This philosophy is evidenced in the 1937 Neutrality

Act. "Some people think that this ill-advised piece of

legislation did as much as anything else in encouraging the

dictator countries to take the series of actions which were

to lead to World War II and our eventual involvement" [7:

A-1-5].

In the 1983 ICAF study, the author points out that

production lead times were "...shortened somewhat by our

accelerating material support to the Allies in 1939 and

1940" (2:71. This was as a result of the passage of the

Lend Lease Act of 1939 which was intended to reduce the

effect of the Neutrality Act by enabling the U.S. to provide

material assistance to our future allies (7:A-1-5].

-, The advertised procurement requirements of R.S. 3709

and Congressional reluctance concerning excessive profits

continued to govern the first months of this period. However,
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as increased emphasis was placed on national defense, a

number of laws were introduced to ensure the expeditious

procurement of defense related articles. These laws gradu-

ally eroded the requirement for formal advertising, and, in

fact [5:133]:

The War Production Board, with its extraordinary
authority over the Nation's wartime production effort,
eliminated the statutory requirement for formal adver-
tising. In fact, the Board went so far as to prohibit
its use without specific authorization.

A key factor in understanding the rationale behind

the procurement and mobilization legislation which prevailed

- -in World War II is the impact that the manufacturing effort

had on the national economy. The economic and social impacts

of Government defense spending will be explored later in

this thesis. However, it is significant to note here that

-- in 1945, 45 percent of the Gross National Product (GNP) was

devoted to defense [2:71. Therefore, the regulations govern-

- . ing defense procurement were, for the most part, governing

the national economy.

A listing of the salient procurement legislation

during World War II is provided for reference [7:A-1-6-101:

N a. The Public Works Act of April 25, 1939--
Public construction projects.

b. The Act of July 13, 1939--negotiation of spare
parts procurements.

c. Multiple Awards Act of March, 1940--expansion
of aircraft production base.

d. Act of June 26, 1940--eliminated bidding in
purchase of strategic materials.
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-.. 'q~e. Act of June 28, 1940--"Speed-up Act"--authorized
advance payments up to thirty percent.

f. Act of July 2, 1940--waived advertising for construc-
tion of government owned facilities.I g. Eight Hour Law of September 9, 1940--upheld Walsh
Healy, Davis-Bacon, and Copeland Acts.

h. Act of September 16, 1940--Selective Training
and Service Act--mandatory production orders.

i. Second Revenue Act of October 8, 1940--accelerated
amortization of emergency facilities.

j. Assignment of Claims Act of 1940--claims settlement.

k. Act of October 16, 1941--power to requisition
personal property.

1. First War Powers Act of December 18, 1941--
removed most of the historic procurement
restrictions.

m. Executive Order 9001 of December 27, 1941--broad
wartime defense contracting authority.

n. War Production Board Directive No. 2 of March
3, 1942--required negotiated procurements.

o. Second War Powers Act of March 27, 1942--established
priorities system and inspection and audit rights.

p. The Revenue Act of 1943--fair price establishment
if not negotiated.

q. Contract Settlement Act of 1944--uniform and
rapid settlement of terminated contracts.

Although expedient production and procurement prac-

tices seem to be the thrust of this legislation, profit and

price controls were still a significant concern. These

concerns and the rudiments of current defense procurement

policies are visible in the following account of the Tryon

Conference [7:A-1-8]:
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In October, 1942, the War Department held a con-
.. ference at Tryon, North Carolina, to formulate new
__ policies based on the experience since the beginning

of the war. The announced objective of the conference
was to promote more efficient use of labor, material
and plant facilities and to limit profits to reasonable
levels to assist the price and wage control programs
and to prevent inflation. During the conference, the
War Department reasserted its determination to secure
war equipment at the best price and the lowest possible
cost. The O.P.A. agreed to refrain from extending
price regulations in the military field. It was agreed
that controls were necessary to keep prices close
enough to costs to exert continued pressure on them and
that purchase control through close pricing and the
selection of the best type of contract suited for the
procurement was the best method of price control rather
than the use of formulas and regulations. The con-
ference recommended the continued use of fixed price
contracts based on accurate cost experience and close
estimates with the Government assuming unpredictable
risks. The First War Powers Act was used to grant
relief to a Contractor who suffered an actual loss as
a result of factors over which he had no control. Short
term forward pricing and both upward and downward
redetermination of prices were recommended by the
conference, who also went on record as discouraging
the use of CPFF contracts. Rather than price control,
continued downward pressure on cost by better purchas-
ing methods and by closer pricing based on historical
prices and costs was recommended. The growing importance
of subcontracts was recognized and the conference
recommended that the War Department institute better
method for their control. The use of renegotiation as
a tool to secure reasonable prices rather than as a

s. method to recapture past profits was emphasized. The
conference also discussed the necessity for the recruit-
ing and training of personnel in the new purchasing
policies and techniques required by the use of nego-
tiated contracts. The conference re-emphasized the
function of the price mechanism to insure efficient
and economic production and to restrict excessive profits
even in times of emergency....
9. Post War Reformation 1946-1949

At the close of World War II in 1945, the United

States was the most powerful industrialized nation that had

ever existed. The period that immediately followed the war
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is one of the most significant ones to this examination of

policy perspectives. For it was during this time that many

of the elements of our current acquisition and industrial

mobilization policies were formulated.

The country was in somewhat of an awkward position

[2:81:

On the one hand there was a clear recognition of the
need to develop mobilization capability and procedures ....
On the other as a result of a affirmative policy to
make available to the civilian economy everything
that might be useful in stimulating a renewed flow
of goods, there was a wholesale disposal of Government-
owned industrial facilities ....

Congress then failed to appropriate adequate funds for the

maintenance of other facilities and caused them to be closed

or sold. Referred to as the "Dismantling of the Arsenal of

Democracy" (2:81, the most vital elements of industrial

mobilization, were often sold at fifteen percent of their

worth for the sake of political and supposed economic sta-

bility. However beneficial this restoration of the societal

norm might have seemed, the damage it did to our defense

industrial base has yet to be corrected.

The lessons of Pearl Harbor and the other disgraces

that this nation endured in the early months of World War II

served one very important purpose. The Government and the

people of this nation were united in their determination

never to allow themselves to be caught unprepared and

11%' defenseless again.
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In response to this resolve, there were several

significant pieces of legislation adopted following the war.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of

1946 "provided for the acquisition and maintenance of the

strategic stockpile" [2:8]. The National Security Act of

1947 created the Department of Defense, Air Force and the

National Security Resources Board and Munitions Board to

coordinate industrial and civilian mobilization. The National

Industrial Reserve Act of 1948 "authorized the Secretary of

Defense to retain surplus machine tools, manufacturing equip-

ment, and industrial plants required to supply the needs of

the armed forces for emergency production" (2:91.

The most significant law passed was the Armed Services

Procurement Act of 1947. It came into being because the

procurement laws and regulations passed during World War II

were temporary. Therefore, the competitive bidding require-

ments of R.S. 3709 would have returned to force as soon as

the wartime legislation expired. However, because of the

dangerous inefficiencies caused by these restrictions, it

was determined that [7:A-1-10]:

Return to the inflexible procedures of formal adver-
* tising would mean that supplying the needs of the military

would soon revert to a relatively small group of pro-
fessional Government suppliers with the consequent loss

A of invaluable defense know-how.. .The importance of the
industrial production capacity .... was also recognized
along with the importance of effective purchasing
practices and procedures that would enable the military
services to mobilize this industrial might as soon as
possible. The Armed Services Procurement Act became
effective on May 19, 1948, as the procurement authority
of the First War Powers Act expired.
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This unification of the procurement authority for

all of the armed forces did much more than just consolidate

regulations. It served to issue to industry the procurement

philosophy of the military as agreed upon by all of the

branches of Government. It reinforced the preference of

the Government for formal advertising, but it was rationally

tempered with a flexibility allowing for negotiation if

9justified by one or more of its seventeen exceptions author-

ized in the law.

These seventeen exceptions date back to those evolved

from R.S. 3709 and were added as a result of wartime procure-

ment experience. It is through the skilled use of these

exceptions that much of the acquisition support was provided

*for subsequent Military Contingency Requirements (7:A--ll).

10. Korean War 1950-1953

These post-war policies and the national preparedness

were soon tested. The 1983 Industrial College of the Armed

Forces study referred to earlier presents some excellent

insights into this era [2:13-44).

A key to understanding United States industrial
mobilization policies as they evolved over time is
NSC-68, "A Report to the National Security Council,"
dated 14 April 1950 .... Tension and confrontation
with the USSR had been growing since the end of World
War II. China had become Communist; the economies of
Europe and Japan had not yet recovered .... A basic
premise of NSC-68 was that the Soviet Union had
achieved a fission bomb capability .... Furthermore,
the atomic capabilities of the USSR could be expected
to grow to the point that, by 1954, a decisive initial
attack could be delivered upon the United States ....
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only by our having an overwhelming atomic superiority

might the USSR be deterred ....Essential to the policy
of constraint was .... a superior aggregate military
strength, in being and readily mobilizable .... The
invasion of the Republic of South Korea on 25 June
1950... by a North Korean force trained, equipped and
inspired by the Soviet Union was perceived to be a
part of the overall Soviet design of world domination...
the invasion...gave urgency and unanimity of purpose
to the Nation .... In response to a Presidential request
for legislation to aid in meeting defense needs while
considering inflation, the Defense Production Act of
1950 became law on 8 September 1950. The stated pur-
pose of the Act was to oppose aggression and promote
peace, and to develop and maintain whatever military
and economic strength necessary to carry out this
purpose. The Act also provided for the diversion of
materials and facilities from civilian use...and for
the expansion of productive facilities .... Contained
in the Act were vast powers required to carry out the
declaration of policy .... President Truman created the
Office of Defense Mobilization...to direct, control and
coordinate all mobilization activities.. .including...
production, procurement, manpwer stabilization and
transport activities .... The Government set out to
stimulate expansion of capacity by a broad variety of
incentives and assistance .... Accelerated Tax Amortiza-
tion Program ....Guaranteed markets at guaranteed
prices .... Direct loans and guarantees of commercial
loans by the Government .... Financing of plant construc-
tion and equipment through military contract....
Installation of Government-owned equipment and construc-
tion of Government-owned facilities .... Grants for
research, exploration, and development .... The more
important, long term goal was to build adequate war
reserves and production base to fight a full-scale war
with the USSR .... Funds were no problem, as Congress
voted supplemental appropriations for fiscal year 1951
that made $52 billion available for military and related
purposes .... The second year, 1952...$94 billion available
for military procurement .... Progress was so remarkable
that...by January 1953 .... The issue was whether to have
greater immediate strength...or to keep a greater number
of production lines .... It was explicitly recognized
that, as the new weapons were developed, a balance must
be maintained between qualitative superiority and volume
production, because falling far behind in either could
spell disaster....Another major goal of mobilization in
the Korean War era was to expand the basic economy and
industrial capacity to permit defense expenditures and
the gross national product to grow concurrently .... The
mobilization base concept was the approach by which the
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United States addressed a new situation in the world,
a national security need for military readiness to
offset the constant threat from the USSR .... The Vance
Committee .... interim report of 12 September 1952...
stated, "if an adequate defense position has to be
maintained over an extended period of time...without
prohibitive cost, a larger productive capacity to produce
military end items must be created and thereafter ...
maintained in such a condition that it can be quickly
expanded in the event of an emergency .... The time it
takes the Nation to get to mobilization production
rates must be offset by war reserve stockpiles....
Acquisition of production facilities and production
equipment.. •will take time, perhaps years... The original
cost of facilities is small compared with the cost of
producing .... The creation and maintenance of ample
production capacity is not only less costly.. .than
depending chiefly on reserves...it also represents a
greater contribution to national security ...." Once
the procurements fell to the point that private produc-
tion lines had to go cold, there was no identified

*mechanism to assure that the producer would be available
at a later date .... The Korean War era, then was unique
in several respects .... We established the policy and
the fact of readiness for war.. .operational...and...
industrial...during a period when no war had been
declared .... We expanded the economy...for basic industry
and...military items....We recognized that the job was
going to take a long time and we set up the process
to preserve the state of readiness through the mobiliza-

p"' tion base concept....

The policies and concepts developed during the Korean

War served to strengthen the defense posture of this nation.

However, this era of definitive direction dissipated rapidly
with the cessation of armed conflict.

11. Decade of Deterioration 1954-1964
The years following the Korean War were ones of

political confusion and international tension. The "Cold

War" of words and threats that the U.S. and the USSR waged

also served to chill the mobilization initiatives and defense

procurement programs that had been developed in response to
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the threat of Soviet nuclear attack. The Soviet threat was

in no way diminished by the end of the conflict in Korea.

What was diminished was the realization of a need for the
V

industrial production capacities and the financial and acqui-

sition policies to manage it that had been reached by 1953.

This, in turn, deviated the mobilization base policy previously

established that relied on this capacity instead of war

reserve stockpiles. "The effectiveness of a policy of using

procurements to retain producers in the mobilization base

who might otherwise have switched to peacetime products was

ultimately limited by the adequacy of the procurements

available" (2:451.

Therefore, with stockpiles on hand considered adequate

at the end of the Korean War, it was determined that those

resources would satisfy future military needs for all except

a full mobilization. The mobilization base was then relegated

to competing for current procurement programs if it was to

survive.

There was, however, a wide range of mobilization,

financial and acquisition planning carried out during this

period. A large proportion of it concerned requirements

determinations for key defense end items and strategic

materials. These were planned utilizing tax amortization

certificates or Government funded expansion to ensure adequate

national production capacities existed [2:46].
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Programs developed in this period included the

Preferential Planning List (PPL), the Production Allocation

Program, the Armed Services Procurement Planning Offices

(ASPPO), and the Key Facilities List (KFL). These were all

established in an attempt to integrate the needs of the

military services with defense industry by joint planning

* and the establishment of lines of communication [2:47].

The Army and the Navy applied the DOD mobilization

guidance provided during this period in very similar, classic

manners. However, the Air Force introduced a new concept

called the Production Readiness Policy [2:48-49].

At the center of the new Air Force approach were
the Production Acceleration and Production Compression
Concepts .... Advance procurement of long-lead-time
material and semifinished components .... The Production
Compression Concept was essentially to plan "surge
production"....A basic premise of these concepts was
that the United States would have been under nuclear

5, attack.

The Air Force also significantly modified the back-

ground for planning future requirements when, in 1955, it

"adopted the Force-in-Being concept, which was predicated

on the assumption that the next year would be a total nuclear

war fought with the weapons on hand at the start" [2:49].

At the same time the Army was still planning for a classic
long war of attrition. "Air Force stock requirements were

measured in days .... So, from 1958 until 1967, the Air Force

conducted no-industrial readiness planning with industry

except the planning inherent in the procurement cycle" [2:491.
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%This significant disparity in mobilization planning

between the Services "put forth very mixed signals to industry"

[2:49]. The introduction of a nuclear exchange and short

duration war into the planning scenario caused DOD, in 1962,

to issue a (2:50]:

Policy of "flexible response," which basically
established that the United States would be prepared
for any degree of conflict, nuclear or conventional,
on any scale and duration. This policy caused the
Air Force to examine its stockpile policies and...
to return to mobilization planning in 1967 ....

*4. This environment of vacillating plans will be further

examined later in this chapter. It suffices to say that

this period was characterized by a lack of DOD direction,

that forced each of the Services to pursue their own mobili-

zation and acquisition policies in an attempt to maintain a

level of combat effectiveness. It was with this background

of inadequate Defense coordination that the United States
.o

committed combat troops to Vietnam.
'-.

12. Vietnam Era 1965-1972

The most salient financial and acquisition issue at

the beginning of the Vietnam War was the inability of DOD

and industry to respond to the material needs necessitated

by this Military Contingency Requirement. The very essence
of mobilization planning and material support is based on

the declaration of a national emergency and the invoking of

legislation and procedures to trigger an industrial response

[2:521.
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For purely political reasons, the Vietnam War was

fought without any formal declaration of national emergency

or war. It should be noted, however, that the national emer-

gency declared in 1950 was still in effect. The 1950 emer-

gency notwithstanding, the lack of declaration and national

resolve for the Vietnam War was directly reflected in the

financial and acquisition policies required to support it.

There were no extraordinary policies created for the war's

support, except the creation of a financial vehicle, which

will be addressed in a later chapter. However, as will be

illustrated in the authorities chapter, the lack of a declar-

ation of national emergency may well have been an issue of

its actual need.

In view of the fragmented Service policies generated

during the 1950's and early '60's, the industrial base failed

to receive specific direction from DOD upon which to plan

and determine requirements. In 1970, the Joint Logistics

Review Board stated that "Without valid, stable requirements

it is virtually impossible to plan with industry or maintain

the production base in an acceptable state of readiness"

(2:51].

The 1983 ICAF study directed much of this failure

towards the PPBS process [2:51-52]:

The problem stemmed largely from the use of DOD's
Annual Logistics Guidance to develop mobilization
requirements. The annual guidance was used for pro-
gramming current and out-years of the 5-year program
and, over time, became constrained by the available
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funding. Affordability dictated the current guidance,
and became current guidance.. .dictated force structures...
rates of usage.. .bases for mobilization requirements,
rates of usage became constrained by affordability as
well. These rates in turn, created havoc with the
mobilization base because facilities required for the
limited war in Vietnam were lost, either through being
declared excess or from poor maintenance.

Also pointed out, and of significance here, is the

fact that 12:52-531:

A decision was made to use competitive procurement
to the maximum extent to reduce the costs of the war.
This policy, in effect, invalidated all the planning
agreements made with industry. Although ODM had declared
a policy of using current procurements to maintain the
mobilization base in the 1950's, the practice in the
Vietnam War years was exactly the opposite. The effect
was to place the war on equal footing with commercial
work. If there was no urgency to industrial mobiliza-
tion agreements, then military requirements must not
be urgent. There was no incentive.. .to shorten lead

ktimes .... Industry was unwilling to give up firm commer-
ciaL business...reluctant to bid.. .unless they had idle
capacity .... Producers... previously designated.. .who
chose to bid.. .were often not...the lowest bidders...
Government equipment in the hands of planned producers
had to be removed and shipped to the low bidder, thereby
destroying the validity of the mobilization base ....

The financial and acquisition policies of the Depart-

ment of Defense lost their sense of perspective during this

period by failing to effectively support the requirements

of national security through maintaining the integrity of

the industrial base.

13. Economic Weakening 1973-1980

Following the Vietnam War was a period of significant

impact on the financial and acquisition policies of DOD.

The primary reason for this impact was the weakened state

of the national economy. This weakening gradually resulted
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in an economic recession with annual inflation and interest

rates hovering at twenty percent.

* The Commission on Government Procurement (COGP)

reported to Congress in 1973 with a wide range of programs

not only to improve the procurement process as practiced

by the Federal Government, but also to improve its vital

relationship with industry. However, the financial constraints

imposed by the weakened economy committed most of the recom-

mendations to an early grave.

Jacques Gansler describes the Post-Vietnam Period

in his book The Defense Industry [6:21-22]:

National attitudes shaped by the Vietnam War led
to significant changes .... Most obvious was the sharp
drop in defense procurements to a level not seen since
immediately after World War II .... The reasons were
many. The military.. .did not need.. .older generation
equipment...it needed new families of weapons .... Military
pay and allowances increased dramatically .... To live
within the shrinking total defense budget, research and
development remained almost constant while procurement
was rapidly reduced. In real dollars, procurement
outlays for 1976 were the lowest since 1951 .... Weapons
system continued to increase in cost...buying power...
reduced significantly .... Congress... questioned the
affordability...of defense expenditures, and cut more
deeply into the procurement account .... These cuts worked
to erode defense buying power. The Congressional cuts
were .... The will of the people...to devote all available
resources toward improving the peacetime life of the
nation....The result was that, in relation to the gross
national product, defense was the only major sector
that was shrinking. In the typical post war pattern,
defense was not a good area for an industrial firm
looking for growth.

The defense industry, severely affected by the reces-

sion and lacking the cash flow required to continue growth

and expansion, stagnated and began to disintegrate near the

end of the decade.
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Gansler presents his 1980 opinion of the Government's

treatment of the defense industry as follows (6:27]:

For 200 years the United States has not treated its
defense industrial base as the vital national resource
it is. Clearly this base has been a significant part
of the nation's historical defense posture, and yet the
defense industry is not considered when the Department
of Defense sits down to plan its overall deterrent and
war posture. Similarly, from an economic perspective,

4' considerable care is given to the planning and manage-
ment of each individual weapons system, yet the economic
efficiency of the overall defense industry is rarely if
ever considered.

The futility of this period and the impotency of

its defense policies are best characterized by the feelings

of utter helplessness this nation was forced to endure as

a result of the Iranian Hostage Crisis from November 1979

to January 1981.

14. Rearming Phase 1981--

Seizing the national unification created by this

disgrace, President Reagan's Administration quickly attempted

to fulfill the campaign promises of a bolstered defense,

which had swept them irto office.

Defense acquisition budgets for all areas of military

support were increased in an effort to deter the expansion

of Soviet influence. The urgency of the situation is char-

acterized by the reactivation of several World War II Battle-

ships. This historic military might was called upon not

only to display our national resolve, but to provide a timely

response to what has become a very lengthy weapons acquisi-

tion process.
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In conjunction with these efforts, the President

also issued Executive Order 12352 on March 17, 1982 "...in

order to ensure effective and efficient spending of public

funds through fundamental reforms in Government procurement...."

[5:147].

-4 This reform of Government business policy will result

in the issuance of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)

on April 1, 1984, in an effort to consolidate the fragmented

procurement regulations of the Federal Government. This

and other current financial and acquisition programs will

be addressed in subsequent chapters.

This period has thus far been characterized by a

resurgence of national pride and an increased awareness of

the need for a responsive defense industrial base. This

nation is indeed rearming, in an effort to deter, or if

need be, defend itself against, the incursions of Soviet

expansionism.

D. DEFENSE GUIDANCE TRENDS 1977-88

The Defense Guidance provided by the Office of the Sec-

retary of Defense to the military departments over the last

few years has changed dramatically (see Figure 1).

The reasons for these shifts, in what would appear to

be schizophrenic behavior, are driven by a wide range of

factors. The most obvious is the need to react to actual

or perceived threats to national security. The other omni-

present requirement, serving as justification for a variance
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in this fundamental planning direction, is the availability

of programmed funding.

Therefore, the Short Warning, Short War scenario that

required extensive initial support to sustain operations has

now been changed completely. The status of War Reserve

stocks, which may well have contributed to this shift, will

be addressed in a later chapter.

The current Defense Guidance calls for planning to sus-

tain a Global Conflict of Indefinite Duration. This return

to the "classic scenario" has resulted in increased funding

for several industrial preparedness programs to be discussed

in a separate chapter.

E. CURRENT GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

The volatile, changing nature of the political unrest in

many areas of the world today renders any detailed discussion

senseless. However, one must recall that this need for

historical reflection was predicated by upon the gravity

of the present situation: Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Kuwait,

Afghanistan, Poland, Grenada, Honduras, El Salvador, Korea,

Northern Ireland, Falklands, Morocco, Egypt, Israel,....But,

the urgency of the present must not be allowed to completely

overshadow one's commitment to understanding the perspectives

of the past.
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III. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACT OF GOVERNMENT DEFENSE
SPENDING

A. PURPOSE

The objective of this chapter is to examine from a broad

perspective social and economic implications of defense ex-

penditures. Defense interest will be contrasted with social

considerations for and against military spending. It is

designed to stimulate the thought process and create awareness

of the far reaching role of defense expenditures. Addition-

ally, it highlights problems associated with increases and

decreases in defense spending.

B. OVERVIEW

The vigor with which a nation's military establishment

can respond to a threat to its national interests is dependent

upon prevailing social, political and economic factors.

These parameters will differ over time. During World War II

the United States was able to mount a massive effort because

the threat was so serious that the public gave the war effort

its full and united support. In addition, the economy had

not fully recovered from the Great Depression and there was

still considerable unemployment and unused manufacturing

capacity [9:264]. Today these underlying social, political,El and economic factors are much less favorable to a military

response [9:263]. This is true even if we compare the present
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>2 situation to that during the Vietnam campaign. Although

the Vietnam conflict caused great social and political tur-

moil in the United States, the economy was in a favorable

position to respond to increased military demands (10:45].

This economic readiness was unlike both present economic

.conditions and those likely to exist in the near future. The

Ncurrent period, marked by great uncertainty and rapid global

change, is difficult for the government to deal with [9:265].

Inflation, for example, has been of such unprecedented

severity that few have a clear understanding of its long

run implications.

During times of turmoil the interrelated elements of

social, political, economic, and military concerns become

even more cumbersome. This means that the problem of balan-

cing options between military and civilian needs becomes

one. of the major factors determining the military and indus-

trial response to a threat. With so many competing needs

in such an uncertain environment, making choices--pitting

civilian against military needs--becomes a particularly

difficult problem.

C. ECONOMIC ROLE OF DOD EXPENDITURES

In theory, defense spending can be viewed as a source

of fiscal stimulus which can aid recovery from an economic

downturn [11:14]. Peacetime defense expenditures are respon-

sible for more than 10 million jobs and an annual budget of
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far more than $190 billion [12:400]. It is natural that

"*" many look to defense policy as a possible source of stimula-

tion for the overall economy as well as for employment in

defense-related areas. However, comparing the effects of

such peacetime stimulation with those of other government

fiscal or monetary alternatives may be highly ambiguous.

The question of large defense expenditures during peace-

time raises the question of whether the effect on the United

States is positive or negative. There are experts and data

to support both positions, and the answer seems highly depen-

dent upon such factors as the overall economic conditions,

the type of alternative expenditures or fiscal policies with

which military spending is compared, the economic and social

objectives of the policies, and the structure of and condition

within the defense industry (6:131. For example, defense

expenditures may be a more effective stimulant than expendi-

tures in other areas of government, because defense is more

capital-intensive and thus creates a greater economic multi-

plier for the dollars invested [6:13]. However, a tax cut

might be an even more effective stimulant (dependent upon

the type of cut and state of the economy at time of cut).

Similarly, the public policy objective of the economic stimu-

lant is very important. For example, while the creation of

* jobs may be an objective, the defense sector has little

effect on hard core unemployment because of its high skill

requirements and high salaries as illustrated by Table 1

(6:531.
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TABLE 1

WAGE-RATE RANKING AND PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCTION
EMPLOYEES IN SELECTED DEFENSE INDUSTRIES

Rank in Hourly Ratio of Production
Wage Rate to Total Employees

Aircrafts & parts 4 53.8%

Complete guided missiles 5 27.8

Shipbuilding & repair 9 79.1

Communication equipment 11 50.0

Ordnance & accessories 10 47.3

Motor vehicles 1 73.5

Electronic computing equip. 12 34.2

Average for U.S. Industry 14 89.9

Source: 1972 National Commission on Materials Policy.

N The ranking in Table 1 means that motor vehicles have the
greatest average hourly wage rate and that the average for

each of the industries shown is greater than the rank of

what would be the average industry (14].

Based on this type of wage disparity in relation to

other employment sectors, Employment Research Associates, a

Lansing, Michigan consulting firm, concluded that $1 billion

invested in missiles creates 14,000 jobs. The same amount

would mean 48,000 positions in a labor-intensive area such

as hospitals.

1. Inflationary Impact at the Microeconomic Level

Beyond the macroeconomic issues lies another important

economic consideration--the inflationary impact of military

0.
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spending at the microeconomic level--not just in terms of

program inefficiencies, but also in terms of the high cost

of the equipment. The latter as viewed by a large segment

* - of the public results from the continuous demand by the

Department of Defense for increased performance at almost

. any cost (6:471. The Department of Defense contention is

that such performance is warranted to counter an increasingly

dangerous world threat or to gain advantage over potential

adversaries (12:590]. Each new generation of weapons must

be driven to the "state-of-the-art" in performance. The

result has been rising unit production costs for almost all

classes of weapons.

The magnitude of increased costs are clearly illus-

trated by Figure 2. To understand Figure 2, consider the

case of the tanks. The data show that an XM-l tank costs

about three times as much as the M60 it is replacing (exclud-

ing inflation and assuming a one-for-one replacement). The

XM-I performs much better than the M60--perhaps even three

times as well--so on a one-for-one basis it is worth the

money (6:171. But it still costs three times as much; so if

the United States wants to keep the same number of tanks, it

has to triple its procurement expenditures. The effect of

the increasing unit cost of defense equipment is not only

felt in the defense sector of the economy but also is reflected

in some civilian sectors as well [9:268].
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2. Local Expenditures
Military programs account for the bulk of the goods

and services purchased by the Federal government from pro-

ducers in the private sector of the economy [13:271. In

creating this vast market for private industry these programs

have also served as a means of expanding the direct role of

the government in the American economy as a purchaser and

as a consumer. In terms of economic activity these military

programs account for almost three-fifths of all federal

government purchases of goods and services [13:27].

Although most regions, states, and major metropolitan

areas are minimally affected by defense spending, a few

geographical regions still depend on defense programs for a

". W dominant share of total income and employment (9:28]. During

periods of reductions in defense demands these regions face

significant adjustments, notably declining sales and high

unemployment. Reduction in military procurement from $24

.' billion in fiscal year 1969 to $16 billion in fiscal year

1973 coincided with massive layoffs by the key defense con-

tractors, particularly on the West Coast 113:28].

Recognizing that Department of Defense expenditures

have concentrated industrial and regional impacts, it is

understandable that increases and decreases in expenditures

are far more traumatic for these economic segments. If

defense-generated income and employment was distributed

throughout the country in proportion to population or to the
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location of industry, we would experience less intense and

less localized pressures for or against changes in the size

and composition of military spending [13:27].

Regions highly dependent upon military spending

tend to feel that thousands of highly productive tax paying

citizens are being abandoned in a period beset with high

unemployment and inflation in the process of moving toward

leaner defense budgets. The contrasting view is that more

Americans could be employed in other, more labor-intensive

areas of the economy with funds made available through defense

reductions as alluded to earlier in this chapter. These two

opposing views have contributed to the increased level of

Congressional lobbying taking place today and over the past

two decades on military spending.

Congressional actions are currently reflecting the

attitudes of the American people [11:153]. Mounting opposi-

tion to high levels of military spending is hardly a passing

phenomenon. A recent indication of the continuing dissatis-

2% faction with the way the business of the military establish-

ment has been conducted is contained in a report of the

House Appropriation Committee. The Committee stated that,

"the numerous disappointments in the development and procure-
ment of weapon systems by the Department of Defense indicate

that better management and better procurement policies are

mandatory."
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3. Research and Development

Research and development is crucial to the sustenance

and growth of any industrial society. The government's tax

dollar substantially aids the cause of research and develop-

ment in the private sector of our nation (6:961. Over half

of all R&D and scientific and engineering talent in the nation

is financed by the Department of Defense, the National Aero-

nautic and Space Administration, and the Energy Research and

Development Administration (formerly the Atomic Energy Com-

i'ission) [14:7]. In addition to work done in government

labs, the defense agencies pay for more than half of the

research undertaken in industrial labs and about three-fifths

of the work performed by universities and other non-profit

institutions [14:8]. Defense technology has brought about

the creation of new civilian industries such as computers,

jet engines, nuclear power, and space communications. In

each case, development began with a perceived military need

and Department of Defense R&D money brought these industries

along until civilian markets were created [15:21]. Undoubt-

ably, without defense expenditures these industries would

have developed at some future date, but the earlier availa-

bility of these totally new and significant civilian industries

mu. be considered as a major contribution of the defense R&D

dollar.
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D. BOTTLENECKS

Manufacturing bottlenecks occur as a result of one or

more crucial industries operating at or near capacity being

suddently confronted with unanticipated increased demand for

its output. The subsequent sudden demand for raw materials

drives up the prices of input resources (material and labor).

The producer industry output prices are similarly driven up

sending a rippling effect throughout industries who are

* ."*. dependent upon his output as their inputs. Manufacturing

backlogs throughout the defense industry are created by longer

leadtimes for input resources. The interrelationship between

%'.% defense end-product manufacturers and input producers com-

*£ pounds the problem and inevitably leads to higher prices to

* the government.

There are several reasons the bottleneck problem is

"'.. important. One of the primary concerns is a possible spill-

over effect from defense industries to non-defense industries

and to the general economy. Spillover effects can occur
U'1..

with respect to shortages of materials, components, produc-

tion equipment, and skilled manpower. These effects can

influence price levels and the availability of supplies in

the civilian sector as well as competitiveness of civilian

industries in the world markets [11:251.

As a defense buildup proceeds (provided that there is a

shortage of excess capacity, skilled labor and materials)

it is likely that equipment, material, components and skilled
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'-- workers in short supply will have to be transferred to defense

industries. This can cause civilian production to fall and

lead to civilian price increases because of the smaller

available supplies among civilian users (11:251. If this

occurs, higher premiums will have to be paid by defense

firms to attract the physical resources and workers needed

out of civilian firms. This will raise wages, material

costs, and the price of intermediate products used both in

defense and civilian markets.

The sequence of events stated above will create obstacles

for American high technology firms not faced by their foreign

* competitors whose governments are not engaged in major defense

buildups. American firms producing civilian goods will be

'.'-- o weakened by the shift of resources to defense production

(11:261. Foreign firms will not be hampered in the same way

and, therefore, will enjoy a relative advantage.

1. Skilled Labor Shortages

The Department of Defense has only recently given

serious attention to the prospect that shortages of skilled

__ labor could choke efforts to rebuild our vital defense sector

O.. [16:231. Problems associated with shortages of skilled labor

are particularly complex and very little is known about what

to do about these problems [11:871. Well over $30 billion

a year is spent on higher education and occupational training

in the United States (11:821, yet we find it extremely

difficult to train even enough computer specialists or
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V, machinists to meet defense needs. More than half of the

skilled tool makers in this country will retire within this

decade. A 1976 study of the average age of production workers

in the aircraft industry found the following: Lockheed

(Marietta, Georgia division)-age 62, Lockheed (California

division)-age 55, Fairchild (Long Island, New York division)-

age 56 [6:54]. In 1976, the average age of aerospace engi-

neers was 43 [6:54], which is extremely old considering the

rapid changes in engineering over the 20 years since the

majority of these engineers had graduated. A House Armed

Services Committee Report of December 1980 estimated that

the nation would be short 250,000 skilled machinists by 1985.

The Department of Labor projections from 1979 emphasized the

need for 23,000 additional skilled machinists each year

through 1989.

-. t The skilled labor shortage became much more real

for the researchers after considering the high rate of unem-

ployment that exists today and existed over the past three

years. During this period newspaper classified ads were

filled with job advertisements side-by-side with headlines

regarding the millions of unemployed Americans. A closer

look at these ads will reveal that the majority of these

listings required very specific technical skills which the

average unemployed worker in all probability did not possess.

The Reagan administration projects real GNP growth

of 15 percent over the next three years. If this projection
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is met, the associated heavy growth could conceivably gener-

ate a major wave of inflation as hard-pressed firms frantically
outbid one another for scarce computer operators and other

skilled personnel already in short supply [16:861.

In a period of economic slowdown or stagnation, as

• .some segments of industry are experiencing right now, it is

easy to ignore or minimize future needs. But considering

it takes three to four years for an individual to acquire

the types of skills needed, the existing shortages, and the

reduction of technical and apprenticeship programs in private

- industry (precipitated by the economic downturn), this ignor-

ance is a luxury we cannot afford [16:87].

2. Regional and Sectorial Effects

j. There is an air of uncertainty surrounding the bottle-

neck issue. Congressional testimony indicates that the

government's understanding of capacity is incomplete (11:191.

Statistics may be misleading with respect to the defense

sector. Capacity utilization data is collected on an aggre-

gated basis. It is possible for statistics to show low

utilization for industry as a whole, while critical sectors

of industry are operating near or at full capacity (15:151.

First quarter fiscal year 1982 government figures showed

capacity utilization running at 80 percent. The Wharton

Economic Forecasting Association put capacity utilization at

85.3 percent (Figure 3) for the same period. As discussed
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earlier, the same problem exists with respect to the labor

" market. Overall unemployment may be high while there are

shortages of critical skills.

Stagnation experienced in the American economy over

the past three years has been a mixture of boom and depression.

States such as Texas, California, Florida, and Massachusetts

and industries such as semi-conductors and computers have

" .. been booming, while the industrial Midwest and the steel and

automobile industries have been in the midst of a depression

[11:201. The idle capacity of both workers and equipment is

concentrated in a few regions and industries [14:61. The

regions and industries where idle capacity exist are not

those where most military equipment is purchased [11:201.

The defense buildup is likely to exacerbate both the shortages

of resources in the defense industrial sector and the regional

. imbalance in the national economy unless there are offsetting

budget cuts or tax increases.

E. DRAMATIC SHIFTS OF EXPENDITURES TO AND FROM THE DOD

SECTOR

Pressures by the American public to reduce military

spending coupled with the desires of the military to get new

strategic programs off the ground often creates inadequate

timetables for increases and decreases in defense spending

[17:41. The local and regional impact of these decisions

have a tendency to send resounding shock waves throughout

communities heavily dependent upon defense industry. Military
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and defense-related plants represent an enormous community

resource. Vast sectors and important interest in our society

are virtually dependent upon military spending for their

economic survival (17:821.

? 'Increased procurement programs by the Department of

- Defense is generally viewed as contributing to the health

of the economy. New or expanding defense missions suddenly

thrust on a local community can impose local burdens for

municipal facilities, public services, and housing in instances

where DOD is establishing a new major mission or personnel

buildup [17:102].

The problem of increased spending in an area is by

far the lesser problem. Often completely ignored are the

adverse economic impacts resulting from base closures and

defense contract terminations. In fiscal year 1977, 1318

V defense contracts were terminated having a total value of

$410 million (17:841.

Subtracting line items from the DOD budget usually

results in adding long lines of defense workers at unemploy-

ment offices. A look at unemployment immediately following

Vietnam provides a stark example. Beyond the impact of the

individual worker, ripple or multiplier effects penetrate

the entire community. Merchants lose sales and municipalities

P41 lose tax revenues at just the time when the need for social

services and economic development may be greatest.
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Environments must be established which are conducive

to attracting new economic activity. Communities affected

by defense spending reductions must develop broad programs

for upgrading housing, retail areas, educational programs,

transportation facilities, and medical care in efforts to

entice new businesses to locate in their areas. This must

be accomplished at a period in which its largest tax base

has seriously eroded.

A look at the cancellation of the B-1 bomber program

by the Carter administration will further accent the gravity

of sudden spending reductions. Upon initial cancellation

of the B-1 program, 6,000 Rockwell employees were laid off

in the Los Angeles area alone. Another 7,400 were released

'around the state of California at other Rockwell locations

within six months [17:66]. Additionally, 5,100 were laid
off by subcontractors in the state (17:661. The total number

of released personnel directly associated with the project

were 18,500. A conservative employment multiplier of 3.0

would make that total 55,500 persons (higher multipliers can

.* be found in Reference 13).

The average age of the laid off worker was 48 [17:661.

For a number of these individuals this was their third or

fourth time being victimized by the cyclic employment of the

defense industry (6:511. These individuals must again search

for new employment which may require relocation and selling

Oof their homes at prices substantially below market (17:66].
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The problem does not stop here. Most of these indi-

viduals have none of the protection or benefits that would

come from continuous employment or seniority. At retirement

they will be forced to live on the inadequate benefits of

social security [17:671.

There are some governmental programs designed to

aid communities faced with defense spending reductions.

The agencies responsible for these programs are often under-

staffed and underfunded and, therefore, incapable of provid-

ing the type of assistance needed at the community level

[17:84].

The Office of Economic Assistance (OEA) provides

most of the assistance in this area. OEA has made tremendous

progress; however, communities hurt by defense cuts often

cannot economically survive the time lag between a base

closing or major contract cancellation and the time when

4 the OEA program reaches fruition [17:35].

The economic impact on communities can be significantly

lessened. Efforts must be expended to obtain a better mix

of defense related industries and other business activities

in a community. Additionally, communities must be given

more advance notice of intended base closures or major con-

tract cancellations, so that programs can be initiated to

counteract potential negative effects.
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F. CONCLUSIONS

The United States' ability to meet contingency require-

ments is a function of the overall economic condition, the

status of the industrial base, resource availability, and

the receptiveness of the American public. Contingency fund-

ing has become more than a militarily-assessed need for

national security. The day-to-day livelihood of the average

American citizen is also at issue. Tax resources are limited.

The more dollars spent on defense, the less there is availa-

ble for other social priorities which have become so important

to the American public such as: improved health plans, welfare

. reform, environmental protection, and education.

S-' Domestic social needs are not easily reconciled with

those of defense. The high unemployment situation over the

past three years has made increased military spending a

bitter pill to swallow for many Americans. Defense spending

is capable of reducing unemployment figures, but not at the

same level that identical funds would generate if applied to

more labor intensive sectors.

Department of Defense expenditures have highly concen-

trated industrial and regional impacts. The majority of

Americans does not feel the positive impacts of defense

spending on his or her community. Instead, increased defense

spending is perceived as an unnecessary tax burden.

Defense spending has been associated with the currentUf, high deficits that confront the American taxpayer. Due to
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this association, increased military spending is viewed by

many as a means of exerting additional inflationary pressure

on the economy. In this respect, increased military spend-

ing, is perceived to take food off the American table [14:8].

Defense spending is responsible for numerous R&D develop-

ments that have civilian applications. These inventions

perhaps would have occurred without the Department of Defense,

but their earlier availability must be attributed to research

conducted in the interest of military needs.

A contingency, which by nature is short lived, contributes

to the sectorial impact of sudden shifts in spending on local

communities. If not properly managed, the transition from

. .high to low spending levels may be devastating to the stability

. of local economies.

Increased spending must consider the ability of the

. defense industry to meet new demand. Bottlenecks may be

created due to labor shortages, capacity utilization levels,

raw material, and component availability. Problems in the

defense industry could spill over into the civilian market

creating direct competition for items in short supply. This

C".:. will cause civilian production to fall and lead to price

increases for private goods because of the smaller availability.

* Numerous studies have identified skilled labor shortages

that will hamper the defense industry's ability to respond

to contingency requirements. The shortage will drive up the

price for skilled labor and all the products associated with

." that labor.
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.The probability of increased military spending to meet

contingency requirements must be incorporated into annual

~fiscal policy by a means other than holding back a percentage

of the annual appropriation. This procedure serves to delay

other fiscal requirements and contributes to inefficiencies

created by year end buys. Fiscal policy must be flexible

enough to make allowances for prevailing economic conditions.

Problem areas must be capable of being addressed as opposed

to escalated. Department of Defense fiscal policies can
d,

and should be designed to lessen the negative impact of

transition back to a normalized economy.

Procurement policies must be designed that enhance the
U.

defense industry's ability to respond to increased require-

ments without exerting undue pressure on the non-defense

segment of the economy.
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IV. CONTINGENCY AUTHORITIES AND LEGISLATION

A. PURPOSE

The purpose of this chapter is to address the seemingly

myriad authorities and legislation that regulate the DOD

financial and acquisition policies in support of Military

*" Contingency Requirements. This chapter will survey those

laws, regulations, and executive orders that are salient to

DOD's policies. Also, it will provide a basis for understand-

ing the associated authorities contained in the appendices.

The normal inadequacies of the law as a guide to human

and organizational behavior are significantly intensified in

military contingency situations. People lack military con-

tingency experience, and patterns of contingency behavior

are not well established. Because contingency situations

are times of extraordinary turbulence and stress, they are

also times when laws and regulations are least likely to be

consulted. Therefore, it is imperative that all levels of

the DOD financial and acquisition communities understand the

impact of these authorities on their ability to function in

a contingency environment.

B. CONTINGENCY THRESHOLDS

The term "Military Contingency Requirement" was coined
earlier in this study to differentiate those politico-military

S'p....'
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necessities of the last thirty-three years that were not

"codified" by Executive or Legislative declaration.

Mobilization Exercise Proud Saber '82 and personal com-

munications with the researchers evidenced a great deal of

confusion concerning exactly what authorities pertain to

the various "degrees" of contingencies or thresholds that

might occur. To clarify this matter, the four basic national

*contingency possibilities are discussed below [181.

1. Military Contingency Requirement

No specific legislation or executive order is issued

to support an extraordinary military operation in support of

national security policy. This is basically "business as

usual" from a legal standpoint. Yet, there are several key

policies that influence the financial and acquisition support

of these requirements.

a. Defense Production Act of 1950 as Amended, 50 USC
2061-2166. Titles I, III and VII. Priorities and
Allocations, Loans and Purchase, and Expansion of
Productive Capacity and Supply.

b. Public Law 85-804, 50 USC 1431-1435, Chapter 29,
National Defense Contracts. Although the National

Emergencies Act of 1976 terminated the 1950 Declara-
tion of National Emergency, certain "emergency"
powers remain in effect without the requirements of
a declaration. This Law allows for the modification
of contracts in the national interest, with author-
ity delegated for this purpose, to DOD and the
Service Secretaries by Executive Order 10789.

c. 10 USC 2304/DAR. DAR 3-202, Public Exigency.
DAR 3-216, Purchase in the interest of National
Defense or Industrial Mobilization.
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d. Public Law 96-323, Chapter 138, NATO Acquisition and
Cross-Servicing Agreement. Authority to acquire
logistic support, supplies, and services for United
States armed forces deployed in Europe and adjacent
waters.

-,-. e. 41 USC 11, Contracts or Purchases Without Appropria-
tion (Food and Forage Act). "No contract or purchase
should be made unless authorized by law and under an
appropriation, except in the Departments of the Army,
Navy and Air Force, for clothing, subsistence, forage,
fuel, quarters, transportation, or medical and
hospital supplies, which, however, shall not exceed
the necessities of the current year. The Secretary
of Defense shall immediately advise Congress of the
exercise of the authority and the estimated obliga-
tion incurred". Originated as Civil War era legisla-
tion, and not generally considered valid. Although,
still in effect.

f. Selective Service Act, 50 USC App. 468, "Utilization
of Industry". "Presidential authority in the

-. interest of the national security for the Government
to obtain prompt delivery of any articles.. .authorized
by the Congress for the use of the armed forces or
the Department of Energy.. .he is authorized, through
the head of any Government agency, to place with
any person operating a plant, mine or any facility
capable of producing such articles or materials as
the President deems appropriate.. .The President is
also authorized to take possession of these facili-
ties and operate them if orders are not filled in
the direct manner."

2. Presidential Declaration of National Emergency

a,, Unilateral declaration of emergency or executive

order by the President as allowed by the National Emergencies

Act of 1976, 50 USC 1631.

3. Congressional Declaration of National Emergency

This action is envoked by a Joint Resolution of

Congress. However, neither the Presidential nor the Congres-

sional Declarations provide any mechanisms to enhance the

financial or acquisition abilities of DOD.
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." ,.' 4. State of War
4..

Joint Resolution of Congress to declare a State of

War in accordance with Art. I, Sect. 8, Cl. 11 of the U.S.

Constitution. Powers of the Congress and President are

greatly expanded during a war. World War II era legislation

added significant detail to sections of USC 10 and 50, which

now serve as historical templates in the event they should

need to be reactivated. The War and Defense Contract Acts

contained in the War and National Defense Appendix of Title

50 USC provide substantial legislative detail in the areas

of contract pricing and renegotiation. However, there is

no automatic provision for the reactivation of these laws

in the event of a war.

,Ir. , C. COMPLEMENTARY STATUTES

The following two authorities significantly enhance the

overall effectiveness of the defense industrial base, and

they are "normal course" legislation [181.

1. The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling
Act, 50 USC App. 98 of 1939

This law provides for the acquisition, retention

and disposal/use of strategic and critical materials for

national defense purposes. The authority to release materials

from stockpile is vested in the President for national defense

purposes or in the time of war or a declared national emergency.
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2. Defense Industrial Reserves, 50 USC 451

This legislation is intended to maintain an essential

nucleus of Government-owned industrial plants and a national

reserve of machine tools and industrial manufacturing equip-

ment for immediate use to supply the armed forces in time

of national emergency or in anticipation thereof, not to

exceed the minimum requirements for immediate use in time of

national emergency.

D. STANDBY AND PROPOSED LEGISLATION

1. The Defense Resources Act

The Defense Resources Act was drafted in March of

'4 i1972 and revised in 1977. This "standby" legislation is an

attempt to augment/replace the existing authorities of the

Defense Production Act, as well as many of the other statutes

referred to above. It consists of twelve broad-based Titles

covering the range of anticipated mobilization requirements.."

In the Declaration of Policy, the Act states: "The emergency

confronting the United States requires that the President be

authorized to act immediately to mobilize fully the nation's

resources .. ."

The Act spans 72 pages and directly cites many of

the current statutes. However, the Act has not been kept up

to date, appears too broad-based, and fails to define its
relationship to existing legislation intended to serve the

same purpose.

4,,..,.
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2. The Department of the Army Proposed Legislation

"To amend Chapter 137 of Title 10, United States
Code, relating to the procurement of supplies and
services for the Armed Forces, by adding an authority
for the expedited procurement of surge-related necessi-
ties during a national emergency."

The necessity for legislation of this type is cur-

rently under consideration. This proposal is included in

the appendices.

N* E. ADDITIONAL STATUTES AFFECTING DOD FINANCIAL AND ACQUISI-
TION POLICY
The following is a list of some of the current statutes

that significantly affect DOD fiscal and procurement practices.

Many of these are of a socio-economic nature and will be

discussed in the section immediately following. However well
S. intended many of these peacetime statutes may be, they must

all be carefully considered as expendable impediments in

satisfying the time-critical requirements of a military

J-'- contingency.

1. Buy American Act, 41 USC 10.

2. Convict Labor Act, 18 USC 436.

3. Recycled Material, 42 USC 6962.

4. Noise Control Act, 42 USC 4914

5. Humane Slaughter of Livestock, 7 USC 1901.

6. Conservation of Energy, 42 USC 6361.

7. Preference for U.S. Flag Vessels, 10 USC 2631.

8. Preference for U.S. Flag Air Carriers, 49 USC 1517.
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9. Covenant Against Contingent Fees, 41 USC 254,
10 USC 2306.

10. Small Business Subcontracting, 15 USC 631-647.

11. Walsh Healy Act 41 USC 35-45.

12. Copeland "Anti-Kickback" Act, 18 USC 874.

13. Examination of Records, 10 USC 2306.

14. Preference for Domestic Specialty Metal, Annual DOD
Appropriations Act.

15. Preference for Domestic Food, Clothing and
Textiles, Annual DOD Appropriations Act.

16. Preference for Domestic Hand Tools, Annual GSA
Appropriations Act.

17. Required Source for Jewel Bearings, DAR 7-104.37.

18. Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 USC 651.

19. Rehabilitation Act, 29 USC 701, 706.

20. Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 USC 665.

21. Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act, 38 USC
22..2012.

22. Solid Waste Disposal Act, 42 USC 3251.

23. Age Discrimination Act, 42 USC 6101.

24. Cargo Preference Act, 41 USC 1241.

25. Equal Opportunity Clause, DAR 7-103.18.

26. Affirmative Action for Disabled Veterans and
Veterans of the Vietnam Era, DAR 7-103.27.

27. Affirmative Action for Handicapped Workers,
DAR 7-103.28.

28. Clean Air and Water, DAR 7-103.29.

29. Rights in Data and Computer Software, DAR 7-104.9.

30. Utilization of Labor Surplus Area Concerns, DAR
7-104.20.
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31. Equal Opportunity Pre-Award Clearance of
Subcontracts, DAR 7-104.22.

32. Required Sources for Miniature and Industrial
Ball Bearings, DAR 7-104.38.

33. Competition in Subcontracting, DAR 7-104.40.

34. Required Sources for Precision Components for
Mechanical Time Devices, DAR 7-104.46.

35. Utilization of Women-Owned Business Concerns,
DAR 7-104.52.

36. Distribution of Defense Sub-Contractors Placed
Overseas, DAR 7-104.78.

37. Cost Accounting Standards, DAR 7-104.83.

38. Utilization of Small Business and Small
Disadvantaged Business Concerns, DAR 7-104.14.

39. Determinations, DAR 12-807.22.

40. Competition, DAR 1-300.1.

41. Cost/Schedule Control System, DAR 7-104.87.

42. Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC.552.

43. Assignment of Claims Act, 41 USC 15.

44. Tucker Act, 28 USC 1491.

45. Wunderlich Act, 41 USC 321-322.

" 46. Miller Act, 40 USC 270.

47. Davis-Bacon Act, 40 USC 276.

48. Hours Work Act, 40 USC 327-332.

49. Service Contract Act, P.L. 89-286.

50. Foreign Assistance Act, 22 USC 2354.

51. Blind Made Supplies, 41 USC 48.

52. Prison Made Supplies, 18 USC 4124.

53. OMB Circuldr Series (A-109, A-76, etc.).
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F. SOCIO-ECONOMIC POLICIES

The Federal Government's procurement process has been a

vehicle to further its socio-economic reform policies for

: ' . over fifty years. The range and purpose of this effort is

-' cited from a recent Office of Federal Procurement Policy

.* Publication [5:1341:

The depression saw the first concerted Federal
attempts to promote socio-economic goals through
the procurement process .... Since World War II,
efforts to use the Federal procurement process...
have continued in a wide range of areas. Small
business and labor surplus area assistance and
preference programs have been intensified, and the
Small Business Administration was established as
a permanent Federal agency in 1955. The labor
standards laws of the 1930's have been extended
to employees of service contractors with regard
to wages, fringe benefits, hours, and health and
safety conditions. Equal employment opportunity
programs have been intensified, and enforcement
techniques have become more stringent. The Federal
procurement system has been used to further pro-

--: grams relating to: (1) discrimination against
women and the aged; (2) health and safety regula-
tions; (3) hard core unemployment; (4) minority

V enterprises; (5) wage and price controls; (6)
distribution of Federal work; and (7) environ-
mental pollution.

The need for selective modification/elimination of these

* . statutes in the event of a national emergency or war was a

common concern among those DOD officials contacted in the

course of this research.

To that purpose, the Chief of Naval Material issued

NAVMAT NOTE 5200, dated 31 March 1983. Entitled "NAVMAT

Crisis Management Check List", this document contains six

major categories of concern: Funding, Contracts, Maintenance,

Manpower, Manufacturing and Supply.
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S-*.. In the breakdown of each of these categories, a fore-

" e "casted crisis issue is cited as an action item with an

assigned responsible NAVMAT activity and internal code.

Unfortunately, this list does not inform the responsible

activity how or exactly when to go about performing the

rather monumental assigned tasks, such as:

.1i "Review budget and identify to CNO Programs which should
be out .... Determine funding rules that must be modified/
eliminated .... Initiate message to CNO requesting relief
from...budgetary constraints .... Confirm any restrictions
imposed for procurement of materials from foreign
sources .... Review Title III, Defense Production Act....
Review needed to modify DAR .... Request easing of Walsh
Healy...Davis-Bacon...Contract Service.. .Vietnam
Veterans...Handicapped...National Labor Relations Act...."

The NOTE is obviously unrealistic, and the researchers

were informed that it was an initial attempt to correct the

inadequacies exposed as a result of Mobilization Exercise

Proud Saber '82. However, the significance of the document

lies in its attempt to identify those issues which must be

immediately addressed in the event of a crisis. Many of

those which surfaced first were of a socio-economic nature.

G. SUMMARY

In summation, there are four categories of national

contingency. Each carries with it an increasing level of

authority pertaining to various issues. However, the most

important fact discovered in this stratification is that the

authorities contained in the statutes supporting normal DOD

financial and acquisition policies also provide substantial
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fiscal, contractual, and industrial expansion flexibility in

support of Military Contingency Requirements without the need

for a Declaration of National Emergency or War. This Execu-

tive authority alone may well explain the last thirty-three

years of military contingencies fought without formal

declaration.
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V. INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS, WAR RESERVES
AND CRITICAL MATERIALS STOCKPILES

A. PURPOSE

The purpose of this chapter is to address the relevant

issues of Industrial Preparedness, War Reserves and Critical

Materials Stockpiles, and their intrinsic relationship to

the financial and acquisition policies of DOD.

As opposed to discussing each of these issues in great

-~..detail, they will be presented from a perspective of their

importance to the national economy and defense. This format

will serve to highlight the salient features of each topic

without belaboring its relevance.

Indeed, the relevance of these issues is borne out by

-9 the title alone of the recent Congressional report, "The

Ailing Defense Industrial Base: Unready for Crisis" [1].

The findings of this 1980 Defense Industrial Base Panel pro-

vided much of the impetus for the recent Defense studies and

initiatives and they will be drawn upon in this discussion

as well.

B. INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS

The issues of industrial preparedness are very complex

ones. However, it suffices to say that the integrity of the

deterrent defense posture of this nation depends to a great

extent upon the viability of the defense industrial base.
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1.Productivity Decline

Productivity is defined as the relationship between

the output of goods and services (0) and the inputs (I) of

resources, human and nonhuman, used in the production process:

0/I [19:236-9]. The higher the ratio, the greater the pro-

ductivity. However, "the average annual rate of growth of

manufacturing productivity in the United States since 1973

has been less than half that from 1960 to 1973. Not only

has our growth slowed down, but it is also the lowest among

.N' free world industrialized nations" [20:31].

One author's analysis of this dramatic decline in

*- productivity is illustrated by the following issues:

(a). A younger and less productive work force. Total
civilian employment in the U.S. rose approximately
20 million in the 197 0's, absorbing a large influx
of untrained teenagers, and women returning to
the workforce.

(b). Higher energy costs. Spiraling costs of OPEC
'-p.. oil and gas, as well as "shortages", have led

to increased production costs and forced conser-
vation.

(c). Outdated facilities and inadequate investment
in new equipment and plants. Other nations,

. starting from a nonindustrial base, or rebuilding
after wartime destruction, have modern, efficient
production facilities. The U.S. has continued,
with some "high tech" exceptions, to work with
established, decaying plants and equipment.
Capital investment lagged during the 1970's
because of its required diversion to antipollu-
tion and conservation programs.

(d). Reduced R&D spending. Since the 1970's, both

Government and industry have reduced investment
in R&D. Focus shifted from labor and industry
to energy and pollution. This short term savings
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retarded productivity. R&D spending in real terms
' has reduced from 3% of GNP in 1964 to 1.1% of

GNP in 1978. The corresponding decline in output/
labor hr. ratio was 2.1% (1966-73) to 1.2% (1973-
77)

(e). Growth of the less productive service sector.
In 1970, 20 million were employed in the service
sector. In 1979, this had risen to 27 million.
While manufacturing employment only grew from 20.7
million to 22.1 million over the same period.

(f). Changes in family structure. Greater than 50% of
married women are in the workforce; the divorce
rate has risen dramatically; and "alternative"
lifestyles and single-parent families have added
financial and emotional pressures to members of
the workforce, producing negative effects on
longterm performance.

(g). Increased use of alcohol and drugs. The esti-
mated loss to productivity is difficult to approxi-
mate, but costs are placed in billions of dollars
annually.

(h). Shift in worker attitudes and motivation. Indus-
trial psychologists trace loss of productivity
to deterioration of traditional "work ethic".

(i). Cost to industry of increased Government regula-
tion. Federal, State and Local Government imposed
over the past two decades have posed a significant
threat to productivity. Required investment in
equipment to control pollution, and other measures
to "improve" health and safety on the job, as
well as to "protect" the environment, has reduced
investment capital. Overhead has necessarily
increased to ensure and report compliance. Socio-
economic restrictions imposed during this period
have also stagnated productivity.

(j). Inflation. Inflation affects productivity ratios
by increasing the costs of production, making it
difficult to anticipate and control costs, thereby
discouraging speculative or research investment.

(k). Capital/labor ratio decline. Amount of capital
employed per labor hour: 1948-66 (4.1%), 1973-79

-'."(1.7%).
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(1). Tax policies discouraged investment. Tax laws
penalized new investment by ignoring inflation.
Deductions for depreciation were spread over
periods exceeding the useful life of equipment,
frustrating expanding technologies [19:236-9].

2. Defense Relevance

The previously cited 1983 ICAF study also "leans

heavily" on the 1980 Defense Industrial Base Panel report,

and it separates the range of issues into the following

categories [2:69-78]:

Deterioration of the Defense Industrial Base:

• The defense industrial base is unbalanced; excess

production capacity at the prime contractor level
is not matched by capacity at subcontractor levels.

• The industrial base is not capable of surging

production in time to meet a national emergency.

• Lead times for military equipment have increased

significantly in the past 3 years.

• Skilled manpower shortages exist now and are
projected to continue throughout the decade.

The United States is becoming increasingly depen-
dent on foreign sources for critical raw materials
and for some specialized components for military
equipment.

• Capital investment in new technology, facilities,
and machinery has been constrained by inflation,
unfavorable tax policies and management priorities.

Dependence on Foreign Sources:

* The United States does not have an effective
national nonfuel minerals policy that promotes
our national security interests.

r* The strategic and critical materials stockpile
is woefully inadequate for defense needs; much
of the existing stockpile requires upgrading.
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* The United States has not made effective use of
Title III of the Defense Production Act to expand
domestic supply and productive capacity.

Excessively Restrictive Contracting Procedures:

*.Existing restrictions on advance procurement,
multiyear contracting (including cancellation
ceilings), and funding of defense contracts are
unrealistic, given the prevailing economic
realities in the defense industrial base.

* Subject to normal Congressional controls, multi-

year contracting will reduce cost, encourage
program stability and enhance the defense
industrial base.

The use of multiyear contracts not exceeding 5
years to procure property and services (other
than construction, alterations or major repair
of real property) would offer maximum economies
to the government at little additional risk.

Need for Review of Tax and Profit Policies:

V" * Revision of tax laws to allow more rapid
depreciation.

* Amendment or repeal of CAS 409 "Depreciation of

Tangible Capital Assets".

Adjustment of progress payments to reduce

contractor borrowing at high interest rates
and a change in the law to allow inclusion of
costs in defense contracts.

* Amendment to CAS 414, Cost of Money as an ele-
ment of the Cost of Facilities Capital.

• Examination of the costs versus the benefits of
safety, environmental, health, energy, equal
employment, and other regulations.

Need for Leadership in Defense Industrial Planning:

Responsibility for the defense industrial base
is divided within Congress. Several committees
have jurisdiction over matters impacting the
defense industrial base, that is, interstate and
foreign commerce, public lands, mining, minerals,
procurement laws, defense production, procurement,
research and development, and taxation.
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. Responsibility within the executive branch

divided among the Departments of Defense,
Commerce, Interior, Treasury, Energy, Stat
and others.

* Central leadership and coordination are ne
in defense industrial preparedness as much
in Lhe energy and environmental areas. Th
lack of concentrated leadership within the
Congress and in the executive branch has
served to mask from the public view the ac
problems affecting the defense industrial
base.

These findings of the Ichord panel apply not
to the defense industrial base but also, more bro
to the entire national industrial base and its ro
in the economy. In fact, the problem goes beyond
organizational responsibility, to the question of
national goals and underlying philosophy.

3. Surge Capabilities

Standing out from all of these issues is the

that the surge capabilities of the industrial base ar

adequate to support the projected demands of a nation

emergency; hence, "Unready for Crisis."

Surge was defined to the researchers by the C

of the Under Secretary of Defense (R&E) as follows:

A rapid increase in production within existing
and mortar" during peacetime which will result in a
significant increase in sustained production quanti
(i.e., approximately doubling):

* Within the first six months for consumabl(
i.e., selected critical spares, missiles,
and ammunition.

* Within the first six to twelve months for
major weapons systems/items.
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It is important to note here that a common miscon-_

ception communicated to the researchers misinterpreted surge

to be that industrial capacity in existence only after the

initiation of hostilities. On the contrary, industrial base

planners assume that the political environment preceding

the actual outbreak of hostilities will allow for a substantial

surge period. This "warming" period for the industrial base

is in concert with the current Defense Guidance discussed

earlier. This concept is illustrated by Figures 4, 5, and

6 provided by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense

(R&E).

The concern for the surge capabilities of the defense

industrial base is not without merit. However, as discussed

earlier, the concern is properly for U.S. industry as a

whole and not merely those industries which are defense

oriented.

The Department of Defense has acknowledged the lead-

ership role it must take in coordinating a defense" industry

recovery, and the OUSD (R&E), presented the researchers with

the following:

FY 85-89
INDUSTRIAL BASE PREPAREDNESS

GUIDANCE OBJECTIVES

Develop an industrial base capability to produce

and deliver our five-year peacetime procurement
program efficiently, effectively, and as quickly
as possible.
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*"Develop selected critical item surge capacity/

responsiveness to initially meet consumption
demands in the event of a crisis, regional
contingency and/or prolonged conflict.

* Develop an industrial base capability which

will permit accelerating the attainment of our
programmed sustainability levels for selected
critical systems/it: is.

* Maintain real growth in an industrial prepared-

i-" ness planning program. Use this funding to
support industrial preparedness planning for
mobilization and to accomplish the first three
objectives.

C. INDUSTRIAL BASE INITIATIVES

In addition to its Industrial Preparedness Planning (IPP),

the DOD has introduced several other programs to enhance

industrial base responsiveness and productivity.

The most widely recognized and comprehensive of these

is the Acquisition Improvement Program (AIP), more commonly

referred to as the "Carlucci Initiatives", after the Deputy

Secretary of Defense who signed them on April 30, 1981. On

June 8, 1983, a status report and further guidance was

issued reviewing the substantial progress that had been made

in this area. To enhance the usefulness of these documents

as a reference, they are included in the appendices.

The 1975 DOD Manufacturing Technology (MANTECH) Program

has also received renewed emphasis of late, and the payback

to the Air Force is very encouraging. The program provides

"seed" funds to companies to assist in the transition from

R&D innovation to full-scale production. The production
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application of this technology is contractor funded. This

results in reduced production costs, shorter lead times,

improved quality and increased industrial responsiveness.

DOD has also developed an Industrial Modernization Incen-

tives Program (IMIP). This provides acquisition incentives

to modernize an entire production facility (or a portion)

for the benefit of Government and industry. It consists of

separate negotiated contracts with provisions for incentives,

sharing, and risk protection. It provides agreed amounts

of Government funding for certain manufacturing technologies,

while industry capital is utilized to modernize and implement

the Government funded technologies. The emphasis of this

program is on systems instead of processes.

In concert with DOD's efforts, the Congress passed the

Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981. Designed to en-

courage productivity increases, this legislation was actually

part of President Reagan's overall plan to increase economic

growth and reduce inflation. This is a program of regulatory

relief to assist industry efficiency by eliminating admini-

strative burdens. It includes a business tax program to

improve cash flow, providing funds for capital investment.

This shifting of the burden away from taxation of capital

income releases funds for capital investment in new technology.

The act also provides for an accelerated depreciation of

plant and equipment, increased investment tax credits for

R&D and a reduction of small business tax rates. This
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program should encourage modernization and allow American

industry to compete with the other industrialized nations by

shifting to state-of-the-art technologies and stimulating

research [20].

Together, these financial and acquisition related pro-

grams have provided the incentives previously noted. This

in turn, has improved the responsiveness and productivity

of defense related industries, enhancing the overall defense

posture of the nation.

D. WAR RESERVE/STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MATERIALS STOCKPILES

War reserves are assets in addition to normal peacetime

requirements to support planned wartime activities until

wartime consumption can be satisfied from production. Stra-

tegic and critical material stockpiles are materials acquired

and stored to prevent a dangerous and costly dependence on

foreign sources during a national emergency (strategic refers

to relative availability, while critical refers to their

essentially). The status of war reserves and strategic/

critical materials stockpiles are key determinants in the

United States' ability to meet any form of contingency

requirement. These assets serve as a resource buffer to

enable the military to meet immediate material requirements

without exerting unnecessary pressures on other segments of

the economy.
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Success in each of these critical areas is highly con-

tingent upon prior performance of existing acquisition and

fiscal policies. Contractual and fiscal actions taken today

will dictate the availability of assets necessary for tomor-

row's battle. One of the biggest concerns echoed during

interviews with agencies responsible for reserve and stock-

" . piled materials was the lack of sufficient funds to support

program objectives.

1. Changing World Attitudes

Today, more than ever, political and economic actions

V- of nations around the world have substantial impact on indus-

try in the United States. Americans can give first-hand

accounts of the problems that resource shortfalls can produce

' after experiencing the OPEC oil embargo of the seventies.

The defense stockpile can be a major mitigator in the event

-' of a material shortfall in a national emergency.

Much of the world's production and reserves of a

number of America's most critical materials are located in

two areas of the world South Africa and Siberia. These areas

contain 99 percent of the world's platinum group metals, 80

percent of the manganese ore, 97 percent of the vanadium,

96 percent of the chrome and 52 percent of the cobalt [21:40].

During the oil embargo OPEC controlled only 52 per-ent of

the world's oil supply and their power needs no commentary.

The research will take a more in-depth look at stra-

tegic and critical stockpiles because war reserves are
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comprised primarily of end use components and equipment,

which actual production hinges on the availability of critical

and strategic materials.

2. War Reserves

The military market is dominated by a single buyer.

Orders are made before production begins; therefore, as a

rule manufacturers do not carry inventories in an off-the-

shelf form (15:651. Any inventory requirement falls on the

respective buyers. These inventories take the form of war

reserves.

The Secretary of Defense is ultimately responsible

for developing all requirements for military support materi-

als needed for contingencies, including war reserves. The

Secretary has delegated this responsibility to each military

-department, which in turn develops its own war reserve

V" requirement. [22:51]

Figure 7 is an illustration of the importance of the

role played by war reserves in a contingency mobilization

situation. It also points out that the capability of the

defense industrial base to respond to immediate military

requirements can significantly increase or reduce levels of

materials needed for war reserves. D-Day is the day hostili-

. d ties began. P-Day is the point where manufacturing rates

equal consumption rates. The consumption curve symbolizes

possible consumption rates in the earlier phase of hostilities.

The production build-up curve is the rate at which production
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levels increases after hostilities commence. The amount

' of risk associated with going from D to P-Day at various

levels of production build-up is also shown.

3. DOD Funding Procedures

The Secretary of Defense Annual Policy and Program

Guidance Memorandum is the basic policy and guidance document

used by the military services to determine their overall

logistics requirements. The Department of Defense Planning,

Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) translates national

policy objectives into specific defense programs, including

programs for funding war reserves. Billions of dollars are

V invested annually by the Department of Defense procuring

.war reserve material for the Armed Forces. Yet, war reserves

for all services are far below the levels delineated by

current defense guidance (15:114].

The services allocate available funds to war reserves

on a priority basis. Peacetime operations are funded at the

first cut. War Readiness Spare Kits (WRSK) and base level

self sufficiency items usually comprise the second cut. Pri-

mary war reserves (which are the sustaining portion) are

funded from what remains after the first and second cuts

[22:2].

Funding priorities of this nature are not conducive

to reaching stock levels set for war reserves. This is

evident by the fact that most war reserve funding over the

next four years will be used to reduce deficits in war
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reserve stocks caused by deferral of such procurement in

prior years [22:31.

Service chief's decisions not to fund war reserves

at levels specified by defense guidance are tremendously

affected by their efforts to achieve maximum benefit from

available funding. Rationalizing this position, it does

appear ludicrous to some degree to tie up vast resources

stockpiling war reserves that perhaps will never be needed.

Following is a number of salient points that lend further

support to this position which was found in personal inter-

views with DOD officials:

If stocked at defense guidance objective levels; sig-
nificant quantities of these inventories will become
obsolete prior to use, preservation and storage costs
alone will exceed the cost of the item in 10-20 years,

*, large quantities of items would not be used before
expiration of their shelf-life, and quantities needed
are too high to establish a system that lend itself
to necessary stock rotation through use of these materi-

'" als in peacetime operations and training.

In the production of today's sophisticated military

equipment three to four years elapse between receipt of

production material by the manufacturer and the time the

piece of hardware rolls off the assembly line [15:112]. In

addition, attrition rates are usually considerably higher

than the initial production rate [15:116], suggesting that

a sizable amount of war reserve material must be maintained

during initial hostilities if objectives are to be met.

Attrition rates for American equipment used by the Israelis

during the initial days of the 1973 Mideast War further
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-" supports this position. Actual rates far exceeded estimates

previously determined by DOD officials for this same

equipment [22:33].

Accurate determination of attrition rates is diffi-

cult, to say the least. Numerous variables must be considered,

all of which carry with them vast degrees of uncertainty.

Inaccurate attrition rates could mean that estimates for repair

part reserves Pre too high or too low. If assumed attrition

rates are too high the probability of having excess quantities

of repair parts is great (assuming there is not a one-for-

one replacement for the lost piece of equipment). If assumed
". ".

attrition rates are too low then the opposite is true.

For war reserve objectives to be achievable, better

coordination is needed throughout the services. Internally

in the Air Force as recent as 1978, the Military Airlift

Command and the Logistics Command both used different attri-

tion rates in planning wartime support for the same aircraft

[22:71. Interviews with OJCS personnel indicate that there

is no focal point to coordinate war reserve planning between

the services. Hence, no mechanism exists for comparison

of wartime assumptions made by each of the services and

other related factors which impact on war reserve planning

and the necessary funding levels.

To resolve the funding deficiencies and the associated

equipment shortages in the war reserve program, better coor-

dinated inter-service planning is needed. Without sufficient
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planning, even unlimited funding will not enable the United

States to meet its war reserves objectives. However, fund-

ing is a key factor, and realistic objectives must be estab-

lished in concert throughout the services.

4. Strategic and Critical Material Stockpile

The economies of developed nations are heavily depen-

dent upon minerals and materials. The United States, European,

and Japanese economies together are reputed to have consumed

more materials since 1950 than were produced in the entire

world previous to that year [23:31. Both totally and per

capita, the United States consumes about 30 percent of the

world's mineral production [23:4]. America's immense appetite

for mineral consumption, coupled with the fact that her own

resources are not inexhaustible, and economic considerations

have led to increasing dependence on foreign resources [23:31. W
The United States imports "vulnerability"; that is,

the extent to which its economic, political, and strategic

decisions might be unduly influenced by arbitrary actions of

foreign suppliers led to the Strategic and Critical Material

Stockpile Act [24:23]. This Act provides that a stock of

strategic and critical materials be held to decrease depen-

dence upon foreign sources of supply in times of emergency..9

Executive order 12155 vests the primary responsibility for

planning the stockpile program with the Director of the

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The Stockpile

Act requires that inventories be sufficient to cover estimated

needs for not less than three years of a national emergency.
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Since the enactment of the Stockpile Act the depen-

dency issue continues to be one of the primary concerns of

government. To date there have been several Congressional

studies. The 1980 Defense Industrial Base Panel of the

House Armed Services Committee found the shortage of critical

material and the resulting dependence on uncertain foreign

sources, to be eroding the foundation of the U.S. defense

capabilities. Additionally, the committee reported that:

- The U.S. is heavily dependent on other nations
for its supply of critical materials.

- The U.S. does not have an effective national
no-fail mineral policy that promotes national
security interest.

- Trends toward unreasonable and excessive govern-
ment regulations are crippling the basic mineral
industries of the U.S. and restrictive laws and
regulations are prohibiting or making it econom-
ically infeasible to exploit minerals on U.S.
public land.

- Strategic and material stockpile is woefully
inadequate for defense needs Pnd much of the
existing stockpile requires upgrading 12:73].

a. Funding

Strategic and critical material receive funding

through direct appropriation and sale of excess materials.

Once funds are appropriated, they remain available for five

years to fund reserves (25:31. Figure 8 provides dollar

estimates of the status of stockpile material versus goals.

Funds appropriated for fiscal years 83 and 84 were $120

million each year. Sales for FY 83 total $24 million.

Although $4.1 billion of material is held in excess, numerous

legal restrictions seriously complicates sales.
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Annual quantities sold are established in the

annual material plans (24:51. The Annual Material Plans

(AMP) is developed by the AMP steering committee chaired by

FEMA. The designated members are: the Treasurer, DOD,

Department of Agriculture, Department of Interior, Central

Intelligence Agency, Office of Management and Budget, National

Security Council, and Department of Commerce. Sales authori-

zations and acquisition are determined based on possible

impacts on domestic and international commodity markets.

Stringent safeguards are taken not to cause market disrup-

tions [24:5]. All sales of stockpile materials must be made

by formal advertising or competitive bidding. No sale can

be made unless disposal, including exact quantity to be dis-

posed of, is specifically authorized by law [24:25].

Restrictions placed on sales reduce its dependa-

bility as a significant funding source. Additionally, these

policies are prohibitive to timely disposal of excess material

and contribute to increased storage costs. If funds availa-

ble during fiscal year 1983 are indicative of the annual

resources available, in current dollars (exclusive of infla-

tion), it would take sixty-nine years to fund shortages

reflected in fiscal year 1983. This estimate does not account

for the fact that these funds must also cover costs of mate-

rial rotation, preservation, removal, and wear and deterioration

losses [24:12].
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TABLE 2

MATERIAL PRICE INCREASES BETWEEN

JANUARY 1, 1974 AND JANUARY 1, 1975

Sheet and Plate

Aluminum 25%

Steel and Stainless Steel 30%

Titanium 30%

Extrusions

Aluminum 25%

Steel and Stainless Steel 30%

Titanium 30%

Billets/Forgoings

Aluminum 15%

Steel 20%

Titanium 30%

Plastics 35-50%

Fiberglass 25%

Paint 30%

Bearings 26%

Source: Gansler, The Defense Industrv
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Table 2 suggests that it will be far more costly to fund

shortages in the future. Based on this indicator and cur-

rent policies, the future condition of the material stockpile

can be expected to get worse. It should be noted that these

figures were taken during a period of large price instability.

Figures for these same commodities over the 1980 to 1982

time period would have shown very small price increases, if

any.

b. Selective Defense Related Items

There are ninety-two minerals and materials

critical to the United States (25:1]. Some of these resources

are more critical to national defense because their use is

more intensive in defense industries. For research purposes,

* an in-depth review was conducted of the minerals and material

believed to be more essential to industrial health and defense

of the U.S. and most vulnerable to potential supply disrup-

tion. Experts in this area have collaborated and determined

the following eight minerals to be most crucial to national

defense: bauxite/aluminum, chromium, cobalt, columbium,

manganese, the platinum group metals, tantalum and titanium

[23:31]. Five of the group selected (titanium, manganese,

cobalt, chromium and the platinum group) have been referred

to as the metallurgical "achilles heel" of our civilization

[23:129]. Cases perhaps could be made for the deletion or

addition of items to this category. However, for purposes

of research, discussion will be limited to these eight.
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Figure 9 provides an additional list of materials

that have high defense applications.

(1) Cobalt. Cobalt alloys are used in jet engines

to withstand high temperatures, as a binder in cemented

carbides for metal cutting, for hard facing in mining tools

and as a desulfurizing catalyst in refining petroleum.

Cobalt produced as a by-product of copper and nickel mining

which effectively ties its production to those primary metals.

The U.S. is completely dependent on foreign sources for

cobalt. Principal exporting countries are: Zaire 42 percent,

Belgium/Luxemburg 16 percent, Zambia 13 percent, and Finland

6 percent (23:134].

Stockpile goal: 85,400,000 LB CO (pounds of
contained cobalt).

Shortage: 39,404,000 LB CO [24:18].

(2) Aluminum. This metal's high strength-to-

weight ratio makes it particularly important to the transpor-

tation and aircraft production industries. Consumption is

expected to increase by 5 percent per annum through 1990.

Principal exporting countries are: Jamaica 42 percent,

Guinea 32 percent, Surnan 11 percent, and others 15 percent

(23:135].

Stockpile goal: 7,150,000 ST (short ton).

Shortage: 3,336,321 ST (24:17].

(3) Chromium. It is used as an alloy to increase

hardness and impact strength in steel and to provide resistance
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to oxidation, corrosion wear and galling. There is no known

substitute for chromium in stainless steel production. Other

materials can be substituted for stainless steel but at a

sacrifice in price and performance. A 1978 study by the

national materials advisory board concluded that the U.S.

is stategically more vulnerable to a long-term chromium

embargo than to an embargo of any other resource, including

petroleum. The principal exporting countries are: The

Republic of South Africa 49 percent, Zimbabwe 13 percent,

USSR 12 percent, and the Phillipines 9 percent [23:136].

Stockpile goal: 1,353,000 ST.

Shortage: 28,077 ST (24:17].

(4) Columbium. It is an essential element in

super-alloys used in jet and turbine engines and is an

alloying element in specialty steel that's used in girders,

ship-plate and railroad equipment. The U.S. is totally

dependent on foreign exports. Principal exporting countries

are: Brazil 66 percent, Canada 9 percent, and Thailand 7

percent [23:136].

Stockpile goal: 4,850,000 LB CD (pounds contained
columbium).

Shortage: 2,317,581 LB CD [24:191.

(5) Manganese. It is critical raw material

for the steel industry. The metal imports strength, tough-

ness, hardness and hardenability to steel and alloys with

aluminum, magnesium, and copper for various special purposes
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such as ship's propellers. There is no practical substitute

for manganese in steel making. The Republic of South Africa

and the USSR together have more than 80 percent of the world's

manganese resources. The primary exporting countries are:

the Republic of South Africa 25 percent, Gabon 19 percent,

Brazil 13 percent, and France 12 percent (23:1381.

Stockpile goal: 1,500,000 ST.

Excess: 470,000 ST [24:19].

(6) Platinum Group Metals. This group is com-

posed of platinum and five other closely related metals

(palladium, rhodium, iridium, ruthenium and osmium). These

metals are among the scarcest metallic elements yet they are

nearly indispensable to modern industry because of their

unusual physical and chemical properties. The platinum

group is used primarily as a catalyst in the automobile,

chemical, and petroleum industries, and second as corrosion

resistant material in the medical, electronic, and glass

making industries. There are domestic sources of production;

however, these sources could not be increased quickly if

foreign supplies were cut off. Principle exporting countries

are: the Republic of South Africa 53 percent, the USSR 22

percent, and the United Kingdom 12 percent [23:1391.

Stockpile goal: 4,310,000 TR OZ (Troy ounce).

Shortage: 2,602,335 TR OZ (24:181.

(7) Tantalum. It is used in electronic compo-

nents, metal-working, and nuclear reactor components. The
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world supply is large relative to current consumption.

Principle exporting countries are: Thailand 36 percent,

Canada 13 percent, Malaysia 10 percent, and Brazil 4 percent

[23:141].

Stockage goal: 7,160,000 LB (pound).

Shortage: 4,733,613 LB (24:19].

(8) Titanium. Its most critical use is in

military and commercial aircraft structure and engines. The

most widespread use is as titanium dioxide pigment in paint,

casting inks, tires, and many other products. In aircraft

and space production, there is essentially no substitute for

titanium. A single example of its military criticality is

4. the Pratt and Whitney F-100 turbofan engine used in the

F-15 and F-16 aircraft. Manufacture of one engine requires

5,366 pounds of titanium. Principle exporting countries

are: Australia 56 percent, Canada 32 percent, and the

Republic of South Africa 6 percent [23:142]. Titanium is

stockpiled in the form of Titanium Sponge and Rutile.

Stockpile goal: Titanium Sponge 195,000 ST;
Rutile 106,000 SDT (standard ton).

Shortage: Titanium Sponge 162,669 ST; Rutile
66,814 SDT (24:20].

Of the eight items discussed only one is

reported excess of inventory objectives. Excess conditions,

however, can be misleading. Very little testing is conducted

of materials after acquisition. Testing that is done is

primarily physical and concerns itself with obvious signs
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L. .-_ ... of physical deterioration, such as mold, mildew, and discol-

oration or oxidation [25:12].

The Food and Drug Administration in conjunc-

tion with a GAO study conducted tests of guinidine sulfates

which resulted in 42 out of 105 lots failing specific test

requirements. Ten lots were found to be totally degraded

and recommended for destruction. Nonetheless, the ten lots

remained in the stockpile held against goals and were reported

worth the same as usuable materials [25:13].

.~ A large percentage of these metals (cobalt,

titanium sponge, platinum group and chromium) are produced

in regions of questionable stability. Unrest in these regions

have led to sharp price increases in recent years [23:1341.

The United States is essentially dependent upon foreign

._. sources for tantalum, cobalt, columbium, and manganese [23:

132-148]. Complete dependency regardless of the socio/economic

stability of the exporting nation involved is a precarious

position to be in.

Some resources in the group examined are

* available in the United States. Production, however, is

severely hampered by legal restrictions regarding environ-

mental protection, occupational safety, and public health

[2:73]. The cost associated with compliance with legal

restrictions is considered prohibitive due to its impact on

production costs. Barring some change in U.S. policy, the
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. % processing of minerals as well as mining of raw material

will move overseas for reasons of costs [2:74].

Using the average cost of existing inven-

tories for metals examined, the value of shortages minus

the excess is $3.9 billion. Taking the fund availability

issue discussed earlier in this chapter, funding at the

fiscal year 1983 level would require twenty-seven years alone

"L to fund these eight items at levels set by stockpile

objectives.

5. Conclusions

Funding policies associated with war reserve and

strategic stockpile materials are in need of revision. Given

the priority of last funding of war reserves, they will never

reach desired levels. Some mechanism must be introduced

which will assure reasonable fund availability for war reserves,

without serious degradation of other areas. Better sharing

of information between the services on war reserve stock

considerations is necessary to ensure maximum use is made of
available funds.

Funding policies for strategic material stockpiles

at first glance appear adequate. However, to achieve its

objectives at recent funding levels, restrictions imposed

on the sale of excess materials must be revised. With cur-

rent procedures excess materials cannot be relied upon as a

consistent source of funds at a time when they are perhaps

most needed. Acknowledging the possibility of market
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% "disruptions and the associated economic impact of flooding

the market with excess materials, funding must be increased

if stocking objectives remain the same and those levels

are to be reached within a reasonable time period. Funding

policies must be changed or stockpile objectives significantly

lowered. The status of war reserves and critical material
1.

*' stockpile suggest that the cost to support any contingency

action would be far in excess of reasonable estimates pre-

dicted upon the objectives of either program.

4.

15 .
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VI. FUNDING AUTHORITIES

A. PURPOSE

Recognizing that, with few exceptions, funds must exist

prior to engagement of procurement actions, the objective of

this chapter is to review existing financial authorities

that potentially would support contingency actions. Within

this context, an examination will be conducted of some impli-

cations of funding contingencies from existing appropriations,

DOD and Presidential fund transfer authority, and selected

existing funding authorities (short of national emergency).

B. EXISTING FUNDING AUTHORITIES

At first glance, measures to acquire funding for support

of contingencies short of declared national emergencies,

appear non-existent or grossly encumbered by legal stipula-

tions. Most of this apparent lack of authority can be

attributed to the wide fragmentation of authorities and

limited knowledge of their existence on the part of a large

percentage of DOD personnel. In fact, emergency legislation

exists that can and has been used in the normal course of

business.

1. Transfer Between Appropriations

Based on interviews with DOD fiscal officers, transfer

of funds between and within appropriations is the most widely
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used and most preferred method to resolve immediate funding

requirements. The Department of Defense Appropriation and

Authorization Acts afford greater funding flexibility than

in prior years. Recent Annual Appropriation Acts have per-

mitted transfers of $1.5 billion between authorizations

.Ile when deemed necessary in the national interest. Public Law

97-377 of the fiscal year 1983 Appropriation Act permits

reallocation of $1.2 billion within appropriations. These

A% measures will allow quick fixes as necessary for immediate
*%. .9.

% funding requirements. Congress must be notified of all

transfers that exceed $25 million prior to transfer action.

.9 The disadvantage associated with fund transfers is
.%J.

that it is merely a method of deferring supplemental appro-

priation requests or forcing delay in execution of previously

funded programs (a de-facto supplemental).

The problem that most budgeteers have with this solu-

tion is that there is no way of determining what period during

the fiscal year an emergency will occur. Of particular

concern is the possibility of the requirement existing very

early or very late in the fiscal year. All funds are largely

expended by the last quarter in the fiscal year, and early

in the fiscal year (evidenced by actual performance over the

past two decades), the government has more often than not

found itself operating with a continuing resolution. There

are no assurances that funds would be avilable for reprogramming.

e111
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2. Defense Production Act Authorities
Title III of The Defense Production Act (currently

under revision) authorizes loan guarantees to expedite produc-

tion and deliveries or services under government contracts

for national defense and federal loans for the expansion of

capacity for defense production or mining of strategic

materials and purchase of metals, minerals, and other mate-

rials whose purchase may be transferred to strategic material

stockpiles. Ceilings for loan guarantees are set at $38

million and $48 million for direct loans prior to notifica-

tion of Congress. Loans and guarantees above these ceilings

require sixty days of prior notice to the Armed Service Com-

mittees and is subject to disapproval by either house. Funds

authorized under Title III must be available from existing

annual appropriations.

3. Selective Service Act Provisions

The Selective Service Act, 50 USC APP 468, industry

provision, provides ordinary course Presidential authority

to force U.S. industry's production of defense goods and

to requisition non-complying facilities. These powers are

at the complete discretion of the President and need no Con-

gressional enactment or declaration of national emergency.

Funding under this provision is limited to $25 million with-

out Congressional approval. Requirements that exceed $25

million must be authorized through Congressional action and

require sixty days of prior notification.
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4. The Food and Forage Act

The Food and Forage Act, 41 USC 11, provides emer-

gency authority to exceed existing appropriated funding

levels. Subsection (a) of that act provides that:

No contract or purchase on behalf of the United States
shall be made, unless the same is authorized by law
under an appropriation adequate to its fulfillment,
except in the Department of the Army, Navy and Air
Force for clothing, subsistence, forage, fuel, quarters,
transportation, or medical and hospital supplies
which, however, shall not exceed the necessities of
the current year.

This exception does not cover military pay or pro-

curement of munitions and weapons. However, the language

of the provision is broad and can be interpreted to cover a

wide array of unappropriated expenditures. For example,

the transportation provision may be used to a large extent

0to cover repair, maintenance and overhaul of vehicles (in-

cluding aircraft and ships, naval air rework expenditures,

etc.) and the operation of ports and terminals. Fuel supplies

may encompass both heating and transportation fuels (including

those required for aircraft and ships). Quarters expendi-

tures may include the construction and operation of BEQ's.

Funding under this provision was used during the Vietnam

campaign [10:81.

5. Historical Trends

The supplemental appropriation is the primary vehicle

used to acquire additional funding that may be necessitated

after passage of a fiscal year's appropriation bill.
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Supplemental appropriations were widely used during the

Vietnam campaign [10:20] and continue in use today. The

biggest problem with supplementals is they cannot be auto-

matically relied upon as a funding source. They are subject

to the close scrutiny of the legislative process which often

causes considerable program delays [10:7].

Congress has over the last decade and throughout the

Vietnam era demonstrated that the normal appropriation process

can be effective and timely [10:29]. However, reliance on

the normal appropriation process presupposes a Congressional

inclination to support the requirement that precipitated the

*need for additional funds.

All authorities discussed with the exception of the

Food and Forage Act must be funded from existing appropria-

tion. However, if existing authorities are used in concert,

they appear more than adequate to meet immediate contingency

funding requirements.

B. FUNDING FROM WITHIN EXISTING APPROPRIATIONS

Over the last five years the United States has been

involved in several increased tempo operations in support

of world peace. Some of these actions include the Mid East

Peace Keeping Forces in the Sinai, the Peace Keeping Force

in Lebanon, and the Grenada operation. With the exception

of the Sinai Peace Keeping Force, there has not been a budget

line item or supplemental appropriation dedicated to support
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- these operations. Funding has been provided from existing

appropriations of the corresponding fiscal year.

The primary argument presented in defense of this prac-

tice is that funds expended in support of these forces would

have been expended regardless of the force's location. There

;. " is a degree of validity to this argument; however, interviews

with personnel in the Department of Defense Comptroller's

organization suggest that funding requirements for the U.S.

Navy Sixth Fleet since its involvement in support of Lebanon

Forces has nearly tripled. Based on this position, there

are apparently significant costs involved in support of con-

tingency operations in excess of those experienced during

normal operations.

1. Readiness Implications

The ability for commanders to take on new commitments

of the Lebanon magnitude without jeopardizing other programs

is an admission of not achieving maximum results from fund-

ing levels held prior to taking on the new responsibility

(10:99]. With this point in mind, funding to support recent

Sixth Fleet operations has been achieved through reprogramming.

Reprogramming can and does impact heavily upon readi-

ness. Some of the first areas examined for potential cuts

such as standard equipment for ground forces, ammunition,

* 9fuel for flight training, and weaponry for combat training,

directly affect readiness. Across-the-board shortages in

spare parts, ammunition, and war zeserves threaten the combat
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readiness of all services [12:81. These shortages are occur-

ring at a time when American industry is hard pressed to

accomplish rapid expansion of defense production [12:144].

Interviews conducted with Marine Corps personnel

indicated that reductions were made in training flights of

Conus squadrons to provide fuel for helicopters operating

in Lebanon. Though not quantified, the affect of training

flight reduction on readiness is obvious.

Forced reprogramming of funds to support contingency

operations appears counterproductive to current ongoing

efforts to improve across-the-board readiness of the armed

forces. These actions serve to further delay attainment of

readiness goals outlined by the Secretary of Defense [12:143].

Achievement of required readiness levels necessitates

that some mechanism be designed to protect funds appropriated

for those purposes. A percentage of the funds used in support

of contingencies would be used in the normal course of opera-

tion. Nonetheless, the levels would not be the same, and

consideration should be given to funding those costs above

normal operation which are dictated by contingencies from

supplemental appropriations or a special set-aside.

The U.S. Army has proposed legislation (currently

still within the Army) which amends 10 USC 137 to provide

funding authority for procurement of surge-related materials

and supplies in times of national emergency. Under the pro-

visions of this bill, upon Presidential or Congressional
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.. '**'*- declaration of emergency, a supplemental appropriation would

automatically be invoked equal to 15 percent of the preced-

ing year's appropriation. This is believed to be a step in

the right direction to fund contingencies; however, the

researchers feel that sufficient authorities exist to fulfill

this 15 percent requirement if a national emergency is

declared.

D. CONCLUSIONS

Contingency requirements can be funded from existing

authorities. Readiness exercises such as Proud Spirit 80

and Proud Saber 82 played with and without invoking emergency

authorities support these findings. In the case where emer-

gency authority was not invoked, no noted degradation of

exercise play was encountered.

Pertinent authorities, in their current fragmented state,

are not part of the general knowledge of most fiscal officers

questioned. This difficulty could be eliminated by collective

inclusion of these authorities in a single directive for

Department of Defense use.

'A1
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this study, the following conclusions are

presented:

1. The existing acquisition authorities and resultant poli-

cies of the Department of Defense appear to viably support

the projected requirements of any military contingency short

-of a State of War. This situation exists because very little

statutory advantage is gained by the declaration of a Presi-

dential or Congressional National Emergency. Therefore, the

political disadvantages of crossing these emergency thresholds

seem to have been eliminated by the current direction of

national policy, which ensures that adequate Executive

authority exists to surge or initialize the mobilization of

the defense industrial base without formal declaration.

However, in view of the fact that these authorities

evolved from legislation extending as far back as the Revolu-

tionary War, the relevance of many of them is seriously

questioned.

In addition, these authorities and policies are scattered

throughout the various statutes of the United States Code,

and their usefulness in support of a time-critical military

contingency is highly questionable.
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. Finally, despite the disheartening conclusions of the

"J Congress in 1980 E1] and recent mobilization exercises,

p,., there are now several programs within DOD attempting to pro-

vide the necessary contractual vehicles to stimulate a

recovery of the defense industrial base. Therefore, it is

the viability of this industrial base that will ultimately

measure the effectiveness of DOD's acquisition policies.

2. It is clear that existing DOD financial policies that

* support contingency requirements short of a national emer-

gency are viable. Past performances of these policies in

contingency situations more than substantiate that fact.

The fiscal method employed to meet contingency require-

ments could have far ranging negative implications on other

* essential defense programs such as war reserves and force

readiness. Policies that divert funds from other essential

programs without replacement seriously undermine the long

range objectives of these programs.

Contingency situations may dictate that there are no

appropriate funding methods short of a supplemental appropri-

ation. Yet, funds crucial to the existence of other essential

programs must be spent up front without any assurance of

*supplemental funds being appropriated.

Fiscal solutions selected for contingency funding should

reflect prevailing socio-economic conditions. Passage of a

supplemental appropriation is highly unlikely if there are
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more pressing socio-economic problems in the minds of the

general public.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of this research, the following recommenda-

tions are offered:

1. Consolidate all contingency, national emergency, and war

legislation pertaining to acquisition and defense industrial

base policies. This consolidation would provide a current,

*readily accessible, and well defined national policy for

defense and industry planners.

2. Realign the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) with

specific sections coinciding with the contingency, national

emergency, and war thresholds. This realignment would pro-

I vide more definitive acquisition guidelines and help to

eliminate the "acquisition by exception" management of con-

tingency procurements.

3. Evaluate the relevance of the Defense Resources Act as

useful "standby" legislation. This aging proposal does not

appear to provide the consolidation of authority it originally

envisioned, and it should either be rewritten or eliminated

to avoid any further obfuscation of this issue.

4. Conduct annual instead of bi-annual mobilization exer-

cises until a satisfactory level of refinement in the

communications and coordination of actions exists among all

H1
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S.-". branches of Government and industry. This proactive approach

would significantly enhance national defense and industrial

preparedness by more frequently examining potential conflicts.

5. Evaluate the benefits of restructuring the Office of

the Secretary of Defense by consolidating all current respon-

sibilities for Emergency Planning Policy and Acquisition

Management, including Production and Industrial Support into

a newly created Under Secretary for Acquisition and Industrial

Policy. This consolidation would provide a unified defense

industrial base coordination structure, which would be more

sensitive to and responsible for emergency planning and

industrial productivity through its acquisition policies.

6. Fence funds for selected war reserve items. At current

funding levels and discretionary funding policies, it is

doubtful that current stockage goals are achievable in

realistic timeframes. Funds should be separately identified

and earmarked for war reserve material deemed most crucial

to primary mission areas.

7. Delegate to DOD the responsibility for management of

stockpile items with high defense application. The agency

with the greatest vested interest in a stockpiled item

should share responsibility for management of those items.

On a selective basis, stockpiled items determined most cru-

cial to defense should be delegated to DOD. The future status

. 121
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. .. of those materials will become a direct product of DOD's

initiatives and policies.

8. Remove legal barriers that restrict sale of excess

stockpiled material. Legal restrictions to sales of excess

stockpiled material that were not created to prevent market

disruptions should be removed through the legislative process.

This action would serve to stimulate the sale of excess mate-

rials and provide a steady source of funds for shortages

.>..*, outside of the appropriation process.

9. Consolidate all funding authorities into a single DOD

directive. A single reference source of all funding authori-

ties should be available to DOD. Today's fragmented existence

of funding authorities does not promote wide scale familiarity

*4- % with those authorities on the part of DOD personnel. The

directive should group authorities according to related

areas of support such as contingency funding, continuing

resolution funding, construction funding, etc.

As evidenced by this research, there are adequate statu-

tory and procedural measures in existence to support a

wide range of military requirements. However, the creation

of laws and governmental policies is merely the first step

towards ensuring the defense of this nation. This hollow

codification of the legislative thought process should never

be interpreted as an enhancement of defense posture. For
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it is only when this verbiage has been sufficiently funded
*' .q 4

that it even begins to have substance.

The primary purpose of the Government of the United

States is to ensure the security of the nation. Without

this security, the democratic process and the Free World

economies would cease to exist. Therefore, it is paramount

to ensure at all costs that the defenders of this democracy

are never forced to suffer the indignities of defeat as a

result of an inadequately supported industrial base.
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INTRODUCTION

Within recent years, the study of mobilization and
industrial preparedness has intensified within the defense
community. With the founding of the Mobilization Concepts
Development Center (MCDC) at the National Defense University
(NDU) in April 1982, a now focal point for research was
established. The charter of 1CDC provides in part that it will
"Establish a national repository of historical documents,
analytical studies and contemporary policy papers and research
reports..." As one of its projects, MCDC is embarked on the
establishment of such a repository and the attached bibliography
is the result of extensive research into the mobilization-
related data sources.

This bibliography is meant to assist the faculty, staff and
students of all the National Defense University components as
well as other researchers. In order to facilitate the use of
this document during the current academic year (AY 1983-84), we
are forwarding this pre-publication edition. This document is
the first of five publications that together will attempt to be
the definitive bibliography of mobilization-related literature.
When completed the series will have the following five volumes:

I - PERIODICAL ARTICLES
II - BOOKS AND MONOGRAPHS

III - CONGRESSIONAL DOCUMENTS
IV - TECHNICAL REPORTS

V - INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES
PUBLICATIONS

Any questions concerning this publication should be
forwarded to Barbara Henseler, Resear Analyst, at
(202) 693-8257.

DRXrec B. BLACKBURN
irectr. Mobilization Concepts
Development Center

1 October 1983
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Depreciation
490
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547
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906
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341, 1049, 1123, 1180
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575
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1113
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452
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1285

Emergency Deployment Readiness Exercise (EDRE)
1041

Emergency Mobilization Preparedness Board
311
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314
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355
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901 110
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1211
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337
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702
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Hines, Brigadier General 111
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Industrial Capacity455, 680, 687, 94 3
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474
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723, 724, 908
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Industrial Policy
S641
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113
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599, 1108 112
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749
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175
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1061
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1473

Knudson, William S.

443, 480, 645
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269, 439, 571, 1006

Krug, J. A.

1416, 1456

Labor
584, 633, 810, 842, 1164

Labor Unions
1350

Limited Mobilization
108, 112

Limited War
263, 287, 380, 1159

Lockland Plan
1234

Logistics
115, 137, 168, 322, 350, 974, 1048

M-Day
21, 55, 101, 146, 212, 213, 276, 294, 402, 574, 575, 778, 851, 902, 926,
965, 1001, 1083, 1090, 1099, 1162, 1187, 1195, 1223, 1226, 1262
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Machine Tool Industry 113
691, 788, 926

Maintainability
364
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88, 207, 358, 438, 1020, 1045, 1098, 1121

Marine Corps Reserves
233, 1075, 1137

Match-Merge
119, 1099, 1158

Materials Production
832

May Bill
1209

McCarran Proposal
1441

-', McCarty, General
1128

McKee, General
672

McNamara, Robert S.
266

Medical Care
413.
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511

Military Airlift Command (MAC)
48, 535

Military-Industrial Complex
502, 573, 580, 632, 663, 768, 769, 774, 805, 829, 848, 902, 910

Military Traffic Management Command
38, 145, 253, 254
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1126

MOBDES see Mobilization Designation
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MOBEX 80 114
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Mobility
237

Mobilization Augmentees (MA)
1005, 1048, 1071, 1078, 1104, 1112, 1155, 1170, 1178, 1181, 1196, 1200
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912, 1018, 1025, 1027, 1038, 1039, 1063, 1074, 1077, 1089, 1109, 1110,
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Monroe, James
352
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561, 835

Munitions
871, 915

Munitions Board
771, 1240
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1412

National Communications Systems
363

National Defense Act of 1920
408

National Defense Transportation Association
841
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National Production Authority
1219

National Recovery Administration
644

National Security Resources Board
451, 1255

National War Service
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NATO see North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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Naval Reserves 115
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949
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Reconversion of Industry see Section on Demobilization 118
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446
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' EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED 2

CIs Congressional Information Service. Microfiche
collection of Congressional papers, hearings,
bills. Located in Eisenhower Hall, 3d floo'.

Documents Section Collection of classified and unclassified
documents. Located in Roosevelt Hall, Room 30.

DTIC Defense Technical Information Center. Call
number starting with AD means the library can
obtain the report from DTIC quickly.

DLSIE Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange.
*' Microfiche editions of reports may be obtained

quickly from DLSIE.

DMIA Defense Management Issue Analysis. Located in
Eisenhower Hall, 3d floor.

Govt. Doc. Government Documents are located in Eisenhower
Hall, 3d floor.

REF Reference book located in Roosevelt Hall, 1st
floor.

REF ICAF Reference book located in Eisenhower Hall, 3d

floor.

Vertical File Collection of uncataloged pamphlets, brochures,
journal articles, etc. arranged by subject.
Located in Roosevelt Hall, 1st floor.

IR Any of these letters followed by a set of
L numbers such as 27, 65-1 or 63-101 are call
M numbers for ICAF students papers, research

- R papers, or lectures. Located in Roosevelt
S Hall, 3d floor, Special Collections.
SP
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DOD DIRECTIVES AND INSTRUCTIONS 3

DOD 1100.6 National Defense Executive Reserve

DOD 1100.18 Wartime Manpower Planning.

- DOD 1100.19 Wartime Manpower Program Policies and
Procedures.

DOD 1145.1 Qualitative Distribution of Military Manpower.

DOD 1200.7 Screening the Ready Reserve.

. DOD 1235.9 Management and Mobilization of the Stand-by
-I Reserve.

DOD 1235.10 Mobilization of the Ready Reserve.

DOD 2035.1 Defense Economic Cooperation with Canada.

DOD 3005.2 Non-Industrial Facilities for Mobilization.

DOD 3005.5 Criteria for Selection of Items for War Reserve.

DOD 3005.6 Civilian Personnel Procurement and Manpower
Control During a Mobilization.

DOD 3005.7 Emergency Requirements, Allocations,
Priorities, and Permits for DOD Use of Domestic
Civil Transportation.

DOD 4000.24 Procedures for Meeting Logistics Impact
Resulting from Work Stoppages Caused by Labor

Disputes.

DOD 4005.1 DOD Industrial Preparedness Production Planning.

DOD 4005.3 Industrial Preparedness Production Planning

Procedures.

DOD 4005.16 Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material
Shortages.

DOD 4140.1 Inventory Management Policies.

DOD 4140.2 Management of Mobilization Reserve Stocks.

DOD 4140.21 Management of War Reserves for Integrated Items
Assigned to the Military Departments, the
Defense Supply Agency and the General Services
Administration.
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. DOD IC151.15 Depot Maintenance Programming Policies. 4

DOD 4155.4 Inspection and Reporting of Departmental
Industrial Reserve Plants/Maintenance
Facilities.

DOD 4165.6 Real Property Acquisition, Management and

Disposal.

DOD 4165.20 Utilization and Retention of Real Property.

DOD 4170.9 Defense Contractor Energy Shortages and
Conservation.

DOD 4200.15 Manufacturing Technology Program.

DOD 4210.1 Department of Defense Coded List of Materials.

DOD 4210.4 Studies on the Availability of Materials.

DOD 4210.7 Controlled Materials Requirements.

DOD 4210.8 Department of Defense Bills of Materials.

DOD 4215.18 Management of Defense-Owned Industrial Plant
Equipment (IPE).

DOD 4275.5 Acquisition and Management of Industrial
Resources.

DOD 4400.1 Priorities and Allocations-Delegation of DO and
DX Priorities and Allocations Authorities,
Rescheduling of Deliveries and Continuance of

Related Manuals.

DOD 4405.6 Delegation of Authority to Assistant Secretary

of Defense (Installations and Logistics).

DOD 4410.3 Policies and Procedures for the DOD Master
Urgency List.

DOD 4410.4 Military Production Urgencies System.

DOD 4410.6 Uniform Materiel Movement and Issue Priority
System.

DOD 5030.3 Memorandum of Agreement Between the Department
of Defense and Department of Commerce, Dealing
with the Utilization, Transfer and Allocation

of Merchant Ships.
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/ 5
DOD 5100.1 Functions of the Department of Defense and its

Major Components.

DOD 5105.22 Defense Logistics Agency (DLA).

DOD 5111.2 Department of Defense Mobilization and
Deployment Steering Group.

DOD 5124.1 Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower
Reserve Affairs and Logistics).

) . DOD 7700.2 Material for Annual Reports on Reserve Forces.

DOD 7720.19 Data Relating to Cost of Maintenance of the
Industrial Mobilization Base.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS

Defense Mobilization Order 8400.1, Nov. 15, 1963. (28 FR 12164)
Establishes policy guidance with regard to the use of priorities and
allocations authority.

Defense Mobilization Order 8500.1A, Nov. 10, 1964. (29 FR 15123)
Establishes guidance on priority use of resources in immediate postattack
period.

Executive Order 10421, Dec 31, 1952. (18 FR 57). Provides for
continuation of the Industry Evaluation Board.

Executive Order 10480, August 14, 1953. (18 FR 4939), as amended.
Further provides for the Administration of the Defense Mobilization
Program.

Executive Order 11051, September 27, 1962. (27 FR 9683), as amended.
Prescribes responsibilities of the Office of Emergency Preparedness in
the Executive Office of the President.

Executive Order 11179, Sept 22, 1964 (29 FR 187) Provides for National
Defense Executive Reserve.

Executive Order 11490, October 28, 1969 (34 FR 17567), as amended.
Assigns emergency preparedness functions to Federal departments and
agencies, (amended by E.O. 11921).

Executive Order 11725 of June 27, 1973 (38 FR 17175), as amended.
Transfers certain functions of the Office of Emergency Preparedness.
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a. ~ 6
Executive Order 12148, July 20, 1979. (44 FR 43239). Federal Emergency
Management.

National Security Decision Directive Number 47. Emergency Mobilization
Preparedness. Washington: Office Executive Office of the President,
July 22, 1982.

LEGISLATION

The Defense Production Act of 1950, (50 USC 2061-2166), as amended.
Established priorities in the performance of defense contracts and
allocated materials and facilities for the purpose of promoting the
national defense.

Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, (50 USC 2251) as amended.

The National Security Act of 1947, (50 USC 401), as amended. Provided
for a wide range of Mobilization Preparedness activities.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling Act, (50 USC 98-98h),
is as amended. Reserve supply of critical raw materials.

lip %
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MOBILIZATION (GENERAL): BOOKS 7

Allen, Rolfe, and Smith, Bernard. Economic Mobilization. Washington:
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1943. (R120).

Amanm, Richard W. Financial Transition Processing During Mobilization.
Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1982. (IR13).

Anderson, Charles. Emergency Medical Response Capability Analysis.
Fairfax, VA: Associated Research Analysis, 1982. (DTIC ADA121104).

Anderson, Curtis M. Military Requirements for Mobilization.
Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1950. (L51-56).

Anderson, Oliver S. The Defense Mobilization Program. Washington:
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1951. (L51-149).

__._ . Economic Mobilization Since Korea. Washington: Industrial
College of the Armed Forces, 1952. (L53-9).

______. Organization for Mobilization Since Korea. Washington:

Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1951. (L52-7).

Anderson, Thurman E; Dister, Arthur C.; and Wells, Arthur D.
Mobilization: Can the Nation Afford a National Emergency? Carlisle
Barracks, PA: U.S. Army War College, 1973. (UA913.A5).

Anduras, et al. Petroleum Allocation Among Major Competing Needs During
Total Mobilization. Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
1982. (MSP #2).

Association of the United States Army. Strategic Mobility: Can We Get

S.~ There From Here--In Time? Arlington, VA: The Association, 1978. (UC
273.A8).

BDM Corporation. Mobilization Roles of Federal Agencies. McLean, VA:
BDM, 1978. (Documents Section).

Baruch, Bernard. An Appraisal of Economic Mobilization Since Korea.
Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1952. (L52-147).

Ben-Rom, Shumuel. Military Organization in Transition From Garrison to
Crisis Environment. Monterey, CA: U.S. Naval Postgraduate School,
1979. (UA1O.B35).

Brannan, Charles F. Department of Agriculture and Economic

Mobilization. Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
V. 1951. (L51-158).

Brehaut, et al. Command and Control (C2) for National Mobilization.
Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1982. (IR 1).
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Brehm, William. Evaluation Plan: Exercise Nifty Nugget 78. 8
Washington: Logistics Management Institute, 1978. (UA913.B7).

Evaluation Report of Mobilization and Deployment Capability in
Connection with Exercises Petite Spirit and Proud Spirit-80. Arlington,
VA: System Research & Applications Corp, 1981. (DTIC ADCO25420 or DLSIE
LD50007AZ).

Brenner, Marvin E. The Fallacy of the Mobilization Concept.
Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1959. (M59-98).

Brown, Thomas A. Mobilization, Modernization and Arms Control:
Executive Summary. Los Angeles, CA: Pan Heuristics, 1977. (UA91O.B7).

Buckley, Oliver E. Mobilization of Science. Washington: Industrial
College of the Armed Forces, 1951. (L52-42).
Campbell, W. Glenn. Economics of Mobilization and War. Homewood, IL:

Richard D. Irwin, Inc, 1952. (UA18.C2).

Checinski, Michael. A. Comparison of the Polish and Soviet Armaments
Decisionmaking Systems. Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corp., 1981. (A536.R15
R-2662-AF).

Clark, John M. Economic Stabilization and Mobilization. Washington:
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1951. (L52-21).

Contributory Factors Committee. Quartermaster Mobilization Plan.
Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1948. (SR48-5).

Crumley, James F. Maj. Estimating the Wartime Capability of Military
Strategic Airlift - A Case for Computer Simulation. Maxwell AFB, AL:
U.S. Air Command and Staff College, 1980. (DLSIE LD47043A).

Davis, Thomas W.S. Department of Commerce and Economic Mobilization.
Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1951. (L51-155).

Deaner, Dave. The U.S. Transportation Network - Is It Mobilizeable?
Carlisle Barracks, PA: U.S. Army War College, 1982. (DTIC ADA116245 or
DLSIE LD53306A).

DeCamara, R.P. An Evaluation of the Organization of the Department to
Wage a Future War. Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
1958 . TM8-18jY

Doty, Dale. Department of the Interior and Economic Mobilization.

Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1951. (L51-157).

Elliott, William Y. Mobilization Planning and the National Security.
Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1951. (L51-138).
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Ely, John W. The Federal Emergency Management Agency and Mobilization
*Preparedness: The View from Its External Environment. Washington:

Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1979. (M79-206).

Emergency Organization for War. Committee report. Washington D.C.:
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1958. (SR 58-13).

Estes, Howell M., Jr. The National Strategic Airlift Dilemma: An
"" Approach to Solution. Washington: Logistics Management Institute,

1976. 2 vols. (UC333.E8).

An Evaluation Report of Mobilization and Deployment Capability Based on
Exercises Nifty Nugget-78 and REX-78. Washington: Assistant Secretary
of Defense, 1980. (DTIC ADA087044).

Farcy, William T. Railway Operation During Mobilization. Washington:
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1951. (L51-106).

Ferguson, et al. Mobilization:- High-Low Compressibility
Considerations. Washington: Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
1979. (DMIA #12).

Finnegan, John P. Against the Specter of a Dragon: The Campaign for
American Military Preparedness, 1914-1917. Westport, CT: Greenwood,
1975. (D619.F45).

" ' Fortner, Larry E. A Methodology for CONUS APOE Reception Planning.
*Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: School of Systems and Logistics, 1982. (DTIC

ADA123770 or DLSIE LD54066A).

Fowler, Henry H. Mobilization for a Limited Type War. Washington:
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 1956. (L56-134).
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J-1 (DLSIE LD49112D).
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S.. Effectiveness Factors (U). McLean, VA: General Research Corporation,

1975. (Documents Section).
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APPENDIX C

USAF DIGEST OF WAR AND EMERGENCY
LEGISLATION AFFECTING DOD

A 7 _ DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEAoQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON. D.C 20330

DIGEST OF WAR AND EMERGENCY LEGISLATION

AFFECTING
, .
0

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

On 7 December 1955 the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
*Legislative and Public Affairs requested that the Department of

the Air Force, with the assistance of the Departments of Army and
Navy, prepare a Digest of War and Emergency Legislation Affecting
the Department of Defense and thereafter "maintain it in a state
of readiness." The Digest's existence is a recognition that in a
time of crisis the Government must be prepared to respond as

*swiftly as possible. It is essential that planners and decision
makers have ready reference to those legal authorities which
define and expand the operation of the Department of Defense.

In 1962 the Digest was published in looseleaf format and
since then revision pages have been prepared following the
adjournment of each Congress. At the end of the 97th Congress,
it was decided that a complete revision and republishing was
necessary because of the large number of changes that had
occurred since 1962. This was accomplished by the Legislative
Division of the Air Force Directorate of Civil Law, again with
the assistance of the Departments of the Army and Navy.

We plan to issue supplements to this Digest at the end of
each Congress. It is intended that the assembled pages be
retained in a looseleaf binder so that substitute or additional
pagesmay be inserted when they are published following the
adjournment of the 98th Congress and each succeeding Congress.
Users should note that the Digest is not, by itself, an
authoritative statement of the law and must be used in
conjunction with the statutes it cites.

The Digest is intended to be a useful research tool for
those throughout the Federal government who must concern
themselves with matters involving war and emergency situations.
Accordingly, corrections or suggestions to improve this Digest
will be welcome. They should be provided to HO USAF/JACO, Room
5E 417 (Pentagon), Washington, D.C. 20330 hone 694-8226).

Major General, USAF

) The Judge Advocate General
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DIGEST OF WAR AND EMERGENCY LEGISLATION
4,.Q

i..-..AFFECTING

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

1983

* PREFACE

This digest summarizes those Federal laws relating to the
Department of Defense which by their terms are affected by the
existence of a war, an emergency, or a circumstance related to
a war or an emergency, or which have a specific termination
date. It does not, in most cases, reflect all of the
provisions of a law. Therefore, the digest should not be
relied upon as a statement of law or as the basis for legal
action.

The digest has three parts:

(1) Part I consists of numbered items, each of which
contains a summary of the pertinent provisions of a
law which is effective in time of war, emergency, or
a circumstance related to a war or an emergency, or
which has a specific termination date. Each item has
a citation to the United States Code or, if the law
has not been codified, a citation to the Statutes at
Large. Each item is cross-referenced to the
particular table (Tables A-G) in Part II to which it
has been allocated. Laws that are permanent are
indicated by the abbreviation *Perm. Laws, while
those that are temporary are indicated by the
abbreviation "Temp. Laws. Items based on uncodified
laws are listed first and are arranged chronologi-
cally. Those based on sections of the United States
Code follow and are arranged by title and section of
that code:

(2) Part II consists of seven separate tables
(Tables A-G). Each table lists a group of laws that
are effective under stated circumstances. The same
item number has been given to a table item as that
given to the parent item in Part I. Each table item
contains a brief summary of a particular provision of
law.
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TABLE A is a list of laws effective by their terms in time
of "war".

TABLE B is a list of laws effective by their terms in time
of *national emergency declared by the President.

TABLE C is a list of laws effective by their terms in time
of "national emergency declared by Congress".

TABLE D is a list of laws effective by their terms in time
of "national emergency*. None of these laws requires p
its terms a specific declaration of national emergency by

V either the President or Congress.

TABLE E is a list of laws effective by their terms in time
of "emergency". Some of these laws require by their terms
a specific declaration of emergency by either the
President or Congress.

TABLE F is a list of laws effective during a definite
period fixed by the particular statute. Most of these
laws are temporary .in nature and will expire by their
-terms on a fixed date or upon the happening of a stated
event.

N.-1 TABLE G is a list of laws effective in miscellaneous

circumstances related to a war or an emergency.

(3) PART III is a table of laws digested.

A particular law may.be listed in more than one table if
it is effective in more than one circumstance, such as "in time
of ware or of national emergency declared by Congress or the
President. All circumstances in which a law is effective are

: W- " noted in the summary of that law in Part 1. A detailed
explanation of each table is set out at the head of that
table.
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PREFACE

While not specifically terminating declarations of
national emergencies, the National Emergencies Act, P.L.
94-412, Act of September 14, 1976, 90 Stat. 1255, precludes the
use by the Executive Branch after 13 September 1978 of any of
the powers or authorities vested by such declarations. Section
502(a) of the Act, however, expressly excludes certain laws
giving to the Executive Branch unusual powers in time of war or
national emergency. Of these the following are objects of this
digest.

(1) The power to lease buildings without regard to
the statutory limitation that the lease may not exceed 15% of
the fair market value of the leased premises (Act of April 28,
1942 (40 U.S.C. 278b), (Digest Number 302)).

(2) The war or national emergency exception to the
Anti-assignment of Contract and Claims statutes R.S. 3477 (31
U.S.C. 3727) and R.S. 3737 (41 U.S.C. 15). The exception
permits the secretaries during war or national emergency to
enter into contracts that may be assigned by the contractor and
may contain an assurance to the assignee that the United States
will not exercise its priority based on debts not arising under
the agreement. (Digest Number 268).

(3) The power of the Secretaries to enter into or
modify contracts without consideration and without regard to
other provisions of law (P.L. 85-804) (Act of August 28, 1958,
72 Stat. 972, 50 U.S.C. 1431-1435) (Digest Number 350).

(4) The power of the Secretaries to enter contracts
without formal advertising during time of war or national
emegency (10 U.S.C. 2304(a)(1) (Digest Number 124) and Act of
June 30, 1949 (41 U.S.C. 252) (Not digested).

In addition, the power of the President to suspend certain
laws regarding the promotion or mandatory retirement of
officers (Sections 3313, 6386(c) and 8313 of title 10, United
States Code) was not terminated by the National Emergencies
Act, but was repealed by the Defense Officer Personnel
Management Act ("DOPMA"), P.L. 96-513, Act of December 12,
1980, 94 Stat. 2835 (Sections 204, 335; 94 Stat. 2880, 2898).
DOPHA, however, granted the President similar authority to
suspend laws relating to promotion, involuntary retirement and
separation of commissioned officers of the Army, Navy, Air
Force and Marine Corps in time of war or national emergency
declared by Congress or the President (Section 644 of title 10,
United States Code). (Digest Number 104B).
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* -PREFACE

Finally, Congress allowed the emergency seizure provisions
of the Trading with the Enemy Act to remain effective (Section
Sb of the Act of October 6, 191,, as amended (12 U.S.C. 95a; 50

* -U.S.C. App. 5b)) (Not digested).

Any inquiry concerning this digest should be referred to
the Legislative Division, Office of The Judge Advocate General,
USAF, Washington, D.C. 20310, phone (703) 694-8226, Autovon

224-8228.
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PART I

COMPILATION OF WAR AND EMERGENCY LEGISLATION

This part is a compilation of numbered items, each of
which contains a summary of the pertinent provisions of a law
which is effective in time of war, emergency, or a circumstance
related to a war or an emergency, or which has a specific
termination date. Each item has a citation to the United
States Code or, if the law has not been codified, a citation to
the Statutes at Large. Each item is cross-referenced to the
particular table (Tables A-G) in Part II to which it has been
allocated. Laws that are permanent are indicated by the
abbreviation *Perm. Law", while those that are temporary are
indicated by the abbreviation 'Temp. Law". Items based on
uncodified laws are listed first and are arranged
chronologically. Those based on sections of the United States
Code follow and are arranged by title and section of the United
States Code. A subject index of the items in Part I is set out
at the end of this digest.

1. Real property: recapture of certain part of the
military reservation on Anastasia Island, Florida

Act Feb. 21, 1925, ch. 282, Perm. Law
0.. 43 Stat. 959

In an emergency, the United States may assume control __

of a certain part of the military reservation on
Anastasia Island, Florida, for military, naval, or
lighthouse purposes, free from any existing
conveyances, charges, encumbrances, or liens. (See
also Table E.)

2. Real property: recapture of Hoboken Manufacturers'
Railroad Company

Act Feb. 26, 1925, ch. 340, Perm. Law
43 Stat. 984
In time of war, or of national emergency, the United

States may assume control of the property of the
Hoboken Manufacturers' Railroad Company under the
contract between the Secretary of the Army
and the Port of New York Authority transferring the
property concerned to the Port of New York Authority.
(See also Tables A and D.) 61 Stat. 451 states that
in the interpretation of this provision, the date
when this joint resolution (terminating certain
emergency and war powers [begins at 61 Stat. 4491)
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becomes effective shall be the date of the
termination of any state of war declared by Congress
and of the national emergencies declared by the
President on 8 September 1939 and 27 May 1941.

3. Real property: recapture of land formerly part of
the Presidio of San Francisco, California

Act Mar. 3, 1925, ch. 450, Perm. Law
43 Stat. 1129

In time of war, or of national emergency, the United
States may, without payment, enter the property
concerned, formerly part of the Presidio of San
Francisco, California, and use it and all improve-
ments thereon for the duration of that war or
emergency. (See also Tables A and D.)

4. Real property: recapture of municipal aviation field
at Tucson, Arizona

Act Apr. 12, 1926, ch. 116, Perm. Law
44 Stat. II 241

In an emergency, or when considered advisable, the
United States may assume control of the management
and operation of the municipal aviation field at
Tucson, Arizona, for military purposes. (See also
Tables E and G.) 61 Stat. 451 states that in the
interpretation of this provision, the date when this
joint resolution (terminating certain emergency and
war powers [begins at 61 Stat. 4491) becomes

effective shall be the date of the termination of any
state of war declared by Congress and of the national
emergencies declared by the President on 8 September
1939 and 27 May 1941.

S. Real property: recapture of aviation field at Yuma,
Arizona

Act May 29, 1926, ch. 424, Perm. Law
44 Stat. 677

In an emergency, or when considered advisable by the
Secretary of the Air Force, the Air Force may assume

control of the management and operation of the
aviation field at Yuma, Arizona. (See also Tables E
and G.) 61 Stat. 451 states that in the interpreta-
tion of this provision, the date when this joint
resolution (terminating certain emergency and war
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,.' powers (begins at 61 Stat. 4491) becomes effective

shall be the date of the termination of any state of
war declared by Congress and of the national
emergencies declared by the President on 8 September
1939 and 27 May 1941.

6. Recapture of floating dry dock and waterfront
accessories at New Orleans (Algiers), Louisiana,
naval station: revocation of leases

Act May 14, 1930, ch. 278, Perm. Law
510, 46 Stat. 332

In time of national emergency declared by the
President, the Secretary of the Navy may revoke any
lease concerning the floating dry dock and waterfront
accessories at the naval station, New Orleans
(Algiers), Louisiana. (See also Table B.)

7. Real property: recapture of United States naval
destroyer and submarine base, Squantum,
Massachusetts;. revocation of leases

Act May 29, 1930, ch. 350, Perm. Law
46 Stat. 479

In time of national emergency declared by the
President, the Secretary of the Navy may revoke any
lease concerning all, or any part, of the United
States destroyer and submarine base, Squantum,
Massachusetts, without payment to the lessee of any
damages resulting from such revocation. (See also
Table B.) 61 Stat. 451 states that in the inter-
pretation of this provision, the date when this joint
resolution (terminating certain emergency and war
powers [begins at 61 Stat. 4491) becomes effective
shall be the date of the termination of any state of
war declared by Congress and of the national
emergencies declared by the President on 8 September
1939 and 27 May 1941.

8. Real property: recapture of certain rights-of-way in
Arlington, Virginia.

Act Feb. 28, 1933p ch. 135, Perm. Law
47 Stat. 1367

When in the judgment of the President an emer ency
exists that requires the use of the property for the
public defense, the United States may occupy and use
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' .. the rights-of-way granted to Arlington County,
Virginia, to connect Lee Boulevard with Arlington
Memorial Bridge. (See also Table G.) 61 Stat. 451
states that in the interpretation of this provision,
the date when this joint resolution (terminating
certain emergency and war powers (begins at 61 Stat.

4' 4491) becomes effective shall be the date of the
termination of any state of war declared by Congress
and of the national emergencies declared by the
President on 8 September 1939 and 27 May 1941.

9. (Vacant]

10. Real property: recapture of certain land in Hawaii

Act June 19, 1936, ch. 604, Perm. Law
49 Stat. 1535; as amended
June 18, 1954, ch. 317,
68 Stat. 262

When in the judgment of the President an emergency
exists that requires the use of the property for the

- ubbbccddefense, the United States may occupy and use
the property concerned in the Territory of Hawaii.
(See also Table G.) 61 Stat. 451 states that in the
interpretation of this provision, the date when this
joint resolution (terminating certain emergency and
war powers (begins at 61 Stat. 4491) becomes
effective shall be the date of the termination of any
state of war declared by Congress and of the national
emergencies declared by the President on 8 September
1939 and 27 May 1941.

11. Real property: recapture of Port Newark Army
Base, New Jersey

Act June 20, 1936, ch. 636, Perm. Law
49 Stat. 1557; as amended
Feb. 18, 1956, ch. 60
70 Stat. 20

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress. the United States may take possession of
the Port Newark Army Base, New Jersey, for the
duration of the war or emergency. For each year or
part of a year that the United States is in
possession, the United States must pay the city of
Newark a certain amount as liquidated damages. Upon
termination of the war or emergency, the property
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reverts to the city of Newark. (See also Tables A
and C.)

12. Real property: recapture of Fort Schuyler, New York

Act Aug. 19, 1937, ch. 697, Perm. Law
50 Stat. 696

When in the judgment of the Secretary of the Army an
emergency exists that requires the use of the
property for the public defense, the United States
may resume possession of Fort Schuyler Military
Reservation, New York, notwithstanding the lease to
the State of New York. (See also Table G.)

13. Real property: recapture of Hoboken Pier
Terminals

Act June 21, 1938, ch. 557, Perm. Law
52 Stat. 833

14 In time of national emergency r and upon order of the*! President, the Hoboken Pier Terminals may be taken

9 for the use of the Army during the emergency. (See
also Table D.)

14. Real property: recapture of Fort Morgan, Alabama

Act June 28, 1946, ch. 513, Perm. Law
60 Stat. 332

In time of national emergency, the Department of the
Army or the Department of the Navy may reoccupy Fort
Morgan, Alabama, without cost to the United States.
(See also Table D.)

4
15. (Vacant]

16. [Vacant)

17. [Vacant)

18. Real property: recapture of certain lands formerly
part of Camp Robinson, Arkansas

Act June 30, 1950, ch. 429 Perm. Law
64 Stat. 310

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of DefensePo-
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that certain land, formerly part of Camp Robinson,
Arkansas. is useful or necessary for defense.<'' ' purpose the United States may, without payment,

enter the property concerned and use it or any part
thereof including any improvements made by the

grantee, for the duration of the war or emergency.
Six months after the termination of the war or
emergency, the property concerned, including any
Improvements made by the grantee, reverts to the
grantee. (See also Tables A. C, and E.)

ILand subject tothis Act amounts to about 34,000
acres. Public Law 88-145 provides for the release of
restrictions and reservations on 9.8 acres of this
land.].

19. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
part of Fort Schuyler, New York

Act Sept. 5, 1950, ch. 850, Perm. Law
64 Stat. 591; as amended
July 16, 1952, ch. 884,
66 Stat. 727; Pub. L. 85-260,
71 Stat. 584

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President, and upon a determination
by the Secretary of a military department that
certain land, formerly part of Fort Schuyler, New
York, is useful for military, air, naval, or defense
purposes, the United States may assume, without
payment, control and use the property concerned,
including any improvements made by the grantee. (See
also Tables A-C.)

20. [Vacant]

21. Real property: recapture of former Naval Air Station,
Kahului, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii

Act June 5, 1952, ch. 371, Perm. Law
66 Stat. 128; as amended,
Pub. L. 87-654, 76 Stat. 530

In time of war or national emergency, the United
States shall have the right to receive from the State
of Hawaii rights and interest substantially equal to
those held by the United States in the lands
(comprising the former Naval Air Station, Kahului,
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii).originally conveyed by it to
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the Territory of Hawaii, and such other rights and
interests as the Secretary of the Navy may consider
necessary in the public interest. (See also Tables A
and D.)

22. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
part of Fort Schuyler, New York

Act July 16, 1952, ch. 884, Perm. Law
66 Stat. 727

(See item No. 19.)

23. Commissioned and warrant officers: appointments
continued while in a missing status

Act May 27, 1953, ch. 73, Temp. Law
67 Stat. 38

The President may continue in effect, until released,
the appointments of commissioned or warrant officers
who are in a missing status under 37 U.S.C. 551-558
at any time after June 25, 1950 and before the
termination of the national emergency proclaimed by
the President on December 16. 1950, whose appoint-
ments would normally terminate before release from
active duty. (See also Tables B and F.)

24. Real property: recapture of certain property of the
Veterans' Administration in Johnson City, Tennessee

Act June 6, 1953, ch. 107, Perm. Law
67 Stat. 54

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the "Secretary of
National Defense" (sic) that certain property of the
Veterans' Administration in Johnson City, Tennessee,
that the property is useful or necessary for
military, air, or naval purposes, or in the interest
of national defense, the United States may, without
payment, enter the property concerned and use it for
the duration of the war or emergency. Six months
after the termination of the war or emergency, the
property concerned, including any improvements made
by the grantee, reverts to the grantee. (See also
Tables A, C, and E.)
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S./.; 25. Real property: recapture of certain land in Windsor

/. LOcksp Connecticut

Act Mar. 26, 1954, ch. 105, Perm. Law

',-, 68 Stat. 31

In time of ware or national emergency, declared by
., Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,

and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land in Windsor Locks, Connecticut, is
useful or necessary for defense purposes, the United
States may, without payment, enter the property
concerned and use it or any part thereof, including
any improvements made by the grantee, for the
duration of the war or emergency. Six months after
the termination of the war or emergency, the property
concerned, including any improvements made by the
grantee, reverts to the grantee. .(See also Tables A,
C, and E.)

26. Real property: recapture of certain land in the
former Camp Butner Military Reservation, North
Carolina

Act Apr. 12, 1954, ch. 133, Perm. Law
68 Stat. 50

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land in the former Camp Butner Military
Reservation, North Carolina, is useful or necessary
for defense purposes, the United States may, without
payment, enter the property concerned and use it or
any part thereof, including any improvements made by
the grantee, for the duration of the war or
emergency. Six months after the termination of the
war or emergency, the property concerned, including
any improvements made by the grantee, reverts to the
grantee. (See also Tables A, C, and E.)

27. Real property: recapture of certain land in Marion
County, Indiana

Act June 4, 1954, ch. 262, Perm. Law
68 Stat. 171

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
the President or Congress, and upon request of the
Secretary of Defense, the United States may, without
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9
payment, use certain Federal and State land in Marion
County, Indiana, including all improvements thereon,
for the duration of the ar or national emergency.-
Upon termination of the war or national emergency,
the property reverts to the State of Indiana. (See
also Tables A-C.)

28. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly

part of Camp Blanding Military Reservation, Florida

Act July 14, 1954, ch. 482, Perm. Law
68 Stat. 474

In time of national emergency declared by Congress or
the President, and upon request of the Secretary of
the Army to the grantee, certain land, formerly part
of Camp Blanding Military Reservation, Florida,
reverts to the United States for the duration of the
national emergency. (See also Tables B and C.)

29. Real property: recapture of Boston Army Base pier

Act July 27, 1954, ch. 579, Perm. law
5103, 68 Stat. 537

In time of war declared by Congress. or of national
emergency declared by the President, and upon a
determination by the Secretary of the Army that the
Boston Army Base pier is useful or necessary for
military purposes, the United States may enter the
property concerned and use it for such period as the
Secretary determines to be necessary in the interests
of national security. At the option of the lessee,
upon such entry, the lease may be terminated or
extended for a period equal to the period of
possession by the United States. (See also Tables A
and B.)

30. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
part of Fort Bliss# Texas

Act Aug 30, 1954, ch. 1081, Perm. Law
68 Stat. 974;
Pub. L. 92-145, S 708, 85 Stat. 412

In time of warc or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land, formerly part of Fort Bliss,
Texas, is useful or necessary for defense purposes,
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10
the United States may, without payment, enter the.4' property concerned and use it or any part thereof,

including any improvements made by the grantee, for
the duration of the war or emergency. Six months
after the termination of that war or emergency, the
property concerned, together with all appurtenances
and utilities belonging or appertaining thereto,

.reverts to the State of Texas. (See also Tables A,
C, and E.)

31. Real property: recapture of Martindale Auxiliary
Field, San Antonio, Texas

Act Aug. 30,-1954, ch. 1082, Perm. Law
68 Stat. 975

In time of war, or of national emeruency declared by
Congress or the President, and upon a determination
by the Secretary of Defense that the property is
useful or necessary for defense purposes, the United
States may, without payment, enter Martindale
Auxiliary Field, San Antonio, Texas, and use it or
any part thereof, including any improvements made by
the State of Texas, for the duration of that war or
emergency. Six months after the termination of that
war or emergency, the property concerned, together
with all appurtenances and utilities belonging or
appertaining thereto, reverts to the State of Texas.
(See also Tables A-C.)

32. Real property: recapture of former Hughes Stout Plant
occupied by the Texas National Guard, Houston, Texas

Act Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1083, Perm. law
68 Stat. 977

In time of war or national emergency and for six
months thereafter, and upon a determination by the
Secretary of Defense that the former Hughes Stout
Plant occupied by the Texas National Guard, Houston,
Texas, is useful or necessary for national defense
purposes, the United States may, without payment,
enter the property concerned and use it or any part
thereof, including any improvements made by the State
of Texas. Upon termination of such use, the property
reverts to the State of Texas. (See also Tables A
and D.)

33. Real property: recapture of certain land in Klamath
County, Oregon
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Act Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1087, Perm. Law
68 Stat. 980

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the appropriate Secretary
that certain land in Klamath County, Oregon, is
useful or necessary for military, air, or naval
purposes, or in the interest of national defense, the
United States has the right, without payment of any
kind, to reenter and use the property, including
improvements thereon, for the duration of the war or
national emergency. Six months after the termination
of the war or emergency, the property concerned,
together with all facilities, improvements,
appurtenances, and utilities thereon or appertaining
thereto, other than those specifically reserved to
the E"iited States, reverts to the State of Oregon.
(See also Tables A, C, and E.)

34. [Vacant]

35. Real property: recapture of certain land in Austin,
Texas

Act June 1, 1955, ch. 111, Perm. Law
69 stat. 68

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
* Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land in Austin, Texas, is useful or
necessary for defense purposes, the United States
may, without payment, enter the property concerned
and use it or any part thereof, including any

".9 improvements made by the grantee, for the duration of
the war or emergency. Six months after the
termination of the war or emergency, the property
concerned, including any improvements made by the
grantee, reverts to the grantee. (See also Tables A,
C, and E.)

36. Real property: recapture of Camp Dodge Military
Reservations Iowa; Polk County Target Range, Iowa;
and other Iowa-owned lands used for National Guard
purposes

Act June 1, 1955, ch. 112 Perm. Law
69 Stat. 70
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Z-*- , In time of war, or national emergency, declared by

' --* Conaress, or of national emergency declared by the
President, and upon a determination by the Secretary
of Defense that the property is useful or necessary
for defense purposes, the United States may, without
payment, enter the property concerned and use it or
any part thereof, including any improvements made by
the grantee, for the duration of the war or
emergency. Six months after the termination of the
war or emergency, the property concerned, including
any improvements made by the grantee, reverts to the
grantee. (See also Tables A-C.)

,'

37. Real property: recapture of Jackson Barracks,
Louisiana

Act June 1, 1955, ch. 114, Perm. Law
69 Stat. 79

In time of national emergency when there is a need
therefor, the United States may reenter and use
Jackson Barracks, Louisiana (See also Table D.)

38. Real property: recapture of certain land near Lake
Guernsey, Wyoming

Act June 16, 1955, ch. 146, Perm. Law
• w69 Stat. 138

In time of war, or national emergenc , declared by
Congress, or of emeruency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the appropriate Secretary
that the property is useful or necessary for
military, air, or naval purposes, or in the interest
of national defense, the United States may, without
payment, enter the property concerned and use it for
the duration of the war or emergency. Six months

-" after the termination of the war or emergency, the
A property concerned, including any improvements made

by the grantee, reverts to the grantee. (See also
Tables A# C, and E.)

39. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
part of Fort Devens, Massachussetts

Act July 11, 1955, ch. 305, Perm. Law
69 Stat. 293

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,

S.- "; "353
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and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that the property is useful or necessary for defense

Vpurposes, the United States may, without payment,
enter the property concerned and use it or any part
thereof, including any improvements made by the
grantee, for the duration of the war or emergency.
Six months after the termination of the war or
emergency, the property concerned, including any
improvements made by the grantee, reverts to the
grantee. (See also Tables A, C, and E.)

40. Real property: recapture of certain part of the
former O'Reilly General Hospital, Springfield, Green

County, Missouri

Act Aug. 9, 1955, ch. 661, Perm. Law
:z_. 69 Stat. 592

In time of national emergency, the United States may,
without payment, reenter and use a certain part of
the former O'Reilly General Hospital, Springfield,
Green County, Missouri (See also Table D.)

41. Real property: recapture of certain land near
Houston, Texas

Act Feb. 15, 1956, ch. 38, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 17

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President, and upon a determination
by the Secretary of Defense that certain property
near Houston, Texas is useful or necessary for
defense purposes, the United States may, without
payment, enter the property and use it or any part
thereof, including any improvements made by the
grantee, for the duration of the war or emergency.
Six months after the termination of the war or
emergency, the property concerned, including any
improvements made by the grantee, reverts to the
grantee. (See also Tables A-C.)

42. Real property: recapture of Port Newark Army Base,
New Jersey

Act Feb. 18, 1956, ch. 60, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 20

(See item No. 11.)
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. ~.' 43. [Vacant)

44. Real property: recapture of land comprising Camp

Livingston and Camp Beauregard, Louisiana

Act May 14, 1956, ch. 269, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 156; as amended

" Pub. L. 85-204, S 4,
71 Stat. 479
Pub. L. 96-474, S 2,
94 Stat. 2269

... When needed during a national emergency, the United
States may reenter and use the land comprising Camp
Livingston and Camp Beauregard, Louisiana. (See also
Table D.)

- 45. Real property: recapture of land formerly the Bruns
:.. General Hospital area, Santa Fe, New Mexico

Act June 19, .1956, ch. 408, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 296

When needed during a national emergency declared by
the President or Congress, the United States may
reenter and use the land formerly the Bruns General
Hospital area, Santa Fe, New Mexico. (See also
Tables B and C.)

46. Real property: recapture of certain land on
Anastasia Island, Florida

Act June 25, 1956, ch. 440, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 334

In time of national emergency, the United States may
use certain land on Anastasia Island, Florida. (See

- also Table D.)

47. [Vacant).

- 48. Real property: recapture of certain part of Ethan
Allan Air Force Base, Colchester, Vermont

Act July 14, 1956, ch. 592, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 536

In time of national emeruency declared by Congress o
the President and when there is a need therefor, the
United States may reenter and use that part of Ethan

•4,~ ". . ' A 3 5 5
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Allen Air Force Base, Colchester, Vermont, conveyed
to the State of Vermont. (See also Tables B and C.)

49. Real property: recapture of certain land in the
,4., vicinity of Williamsburg, Virginia

Act July 14, 1956, ch. 605, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 550

Whenever Congress declares a state of war or other
national emergency, or the President declares a state
of emergency, and upon determination by the Secretary
oT Defense that certain property in the vicinity of
Williamsburg, Virginia, is useful or necessary for
military, air, or n.val purposes, or in the interest
of national defense, the United States may, without
obligation to make payment of any kind, reenter and
use the property, including improvements made
thereon, for the duration of the war or emergency.
(See also Tables A, C, and E.)

5U. (Vacant]

51. Real property: recapture of certain land in
Montgomery, West Virginia

Act July 20, 1956, ch. 649, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 590

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
.. Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,

and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land in the City of Montgomery, West
Virginia, is useful or necessary for defense
purposes, the United States may, without payment,
enter the property concerned and use it or any part
thereof, including any improvements made by the
grantee, for the duration of the war or emergency.
Six months after the termination of that war or

emergency, the property concerned, together with all
appurtenances and utilities belonging or appertaining
thereto, reverts to the State of West Virginia. (See
also Tables A, C, and E.)

52. Real property: recapture of certain land in Bexar

County, Texas

Act July 27, 1956, ch. 753, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 697
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In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
taat certain land in Bexar County, Texas, is useful
or necessary for defense purposes, the United States
may, without payment, enter the property concerned
and use it or any part thereof, including any
improvements made by the grantee, for the duration of
the war or emergency. Six months after the
termination of that war or emergency, the property
concerned, together with all appurtenances and
utilities belonging or appertaining thereto, reverts
to the State of Texas. (See also Tables A, C, and

* E.)

53. Real property: recapture of land known as the
Clackamas National Guard target range, Clackamas,
Oregon

Act August 1, 1956, ch. 823, Perm. Law
70 Stat. 793

Whenever Congress declares a state of war or other
national emergency, or the President declares a state
of emergencx to exist, and upon determination by the
Secretary of Defense that certain land known as the
Clackamas National Guard target range, Clackamas,
Oregon, is useful or necessary for military air, or

• naval purposes, or in the interest of national
defense, the United States has the right, without
payment of any kind, to reenter and use the property,
including improvements made thereon, for a period not
to exceed the duration of the state of war or
national emergency plus six months. (Property grant
to State of Oregon is subject to county right-of-way
(Pub. L. 92-459, 86 Stat. 764).] (See also Tables A,
C, and E.)

54. Real property: recapture of Fort Preble Military
Reservation, South Portland, Maine
Pub. L. 85-185, 71 Stat. 467 Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency, and upon a
determination by the Secretary of Defense that
certain lands comprising the Fort Preble Military
reservation, South Portland, Maine (except that part
over which the Department of the Air Force exercises
jurisdiction), are useful or necessary for national
defense purposes, the United States may, without

S357
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payment, enter the property concerned and use it or
any part thereof, including improvements. Six months

after the termination of that war or emergency, the
property concerned reverts to the State of Maine.
(See also Tables A and D.)

55. [Vacant)

56. Real property: recapture of Esler Field, Louisiana
Pub. L. 85-204, S3, Perm. Law

*71 Stat. 479

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain property comprising Esler Field,
Louisiana, is useful or necessary for defense

,, purposes, the United States may, without payment,
enter the property concerned and use it or any part
thereof, including any improvements made by the
grantee, for the duration of the war or emergency.
Six months after the termination of that war or
emergency, the property concerned, together with all
appurtenances and utilities belonging or appertaining
thereto, reverts to the Parish of Rapides, Louisiana.
(See also Tables A, C, and E.) e

57. Real property: recapture of land comprising Camp
,, *. Livingston and Camp Beauregard, Louisiana

. Pub. L. 85-204, 54, Perm. Law
71 Stat. 479

(See item No. 44.)

58. Real property: recapture of certain part of Veterans'
Administration Center Reservation, Los Angeles,

California

Pub. L. 85-236, 71 Stat. 516 Perm. Law

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress# or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense

_that a certain part of the Veterans' Administration
Center Reservation, Los Angeles, California, is
useful or necessary for defense purposes, the United

lei States may, without payment, enter the property
concerned and use it or any part thereof, including
any improvements made by the grantee, for the
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duration of the war or emergency. Six months after

V. -... the termination of that war or emergency, the
property concerned, together with all appurtenances
and utilities belonging or appertaining thereto,

-* reverts to the State of California. (See also Tables
A, C, and E.)

59. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
the United States Marine Corps Air Station, Eagle
Mountain Lake, Texas

Si, Pub. L. 85-258, 56, Perm. Law
71 Stat. 583

In time of var, or national emergency, declared by
Conaress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land, formerly the United States Marine

V +Corps Air Station, Eagle Mountain Lake, Texas, is
useful or necessary for defense purposes, the United
States may, without payment, enter the property
concerned and use it or any part thereof, including
any improvements made by the grantee, for the
duration of the war or emergency. Six months after
the termination of that war or emergency, the
property concerned, together with all appurtenances
and utilities belonging or appertaining thereto,
reverts to the State of Texas. (See also Tables A,
C, and E.)

60. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
--. part of Fort Schuyler, New York

Pub. L. 85-260, 71 Stat. 584 Perm. Law

(See item No. 19.)

a -. 61. Real property: recapture of certain land in York
County, Virginia

Pub. L. 85-545, 72 Stat. 401 Perm. Law

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land in York County, Virginia, is useful
or necessary for defense purposes, the United States
may enter the property concerned and use it or any
part thereof, including any improvements made

4 thereon, for the war or national emergency. Six
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months after the termination of that war or national
emergency, the property concerned, together with all -
appurtenances and utilities belonging or appertaining
thereto, reverts to the Board of Supervisors of York
County, Virginia. (See also Tables A, C, and E.)

62. Real property: recapture of certain land in Boston
Neck, Narragansett# Washington County, Rhode Island

Pub. L. 85-548, S 4, 72 Stat. 404 Perm. Law

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land in Boston Neck, Narragansett,
Washington County, Rhode Island is useful or
necessary for defense purposes, the United States
may, without payment, enter the property concerned
and use it or any part thereof, including any
improvements made thereon, for the war or national
emergency. Six months after the termination of that
war or national emergency, the property concerned,
together with all appurtenances and utilities
belonging or appertaining thereto, reverts to the
State of Rhode Island. (See also Tables A, C, and
E.)

63. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
part of Army and Navy General Hospital reservation,
Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas

Pub. L. 86-323c S4, 73 Stat. 595 Perm. Law

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emeraency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that certain land, formerly part of the Army and Navy
General Hospital reservation, Hot Springs National
Park, Arkansas, is useful or necessary for defense
purposes, the United States may, without payment,
enter the property concerned and use it or any part
thereof, including any improvements made by the
grantee, for the duration of the war or emergency.
Six months after the termination of that war or
emergency, the property concerned, together with all
appurtenances and utilities belonging or appertaining
thereto, reverts to the State of Arkansas. (See also
Tables A, C, and E.)
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64. Vessels: sale to Republic of China: return to United

?.?: :k States ownership

Pub. L. 86-473, 74 Stat. 143 Temp. Law

" During any war in which the United States is
participating and any national emergency declared by
the President, the United States may, upon request,
have certain Cl-SAY-1 type vessels, sold to the
Government of China by the Secretary of Commerce
under the authority of this Act, returned to United
States ownership. (See also Tables A and B.)

65. [Vacant)

66. Real property: recapture of a certain part of Des
Plaines Public Hunting and Refuge Area and Joliet
Arsenal Military Reservation, Will County, Illinois

Pub. L. 86-611, S 2(b), 74 Stat. 370 Perm. Law
Whenever Congress declares a state of war or other
national emergency! or the President declares a state
of emergency to exist, and upon determination by the
Secretary of Defense that a certain part of the Des
Plaines Public Hunting and Refuge Area and Joliet
Arsenal Military Reservation, Will County, Illinois,
is useful or necessary for military, air, or naval
purposes, or in the interest of national defense, the
United States has the right, without payment of any
kind, to reenter and use the property, includiny
improvements made thereon, for a period not to exceed
the duration of the state of war or national
emergency plus six months, and upon termination of
such use, the property reverts to the State of
Illinois. (See also Tables A, C, and E.)

67. Real property: recapture of former Naval Air
Station, Kahului, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii

Pub. L. 87-654, 76 Stat. 530 Perm. Law

(See item No. 21.)

68. Cuba: expression of the United States determination
to prevent extension of Communist influence

Pub. L. 87-733, 76 Stat. 697 Perm. Law

The United States is determined--
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(1) to prevent by whatever means may be necessary,
- including the use of arms, the Marxist-Leninist

regime in Cuba from extending, by force or the
threat of force, its aggressive or subversive
activities to any part of the Western Hemisphere;

(2) to prevent in Cuba the creation or use of an
externally supported military capability endangering
the security of the United States; and

(3) to work with the Organization of American
States and with freedom-loving Cubans to support the
aspirations of the Cuban people for self-determi-
nation. (See also Table G.)

69. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
part of the Fort Miles Military Reservation,
Delaware

Pub. L. 88-228, S 3, Perm. Law
77 Stat. 470

In time of national emergency declared by the
President or Congress, the Secretary of Defense may,
without cost to the United States, enter upon and use
certain lands conveyed to the State of Delaware that
were formerly par, of the Fort Miles Military
Reservation if he considers such lands necessary for
national defense purposes. (See also Tables B and
C)

70. Real property: use of Bolling - Anacostia complex

Pub. L. 89-188, S607(b), Temp. Law
79 Stat. 818, as amended

Pub. L. 93-166, 5610(b),
87 Stat. 661

Until January 1, 1980, no part of the Bolling Air
Force Base and the Anacostia Naval Air Station shall
be disposed of by the Department of Defense except

that certain facilities not required for military
activities may be leased to the Federal Aviation
Agency until that date. (See also Table F.)

71. Acceptance of foreign decorations

Pub. L. 89-257, Perm. Law
79 Stat. 982
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Whenever members of the armed forces of the United

.. ... States are serving with friendly foreign forces
enuaced in an armed conflict in Vietnam against an
opPosina armed force in which the United States is
not a belligerent, or during hostilities in Vietnam
In which the United States may be engaged, and for
one year thereafter, members and former members of
the armed forces of the United States who served in
Vietnam after-February 28, 1961, may accept certain
foreign decorations, orders, and emblems in
connection with such service. (See also Tables F and
G.)

72. Real property: recapture of National Guard Facility,
Pier 91, Seattle, Washington

Pub. L. 91-142, 5805, Perm. Law
83 Stat. 319

In time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Conuress, or of emergency declared by the President,
and upon a determination by the Secretary of Defense
that the National Guard facility, pier 91, Seattle,
Washington, or any part thereof, is useful or
necessary for national defense and security, the
United States may enter the property concerned and
use it, including all improvements made to it, forEfterthe duration of the war or emergency. Six monthsafter the termination of that war or emergency, the
property and all improvements made by the United
States reverts to the State of Washington. (See also
Tables A, B, and C.)

73. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
part of Fort Bliss, Texas

Pub. L. 91-145, S 708, 85 Stat. 412 Perm. Law

(See item No. 30.)

74. Real property: use of Bolling - Anacostia complex

Pub. L. 93-166, S610(b), Temp. Law
87 Stat. "661

(See item No. 70.)

75. Real property: recapture of certain land formerly
part of the Kisatchie National Forest, Louisiana

Pub. L. 96-474, 94 Stat. 2267 Perm. Law
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If the President declares a state of national

emergency or the Secretary of Defense determines the
property is needed in the interest of national
defense, the United States may reenter and use
certain lands comprising part of the Kisatchie
National Forest, Louisiana. (See also Tables B and
G)

76. Civilian employees: initial appointments on other
.,Z than a permanent basis

5 U.S.C. 3101 note Temp. Law

Until the termination of the national emergency
declared by the President on December 16, 1950, the
Office of Personnel Management and the heads of the
executive departments, agencies, and corporations
shall require initial appointments in and outside the
competitive civil service to be made on other than a

, ,. permanent basis. (See also Tables B and F.)

77. Appointment: retired members to civilian office

5 U.S.C. 3326 Perm. Law
,* .*

-c - A retired member of the armed forces may be appointed
to a civilian office in the Department of Defense
within 180 days after his retirement only if --

C (1) the appointment is authorized by the Secretary
concerned (or his designee) and the position is in
the competitive civil service after approval by the
Office of Personnel Management; or

(2) the minimum rates of basic compensation for
such position has been increased under 5 U.S.C. 5303;
or

(3) a state of national emergency exists. (See also
Table D.)

78. Pay: recommended adjustment for comparability with
private enterprise: alternative plan

5 U.S.C. 5305(c) Perm. Law

If, because of national emergency or economic
conditions affecting the general welfare, the
President should consider it inappropriate to make
the adjustment in civilian employee pay recommended
by his agent to effect comparability with private
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A.' $ -" enterprise, the President shall prepare and transmit
' _ to Congress such alternative plan with respect to a

pay adjustment as he considers appropriate. (See
also Table D.)

79. Pay: advances to civilian employees incident to
departures from posts abroad

5 U.SC. 5522(a) Perm. Law

Provides that the head of each Government agency may
authorize advance payment, of not-more than 30 days,
to an employee whose departure from a place within or
outside the United States is officially authorized or
ordered - (1) from a place outside the United States
from which the Secretary of State determines it is in
the national interest to require the departure of
some or all employees, their dependents, or both; or
(2) from any place where there is imminent danger to
the life of the employee or the lives of the
dependents or immediate family of the employee. (See
also Table G).

80. Civilian Employees: Periodic Step Increases

5 U.S.C. 5335 Perm. Law

Under regulations prescribed by the Office of
Personnel Management, the benefit of successive
step-increases shall be preserved for employees whose
continuous service is interrupted in the public
interest by service with the armed forces during a
period of war or national emergency. (See also
Tables A and E).

81. Missing, interned or captive persons: income tax
deferment

5 U.S.C. 5561-5568 Perm. Law

An employee of the United States who is (1) missing,
(2) missing in action, (3) interned in a foreign
country, (4) captured, beleaguered, or besieged by a
hostile forcer or (5) detained in a foreign country
aaainst his will, is entitled, while in such status,
to continuation of pay and allowances and allotments,
travel and transportation for dependents and house-
hold and personal effects, deferment of Federal
income tax, and the payment for or crediting of all
annual leave which was accrued on or after January 1,
1965. (See also Table G).
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82. Civilian employees: entry on military service

5 U.S.C. 8332(g) Perm. Law

In time of war# or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President, a civilian officer or

Nemployee of the United States who leaves his position
to enter the military service is not considered
as separated from his civilian position because of
such military service, unless he applies for and
receives a lump-sum benefit. However, such an
employee is not considered as retaining his civilian
position after December 31, 1956, or the expiration
of five years of such military service, whichever is
later. (See also Tables A-C.)

83. Dairy products: special milk program for armed forces
ration

7 U.S.C. 1446a Temp. Law

Until December 31, 1981, the Commodity Credit
Corporation shall make available to the Secretary of
the Army dairy products acquired under price support
programs as a part of the ration (1) of the Army,
Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard; (2) in hospitals
under the Department of Defense; and (3) of cadets
and midshipmen at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy.
(See also Table F.)

84. Excludable Aliens: Those avoiding military service.

8 U.S.C. 1182 Perm. Law

Persons who have departed from or remained outside
the U.S. to avoid or evade training or service in the
armed forces in time of war or a period declared by
the President to be a national emergency shall be
ineligible to receive visas and shall be excluded
admission to the U.S. (See also Tables A and B).

85. Citizens and Aliens: Travel control during war or
. national emergency

8 U.S.C. 1185 Perm. Law

When the U.S. is at war or during the existence of
any national emergency proclaimed by the President,
it shall, unless otherwise ordered by the President
or the Congress, be unlawful:
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(1) for any alien to depart or enter or attempt to
depart or enter the U.S. except under rules
proclaimed by the Congress or President.

(2) for any person to transport or attempt to
transport an alien in violation of this section.

(3) for any person to make a false statement on an
application to depart or enter the U.S.

(4) for any person to furnish another person a
permit not issued for their use.

- (5) for any person to use or attempt to use a permit
not issued for their use.

(6) for any person to forge, counterfeit, mutilate
or alter a permit, or cause to procure the same.

(7) for any person to use or attempt to use a
forged, counterfeited, mutilated or altered
certificate. (See also Tables A and B).

86. Desertion: bar to naturalization

8 U.S.C. 1425 Perm. Law

A person who, in time of war, deserts an armed force,
departs from the jurisdiction in which enrolled or
goes beyond the limits of the United States, to avoid
draft into the armed forces, is, upon conviction of
such offenses by a court-martial or a court of proper
jurisdiction, permanently ineligible to become a
citizen of the United States. Such a deserter or
evader may not hold any office of trust or profit
under the United States or exercise any rights of
citizenship. (See also Table A.)

87. Naturalization: service during Vietnam or other armed
hostilities; lesser requirements

8 U.S.C. SS1440, 1440e, Perm. law

Any alien or noncitizen in the U.S. who has served
honorably on active duty in the military, air, or
naval forces of the U.S. in the period from 28
February 1961 to a date designated by Executive Order
for the termination of Vietnam hostilities and any
period which the President by Executive Order
designates as a period involving armed conflict with

" ..* - .367
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* . a hostile foreign force and who, if separated, was
separated honorably may be naturalized under
specified conditions, without complying with all the
usual requirements for naturalization. (Table F)

88. Compulsory service: loss of nationality for evasion
or avoidance

8 U.S.C. 1481(a)(10) Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
the President, a national of the United States loses
his nationality by departing from, or remaining
outside of, the jurisdiction of the United States to
evade or avoid training and service in the armed
forces. Failure to comply with any compulsory
service law raises the presumption that the
departure, or absence, from the United States was for
the purpose of evading or avoiding training and
service. (See also Tables A and B.)

89. Reserves: suspension of certain provisions of law
relating to reserve commissioned officers

10 U.S.C. 123 Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress, the President may suspend the operation of
any provision of law listed in 10 U.S.C. 123 relating
to reserve commissioned officers of any armed force.
(See also Tables A and C.)

90. Department of Defense: transfer, reassignment, or
consolidation of functions assigned to military
departments

10 U.S.C. 125(b) Perm. Law

If the President determines that it is necessary
because of hostilities or imminent threat of
hostilities, any function, power, or duty, including
one assigned to the military services by 10 U.S.C.
3062(b), 5012, 5013, and 8062(c), may be transferred,
reassigned, or consolidated and so remain until the
termination of such hostilities or threat ofhostilities. (See also Table G.)

91. Joint Chiefs of Staff: suspension of limitation on

reappointment of Chairman

10 U.S.C. 142(a) Perm. Law
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In time of war declared by Congess, there is no
limitation on the number of times the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff may be reappointed. (See also
Table A.)

92. Joint Staff: limitation on tour of duty of members

10 U.S.C. 143(a), (b) Perm. Law

Except in time of war, (1) the tour of duty of a
member, or of the Director, of the Joint Staff may
not exceed three years; (2) a member may not be
reassigned to the Joint Staff within three years
after completing a previous tour unless the Secretary
of Defense approves; and (3) the Director may not be
reassigned to the Joint Staff. (See also Table G.)

"4 93. Reserve components: purpose

10 U.S.C. 262 Perm. Law

The purpose of the reserve components is to provide
trained units and qualified persons available for
active duty in the armed forces, in time of war or of
national emergency and at such other time as the
national security requires, to fill the needs of the
armed forces whenever, during, and after the period
needed to procure and train additional units and
qualified persons to achieve the plan'ned
mobilization, more units and persons are needed than
are in the regular components. (See also Tables A,
D, and G.)

94. Army [Air] National Guard of United States: basic
policy for order into Federal service

10 U.S.C. 263 Perm. Law
32 U.S.C. 1U2

Whenever Congress determines that more units and
organizations are needed for the national security
than are in the regular components of the ground and
air forces, the Army National Guard of the United
States and the Air National Guard of the United
States, or such parts of them as are needed, together
with such units of other reserve components as are
needed for a balanced force, shall be ordered to
active duty and retained as long as so needed. (See
also Table G.)
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95. Ready Reserve: composition; authorized strength

10 U.S.C. 268 Perm. Law

The Ready Reserve consists of those units or
Reserves, or both, who are liable for active duty
under 10 U.S.C. 672 and 673 (i.e. in time of war,
national emergency declared by Congress, or by the
President after January 1, 1953, or when otherwise
authorized by law.) The authorized stength of the
Ready Reserve is 2,900,000. (See also-Tables A-C.)

96. Insurrections: President's powers to put down
insurrections wit.hin the U.S.

10 U.S.C. 331, 332, 333, 334
50 U.S.C. 205-8, 212, 223 Perm. Law

These Code provisions detail the President's power to
- deal with insurrections within the United States.

(See also Tables B, E, and G).

97. Arming of American vessels or aircraft

10 U.S.C. 351 Perm. Law

During a war and at any other time when the President
determines that the security of the United States is

- -threatened by the application, or the imminent danger --
of applicationp of physical force by any foreign
government or agency against the United States, its
citizens, the property of its citizens, or their
commercial interests, the President, through any
agency of the Department of Defense designated by

-.., him, may arm, have armed, or allow to be armed, any
watercraft or aircraft that is capable of being used
as a means of transportation on, over, or under
water, and is documented, registered, or licensed
under the laws of the United States. Section 16 of
the Act of March 4, 1909 (22 U.S.C. 463) does not
apply to vessels armed under this section. (See also

* "Tables A and G.)

98. Enlistments: extension during war

10 U.S.C. 506 Perm. Law

An enlistment in the Regular Army, Regular Navy,
Regular Air Force, Regular Marine Corps, or Regular
Coast Guard in effect at the beginning of or during,
a war, unless sooner terminated by the President,
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-,'..., continues in effect until six months after the
termination of that war. (See also Table A.)

99. Enlistments: reserve components: terms

10 U.S.C. 511(a) Perm. Law

Except as otherwise prescribed by law, enlistments as
Reserves are for terms prescribed by the Secretary
concerned. However, an enlistment that is in effect
at the beginning of a war or of a national emergency
declared by Congress, or entered into during such a

*1 war or emergency, and that would otherwise expire,
continues in effect until the expiration of six
months after the end of that war or emergency,
whichever is later, unless sooner terminated by the
Secretary concerned. (See also Tables A and C.)

100. Enlistments; reserve components: terms: extended for

transferees

10 U.S.C. 511(c) Perm. Law

, In time of war or of national emergency declared by
Congress, the term of service of an enlisted member
transferred to a reserve component according to law,
that would otherwise expire, continues until the
expiration of six months after the end of that war or
emergency, whichever is later, unless sooner

4, terminated by the Secretary concerned. (See also
Tables A and C.)

101. Enlistments: temporary enlistments in an arm3d force

10 U.S.C. 519 Perm. Law

Except as provided in 10 U.S.C. 505 and except for
enlistment as Reserves of an armed force, temporary
enlistments in an armed force entered into in time of

* war or of emergency declared by Congress shall be for
the duration of the war or emergency plus six months.
(See also Tables A and E.)

102. Authorized strength of active duty officers

10 U.S.C. 526 Perm. Law

In time of war or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President, the President may suspend
the authorized strength levels for active duty
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officers above the grade of major/lieutenant
commander. (See also Tables A-C).

103. Regular warrant officers: suspension of laws for
promotion, or mandatory retirement or separation

41 10 U.S.C 565 Perm. Law

In time of warp or of emeraency declared after May
29, 1954, by Congress or the President, the President

- .may suspend the operation of any provision of law
relating to promotion, or mandatory retirement or
separation, of permanent regular warrant officers of
any armed force. (See also Tables A-C.)

- 104. Reserve warrant officers: suspension of laws for
promotion or mandatory retirement or separation

10 U.S.C. 599 Perm. Law

In time of war, or of emergency declared after May
29, 1954, by Congress or the President, the President
may suspend the operation of any provision of law
relating to promotion, or mandatory retirement or
separation, of permanent reserve warrant officers of
any armed force. (See also Tables A-C.)

104A Temporary commissions

10 U.S.C. 603 Perm. Law

; ,. In time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress or the President, the President may

-, temporarily appoint persons to any commissioned
officer grade. (See also Tables A-C.)

1048 Commissioned officers: suspension of laws for
promotion, involuntary retirement and separation

.... .- 10 U.S.C. 644 Perm. Law

In time of war or of national emergency, declared by
Congress or the President, the President may suspend
the laws relating to the promotion, involuntary
retirement and separation of commissioned officers.
(See also Tables A-C.)

105. Active duty: members of an armed force; service
extension

4'* ..4 372
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10 U.S.C. 671a Perm. Law

' C'. Unless terminated at an earlier date by the Secretary
concerned, the period of active service of any member
of an armed force is extended for the duration of any
war in which the United States may be engaged and for
six months thereafter. (See also Table A.)

106. Reserve components: active duty; members or units

10 U.S.C. 672(a) Perm. Law

In time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress, or when otherwise authorized by law, an
authority designated by the Secretary concerned, may
order any member or unit of a reserve component under
the jurisdiction of that Secretary to active duty
(other than for training) for the duration of the war
or emergency and for six months thereafter. However,
a member in an inactive status list or in a retired
status may not be ordered to active duty unless the
Secretary concerned, with the approval of the

* Secretary of Defense in the case of a military
department, determines that there are not enough
qualified Reserves in an active status, or in the
inactive National Guard, who are readily available.
(See also Tables A and C.)

107. Ready reserve: active duty; limitation on
involuntary recall

10 U.S.C. 673 Perm. Law

In time of national emergency declared by the
President after January 1, 1953, or when otherwise
authorized by law, an authority designated by the
Secretary concerned may order any member or unit in
the Ready Reserve to active duty (other than for

.4 training) for not more than 24 consecutive months.
(See also Table B).

108. Selected Reserve: Active duty other than during war

or emergency.

10 U.S.C. 673b Perm Law

When the President determines it necessary to augment
the active forces for any operational mission, he may
order any unit or individual of the selected reserve

.4i to active duty for not more than 90 days. Not more
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than 100,000 may be on active duty at any one time.
Within 24 hours, the President shall report to the
Congress explaining the necessity for this action.
Either the President or the Congress by concurrent
resolution may terminate the active duty order. This
authority is not to be used for disasters and similar
emergencies. (See Table G).

109. Standby Reserve: active duty

10 U.S.C. 674 Perm. Law

. (a) Units and members in the Standby Reserve may be
ordered to active duty (other than for training) only
as provided in 10 U.S.C. 672 (i.e., in time of war,
of national emergency declared by Congress, or when
otherwise authorized by law). (See also Tables A and
C.)

(b) In time of national emerenc declared by
Congress -- no unit or individual in the Standby
Reserve, unless the Secretary concerned, with the
approval of the Secretary of Defense in the case of a

N .Secretary of a military department, determines that
there are not enough of the required kinds of units
in the Ready Reserve that are readily available or
qualified members.

110. Retired Reserve: active duty
rAl.

10 U.S.C. 675 Perm. Law

A qualified member of the Retired Reserve may be
ordered to active duty, without his consent only in
time of war, in time of national emergency declared
by Con~ress, or when otherwise authorized by law.
(See also Tables A, C, and G.)

Ill. Reserves: active duty agreements; five-year term

10 U.S.C. 679(a) Perm. Law

To provide definite terms of active duty (other than
for training) for Reserves with their consent, the
Secretary concerned may make a standard written
agreement with any member of a reserve component
under his jurisdiction requiring the member to serve
for a period of active duty (other than for training)
of not more than five years. When such an agreement
expires, a new one may be made. This provision does
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not apply in time of war declared by Congress. (See

? alsoTable G.)

112. Reserves: active duty agreement; extension

10 U.S.C. 679(d) Perm. Law

If an agreement made under 10 U.S.C. 679(a) expires
. during a war, or during a national emergency declared

by Congress or the President after January 1, 1953,
the Reserve concerned may be kept on active duty,
without his consent, as otherwise prescribed by law.
(See also Tables A-C.)

113. Reserves: release from active duty

10 U.S.C. 68l(b) Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President after January 1, 1953, a
member of a reserve component may be released from
active duty (other than for training) only if --

C.. (1) a board of officers convened at his request by
an authority designated by the Secretary concerned
recommends the release and the recommendation is
approved;

(2) the member does not request that the board be

convened; or

(3) his release is otherwise authorized by law.

This provision does not apply to an armed force
durinu a period of demobilization or reduction in
strength of that armed force. (See also tables A-C,
and U.)

114. Reserves: pay and allowances; suspension of
disability compensation

10 U.S.C. 684(b) Perm. Law

In the time of war. or of national emeruency, the
disability pay or other compensation of a Reserve of
the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast
Guard ordered to extended active duty for more than
30 days is suspended for the period of that duty
unless his disability compensation exceeds his active
duty compensation. (See also Tables A and D.)
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115. Authorized strength: retired general and flag
officers on active duty; temporary increase

10 U.S.C. 688(c) Perm. Law

In time of war or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President, the President may
temporarily increase the authorized strength of
retired general and flag officers serving on active
duty. (See also Tables A-C.)

116. Accrual of leave by member of armed forces in missing
status.

10 U.S.C. 701(g) Perm. Law

A member who is in missing status (as defined in 37
U.S.C. 551(2)) accumulates leave without regard to 60
and 90 day limitations. (See also Table G.)

[See item No. 81 with respect to civilian employees,
item No. 261 with respect to certain taxes, and
second sentence of item No. 295 with respect to
payment of $30 monthly allowance to certain members
in a missing status, item No. 296 with respect to
other benefits, and item No. 365 with respect to a
power of attorney.]

117. Foreign governments: detail of members to assist

10 U.S.C. 712 Perm. Law

Upon the application of the country concerned, the
President, whenever he considers it in the public
interest, may detail members of the Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Marine Corps to assist in military matters

(1) any republic in North Ameria, Central America,
or South America;

(2) the Republic of Cuba, Haiti, or Santo Domingo;
and

(3) during a war or a declared national emergency,
any other country that he considers it advisable to
assist in the interest of national defense.

Subject to the prior approval of the Secretary of the
military department concerned, a member detailed
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under this section may accept any office from the
country to which he is detailed. He is entitled to
credit-for all service while so detailed, as if
serving with the armed forces of the United States.
(See also Tables A, D, and G.)

[See also 22 U.S.C. 2151 et seq. (International
Development Program),.which authorizes details and
aid to certain nationsi]

118. Uniform Code of Military Justice

10 U.S.C. 802(1), 835, Perm. Law
843(a), (e), (f), 871(b),
882, 885, 886, 887
890, 901, 905, 906, 913,
915, 1161(a)(3), 6408
(Arts' 2(1)), 35, 43(a),
(e), and (f), 71(D), 82,
85, 86, 87, 90, 101, 105,
106, 113, 115)

Relate in part to: applicability of the Uniform Code
of Military Justice to persons serving with or
accompanying an armed force in the field in time of

• war (Art. 2); minimum time after service of charges
before trial in time of peace (Art. 35); statute of
limitations in time of war for certain offenses (Art.
43); commutation of sentence of dismissal in time of
war or national emergency (Art. 71); various
punishments in time of war for desertion, assaulting
or willfully disooeyiny superior officer, improper
disclosure or use of countersign, misconduct as a
prisoner, spying, misbehavior as a sentinel (Arts.
85, 90, 101, 105, 106, 113); and dismissal of
officers by order of the President in time of war (10
U.S.C. 1161(a)(3) and 6408). (Whenever a war or
national emergency exists for the purposes of the
listed provisions must be determined by the
particular circumstances of each case and the
pertinent decisions of the Court of Military
Appeals.) (See also Tables A, D, and G.)

[E.O. No. 11476 of June 17, 1969 (prescribing MCM,

1969 (Rev.)),.provides (in para. 127c(5)) that
immediately upon a declaration of war, the prescribed
limitations on punishment for violations of sections
882, 885, 886(3), 887, 890, 891(1) and (2), 913, and
915 (relating to: solicitation (Art. 82); desertion
(Art. 85); absence without leave (Art. 86(3); missing
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movement of ship, aircraft, or unit (Art. 87);
assaulting or willfully disobeying superior officer
(Art. 90); striking, assaulting or disobeying a
warrant officer, noncommissioned officer, or petty
officer (Art. 91(1) and (2)); misbehavior as a
sentinel (Art. 113); and malingering (Art. 115) of

title 10, United States Code, will be suspended
automatically and will not apply until the formal
termination of such war or until restored by
Executive Order before formal termination. (See also
Table A.)]

119. Deposits of savings: missing members

10 U.S.C. 1035(b) Perm. Law

The $10,000 maximum on foreign duty savings deposited
with the United States and drawing not more than 10%1annual interest shall not apply to deposits made on
or after September 1, 1966, in the case of those
members in a missing status, as defined in 37 U.S.C.

551(2), during the Vietnam conflict. The Vietnam
conflict begins on February 28, 1961 and ends on the
date designated by the President by Executive Order

as the date of the termination of combatant
activities in Vietnam. (See also Table F)

120. Gold star lapel button W

10 U.S.C. 1126 Perm. Law

A gold star lapel button, which design approved by
the Secretary of Defense, shall identify the widow,
parent, and next of kin of a member of the armed
forces who died --

(1) during World War I, World War 11, or
subsequent period of armed hostilities in which the
United States was engaged after July 1, 1958; or

(2) after June 30, 1958 --

(A) while engaged in an action against an enemy
of the United States;

(B) while engaged in military operations
involving conflict with an opposing foreign force;
or
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.. (C) while serving with friendly foreign forces

engaged in an armed conflict in which the United
States is not a belligerent party.

(See also Table G.)

121. Regulars and members on active duty for more than 30
days: retirement for physical disability

10 U.S.C. 1201 Perm. Law

Upon determination by the Secretary concerned that a
member of a regular component of the armed forces
entitled to basic pay, or any other member of the
armed forces entitled to basic pay who has been
called or ordered to active duty (other than for
training under section 270(b) of this title) for a
period of more than 30 days, is unfit to perform the
duties of his office, grade, rank, or rating because
of physical disability incurred while entitled to
basic pay, the Secretary may retire the member, with
retired pay computed under 10 U.S.C. 1401, if the
Secretary also determines that the disability, in
addition to other conditions, was incurred in line of

duty in time of war or national emergency. (See also
Tables A and D.)

122. Regulars and members on active duty for more than 30
-' days: separation for physical disability

10 U.S.C. 1203 Perm. Law

Upon a determination by the Secretary concerned that
a member of a regular component of the armed forces
entitled to basic pay, or any other member of the
armed forces entitled .to basic pay who has been
called or ordered to active duty (other than for
training) for a period of more than 30 days, is unfit
to perform the duties of hip office, grade, rank, or
rating because of physical disability incurred while
entitled to basic pay, the member may be separated

q-e%.P .from his armed force, with severance pay computed
%44%, under 10U.S.C. 1212, if the Secretary also

determines that the disability, in addition to other

conditions, is less than 30 percent under the
!. standard schedule of tating disabilities in use by

the Veterans' Administration at the time of the
determination, and the disability was the proximate
result of performing active duty, incurred in line of
duty in time of war or national emergency, or

16 .. 4.
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incurred in line of duty during the period September
15, 1978 - September 30, 1982; or the disability is
at least 30 percent and was neither the proximate
result of performing active duty, incurred in line of
duty in time of war or national emergency, nor
incurred in line of duty during the period September
15, 1978 - September 30, 1982. However, if the
member is eligible for transfer to the inactive
status list under 10 U.S.C. 1209, and so elects, he
shall be transferred to that list instead of being
separated. (See also Tables A and D.)

122A. Military aircraft: cooperative military airlift
agreements

10 U.S.C. 2213 Perm. Law

In the absence of peace, all military airlift
capacity may be used to transport personnel and cargo
of any allied country pursuant to a cooperative
military airlift agreement. (See also Table A.)

123. Facilities for reserve components: purpose; use by
armed forces

10 U.S.C. 2231, Perm. Law
2235(b)(2),
2236(d)(2)

In time of war or national emergency, facilities for
reserve components may be used by other units of the
armed forces. The Secretary of Defense may not
permit any use or disposition to be made of a
facility that would interfere with its use, in time
of war or national emergency, by other units of the
armed forces or by the United States for any other
purposes. Except as otherwise agreed when a
contribution is made, and except as the agreement is
later changed, a State may not permit any use or
disposition of a facility contributed to it that
would interfere with its use, in time of war or
national emergency, by other units of the armed
forces or by the United States for aty other purpose.
(See also Tables A and D.)

124. Procurement: exemption of certain purchases and

contracts from formal advertising requirements

10 U.S.C. 2304(a)(1), Perm. Law

(2), (16)
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Purchases of, and contracts for, property or services
covered by chapter 137 of title 10, United States
Code, shall be made by formal advertising where
feasible and practicable under the circumstances. If
the use of such method is not feasible and
practicable, the head of an agency may negotiate such
a purchase or contract, if --

(1) it is determ-ined that such action is necessary
in the public interest during a national emergency
declared by Congress or the President;

(2) the public exigency will not permit the delay
incident to advertisinu; or

(3) he determines that (A) it is in the interest of
national defense to have a plant, mine, or other
facility, or a producer, manufacturer, or other
supplier, available for furnishing property or

- services in case ot a national emergency; or (B) the
interest of industrial mobilization in case of such
an emergency, or the interest of national defense in
maintaining active engineering, research, and
development, would otherwise be subverted. (See also
Tables B, C, D, and G.)

125. American Red Cross: Equipment

10 U.S.C. 2542 Perm. Law

The Secretary of a military department may lend
equipment under the jurisdiction of that department

that is on hand, and can be temporarily spared, to
any organization formed by The American National Red
Cross that needs it for instruction and practice for

V. the purposes of aiding the Services in time of war.
(See also Table G.)

126. Acceptance of services: American National Red Cross:
cooperation and assistance

10 U.S.C. 2602(a) Perm. Law

Whenever the President finds it necessary, he may
accept the cooperation and assistance of the American
National Red Cross, and employ it under the armed
forces under regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of Defense. (See also Table G.)
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127. Acceptance of services: United Seaman's Service:
cooperation and assistance

10 U.S.C. 2604(a) Perm. Law

Whenever the President finds it necessary in the
interest of United States commitments abroad to
provide facilities and services for United States
merchant seamen in foreign areas, he may authorize
the Secretary of Defense, under such regulations as
the Secretary may prescribe, to cooperate with and
assist the United Seamen's Service in establishing
and providing those facilities and services. (See
also Table G.)

128. Transportation: private-plant personnel engaged in
defense production

10 U.S.C. 2632(a) Perm. Law

Whenever the Secretary concerned determines that it
is necessary for the effective conduct of the affairs
of that department, he may, at reasonable rates of
fare fixed under regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of Defense, provide assured and adequate
transportation by motor vehicle or water carrier to
and from their places of employment for persons
attached to, or employed in, that department, and
during a war, or during a national emergency declared
by Congress or the President, for persons attached
to, or employed in, a private plant that is
manufacturing material for that department. (See
also Tables A-C, and G.)

129. Real property: acquisition by condemnation for
defense purposes

10 U.S.C. 2663(a),(b) Perm. Law

The Secretary of a military department may have
proceedings brought in the name of the United States,
in a court of proper jurisdiction, to acquire by
condemnation any interest in land, including
temporary use, needed for --

(1) the site, construction, or operation of
fortifications, coast defenses, or military training
camps;
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(2) the construction and operation of plants for
the production of nitrate and other compounds, and
the manufacture of explosives or other munitions of
war; or

(3) the development and transmission of power for
the operation of plants under clause (2).

In time of war or when war is imminent, the United
States. may, immediately upon the filing of a petition
of condemnation, take and use the property to the
extent of the interest sought to be argued. (See
also Tables A.and G.)

130. Real property: acquisition by condemnation of

property for lumber production

10 U.S.C. 2664(a), (b), (d), Perm. Law

The Secretary of a military department, the Secretary
of Transportation, or any one or more of them, may
have proceedings brcught in the name of the United
States to acquire by condemnation any interest,
including temporary use, in standing or fallen
timber, sawmills; camps; machinery; logging roads;
rights-of- way; supplies; and works, property, or
appliances suitable for the production of lumber and
timber products; and needed for --

(1) the production of aircraft, vessels, dry docks,
* Sor equipment for them;

(2) the procurement of supplies for aircraft,
vessels, and dry docks; or

(3) housing for persons employed by the United
States in connection with the functions of the Army,
Navy, Air Force, or Marine Corps, or the functions
transferred to the Secretary of Transportation under
section 3 of the Maritime Act of 1981.

In time of war or when war is imminent, the United
States may, immediately upon the filing of a petition
of condemnation, take and use the property to the
extent of the interest sought to be acquired. (See
also Tables A and G.)

131. Real property: lease: non-excess property;
revocation
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10 u.s.c. 2667 Perm. Law

Whenever the Secretary of a military department
considers it advantageous to the United States, he
may lease to such lessee, ana upon such terms as he
considers will promote the national defense or be in
the public interest, real or personal property that
is --

(1) under the control of that department;

(2) not for the time needed for public use; and

AI (3) not excess property, as defined by 40 U.S.C.
472.

In time of national emergency declared by the
President, such a lease must be revocable by the
Secretary concerned. This provision does not apply
to oil, mineral, or phosphate lands. (See also
Tables B and G.)

132. Real property: acquisition authorized when
considerations of uryency do not allow delay
necessary for enactment of Authorization Act.

10 U.S.C. 2672a Perm. Law

When the Secretary of a military department, or his
desiunee determines that the acquisition of an
interest in land is needed in the interest of
national defense, is required to maintain the
operational integrity of a military installation, and
considerations of urgency do not permit the delay
necessary to include the required acquisition in an
annual Military Construction Authorization Act, the
interest in land required may be secured when it does
not cost more than $100,000. The Secretary
contemplating such action must provide written notice
thereof to the Armed Services Committees of the
Senate and the House of Representatives at least 30
days in advance of any action being taken. (See also
Table G.)

133. Real Property: Closure or realignment of military
installations

10 U.S.C. 2687 Perm. Law
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N President may suspend the normal procedures for
closing a military installation if he certifies to
Congress that the closure is necessary for reasons of
national security or military emergency. (See also
Table B).

134. Military claims: property loss: Personal injury or

death: incident to noncombat activities of Department

of Army, Navy, or Air Force

10 U.S.C. 2733 Perm. Law

The Secretary concerned, or the Judge Advocate
General of an armed force under his command, or the
chief legal officer of the Coast Guard, as
appropriate# if designated by him, may settle and pay
a claim against the United States for not more than

$25,000 (or pay $25,00U of a greater claim and report

excess to Congress) for damage to, or loss of, real
or personal property or for personal injury or death,

either caused by a civilian officer or employee of
that department, or a member of the Army, Navy, Air
Force, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard, as the case may
be, acting within the scope of his employment, or
otherwise incident to noncombat activities of that
department, or the Coast Guard if, among other
conditions, it is presented in writing within two
years after it accrues. excipt that if the claim
accures in time of war-or armed conflict. or a war of

armed conflict intervenes within two years after it
accures, and if good cause is showni the claim may be
presented within two years after the war of armed
conflict is terminated. The dates of the beginning
and end of an armed conflict are the dates prescribed
by current resolution of Congress or by the
President. (See also Tables A and G.)

134A. Military Construction: authority in the Secretary of
Defense

10 U.S.C. 52808 Peru. Law

In time of var or national emergency, the Secretary
of Defense may undertake military construction
projects (or so authorize the Secretaries concerned)
not otherwise authorized by law that are necessary to
support the use of the armed forces. (See also
Tables A and B.)
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135. Army Staff: Air Staff: limitation on number, of

officers assigned or detailed for permanent duty in
the executive part of the Department of the Army or
Air Force.

10 U.S.C. 3031(c), 8031(c) Perm. Law

Not more than 3,000 officers of the Army may be
assigned or detailed to permanent duty in the
executive part of the Department of the Army. Of
this number not more than 1,000 may be detailed or
assigned to duty on or with the Army General Staff.

However, these limitations do not aply in time of
war, or of national emergency declared y Congressr
or whenever the President finds that it is in the
national interest to increase the number of officers
in the executive part of the department or on or with
the Army General Staff.

Not more than 2,800 officers of the Air Force may be
assigned or detailed to permanent duty in the
executive part of the Department of the Air Force.
However, this limitation does not aDply in time of
war, or of national emergency declared by Conaress,
or whenever the President finds that it is in the
national interest to increase the number of officers
in the executive part of the department. (See also
Table A, C, and G.)

136. Army Staff: Air Staff: limitation on tour of duty of
commissioned officers in the executive part of the
Department of Army or Air Force.

10 U.S.C. 3031(d) Perm. Law
8031(d)

No commissioned officer who is assigned or detailed
to duty in the executive part of the Department of
the Army or Air Force may serve for a tour of duty of
more than four years. However, the Secretary
concerned may extend such a tour of duty if he makes
a special finding that the extension is necessary in
the public interest. No officer may be assigned or
detailed to duty in the executive part of the
Department of the Army or Air Force within two years
after relief from that duty, except upon a special
finding by the Secretary concerned that the
assignment or detail is necessary in the public
interest. This provision does not apply in time of
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war, or of national emergency declared by Congress.
(See also Table G.)

137. Appointments: Army Chief of Staff, Chief of Naval
Operations; Air Force Chief of Staff; Commandant,
Marine Corps

10 U.S.C. 3034(a), 5081(a), Perm. Law
5201(a), 8034(a)

In time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress after December 31, 1968, the Army Chief of
Staff, Chief of Naval Operations, Air Force Chief of
Staff, and Commandant of the Marine Corps, who are
appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate for four years from officers on
the active list of their respective armed forces, may
be reappointed for not more than four years. (See
also Tables A and C.)

138. Armys basic branches: discontinuance or
consolidation

10 U.S.C. 3063(b) Perm. Law

The Secretary of the Army may discontinue or
consolidate basic branches of the Army for the
duration of any national emergency declared by
Congress. (See also Tables A and C.)

139. (Vacant)

140. Authorized strength: Army general officers on active
duty: temporary increase

10 U.S.C. 3202(c) Perm. Law

In time of war or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President, the President may
temporarily increase the authorized strength of Army
general officers. (See also Tables A-C.)

141. Enlistments: Army or Air Force; persons not qualified

10 U.S.C. 3253, 8253 Perm. Law

in time of peace, no person may be accepted for
original enlistment in the Army or Air Force unless
he is a citizen of the United States or has been
lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent
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residence under 8 U.S.C., ch. 12. (See also Table G.)

142. [Vacant]

143. Appointments: reserve officers of Army or Air Force

10 U.S.C. 3395, 8395 Perm. Law

In addition to appointments in time of war under
chapter 339 or 839 of title 10, United States Code,
appointments of reserve officers of the Army or Air
Force may be made in time of war. (See also Table
A.)

144. [Vacant)

145. [Vacant]

146. Active duty: Army National Guard or Air National
Guard in Federal service; call

10 U.S.C. 3500, 8500 Perm. Law

Whenever the United States is invaded or is in danger
of invasion bX a foreiun nation, there is a rebellion
or danuer of rebellion auainst the authority of the
Government of the United States, or the President is
unable with the regular forces to execute the laws of
the United States, the President may call into active
Federal service members and units of the Army
National Guard or Air National Guard or any state,
any territory, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
or the Canal Zone, in such numbers as he considers
necessary to repel the invasion, suppress the
rebellion, or execute those laws. Orders for these
purposes shall be issued through the governors of the
States, the territories, Puerto Rico, or the Canal
Zone, and, in the District of Columbia, through the
Commanding General of the National Guard of the
District of Columbia. (See also Table G.)

147. Officers of Army or Air Force; flying officer rating;
qualifications

10 U.S.C. 3691(5), Perm. Law
8691(5)

In time of war, officers of the Army or Air Force who
have aeronautical ratings as observers may be rated
as flying officers. (See also Table A.)
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148. Decorations and awards: armed forces

10 U.S.C., chs. 357, 367 Perm. Law
857; 14 U.S.C. 491

A member of the armed forces may be eligible for
certain decorations and awards for valorous service

(1) while engaged in an action against an enemy
of the United States;

(2) while engaged in military operations
involving conflict with an opposing foreign force; or

(3) while serving with friendly foreign forces
engaged in an armed conflict against an opposing
armed force in which the United States is not a
bellicoerent party.

The decorations and awards include the medal of honor
(10 U.S.C. 3741, 6241, 8741; 14 U.S.C. 491);
distinguished service cross (10 U.S.C. 3742); Navy
cross (10 U.S.C. 6242); Air Force cross (10 U.S.C.
8742); silver star (10 U.S.C. 3746, 6244, 8746);
bronze star (E.O. 11046); and purple heart (E.O. No.
11016). (Public Law 93-469 (10 U.S.C. prec. 3741
note) extended for two years the awarding of military
decorations for service performed in Southeast Asia
between July 1, 1958, and March 28, 1973.] (See also
Tables A and G.)

149. Civilian employees: employment of contract surgeons

10 U.S.C. 4022(a), Perm. Law
9022(a)

In an emeraency, the Surgeon General of the Army with
the approval of the Secretary of the Army, or the
Secretary of the Air Force, may employ as many
contract surgeons asmay be necessary. (See also
Table E.)

150. Civilian employeess production of supplies and

munitions: hours and pay of laborers and mechanics

10 U.S.C. 4025, 9025 Perm. Law

During a national emergency declared by the
President, the regular working hours of laborers and
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mechanics of the Department of the Army or the
Department of the Air Force producing military
supplies or munitions are eight hours a day or 40
hours a week. However, under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary concerned, these hours may be
exceeded. Each laborer or mechanic who works more
than 40 hours in a workweek shall be paid a rate not
less than one and one-half times the regular hourly
rate for each hour in excess of 40. (See also Table
B.)

151. Industrial mobilization: mandatory orders

10 U.S.C. 4501(a), (b) Perm. Law
9501(a), (b)

In time of war or when war is imminent, the
President, through the head of any department, may
order from any person or organized manufacturing
industry necessary products or materials of the type
usually produced or capable of being produced by that
person or industry. A person or industry with whom
an order is placed, or the responsible head thereof,
shall comply with that order and give precedence over
all orders not placed under this section. (See also
Tables A and G.)

152. Industrial mobilization: seizure of plants;
manufacture in seized plants

10 U.S.C. 4501(c),(d), Perm. Law
9501(c),(d)

In time of war or when war is imminent, the
President, through the head of any department, may
take immediate possession of any plant that is
equipped to manufacture, or that in the opinion of
the Secretary of the Army or the Secretary of the Air
Force is capable of being readily transformed into a
plant for manufacturing, arms or ammunition, parts
thereof, or necessary supplies for the Army or Air
Force, if the person or industry owning or operating
the plant, or the responsible head thereof, refuses--

(1) to give precedence to the order as prescribed;

(2) to manufacture the kind, quantity, or quality
of arms or ammunition, parts thereof, or necessary
supplies, as ordered by the Secretary concerned, or
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(3) to furnish them at a reasonable price as
determined by the Secretary concerned. (See also
Tables A and G.)

The President, through the Ordnance Corps for the
Army, or through the Secretary of the Air Force, may
manufacture products that are needed, in time of war
or when war is imminent, in any plant that is seized.
(See also Tables A and G.)

153. Public utilities: use of proceeds from overseas

operation

10 U.S.C. 4591, 9591 Perm. Law

During actual or threatened hostilities, proceeds
from operating a public utility in connection with
operations of the Corps of Engineers of the Army, or
of the Air Force, in the field overseas are available
for that utility until the close of the fiscal year
following that in which they are received. (See also
Table G.)

154. Transportation: control of transportation systems

10 U.S.C. 4742, 9742 Perm. Law

In time of war, the President, through the Secretary
of the Army or the Secretary of the Air Force, may
take possession and assume control of all or part of
any system of transportation to transport troops, war
material, and equipment, or for other purposes
related to the emergency. So far as necessary, he
may use the system to the exclusion of other traffic.
(See also-Table A.)

155. Real property: emergency construction: temporary
forts, air bases, or fortifications

10 U.S.C. 4776, 9776 Perm. Law

If in an emergency the President considers it urgent,
a temporary fort, air base, or fortification may be
built on private land if the owner consents in
writing. (See also Table E.)

156. Real property: lease of buildings in District of
Columbia for military purposes

10 U.S.C. 4780(a), 9780(a) Perm. Law
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In time of war or when war is imminent, the Secretary Z _
of the Army or the Secretary of the Air Force may
acquire by lease any building, or part of a building,
in the District of Columbia that may be needed for
military purposes. (See also Tables A and G.)

157. Appointments: Army Chief of Staff; Chief of Naval
Operations; Air Force Chief of Staff; Commandant,
Marine Corps

10 U.S.C. 5081(a) Perm. Law

(See item No. 137.)

158. Bureau chiefs: exemption from sea duty

10 U.S.C. 5133(c) Perm. law

Except in time of war, any officer of a staff corps
who has served as chief of a bureau for a full term
is exempt from sea duty. (See also Table G.)

159. Appointments: Army Chief of Staff; Chief of Naval
Operations; Air Force Chief of Staff; Commandant
Marine Corps

10 U.S.C. 5201(a) Perm. Law

(See item No. 137).

160. Commissioned Officers: Grade Ceilings

10 U.S.C. 5231 Perm. Law
The President may designate officers on the active
list of the Navy above the grade of captain and, in
time of war or national emergency, above the grade of
commander for--

(1) command of fleets or subdivision of fleets;

(2) command of naval units afloat to perform
special or unusual missions, or

(3) performance of duty of great importance and
responsibility. (See also Tables A and D.)

161. Marine Corps positions: higher command and other high
positions; generals and lieutenant generals

10 U.S.C. 5232(a) Perm. Law
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The President may designate officers on the active
list of the Marine Corps above the grade of colonel
and, in time of war or national emergency, above the
grade of lieutenant colonel for --

(1) appropriate higher commands; or

(2) performance of duty of great importance and
responsibility. (See also Tables A and D.)

162. Navy admirals and vice admirals: Marine Corps
generals and lieutenant generals: suspension of grade
limitations

10 U.S.C. 5234 Perm. Law

During a war or national emergency, the President may
suspend any provision of 10 U.S.C. 5231 or 5232
relating to distribution in grade of admirals and
vice admirals of the Navy, and generals and
lieutenant generals of the Marine Corps. Such a
suspension may not continue beyond September 30 of
the fiscal year following that in which the war or
national emergency ends. (See also Tables A and D.)
[See E.O. 11270, February 22, 1966, suspending 10
U.S.C. 5232(b)]

163. [Vacant]

164. (Vacant]

165. (Vacant)

166. [Vacant]

167. [Vacant)

168. [Vacant]

169. [Vacanti

170. Regular Navy: retired flag officers on active duty:
authorized number

10 U.S.C. 5450 Perm. Law
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Except in time of war or national emergency,not more
than 10 retired officers of the Regular Navy in the
grade of rear admiral and above may be on active
duty. This provision does not apply to fleet
admirals or to retired officers ordered to temporary
active duty to serve on boards convened under chapter
543 of title 10, United States Code. (See also Table
G.)

V 171. Authorized strength: retired Navy flag officers on
active duty; temporary increase

10 U.S.C. 5450-51 Perm. Law

In time of war or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President, the President may
temporarily increase the authorized strength of Navy
flag officers. (See also tables A-C.)

172. Enlistments: expiration: rights of members of naval

service

10 U.S.C. 5540(b)(2) Perm. law

Except in time of war, an enlisted member of the
naval service whose term of enlistment has expired
and who is retained aboard a vessel in foreign waters
under a determination of the senior officer present
afloat that it is essential to the public interest
that he be retained aboard his vessel until the
vessel returns to the United States, is entitled to
an increase in basic pay of 25 percent. (See also
Table G.)

173. [Vacant]

174. [Vacant)

175. [Vacant]

176. Running mates: suspension of provisions

10 U.S.C. 5662(b) Perm. Law

During a war or national emergency, the President may

suspend any provision of 10 U.S.C. 5651-5661 relating
to running mates of officers in the Navy and Naval
Reserve. Such a suspension may not continue beyond
June 30 of the fiscal year following that in which
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the war or national emergency ends. (See also Tables
'A and D.)

177. Selection boards: Navy or Marine Corps: suspension

of provisions

10 U.S.C. 5711(b) Perm. Law

During a war or national emergency, the President may
suspend any provision of 10 U.S.C. 5701-5710 relating

*. to selection boards for officers of the Navy and
Marine Corps. Such a suspension may not continue
beyond June 30 of the fiscal year following that in
which the war or national emergency ends. (See also
Tables A and D.)

178. Promotions: Navy or Marine Corps: suspension of

provisions

10 U.S.C. 5785(b) Perm. Law

During a war or national emergency, the President may
suspend any provision of 10 U.S.C. 5751-5784 relating
to promotion of officers of the Navy and Marine
Corps, other than women officers of the Navy and
Marine Corps under 10 U.S.C. 5590. Such a suspension
may not continue beyond June 30 of the fiscal year
following that in which the war or national emergency
ends. (See also Tables A and D.)

179. Temporary promotions: warrant and commissioned
officers of Navy or Marine Corps
10 U.S.C. 5787 Perm. Law

Temporary promotions of Navy and Marine Corps warrant
and commissioned officers may be made under 10 U.S.C.
5787 only in time of war, or of national emergency
declared by the President. Temporary appointments
under this section are effective for such periods as
the President determines, but not later than six
months after the end of the war or national
emergency, or the date the appointee is released from
active duty, whichever is earlier. (See also Tables
A and B.)

180. [Vacant]

181. Disability benefits: members of Naval Reserve or
Marine Corps Reserve; hospitalization, medical
treatment, transportation, and subsistence
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10 U.S.C. 6148(d) Perm. Law

In time of peace, a member of the Naval Reserve or
the Marine Corps Reserve who becomes ill or contracts
disease in line of duty while he is on active duty,
or performing inactive duty training, is entitled to
hospitalization and treatment at Government expense,
and necessary transportation and subsistence incident
to treatment and return home upon discharge from
treatment* (See also Table G.)

182. Decorations and awards: armed forces

10 U.S.C., ch. 567 Perm. Law

(See item No. 148.)

183. (Vacant]

184. [Vacant]

185. Uniform Code of Military Justice

10 U.S.C. 6408 Perm. Law

(See item No. 118.)

186. (Vacant)

187. Active duty: retired enlisted members of Regular Navy
or Regular Marine Corps: authority to recall

10 U.S.C. 6482 Perm. Law

In time of war or national emergency, the Secretary
of the Navy may order to active duty any retired'
enlisted meaber of the Regular Navy or the Regular

L'" Marine Corps. (See also Tables A and D.)

188. Active duty: members of Fleet Reserve or Fleet Marine
Corps Reserve: authority to recall in time of war or
national emergency

10 U.S.C. 6485(a) Perm. Law

A member of the Fleet Reserve or the Fleet Marine
Corps Reserve may be ordered by competent authority
to active duty without his consent--
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(1) in time of war, or of national emergency
declared by Conuress, for the duration of the war or
national emergency and for six months thereafter;

(2) in time of national emergency declared by the
President; or

(3) when otherwise authorized by law. (See also
Tables A-C.)

189. Active duty: members of Fleet Reserve or Fleet Marine

Corps Reserve: authority to recall in time of peace

10 U.S.C. 6485(b) Perm. Law

In time of peace, any member of the Fleet Reserve or
the Fleet Marine Corps Reserve may be required to
perform not more than two months' active duty for
training in each four-year period. (See also Table
G.)

190. Active duty: members of the Fleet Reserve and Fleet

Marine Corps Reserve; release from active duty

10 U.S.C. 6486(b) Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President after January 1, 1953, a
member of the Fleet Reserve or the Fleet Marine Corps
Reserve may be released from active duty other than
from active duty for training, without his consent,
only if --

(1) a board convened at his request recommends his
release and the recommendation is approved,

(2) the member does not request that a board be

convened, or

(3) his release is otherwise authorized by law.

This provision does not apply during a period of
demobilization or reduction in strength of the Navy
or the Marine Corps. (See also Tables A-C, and G.)

191. [Vacant)

192. Naval service: aviation cadets; procurement

10 U.S.C. 6911(b) Perm. Law
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The grade of aviation cadet is a special enlisted
grade in the naval service. Except in time of war,
or of emergency declared by Congress, at least 20
percent of the aviation cadets procured each fiscal
year shall be procured from qualified enlisted
members of the Regular Navy and the Reyular Marine
Corps who, with their consent, may be designated as
aviation cadets. (See also Tables A and C.)

193. Naval Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve: aviation

pilots: obligated tour of active duty; extension

10 U.S.C. 6915(g) Perm. Law

In time of peace, an aviation pilot who is obligated
under 10 U.S.C. 6915(b) to serve on active duty for
two years may serve, with his consent, for an
additional period of not more than two years. (See
also Table G.)

194. Transportation on naval vessels during wartime

10 U.S.C. 7224 Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
the President, such persons as the Secretary of the
Navy authorizes by regulations may be transported and
subsisted on naval vessels at Government expense.
(See also Tables A and B.)

195. Naval vessels: contracts for construction,
alteration, furnishing, or equipping

10 U.S.C. 7299 Perm. Law

Each contract for the construction, alteration,
furnishing, or equipping of a naval vessel is subject
to 41 U.S.C. 35-45, unless the President determines
that this requirement is not in the interest of
national defense. (See also Table G.)

195A. Naval vessels: restriction on construction of naval
vessels in foreign shipyards

10 U.S.C. 7309 Perm. Law

No naval vessel and no major component of the hull or
superstructure of a naval vessel may be constructed
in a foreign shipyard unless the President determines
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.. it necessary in the national interest. (See also~Table G. )

196. Admiralty claimss stay of suit

10 U.S.C. 7722 Pera. Law

in time of war, whenever the Secretary of the Navy
certifies to a court, or to a judge of a court, in
which a suit described in 10 U.S.C. 7721 is pending
(for damages caused by a vessel in the naval service,
or for compensation for towage or salvage services,
including contact salvage, for a vessel in the naval
service), that the prosecution of the suit would tend
to endanger the security of naval operations, or
interfere with those operations, all further
proceedings in the suit shall be stayed. (See also
Table A.)

197. Army Staff: Air Staff: limitation on number of
officers assigned or detailed for permanent duty in
the executives part of the Department of the Army or
Air Force.

10 U.S.C. 8031(c) Peru. Law

(See item No. 119.)

196. Army Staffs Air Staffs liLitation on tour of duty of
comissioned officers in the executive part of the
Department of the Amy or Air Force

10 U.S.C. 8031(d) Perm. Law

(See item No. 136.)

199. Appointmentss Army Chief of Staffs Chief of Naval
Operations Air Force Chief of Staff; Commandant,
Marine Corps

10 U.S.C. 8034(a) Perm. Law

(F item No. 137.)

200. o I

201. cC

202. Authorlzed strength: Air Force general officers on
active dutyr temporary increase
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10 U.S.C. 8202(c) Perm. Law

In time of war or of national emeruency declared Dy
Congress or the President, the President may
temporarily incresae the authorized strength of Air
Force general officers. (See also Tables A-C.)

203. Enlistments: Army or Air Force; persons not
qualified

10 U.S.C. 8253 Perm. Law

(See item No. 141.)

204. Regular Air Force: aviation cadets: procurement;
grade; enlistment

10 U.S.C. 8257(d) Perm. Law

The grade of aviation cadet is a special enlisted
grade in the Regular Air Force. Except in time of
war, or of emergency declared by Congress, at least
20 percent of the aviation cadets designated in each
fiscal year shall be selected from members of the
Regular Army or the Regular Air Force who are
eligible and qualified. No person may be enlisted or
designated as an aviation cadet without his consent.
(See also Table A and C.)

205. [Vacant)

206. Appointments: commissioned officers of Air Force
Reserve; aviation cadets with wartime service as
eomnissioned or flight officers in Army or Air Force

10 U.S.C. 8356(b) Perm. Law

A person who completes the course of training as an
aviation cadet or aviation student, and who has
served in the Army or the Air Force in time of war as
a comissioned or flight officer, may be originally
appointed in any commissioned grade as a Reserve for
service in the Air Force Reserve. (Currently
effective with respect to wartime service.) (See
also Table G.)

207. Appointments: reserve officers of Army or Air Force

10 U.S.C. 8395 Perm. Law
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(See item No. 143.)

208. [Vacant]

209. [Vacant]

210. Active duty: Army National Guard or Air National
Guard in Federal service; call

10 U.S.C. 8500 Perm. Law

(See item No. 146.)

211. Officers of Army or Air Force; flying officer rating;
qualifications

i0 U.S.C. 8691(5) Perm. Law

(See item No. 147.)

212. Decorations and awards: armed forces

10 U.S.C., ch. 857 Perm. Law

(See item NO. 148.)

213. Civilian employees: employment of contract surgeons

10 U.S.C. 9022(a)

(See item No. 149.)

214. Civilian employees: production of supplies and
munitions: hours and pay of laborers and mechanics

10 U.S.C. 9025 Perm. Law

(See item No. 150.)

215. Civil Air Patrol: travel expenses and allowances for
members

10 U.S.C. 9441(b)(7) Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Conuress or the President after May 27, 1954, the
Secretary of the Air Force may, under regulations
prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary
of Defense, authorize the payment of travel expenses
and allowances, in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 5701 et.
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seq. (The Travel Expense Act of 1949), to bembers of
the Civil Air Patrol while carrying out any mission
specifically assigned by the Air Force. (See also
Tables A-C.)

216. Industrial mobilization: mandatory orders

10 U.S.C. 9501(a), (b) Perm. Law

(See item No. 151.)

217. Industrial mobilizations seizure of plants;
manufacture in seized plants

10 U.S.C. 9501(c), (d) Perm. Law

(See item No. 152.)

218. Public utilities: use of proceeds from overseas
operations

10 U.S.C. 9591 Perm. Law

(See item No. 153).

219. Transportation: control of transportation systems

10 U.S.C. 9742 Perm. Law

(See item No. 154.)

220. Real property: emergency construction: temporary
forts, air bses, or fortifications

10 U.S.C. 9776 Perm. Law

(Se item Nos 155.)

221. Real property: lease of buildings in District of
Columbia for military purposes

10 U.S.C. 9780(a) Perm. Law

(See item No. 156.)

222. Mortgage insurance: servicemen's

12 U.S.C. 1715h Temp. Law
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Authorizes until the close of May 20, 1983, mortgage
insurance by the Federal Housing Commissioner to
assist certain servicemen in the armed forces and the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
and their families to construct or purchase a home.
(See also table F.)

223. Mortgage insurance: civilian employees of armed
forces

12 U.S.C. 1748h-l(f) Temp. Law

Until the close of May 20, 1983, the Federal Housing
Commissioner may insure certain mortgages on housing
required by civilians employed by the armed forces,
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and the Atomic Energy Commission, at a research and
development installation. (See also Table F.)

224. Mortgage insurance: defense housing for impacted
areas

12 U.S.C. 1748h-2(k) Temp. Law

Until the close of May 20, 1983, the Federal Housing
Commissioner may insure certain off-base rental
housing which is necessary in the interest of
national defense in order to provide adequate housing
for military and essential civilian personnel
serving, or employed, at an armed services
installation, or at a research and development
installation of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration or the Atomic Energy Commission. (See
also Table F.)

225. Coast Guardt as a service in the Navy in time of war

14 U.S.C. 3 Perm. Law

Ugon the declaration of war or when the President
directs, the Coast Guard shall operate as a service
in the Navy, subject to the orders of the Secretary
of the Navy, and shall continue as such until
transferred back to the Department of Transportation
by Executive Order. (See also Tables A and G.)

[Section 6(b) of Public Law 89-670 (49 U.S.C. 1655)
transferred the Coast Guard to the Department of
Transportation but reaffirmed the requirement of 14
U.S.C. 3 that the Coast Guard shall operate as a
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service of the Navy in time of war or when the

President directs.)

226. Coast Guard: temporary service promotions

14 U.S.C. 275(a), (c) Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by

the President or Congress, the President may (1)
suspend laws relating to the selection, promotion, or
involuntary separation of officers of the Coast
Guard; and (2) promote to the next higher warrant
officer grade any warrant officer serving on active
duty in the grade below chief warrant officer, W-4.
(See also Tables A-C.)

227. Coast Guard: recall of retired officers

14 U.S.C. 331 Perm. Law

In time of war or national emergency, the Secretary
of the department in which the Coast Guard is operat-
ing may order any regular officer on the retired list
to active duty. (See also Tables A and D.)

228. Coast Guard: recall of retired enlisted members

14 U.S.C. 359 Perm. Law

In time of war or national emergency, the Commandant
of the Coast Guard may order any enlisted man on the
retired list to active duty. (See also Tables A and
D.)

229. Coast Guard: detention of members beyond term of

enlistment

14 U.S.C 367(a)(3) Peru. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency Droclaimed
Sby the President, and in the interest of national
defense, an enlisted man may be detailed in the Coast
Guard beyond the term of his enlistment for not more
than six months after the end of the war or the
termination of the emergency. (See also Tables A, B,
and G.)

230. Coast Guard: procurement of aviation cadets

14 U.S.C. 371 Perm. Law
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The grade of aviation cadet is a special enlisted
grade in the Coast Guard. Except in time of war or
national emeraency declared by Congress, at least 20
percent of the aviation cadets procured each fiscal
year shall be procured from qualified enlisted
members of the Coast Guard. (See also Table G.)

231. Decorations and awards: armed forces

14 U.S.C. 491 Perm. Law

(See item No. 148).

232. Desertion: bar to enlistment or appointment

14 U.S.C. 508(b) Perm. Law

No person who is convicted by a court-martial of
desertion from the Coast Guard in time of war, and as
a result is dishonorably discharged or dismissed, may
thereafter be enlisted, appointed, or commissioned in
any military or naval service, unless (1) this
disability is removed by a board of commissioned
Coast Guard officers convened for consideration of
the case, and the action of the board is approved by
the Secretary of the department in which the Coast
Guard is operating, or (2) he is restored to duty in
time of war. (Currently effective with respect to
wartime deserters.) (See also Table A.)

232A. Transportation: private-plant personnel engaged in
defense production

14 U.S.C. 660 Perm. Law

Whenever the Secretary of Transportation determines
that it is necessary for the effective conduct of the
affairs of the Coast Guard, he may, at reasonable
rates of fare fixed under regulations to be
prescribed by him, provide assured and adequate
transportation by motor vehicle or water carrier to
and from their places of employment for persons
attached to, or employed by, the Coast Guard; and
during a war, or during a national emergencx declared
by Congress or the President, for persons attached
to, or employed in, a private plant that is
manufacturing material for the Coast Guard. (See
also Tables A-C, and G.)
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233. Coast Guard: suspension of certain provisions of law
relating to reserve commissioned officers

14 U.S.C. 722 Perm. Law

In time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress, the President may suspend the operation of
sections 720-746 of title 14, United States Code.
(See also Tables A and C.)

234. Neutrality of United States: discrimination against
Americans; retaliation against import restrictions;
seizure of vessels

15 U.S.C. 76, 77 Perm. Law

During the existence of a war in which the United
States is not engaged, the President may (1) prohibit
the importation into the United States of articles
from a country which he finds has prohibited the
importation of similar or other American articles,
and (2) order the seizure of any American or foreign
vessel which, because of the laws or regulations of a
belligerent nation, unduly discriminate against
American interests. The President may use such part
of the land and naval forces as is necessary to carry
out the purposes of these sections. (See also Table
G.)

235. Real property: recapture of Fort McHenry

16 U.S.C. 440 Perm. Law

In a national emergency, the Secretary of the
Interior may close Fort McHenry and it may be used
for military purposes during the emergency and for
such period thereafter as the public need may
require. (See also Table D.)

236. Real property: requisition of power projects for

manufacture of munitions

16 U.S.C. 809 Perm. Law

When the President considers, as evidenced by a
written order to the licensee, that the safety of the
United States demands it, the United States may take
possession of any project licensed by the Federal
Power Commission to manufacture nitrates, explosives,
or munitions of war, and may retain possession,
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% management, and control thereof for as long as the
President considers necessary. The United States
shall compensate the proper persons for the use of
such property on the bases of a reasonable profit in
time of peace and cost of restoration of property,
less the reasonable value of improvements made by the
United States. (See also Table G.)

237. Electric power: temporary connection or construction
of facilities for transmission

16 U.S.C. 824a(c), (d) Perm. Law

In time of war, or of emergencX requiring immediate
action, the Federal Power Commission may require
certain temporary connection, or construction, of
facilities for the transmission of electric energy to
prevent shortages. (See also Tables A and G.)

238. Tennessee Valley Authority: transmission of power

16 U.S.C. 831n-4 Perm. Law

Notwithstanding statutory restrictions on the
transmission area, TVA power may be transmitted to
the Atomic Energy Commission or the Department of
Defense or any agency thereof, on certification by
the President that an emergency need for such power
exists. (See also Table G.)

239. Real property: recapture of Tennessee Valley
Authority: manufacture of munitions

16 U.S.C. 831s Perm. Law

In time of war or of national emergency declared by
Congress, the United States may take possession or
any property described or referred to in the
Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933 (16 U.S.C. 831
et seq.) for the purpose of manufacturing explosives
or for other war purposes. (See also Tables A and
C.)

4240. Espionage: protection of defense information

18 U.,S.C. 793 Perm. Law

Provide penalties for collecting, transmitting, or
losing information, etc., concerning national defense
and defense installations. Included are penalties
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for the collection of information concerning any
prohibited place, so designated by proclamation of
the President in time of war or of national -

emergency, in which anything for the use of a
military department is being prepared, constructed,
or stored. (See also Tables A and D.)

241. Espionage: collecting or delivering defense
information to aid the enemy

18 U.S.C. 794, 798 Perm. Law

Provide penalty in time of war for collecting or
communicating defense information with intent to aid
the enemy. (See also Table A.)

["Wartime* penalties continued by the Act of June 30,
1953, ch. 175 (67 Stat. 133), until six months after
the termination of the emergency proclaimed by the
President on December 16, 1950, or such earlier date
as Congress may prescribe by concurrent resolution.
See E.O. 10104, February 1, 1950, defining vital
military and naval installations and equipment
requiring protection against dissemination of
information.]

242. Armed vessels: detention during a war in which the

United States is a neutral nation

18 U.S.C. 963-967 Perm. Law

During any war in which the United States is neutral,
the President, or any person authorized by him, may
detain, prevent delivery, withhold clearance, or
prevent departure of any vessel (other than one which
has entered the ports of the United States as a
public vessel) which has been built or converted for
a warlike purposes or which is carrying war
materials, men, or information in violation of the
laws or treaties of the United States. (See also
Table G.)

243. Espionage: protection of defense material

18 U.S.C. 2153, 2154, 2157 Perm. Law

Provide penalties for destruction of war material or
for production of defective war material or national
defense material in time of war# or of national
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% . emergency declared by Congress or the President.
(See also Tables A-C).

["Wartime" penalties continued by the Act of June 30,
1953, ch. 175 (67 Stat. 133), until six months after
the termination of the emergency proclaimed by -the
President on December 16, 1950, or such earlier date
as Congress may prescribe by concurrent resolution.]

244. Seditious activities affecting armed forces

18 U.S.C. 2388, 2391 Perm. Law

Provide penalties for persons who, in time of war (1)
circulate false reports with intent to interfere with
operations of the military or naval forces or to
promote the success of its enemies, or (2) incite
insubordination or mutiny in the military or naval
forces. (See also Table A.)

("Wartime" penalties continued by the Act of June 30,
1953, ch. 175 (67 Stat. 133), until six months after
the termination of the emergency proclaimed by the
President on December 16, 1950, or such earlier date
as Congress may prescribe by concurrent resolution.]

245. Prisoners of war: arrest

18 U.S.C. 3058 Perm. Law

[In time of war] it is a crime for a prisoner of war
to escape and he may be arrested by a United States
marshal or military authorities (words in brackets
supplied). (See also Table A.)

246. Statute of limitations: wartime suspension

18 U.S.C. 3287 Perm. Law

In time of war, the running of any statute of
limitations applicable to any offense involving (1)
fraud against the United States, (2) property of the
United States, or (3) a war contract, is suspended
until three years after the termination of
hostilities as proclaimed by the President or by
concurrent resolution of Congress. (See also Table
A.)

247. Taxation: free importation of food, clothing and
medical supplies
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A,'19 U.S.C. 1318 Perm. Law

Whenever the President by proclamation, declares an
emergency to exist by reason of a state of war or
otherwise, he may extend the time for performance of
certain acts under the Tariff Act of 1930, and permit
free importation of food, clothing, and medical
supplies for use in emergency relief work. (See also
Table E.)

248. Schools: financial assistance for maintenance and

operation in areas affected by Federal activities

20 U.S.C. 236-244 Temp. law

Certain provisions of the Act of September 30, 1950,
as amended (Pub. L. 874, 81st Congress), provide
financial assistance for school maintenance and
operation in areas affected by Federal activities,
until September 30, 1983. (See also Table F.)

249. Schools: financial assistance for construction in
areas affected by Federal activities

20 U.S.C. 631-647 Temp. Law

Certain provisions of the Act of September 23, 1950,
as amended (Pub. L. 815, 81st Congress), provide
financial assistance for school construction in areas
affected by Federal activities, until 30 September
1983. (See also Table F.)

250. Neutrality of United States: activities prohibited

22 U.S.C. 441-451 Perm. Law

Whenever the President, or Congess by concurrent
resolution, finds that a state of war exists between
foreign states, and that it is necessary to promote
the security or preserve the peace of the United
States, or to protect the lives of its citizens, the
President shall issue a proclamation to that effect.
Thereafter, it is unlawful for any person within the
United States to (1) travel on vessels of belliger-
ents; (2) engage in financial transactions in
securities of the belligerents; (3) solicit and
collect funds and contributions for the belligerents;
and (4) use American ports for supply of
belligerents. (See also Table G.)
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Ol. F. 251. Middle East nations: military assistance programs;
use of armed forces for protection

22 U.S.C. 1961-1965 Temp. Law

Until the President determines that the peace and
security of the nations in the general area of the
Middle East are reasonably assured by international
conditions created by action of the United Nations,
or otherwise, against armed aggression from any
country controlled by international communism (unless
the authority is terminated earlier by concurrent
resolution of Congess), he may undertake military
assistance programs with any such nation or group of
nations requesting assistance. However, use of the
armed forces must be consistent with treaty
obligation, and the Constitution of the United
States. (See also Table G.)

252. Decorations: foreign, disposition

22 U.S.C. 2624 Perm. Law

A person may accept, retain, and wear a decoration
tendered by a foreign government in recognition of
active field service in time of combat operations or
awarded for other outstanding or unusually
meritorious performance, subject to the approval of
the department, agency, office, or other entity in
which the person is employed and the concurrence of
the Secretary of the State. (See also Table G.)

253. Defense of Panama Canal

22 U.S.C. 3618 Perm. Law

In the event of an armed attack against the Panama
Canal, or when, in the opinion of the President,
conditions exist which threaten the security of the
Canal, the administrator of the Commission shall,
ueon the order of the President, comply with such

V directives as the U.S. military officer charged with
the protection and defense of the Panama Canal may
consider necessary in the exercise of his duties.
(See also Table G.)

254. Prisoners of war; insane

24 U.S.C. 192 Perm. Law
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[In time of war] interned persons or prisoners of

war, under the jurisdiction of the Army or Navy, who
are or may become insane, may be admitted to St.

I.. Elizabeth's Hospital (words in brackets supplied).
(See also Table A.)

255. Taxation: members of armed forces; service in combat
zone; income and estate tax exemption

26 u.S.C. 112, 692, 2201, Perm. Law
3401, 7508(a)

Excludes from gross income, for tax purposes, active
duty compensation of members of the armed forces
below the grade of commissioned officer, for any
month during any part of which the member served in a
combat zone, or was hosptalized for wounds or
injuries incurred in a combat zone. Exempts, under
the same conditions, compensation of commissioned
officers in an amount not to exceed $500 per month.
Exempts from gross income compensation for active
service of a member of the armed services in missing
status (as defined in 37 U.S.C. 551(2)) during the
Vietnam conflict other than during an AWOL period and
provides some Vietnam exemption for missi-g civilian
employees. (For these purposes: (I) Vietnam conflict
began after February 28, 1961 and (2) under the
provisions of sections 2(a), 692(b) and 7508(d) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Vietnam
conflict ends on December 31, 1982. That era stops
Oafter January 19780 for the purposes of Section
112(b) of that Code (Public law 94-569, October 20,
1976), and (3) time is extended for refund and
overpayment claims.) Provides that income and estate
tax provisions shall not apply to a member of the
armed forces who dies during an induction period
while serving in a combat zone or as the result of
wounds, injuries, or disease received while so
serving. Provides exemption from filing any return
of, or paying any, income, estate, or gift tax for
period of service and hospitalization and 180 days
thereafter. (E.O. 11216, April 24, 1965, designated
Vietnam as a combat zone.) (See also Table G.)

256. Taxation: members of armed forces, service in combat

zone; income and estate tax exemption

26 U.S.C. 692 Perm. Law

(See item No. 255.)
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257. Taxation: members of armed forces; service on

__" extended active duty; suspension of certain periods
of limitation on gain from sale or exchange of
residence

26 U.S.C. 1034(h) Perm. Law

Suspends, for not more than four years, certain
periods of limitations on gain from sale or exchange
of old residence by members of the armed forces
serving on extended active duty after the date of the
sale of the old residence. (See also Table G.)

258. Taxation: members of armed forces; service in combat
zone; income and estate tax exemption

26 U.S.C. 2201 Perm. Law

(See item No. 255.)

259. Taxation: members of armed forces; service in combat
zone; toll telephone service tax exemption

26 U.S.C. 4253 Perm. Law

Excludes imposition of excise tax on toll telephone
service originatinu within a combat zone from a
member of the armed forces performin service in such
zone. (See also Table G.)

260. Taxation: members of armed forces; service in combat
*zone; income and estate tax exemption

26 U.S.C. 7508(a) Perm. Law

(See item No. 255.)

261. Claims: Combatant activities of armed forces;
excluded for jurisdiction of United States district
courts; excluded from tort claim procedure

28 U.S.C. 2680(j) Perm. Law

Excludes from (1) the jurisdiction of the United
States district courts acting under 38 U.S.C.
1346(b), and (2) administrative adjustment of tort
claims under 28 U.S.C. 2671 et seq., claims arising
out of combatant activities of the armed forces in
time of war. (See also Table A.)
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262. Accounts: administrative examination of monthly

accounts of armed forces disbursing officers ..
31 U.S.C. 3522(b)(3) Perm. Law

In time of war, or during any emergency declared by
.Congress or the President, and for 18 months after

that war or emergency, the time for examination of
monthly accounts covering expenditures by armed
forces disbursing officers, after receipt by the
office designated to make the examination and before
transmittal to the General Accounting Office, is
extended from 60 to 90 days. (See also Tables A and
E.)

263. Claims: time limitation on claims or demands by
members of military or naval forces against the
United States

31 U.SoC. 3702(b)(2) Perm. Law

Certain claims or demands against the United States
cognizable by the General Accounting Office under
this section must be made within 6 years after the
claim accrues. When the claim of a member of the
military or naval forces accrues in time of war, or
when war intervenes within five years after its
accrual, such claim may be presented within five
years after peace is established. (See also Tables A
and G.)

264. [Vacant)

265. [Vacant]

266. Military and civilian claims: property loss;
incident to service: members of uniformed services
civilian officers and employees of the United States

31 U.S.C. 3721(c) and (g) Perm. Law

The Secretary of a military department or the
Secretary of Transportation with respect to the Coast
Guard when it is not operating as a service in the
Navy, or his designee, may settle and pay a claim
against the United States for not more than S40,000
made by a member of a uniformed service under the
jurisdiction of that department or the Coast Guard,
or a civilian officer or employee of the Department
or the Coast Guard, for damage to, or loss of,
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personal property incident to his service, if among
other conditions it is presented in writing within
two years after it accrues, except that if the claim
accrues in time of war or armed conflict in which any
armed force is engaged or if such a war or armed
conflict intervenes within two years after it
accrues, and if good cause is shown, the claim may be
presented not later than two years after the war or
armed conflict is terminated, whichever is earlier.
The dates of the beginning and end of an armed
conflict are the dates established by concurrent
resolution of Congress or by the President. The
Secretary of Defense has the same authority as the
Secretary of a military department with respect to aclaim by a civilian employee of his department. (See

also Tables A and G.)

267. [vacant]

268. Public contracts: claims due by, or to, the United
States; reduction or set-off against assignees

31 U.S.C. 3727(d) Perm. Law
41 U.S.C. 15

In time of war or of national emergency proclaimed by
=the President or bX Act or joint resolution of

Congress, and until that war or national emergency is
terminated, a contract of the Department of Defense,
except one under which payment has been made, may
provide, or be amended without consideration to
provide that payments to be made to the assignee if
any monies due or to become due under that contract
shall not be subject to reduction or set-off. (See
also Tables A-C.)

269. National Guard of United States: basic policy for
order into Federal service

32 U.S.C. 102 Perm. Law

(See item No. 94.)

270. Army National Guard; Air National Guard;
organization; composition of units

32 U.S.C. 104(b) Perm. Law

The organization of the Army (Air] National Guard and
the composition of its units shall be the same as
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those prescribed in the Army [Air Force), subject, in
time of peace, to such general exceptions as the
Secretary of the Army [Air Force) may authorize.
(See also Table G.)

271. Army National Guard; Air National Guard: detail of
commissioned officers of Regular Army or Regular Air
Force to perform duties of chief of staff or each
fully organized division or wing of Army National
Guard or Air National Guard

32 U.S.C. 104(e) Perm. Law

To insure prompt mobilization of the National Guard
in time of war or other emergency, the President may,
in time of peace, detail a commissioned officer of
the Regular Army to perform the duties of chief of
staff for each fully organized division of the Army
National Guard, and a commissioned officer of the
Regular Air Force to perform for each fully organized
wing of the Air National Guard. (See also Table G.)

272. States and territories: maintenance of troops other
than National Guard or state defense forces

32 U.S.C. 109(a) Perm. Law

In time of peace, a State or territory, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, the Canal Zone, or the District
of Columbia may maintain no troops other than those
of its National Guard and State defense forces. (See
also Table G.)

273. States and territories: use of National Guard or
State defense forces

32 U.S.C. 109(b) Perm. Law

Nothing in title 32, United States Code, limits the
right of a State or territory, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, the Canal Zone, or the District of
Columbia to use its National Guard or its defense
forces within its borders in time of veace, or
prevents it from organizing and maintaining police or
constabulary. (See also Table G.)

274. National Guard: suspension of certain provisions of
law relating to Federal recognition of commissioned
officers

32 U.S.C. 11 Perm. Law
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In time of war, or of national emergency declared by

,W. Congress, the President may suspend the operation of
any provision of 32 U.S.C. 307(e), 309, 310, and

323(d) and (e) relating to Federal recognition of
commissioned officers of the National Guard. (See
also Tables A and C.)

275. Enlistments: National Guard; extension

32 U.S.C. 302 Perm. Law

Original enlistments in the National Guard may be
accepted for not less than (1) three years for
persons who have not served in an armed force or (2)

9 one year for persons who have served in any armed
force. Reenlistments may be accepted for any
specified period or, if the person last served in one
of the highest five enlisted grades, for an
unspecified period. Enlistments or reenlistments may
be extended (1) at the request of the member for not
less than six months, or (2) by proclamation of the
President, if Congress declares an emergency, until
six months after the termination of that emergency.
(See also Table E.)

276. Enlistments: National Guard, term

32 U.S.C. 303(d) Perm. Law

In time of peace, no enlisted member may be required
to serve for a period longer than that for which he
enlisted in the active or inactive National Guard.
(See also Table G.)

277. Enlistments: National Guard: discharge before

expiration of enlistment

32 U.S.C. 322(c) Perm. Law

In time of peace, an enlisted member of the National
Guard may be discharged before his enlistment
expires, under such regulations as may be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Army or the Secretary of the
Air Force, as the case may be. (See also Table G.)

278. Procurement: supplies or military publications:
requisition by United States from States or
territories

32 U.S.C. 703(b) Perm. Law
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In time of actual or threatened war, the United
States may requisition for military use any supplies
or military publications bought from the Department
of the Army or the Department of the Air Force by any
State or territory, Puerto Rico, the Canal Zone, or
the District of Columbia, for its National Guard or
the officers thereof. (See also Tables A and G.)

* 279. Military claims: property loss; personal injury or
death; incident to National Guard activities

32 U.S.C. 715 Perm. Law

The Secretary of the Army or Secretary of the Air
Force, or the Judge Advocate General of the Armed
Force under his jurisdiction, if designated by him,
may settle and pay a claim against the United States
for not more than S25,000 (or pay $25,000 and report
excess to Congress) for damage to, or loss of, real
or personal property or for personal injury or death,
either caused by a member of the Army National Guard
or the Air National Guard, as the case may be, while
engaged in certain training or duty, acting within
the scope of his employment, or otherwise incident to
noncombat activities of the Army National Guard or
the Air National Guard, as the case may be, if, among
other conditions, it is presented in writing within
two years after it accrues, except that if the claim
accrues in time of war or armed conflict, or a war or
armed conflict intervenes within two years after it
accrues, and if good cause is shown, the claim may be
presented within two years after the war or armed
conflict is terminated. The dates of the beginning
and end of an armed conflict are the dates prescribed
by concurrent resolution of Congress or by the
President. (See also Tables A and G.)

280. Temporary promotions: Environmental Science Services
Administration officers serving in a military
department

33 U.S.C. 854a-1 Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency, temporary
promotions are authorized under certain conditions
for personnel of the Environmental Science Services
Administration serving in a military department under
33 U.S.C. 854-858. (See also Tables A and D.)

(Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1970 established theNational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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(NOAA) in the Department of Commerce, replacing the
q Environmental Science Services Administration (ESSA)]

281. Real property: personal property: personnel;
transfer from Environmental Science Services
Administration to a military department

33 U.S.C. 855 Perm. Law

The President may, when he finds that a sufficient
national emergency exists, transfer to a military
department for the duration of that national
emergency such vessels, equipment, stations, and
commissioned officers of the Environmental Science
Services Administration as he considers to he in the
best interest of the United States. (See also Table
D.)

282. Environmental Science Services Administration duties
in time of war

33 U.S.C. 858 Perm. Law

The Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of
Commerce shall jointly prescribe regulations
governing the duties to be performed by the
Environmental Science Services Admnistration in time
of war, and for the cooperation of that Service with
the military departments in time of peace in
preparation for its duties in war. (See also Table
G.)

283. Patents: secrecy of certain inventions: withholding
of patents

35 U.S.C. 181-188 Perm. Law

When informed by the Atomic Energy Commission or the
Secretary of a Defense department that disclosure of
an invention would be detrimental to the national
security, the Commissioner of Patents shall withhold
the grant of a patent for that invention and order it
kept secret for any such period as the national
security requires. The Secretary of a Defense
department may enter into an agreement with an
inventor, whose invention has been kept secret and
used by the Government, for full settlement for such
use. An order of this type in effect at the
becinning of the war, or issued during the war, is
effective until one year after those hostilities are
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'terminated. An order of this type in effect at the
* beginnina of a national emergency declared by the

President, or issued during such an emergency, is
efFectve until six months after that emergency is
terminated. (See also Tables A and B.)

284. Service flag and lapel buttons: design

36 U.S.C. 179-182 Perm. Law

The Secretary of Defense shall approve designs for
service flags and lapel buttons for families of
persons serving in, or killed in action with, the
armed forces during any period of war or hostilities
in which the United States is engaged, (currently
effective with respect to wartime service). (See
also Tables A and G.)

285. Grade: rear admirals: determination of upper half

37 U.S.C. 202(e) Perm. Law

Each officer holding a permanent appointment in the
grade of commodore on the retired list who is
entitled to the pay of the lower half of that grade
and who, in time of war or national emergency, in

that grade or in a higher grade is thereafter
entitled when on active duty to the basic pay and
allowances of a rear admiral of the upper half. (see
also Tables A and D.)

286. Pay and allowances: suspension of hazardous and
diving-duty pay for members of uniformed services

37 U.S.C. 301(d), 304(h) Perm. Law

In time of war, the President may suspend the payment
of hazardous duty or diving-duty incentive pay. (See
also Table A.)

287. Pay and allowances: Aviation career incentive pay

37 U.S.C. 301a Perm. Law

Provides incentive pay for operational or proficiency
flying and to regular and reserve officers who hold,
or are in training leading to an aeronautical rating
or designation and who engage and remain in aviation
service on a career basis. In time of war, the
President may suspend the payment of aviation career
incentive pay. (See also Table A.)
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288. Pay and allowances: special pay for physicians,

dentists, optometrists, and veterinarians.

37 U.S.C. 302, 302a, 302b, 303 Perm. Law

Provides special monthly pay for certain physicians
and dentists, who serve on active duty and special
monthly pay for optometrists and veterinarians. (See
also Table F.)

289. Pay and allowances: bonus for reenlistment or
enlistment in a skill designated as critical

37 U.S.C. 308, 3U8a Temp. Law

*Until March 31, 1983, under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary of Defense, a person who reenlists in
an armed force for a period of at least three years
in a military skill designated as critical, may be
paid a bonus, not to exceed six months of basic pay,
multiplied by the number of years of additional
obligated service, not to exceed six years, or
$20,00U, whichever is the lesser amount.

Until March 31, 1983, under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary of Defense, a person who enlists in an
armed force for a period of at least four years in a
skill designated as critical, or who extends hisinitial period of active duty in that armed force to

a total of at least four years in a skill designated
as critical, may be paid a bonus not to exceed
S5,000.

(See also Table F.)

290. Pay and allowances: special pay for duty subject to
hostile fire

37 U.S.C. 310 Perm. Law

Except in time of war declared by Congress, and under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, a

V member of a uniformed service may be paid special pay
for any month in which he was subject to hostile fire
or explosion of hostile mines. (See also Table G.)

291. Pay and allowances: special pay for nuclear-qualified
officers extending period of active service

37 U.S.C. 312 Temp. Law
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Until September 30, 1987, a nuclear-qualified navai
service officer who agrees to remain on active duty
in connection with supervision, operation, and
maintenance of naval nuclear propulsion plants for
one period of four years in addition to any other
period of obligated service may be paid not to exceed
$7,000 for each year of the active-service agreement
in addition to all other compensation to which he is
entitled. (See also Table F.)

292. Pay and allowances: special pay for nuclear-trained
and qualified enlisted members

37 U.S.C. 312a Temp. Law

Me,4 An enlisted member of the naval service who is
4 currently qualified for duty in connection with

supervision, operation and maintenance of naval
nuclear propulsion plants, and who executed an
agreement prior to June 30, 1975, may under certain
conditions, be paid an additional reenlistment bonus
in accordance with a specified formula. (See also
Table F.)

293. [Vacant]

294. Pay and allowances: limitation on pay of dislocation
allowance for members of uniformed services

37 U.S.C. 407 Perm. Law

. Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
concerned, a member of the uniformed services whose
dependents are authorized to move and actually move
in connection with his change of permanent station is
entitled to a dislocation allowance equal to his
basic allowance for quarters for one month. Such a
member is not entitled to payment of a dislocation
allowance for more than one change of permanent
station during a fiscal year unless the Secretary
concerned finds that exigencies of the service
require more than one such change of station during
that year or the member is ordered to a service
school as a change of permanent station. This
limitation does not apply in time of nationalimeruency declared after April 1, 1955, or in time of
war. (See also Table G.)

295. Pay and allowances: family separation allowance
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37 U.S.C. 427(b), 427 note Perm. Law

Except in time of war or of national emergency
declared by Congress after October 1, 1963, a member
of a uniformed service with dependents may, in
certain specified situations of separation from his
dependents, be entitled to an additional monthly
allowance of S30. Under regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary of Defense, a member of the
uniformed services with dependents who is in a
missing status (as defined in 37 U.S.C. 551(2))
during the Vietnam conflict and is not entitled to an
allowance under 37 U.S.C. 427(b), may be paid a
monthly allowance equal to S30. (See also Tables F
and G.)

296. Missing, interned, captive persons injured or ill:
benefits provided

37 U.S.C. 551-558 Perm. Law

A member of a uniformed service who is (1) missing,
(2) missing in action, (3) interned in a foreign
country, (4) captured, beleaguered, or besieged by a
hostile force, (5) detained in a foreign country
against his will, (6) injured, or (7) ill is entitled
while in such status, to continuation of pay and
allowances and allotments, travel and transportation
for dependents, household and personal effects, and a
trailer, to additional movement of those types after
one year in such a status, to nontemporary storage
of household effects, and to deferment of Federal
income tax. Promotion of a member of the uniformed
services while in a missing status is fully effective
for all purposes, even though the Secretary concerned
determines (under 5556b) that the member died before
the promotion was made. (See also Table G.)

[See item No. 81 with respect to civilian employees,
item No. 116 with respect to accumulation of leave,
item No. 255 with respect to certain taxes, the
second sentence of item No. 295 with respect to
payment of S30 monthly allowance to certain members
in a missing status, and item No. 365 with respect to
a power of attorney.)

297. Commissioned officers: pay and allowance when
exercising command higher than grade

37 U.S.C. 901 Perm. Law
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In time of war, an officer of an armed force serving
with troops operating ayainst an enemy who, under
orders issued by competent authority, exercises a
command above that pertaining to his grade, is
entitled to the pay and allowances of the grade

*-'-". appropriate to the command so exercised, but not
above that of pay grade 0-7 (brigadier general).
(See also Table A.)

298. Pay: advances to dependents

37 U.S.C. 1006 Perm. Law

An advance of not more than two months' basic pay to
a member of an armed force or the Public Health
Service may be made directly to his previously
designated dependents in cases of emerQency
evacuation of such military dependents from overseasI5, areas. (See also Table G.)

298A. Health Care: services authorized by the Veterans
Administration

38 U.S.C. 5011A Perm. Law

During and immediately following a war or national
emergencX declared by Congress or the President that
involves the use of the Armed Forces in armed
conflict, the VA may furnish hospital care, nursing
home care, and medical services to members of the
Armed Forces on active duty. (See also Tables A-C.)

299. Mailing privilege: members of armed forces of the

United States and of friendly foreign nations

39 U.S.C. 3401 Perm. Law

First class letter mail and sound-recorded
communications sent by a member of the armed forces
on active duty shall be carried free as airmail if
(1) it is mailed at an armed forces post office in an
overseas area designated by the President where the
armed forces of the United States are engaged in
action against an enemy of the United States, engaged
in military operations involving armed conflict with
a hostile foreign force, or serving with a friendly
foreign force in an armed conflict in which the
United States is not a belligerent; or (2) the sender

is hospitalized in an armed forces facility as a
result of disease or injury incurred as a result of
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service in an overseas area designated by the
President. Mailing privileges may also be afforded
to a member of an armed force of a friendly foreign
nation under certain similar conditions. Certain
parcels and second-class publication to or from

overseas combat areas shall be transported by air on
a space available basis on U.S. flag carriers, if
available. (See also Table G.)

[E.O. 11255, November 1, 1965, designated Vietnam and
the waters adjacent thereto as an overseas combat
area for purposes of armed forces mailing
privileges.]

300. Military construction: military, naval, or Air Force
reservations within the National capital and its
environs

40 U.S.C. 71d(b) Perm. Law

In time of war or national emergency, the procedures
designed to insure the comprehensive planning and
orderly development of the national Capital do not
apply to structures erected by the Department of
Defense within existing military, naval, or Air Force
reservations. However, the appropriate defense
agency must consult with the National Capital Park
and Planning Commission with respect to any
developments which materially affect traffic or
require coordinated planning of the surrounding area.
(See also Tables A and D.)

301. Civilian employees: pay of laborers and mechanics;
suspension of laws

40 U.S.C. 276a-5 Perm. Law

In time of a national emergency, the President may
suspend certain provisions of law relating to wages
of laborers and mechanics under certain contracts to
which the United States is a party. (See also Table
D.)

302. Real property: lease of buildings to military
departments for defense purposes; laws relating to
maximum rental not applicable

40 U.S.C. 278a, 27.8b Perm. Law
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Nmo appropriation may be obligated or expended for the
rent of any building or part of a building to be
occupied for Government purposes at a rental in
excess of the annual rate of 15 percent of the fair
market value of the rented premises at date of lease,
nor for alterations, etc., of the rented premises in
excess of 25 percent of the rental for the first year
of the rental term. in time of war, or of national

'--- emergency declared by Congress or the President, the
foregoing does not apply to leases or renewals of
leases certified by the Secretary of the military
department concerned to be necessary for the
prosecution of the war or vital in the national
emergency. (See also Tables A-C).

303. Supplies: sale of war material, supplies, or
equipment
40 U.S.C. 314 Perm. Law

The Preident may, through the head of any executive
department, sell to, among others, any foreign state
or government, engaged in war with any government

% with which the United States is at war, any war
material, supplies, and equipment. (See also Table
A.)

304. Contract Work Hours Standards Act: limitations and
exemptions

40 U.S.C. 331 Perm. Law
The Secretary of Labor may provide limitations or
allow exceptions from the requirements of the
Contract Work Hours Standards Act for a standard
eight-hour workday and forty-hour workweek on certain
public contracts as he may find necessary to avoid
serious impairment of the conduct of Government
business. (See also Table G.)

305. Disposal of surplus property

40 U.S.C. 484(e)(3) Perm. Law

Disposals and contracts for disposal of surplus
property under the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended, may
be negotiated without public advertising for bids
when (1) necessary in the public interest during a
national emergency declared by the President or
Congress; or (2) the public health, safety, or
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,' .. \.'. national security will be promoted. (See also TablesB, C, and G.)

305A. Disposal of Urban Lands

40 U.S.C. 532, 533, 534 Perm. Law

Section 532 and 533 detail procedures for the
disposal of urban lands and the acquisition or change
of use of real property. Section 534 states that
procedures described in those sections may be waived
during any period of national emergency proclaimed by
the President. (See also Tables E and G.)

306. Public contracts: claims due by, or to, the United
States; reduction or set-off against assignee

41 U.S.C. 15 Perm. Law

(See item No. 268.)

307. Natural Resources

41 U.S.C. 1314 Perm. Law

In time of war or when necessary for national
defense, and the Congress or President shall so
prescrbe, the United States shall have the right of
first refusal to purchase at the prevailing market
price, all or any portion of said natural resources,
or to acquire and use any portion of said lands by
proceeding in accordance with due process of law and
paying just compensation therefore. (See Tables A
and G.)

308. Public Health Service: commissioned corps as a branch
of the land or naval forces

42 U.S.C. 217 Perm. Law
In time of war, or of emergency proclaimed by the
President, he may use the Public Health Service in
such manner as he considers will promote the public
interest. In time of war, or of emergency involving
the national defense proclaimed by the President, he
may by Executive Order declare the commissioned corps
of the Service to be a military service. After such
a declaration and during that war or emergency or
part thereof as the President prescribes, the
commissioned corps shall (1) be a branch of the land
and naval forces; (2) De subject to the Uniform Code
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of Military Justice and (3) continue to operate as
part of the Service, except as the President as
Commander-in-Chief may direct. (See also Tables A
and E.)

309. Ouarantine: infected persons: protection of members
of armed forces and war workers

42 U.S.C. 266 Perm. Law

In time of war, the Surgeon General of the United
States may by regulation provide for the

apprehension, examination, and detention of any
person reasonably believed to be infected with a
communicable disease who is a probable source of
infection to members of armed forces, or to
individuals engaged in the production or
transportation of arms or other supplies for the
armed forces. (See also Table A.)

310. Social Security: wage credits

42 U.S.C. 417(e) Temp. Law

Provides wage credits under title I of the Social
Security Act for military service before January 1,
1957. (See also Table F.)

311. Atomic energy: authority to transfer certain
categories of materials for military application to
another nation

42 U.S.C. 2121(c) Perm. Law

Whenever the President determines that it will
promote and will not constitute an unreasonable risk
to the common defense and security, he may authorize
the Department of Energy or the Department of
Defense, with the assistance of the other, to
cooperate with another nation and to transfer by
sale, lease, or loan to that nation certain
categories of materials for military applications,
subject,o certain conditions, determinations, and
proceddres. (See also Table G.)

312. Atomic energy: authority to communicate or exchange
Restricted Data with another nation

42 U.S.C. 2164(b), (c) Perm. Law
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Whenever the President determines that it will
- ~ promote and will not constitute an unreasonable risk

to the common defense and security, he may authorize
the Department of Defense, with the assistance of the
Department of Energy, to cooperate with another
nation or a regional defense organization to which
the United States is a party, and to communicate to,
or exchange with, that nation or organization
Restricted Data necessary for certain specified
purposes, under certain conditions. (See also Table
G.)

313. Public lands: withdrawals, reservations, or
restrictions of more than 5,000 acres by the
Department of Defense

43 U.S.C. 155 Perm. Law

Prohibits, except in time of war or national
emergency declared b Conaress or the President after
February 28, 1958, withdrawals, reservations, or
restrictions of more than 5,000 acres (in the
aggregate for any one defense project or facility) of
public land of the United States, by the Department
of Defense for defense purposes, except by Act of
Congress. (See also Table G.)

314. Public lands: withdrawal of grazing lands

43 U.S.C. 315q Perm. Law

Whenever public lands used for grazing purposes are
withdrawn from such use for war or national defense
purposes, paymtents to grazing permit-holders for
losses shall be made by the head of the department or
agency concerned in such amounts as he considers fair
and reasonable under the circumstances, out of funds
appropriated for the particular project for which the
lands were withdrawn. (See also Table G.)

315. Outer Continental Shelf lands: suspension of leases

',43 U.S.C. 1341(c) Perm. Law

All leases of Outer Continental Shelf lands shall
contain a clause vesting authority in the Secretary
of Interior, upon a recommendation of the Secretary
of Defense, during a state of war or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President after
August 7, 1953, to suspend operations thereunder with
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just compensation to the lessee. (See also Tables

...... A-C.) '

316. Public printing: Federal Register; suspension of
requirements for filing of documents; preservation of
documents

44 U.S.C. 1505(c) Perm. Law

In the event of an attack or threatened attack upon
the continental United States, and a determination by
the President that because of such attack or
threatened attack (1) publication of the Federal
Register of filing of documents with the Division is
impracticable, or (2) under existing conditions
publication in the Federal Register would not give
appropriate notice to the public, the President may,
without regard to any other provision of law, suspend
all or any part of the requirements of law or
regulation for filing with the office or publication
in the Federal Register of documents or classes of
documents. The suspensions shall remain in effect
until revoked by the President, or by concurrent
resolution of Congress. The President shall
establish alternate systems for promulgating, filing,
or publishing documents affected by a suspension.
With respect to documents promulgated under alternate
systems, each agency shall preserve the original and
two duplicate originals or two certified copies for
filing with the office when the President determines
that it is practicable. (See also Table G.)

317. Documents: destruction of military or naval records
44 U.S.C. 3311 Perm. Law

During a state of war between the United States and
another nationc or when hostile action by a foreign
power appears imminent, the head of any agency, under
specified conditions, may authorize the destruction
of records in his legal custody situated in military
or naval establishment, ship or other depository,
outside the territorial limits of the continental
United States. (See also Tables A and G.)

318. Shipping: waiver of compliance with navigation and
vessel inspection laws

46 U.S.C. prec. 51 note Perm. Law
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. * Upon request of the Secretary of Defense to the
extent deemed necessary in the interest of national
defense by the Secretary of Defense, the head of each
department or agency resonsible for the administra-
tion of the navigation and vessel-inspection laws is
directed to waive compliance with such laws. (See
also Table G.)

319. Shipping: exemption of hospital ships from dues,
taxes, or pilotage charges

46 U.S.C. 133, 134 Perm. Law

In time of war, certain hospital ships are exempt
from all dues and taxes imposed on vessels by the
laws of the United States, and from all pilotage
charges. The President may determine the end of
exemptions. (See also Table A.)

320. Shipping: Maritime Administration; restriction on
transfer of shipping facilities

46 U.S.C. 835 Perm. Law

In time of war, or of national emergency declared Dy
the President, it is unlawful, without the consent of
the Secretary of Commerce, to transfer American ships
to foreign registry, or to sell or construct vessels
for noncitizens. (See also Tables A and B.)

321. Passenger vessels: foreign sale; exceptions and

conditions

46 U.S.C. 865a Pefm. Law

Except for the steamships "United States" and
"Independence,3 inactive vessels previously operated
as passenger vessels under an operating-differential

subsidy contract with the United States may be sold
and transferred to foreign ownership, registry, and
flag, subject to approval by the Secretary of
Commerce which must require, inter alia, an agreement
that the vessel will be made available to the United
States in time of emergency. (See also Table E.)

322. Shipping: merchant vessels; suspension of require-
ment relating to citizenship of officers and crews of
vessels documented under laws of the United States

46 U.S.C. 1132(h) Perm. Law
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During a national emergency proclaimed by thePresident, the President may suspend the provisions

of 46 U.S.C. 1132, including the requirement that
x only citizens may be employed on vessels documented

under the laws of the United States. (See also Table
B.)

323. Shipping: Maritime Administration: termination of
charters of merchant vessels

46 U.S.C. 1202(d) Perm. Law

Whenever the President proclaims that the security of
the national defense makes it advisable, or during a
national emergency proclaimed by the President, the
Secretary of Commerce may terminate the charter of
any Maritime Administration vessel without cost to
the United States. (See also Tables P and G.)

324. Shipping: transportation of cargo on United

States-flag commercial vessels

46 U.S.C. 1241(b)(1) Perm. Law

Whenever the Congress, by concurrent resolution or
otherwise, or the President or the Secretary of
Defense, declares that an emergency exists, the
requirement that at least 50 percent of the gross
tonnage of certain equipment, materials, or
commodities be transported on privately owned United

* States-flag commercial ocean vessels may be waived.
(See also Table E.)

325. Shipping: Maritime Administration: requisition or
purchase of vessels in time or emergency

46 U.S.C. 1242(a) Perm. Law

Whenever the President proclaims that the security of
the national defense makes it advisable, or during a
national emergency proclaimed by the President, the
Secretary of Commerce may purchase or requisition any
vessel owned by citizens of the United States, or may
charter or requisition the use of such property.
(See also Tables B and G.)

326. War-risk insurance; vessels, cargoes, and crews

46 U.S.C. 1281-1294 Temp. Law
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Until September 30, 1984, the Secretary of Commerce

"* .may, with the approval of the President, and after
consultation with interested agencies as the
President may require, provide insurance and
reinsurance against loss or damage by war risks, and
certain marine and liability insurance, for the
protection of certain vessels, cargoes, and crews,
whenever adequate insurance cannot be obtained on
reasonable terms and conditions. He may also provide
such insurance at the request of the Secretary of
Defense or such other agencies as the President may
prescribe, without premium, if the Secretary of
Defense or such other agency agrees to indemnify the
Secretary of Commerce against all losses covered by
such insurance. (See also Table F.)

327. Communications: waiver of formal application
requirement for station construction or license
permits

47 U.S.C. 308 Perm. Law

- IIn time of war, or of national emergency declared by

the President or Congress, and when necessary for the
national defense, the requirement that the Federal
Communications Commission receive formal application
before granting a radio station construction permit
or station license may be waived. (See also Tables
A-C, G.)

328. Communications: war powers of President
47 U.S.C. 606 Perm. Law

In time of war, th.o President may, if he considers it
necessary for the national defense and security,
direct that communications which are essential to the
national defense and security have preference and
priority with any carrier subject to the Federal
Communications Commission.

In time of war, it is unlawful for any person to
knowingly or willfully, by physical force or threat
of force, to obstruct or retard interstate or foreign
communications by radio or wire.

Upon a proclamation by the President that there
exists a state of war, threat or war, state of public
peril or disaster, or other national emergency, or in
order to preserve the neutrality of the United
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5%. States, the President may suspend or amend, for as

long as he considers necessary, the rules and

regulations applicable to stations or devices which
emit electromagnetic radiation and which are subject
to the control of the Federal Communications
Commission, for such time and to such extent as he
considers necessary.

Upon a proclamation by the President that there
exists a state of war or a threat of war involving
the United States, the President may, if he considers
it necessary in the interest of national security and
defense--

(1) suspend or amend the rules and regulations
applicable to any or all facilities or stations for
wire communication within the jurisdiction of the
United States;

(2) close any facility or station for wire
communication and remove its apparatus and equip-
ment; or

(3) authorize the use and control of any such
facility or station by any department of the Govern-
ment.

This authority may be exercised until six months
after the state of threat or war is terminated or
such earlier date as Congress may designate by
concurrent resolution. (See also Tables A, B, and
G.)

329. Territories: Virgin Islands: authority of Governor

48 U.S.C. 1405s, 1591 Perm. Law

Whenever it becomes necessary, the Governor of the
Virgin Islands may call upon the commanders of the

4military and naval forces of the United States in the
islands, or summon the posse comitatus, or call out
the militia, to prevent or suppress violence,
invasion, insurrection, or rebelion; and he may, in

4 the case of rebellion or invasion, or imminent danger
thereof, when the public safety requires it, suspend
the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus or place
the Islands, or any part thereof, under martial law
until the decision of the President on the matter is
made known. (See also Table G.)
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[Effective January 4, 1971, this provision is amended
. ". to reflect certain changes in the governor's powers

and duties provided by the Virgin Islands Elective
Governor Act (Pub. L. 90-496).]

330. Territories: Guam: authority of Governor

48 U.S.C. 1422(b) Perm. Law

The governor of Guam may call upon the commanders of
the.armed forces of the United States in Guam, or
summon the posse comitatus, or call out the militia,
to prevent or suppress violence, insurrection, or
rebellion; and he may, in case of rebellion,
invasion, or imminent danger thereof, when the public
safety requires it, suspend the privilege of the
* writ of habeas corpus or place Guam, or any part
thereof, under martial law until the decision of the
President on the matter is communicated to the
Governor. (See also Table G.)

(Effective January 4, 1971, this provision is amended
to reflect certain changes in the governor's powers
and duties provided by the Guam Elective Governor Act
(Pub. L. 90-497).]

331. Territories: Virgin Islands: authority of Governor

48 U.S.C. 1591 Perm. Law

(See item No. 329.)
332. Territories: Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa:

naval defensive sea areas and naval air space
reservations

48 U.S.C. 1703 Perm. Law

Notwithstanding authorization to the Secretary of the
Interior to convey certain submerged lands to the
governments of Guam, the Virgin Islands, the American
Samoa, the President may establish naval defensive
sea areas and naval air space reservations which he
deems necessary for national defense around and over
the islands of Guam, American Samoa, and the Virgin
Islands. (See also Table G.)

%4 333. Territories: Guam: exception to concurrent juris-
diction over persons and offenses
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48 U.S.C. 1704 Perm. Law

The President may from time to time exclude from the
concurrent jurisdiction of the government of Guam
persons found, acts performed, and offenses committed
on property of the United States which is under the
control of the Secretary of Defense to such extent

> and in such circumstances as he finds required in the
interest of the national defense. (See also Table
G.)

334. [Vacant]

335. Federal Aviation Agency: Administrator required to
consider need of national defense

49 U.S.C. 1347 Perm. Law

The Administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency, in
exercising his authority and discharging his duties
under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, must consider
the requirements of national defense. (See also
Table G.)

(Section 6(c)(1) of Public Law 89-670 (49 U.S.C.
1655) transferred the functions, powers, and duties
of the Federal Aviation Agency to the Federal Avia-
tion Administration, Department of Transportation.]

3365.336. Federal Aviation Agency: military aircraft author- • "
ized to deviate from air traffic rules

49 U.S.C. 1348(f) Perm. Law

When essential because of military emergency or
urgent military necessity determined by appropriate
military authority, and after notifying the Adminis-
trator of the Federal Aviation Agency, such military
authority may authorize deviation of military
aircraft from air traffic rules issued by that
Agency. (See also Table G.)

[Section 6(c)(1) of Public Law 89-670 (49 U.S.C.
1655) transferred the functions, powers, and duties
of the Federal Aviation Agency to the Federal Avia-
tion Administration, Department of Transportation.]

337. Federal Aviation Agency: duties of Administrator
with respect to navigable airspace and needs of
national defense

436
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49 U.S.C. 1353(a), (b) Perm. Law
The Administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency is
required to (1) make long range plans for, and formu-
late policy with respect to, navigable airspace that
will best meet the needs of civil aeronautics and
national defense; and (2) develop, modify, test,
evaluate, and select systems, procedures, facilities,
and devices to meet the needs for safe and efficient
navigation and traffic control of all civil and
military aircraft; except for those needs of military
agencies which are peculiar to air warfare and
primarily of military concern. (See also Table G.)

(Section 6(c)(1) of Public Law 89-670 (49 U.S.C.
1655) transferred the functions, powers, and duties
of the Federal Aviation Agency to the Federal Avia-
tion Administration, Department of Transportation.]

338. Federal Aviation Agency: extension of jurisidiction

49 U.S.C. 1510 Perm. Law

Whenever the President determines that such action
would be in the national interest, he may extend the
application of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 to
any areas of land or water outside the United States
and the overlying airspace thereof in which the
United States has the legal authority to take such
action. (See also Table G.)

[Section 6(c(1) of Public Law 89-670 (49 U.S.C.
1655) transferred the functions, powers, and duties
of the Federal Aviation Agency to the Federal
Aviation Administration, Department of Transporta-
tion.]

339. Federal Aviation Agency: security control of air
traffic

49 U.S.C. 1522 Perm. Law
Whenever he finds it necessary in the interests of
national defense, the Administrator, in consultation

with the Department of Defense, shall establish zones
or areas in the airspace of the United States, and
may prohibit ,r restrict the flight of civil aircraft
under certain .onditions. (See also Table G.)
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[Section 6(c)(1) of Public Law 89-670 (49 U.S.C.
1655) transferred the functions, powers, and duties
of the Federal Aviation Agency to the Federal Avia-
tion Administration, Department of Transportation.)

340. Federal Aviation Agency: insurance

49 U.S.C. 1531-1542 Temp. Law

Through September 30, 1987, the Secretary of Trans-
portation may, with the approval of the President,
and after consultation with interested agencies as
the President may require, provide insurance and
reinsurance under this title against loss or damage
under certain conditions. He may also provide such
insurance at the request of the Secretary of Defense,
and such other agencies as the President may pre-
scribe, without premium, if the Secretary of Defense

Vq, and such other agency agree to indemnify the
Secretary of Transportation against all losses
covered by such insurance. (See also Table F.)

W. [Section 6(c)(1) of Public Law 89-670 (49 U.S.C.
N 1655) transferred the functions, powers, and duties

of the Federal Aviation Agency to the Federal
Aviation Administration, Department of Transporta-
tion.]

341. Alien enemies: restraint, regulation, and removal

50 U.S.C. 21 Perm. Law

Whenever there is a declared war, or any invasion or
predatory incursion is perpetrated, attempted, or
thrtoatened acainst the United States by any foreign
nation or government, the President may, by proclama-
ticn, or other act, direct the conduct to be followed
by the United States toward the citizens, natives, or
subjects of the hostile nation with respect to their
apprehension, restraint, security, or removal as
alien enemies. (See also Tables A and G.)

342. Procurement of Ships and Material During War

"" 50 U.S.C. 82 Perm. Law

In time of war, the President is authorized and
V, empowered:

.. .-..
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(1) Within the amounts appropriated therefore, to

•% place an order with any person for such ships or war
material as necessary. Compliance with all such
orders shall be obligatory and shall take precedence
over other orders. If an individual refuses to
comply with such orders, the President is empowered
to take over the factory or any ports thereof for the

*. production of the necessary items.

(2) Within the limit of amounts appropriated, modify
or cancel any existing contract for the building,
production or purchase of ships or war material.

(See also Table A.)

343. Procurement: mandatory orders for ships or war
material; modification or cancellation of contracts;
seizure of plants, shops, or war material

5U U.S.C. 82(b) Perm. Law

In time of war, the President, in addition to any
other provision of law, may place mandatory orders
for ships or war material, modify or cancel any
contract, make use of, assume, occupy, requisition,
or take over, any factory or part thereof, or any
ships or war materials. Whenever action is taken
under this provision, the United States must make
just compensation therefor. (See also Table A.)

344. Materials: strategic and critical materials: stock-

piling; disposal; release

50 U.S.C. 98-98h, 98h-4 Perm. Law

Provides for the stockpiling of strategic and criti-
cal materials to supply the industrial, military, and
naval needs of the United States for common defense,
and to prevent the dependence of the United States
upon foreign nations for the supply of those mater-
ials in time of national emergency. (See also Table
D.)

d% 50 U.S.C. 98d provides that, in general, stockpiled
material may be released for use, sale, or other
disposition, only--

(1) on order of the President when he believes
such release is required for the common defense; or

[ b.J 
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(2) in time of war, or of national emergency ..
declared by the President, on order of any agency
__ -_ _;__
designated by the President. (See also Tables A, R,
and G.).

50 U.S.C. 98f provides that, in time of war declared
by the Congress or during a national emergency, the
President may authorize a government employee to
issue stockpile disposal orders. (See also Tables A
and D).

50 U.S.C. 98h-4 provides that the President may not
prohibit or regulate the importation of the product
of a country not listed as Communist-dominated so
long as the importation of that kind of product of a
country so listed is not prohibited by law.

345. Helium: suspension of licenses for sale and
transportation; recapture of supplies

50 U.S.C. 167c(d) Perm. Law

Whenever Congress or the President declares that a
war or national emergency exists, the Secretary of
the Interior may, if he determines such action to be
necessary to the defense and security of the United
States, suspend licenses granted for the sale and
transportation of helium in interstate commerce. He
may also take such steps as may be necessary to
recapture or reacquire supplies of helium. (See also
Tables A-C.)

346. Territorial waters: regulation of anchorage and
movement of vessels

50 U.S.C. 191-195 Perm. Law

50 U.S.C. 191 provides that:

(1) In time of national emergency declared by
the President because of actual or threatened war,
insurrection, invasion, disturbance or threatened
disturbance of the international relations of the
United States, the Secretary of the Treasury may
make, subject to approval of the President, rules
and regulations governing the anchorage and movement
of any vessel in the territorial waters of the United
States. The Secretary of the Navy may exercise those
powers of the Secretary of the Treasury when the
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-'-: Coast Guard is operating as part of the Navy. (See

* "4 also Table B.)

(2) Whenever the President finds that the
security of the United States is endangered by actual
or threatened war, invasion, insurrection, subversive
activity, or disturbances or threatened disturbances
of the international relations of the United States,
he may institute such measures and issue rules and
regulations to--

(A) govern the anchorage and movement of
foreign-flag vessels in the territorial waters
of the United States; and

(B) safeguard vessels, harbors, ports, and
facilities from acts of sabotage. (See also
Tables A and G.)

50 U.S.C. 194 provides that the President may employ
those departments, agencies, officers, or instrument-
alities of the United States that he considers nec-
essary to carry out the purpose of 50 U.S.C. 191-195.
(See also Tables A, B, and G.)

347. Territorial waters: emergency foreign vessel
acquisition; purchase or requisition of vessels lying
idle

50 U.S.C. 196-198 Perm. Law

Whenever the President proclaims that the security of
the national defense makes it advisable, or during a
national emergency proclaimed by the President, the
President may, through the Secretary of Commerce,
purchase or requisition, or charter or requistion the
use of, or take over title or possession of, for such
use as he may direct, any merchant vessel not owned
by citizens of the United States which is lying idle
in waters under the jurisdiction of the United

6States, including the Canal Zone, and which he finds
4 to be necessary to the national defense. (See also

Tables B and G).

348. Defense Industrial Reserves: powers and duties of
the Secretary of Defense

50 U.S.C. 451-462

U .441
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The Secretary of Defense, in the interest of national
security, is authorized and directed to: (1)
determine which industrial plants and installations
should become a part of the defense industrial
reserve; (2) designate what excess industrial
property shall be disposed of; (3) establish general
policies; (4) direct the transfer without
reimbursement of such property to other Government
agencies with the consent of such agencies; (5)
direct the leasing of any such propt-ety; (6)

authorize the disposition in accordance with existing
law of any of such property when in the opinion of
the Secretary such property is no longer needed by
the Department of Defense; (7) authorize and regulate
the lending of any such property to any nonprofit
educational institution or training school; and (8)
report to Congress by April 1 each year on action
taken under this statute in the interest of national
defense. (See also Table G.)

349 National Security Agency: conditional employment,
detail, or assignment of personnel

50 U.S.C. 832 Perm. Law

During any war declared by Congress, or when the
Secretary of Defense determines that a national
disaster exists, or in exceptional cases in which the
Secretary (or his designee) determines in writing
that his action is necessary or advisable in the
national interest, he may authorize the employment of
any person in, or the detail or assignment of any
person to, the National Security Agency, and may
grant to any such person access to classified
information, on a temporary basis, pending the
completion of the required full field investigation
and clearance for access to classified information if
the Secretary determines that such action is clearly
consistent with the national security. (See also
Tables A and G.)

350. Public contracts: national defense contracts exempt

from certain statutory limitations

50 U.S.C. 1431-1435 Perm. Law

During a national emergency declared by the President
or Congress and for six months thereafter, or until
such earlier time as Congress by concurrent resolu-
tion may designate, the President may authorize any
department or agency exercising functions in connec-
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tion with national defense to enter into, modify, or

*make advance payments on, contracts affecting the
national defense without regard to certain statutory
limitations; provided, however, expenditures of
$25,000,000 or more shall be reported to Congress
prior to obligating the United States. (See also
Tables B and C.)

351. Chemical and biological warfare agents: suspension
of restrictions

5U U.S.C. 1511-1516 Perm. Law

Restrictions placed on the research, development,
test and evaluation, procurement, storage, deploy-
ment, disposal, or transportation of chemical ani
biological warfare agents may be suspended by the
President during any war declared by Congress and
during any national emergency declared by Congress or
the President. (See also Tables A-C.)

351A. War Powers Resolution: Use of Armed Forces in
Hostilities, limitation on Presidential Power as
Commander-in-Chief, Consultation, Reporting
Requirements
50 U.S.C. 1541-1544 Perm. Law

Provides President may exercise constitutional powers
to introduce armed forces into hostilities only
pursuant to (1) declaration of war (2) specific
statutory authority, or (3) national emergency
created by attack.

Requires President to consult with Congress before
introducinu armed forces into hostilities or
situations likely to result in hostilities, if
possible, and to regularly consult with Congress
after an introduction of armed forces in these
situations.

In the absence of a declaration of war, in any case
where Armed forces are introduced into hostilities,
or if equipped for combat into a foreign nation
or its airspace or waters, or armed forces already
equipped for combat and in a foreign nation are
substantially increased in number, the President must
submit a written report to Congress within 48 hours.
(see also Tables A, D, and G.)
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351B. Declaration of State of Emergency: Reporting

requirements

50 U.S.C. 1641 Perm. Law

When the President declares a national emergency, or
Conuress declares war, the President shall be
responsible for maintaining a file and index of
significant orders of the President. Each Executive
agency shall maintain its own file. (See also Tables
A and B.)

352. Foreign Exchange: Power to regulate

50 U.S.C. 1701 Perm. Law

Grants to the President, in case of a specific
threat, which results in a declaration of national
emergency, the authority to regulate transactions in
foreign exchange, transfers of credit or payments
involving foreign countries or nationals, and the
importing and exporting of securities or currency.
(See also Table B.)

353. [Vacant]

354. Enemy patents, copyrights, or trademarks: use

50 U.S.C. App. 10(c) Perm. Law

During the existence of a state of war, the President
may grant a license to manufacture goods, or to use
any trademark, or process which is copyrighted,
owned, or controlled by an enemy or ally of an enemy.
The President may prescribe conditions of the
license, including the fixing of prices of articles
and products necessary to the health of the armed
forces or the successful prosecution of the war.
(See also Table A.)

355. Military Selective Service Act: modification of
physical and mental qualifications for induction in
National Security Training Corps

. 50 U.S.C. App. 454(a)(3d par.) Perm. Law

Except in time of war or national emergency, declared
by Conuress, the President may, under such rules and
regulations as he may prescribe, raise the mental and
physical qualifications for induction into the
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National Security Training Corps. (See also Tables A
and C.)

356. Military Selective Service Act: persons liable to
induction permitted to enlist in Regular Army for a
period equal to the induction period

50 U.S.C. App. 454(c)(1) Perm. Law

Any persons between the ages of eighteen years and
six months and twenty-six years may enlist in the
Regular Army for a period of service equal to that
which he may be required to serve on active training
and service if inducted under the Military Selective
Service Act. Except after a declaration of war or
national emergency by Congress after June 19, 1951, a
person so enlisting may not have his enlistment
extended without his consent. (See also Tables A and
C.)

357. Military Selective Service Act: induction; exemption
of certain persons

50 U.S.C. App. 456(b)(3) Perm. Law

Except after a declaration of war or national
emergency by Congress after June 24, 1948, under some
circumstances, persons are not liable for induction
for training and service under the Military Selective
Service Act, except as prescribed in section 5(a) of
that Act (50 U.S.C. App. 455(a)). (See also Tables A
and C.)

358. Military Selective Service Act: induction; exemption
of certain persons

50 U.S.C. App. 456(c)(2)(A) Perm. Law

Except after a declaration of war or national
emergency by Congress after August 9, 1955, a person
enlisted or appointed under section 6(c)(2)(A) of the
Military Selective Service Act, as amended, who has
completed six years of satisfactory service as a
member of the Ready Reserve or National Guard, and
who during such service has performed active duty for
training with an armed force for not less than twelve
consecutive weeks, is not liable for induction for
training and service under this Act. (See also
Tables A and C.)
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359. Military Selective Service Act: exemption in the 105

event of service-connected death or missing status of
certain members of the family

50 U.S.C. App. 456(o), note Perin. Law

Except during war or a national emergency declared by
Conaress--

(a) No person may be inducted under the Military
Selective Service Act unless he volunteers for

,induction--

(1) if the father or a brother or a sister of
such a person was killed in or died in line of duty
while serving in the Armed Forces after December 31,
1959, or died subsequent to that date as a result of
injuries received or disease incurred in line of duty
during such service, or

(2) during any period of time in which a father
or a brother or a sister of such person is in a
captured or missing status as a result of such
service; and

(b) The sole surviving son of any family in which
the father or one or more sons or daughters thereof
were killed in action before January 1, 1960, or died
in line of duty before January 1, 1960, while serving
in the Armed Forces of the United States, or died
subsequent to such date as a result of injuries
received or disease incurred before such date during
such service, shall not be inducted under the
Military Selective Service Act unless he volunteers
for induction. (See also Tables A and C.)

360. Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940:
rights and benefits for members of armed forces

50 U.S.C. App. 464 Perm. Law

(See item No. 364.)

361. Military Selective Service Act: suspension of

enlistments

50 U.S.C. App. 465(d) Perm. Law

Whenever the Congress or the President declares that
the national interest is imperiled, voluntary enlist-
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ment or reenlistment in the armed forces and their
reserve components may be suspended by the President
to the extent he deems necessary in the interest of
national defense. (See also Table G.)

362. Military Selective Service Act: induction: termina-
tion date

50 U.S.C. App. 467(c) Perm. Law

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this title
(sections 1-22 of the Military Selective Service Act
(50 U.S.C. App. 451-454, 455-471(a)), no person may
be inducted for training and service in the armed
forces after July 1, 1973, except those deferred
under section 6 (50 U.S.C. App. 456) of the Military
Selective Service Act after the basis for such defer-
ment ceases to exist. (See also Table F.)

V* 363. Industrial mobilization: mandatory orders

50 U.S.C. App. 468 Perm. Law

Whenever the President determines it in the interest
of national security to obtain prompt delivery of
materials or articles for use of the armed forces or
the Department of EnerQy, he may place mandatory
orders for such materials or articles through the
head of any department. Such orders are to be given
priority and precedence by the manufacturer.
However, expenditures in excess of S25,000,000 shall
be reported to Congress prior to ordering the
materials for articles. (See also Table G.)

364. Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940:
rights and benefits for members of the armed forces

50 U.S.C. App. 501-590 Perm. Law
4 . (as extended by 50 U.S.C. App. 464)

Until such time as the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil
Relief Act of 1940 is repealed or otherwise term-
inated by subsequent Act of Congress, certain bene-

'4.' fits, exemptions from civil liability, and stays of
proceedings and executions are provided for all
members of the armed forces with respect to:
taxation, mortgage payments, insurance premiums,
homestead rights, stay of eviction proceedings,

* I. deferment of income taxes, and court actions gener-
ally (See also Table G.)
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365. Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940:
Power of Attorney; extension where member is in a
missing status

50 U.S.C. Ap.591 Perm. Law

Power of Attorney, executed during Vietnam era (as
defined in 38 U.S.C. 101(29)) by person in military
service who is in a missing status, which designates
person's spouse or named relative and which expires
while person is in missing status shall be automat-

ically extended for period that person is in such
status provided that no power executed after January

. - 22, 1973 which clearly indicates an intended expira-
tion shall be so extended. (See also Table G.)

366. Second War Powers Act, 1942, Title XIII: inspection
and audit of plants, books, and records or war con-
tractors

5n U.S.C. App. 643-643c, Temp. Law
643c note

Until six months after the termination of the
national emergency proclaimed by the President on
December 16, 1950, or until such earlier date as may

- be designated by Congress by concurrent resolution or
the President, the United States may inspect the
plants, books, and records of any contractor with
whom a defense contract has been placed after
September 8, 1939 and before the termination of the
present war. (See also Tables B and F)

367. Espionage: protection of military or defense
properties

50 U.S.C. App. 781-785 Temp. Law

Until six months after the termination of the

national emergency proclaimed by the President on
December 16, 1950, the photographing, sketching, or
making of other representations of defense instal-
lations or material, or of any place used for the
manufacture, storage, or repair of defense equipment

S. or materials, is prohibited, except as permitted by
regulations of the Secretary of the miltiary depart-
ment concerned. (See also Tables B and F)

[See 50 U.S.C. 797 for related authority of the
Secretary of Defense or his designee concerning
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protection of defense installations, materials,

/- . equipment, etc. (See also 18 U.S.C. 793-797.)]

368. Renegotiation Act of 1951: contracts; renegotiation
of excess profits

50 U.S.C. App. 1211-1224 Temp. Law

50 U.S.C. App. 1212(c)(1) provides that the procedure
for eliminating excess profits under contracts (and
related subcontracts) with the Department of Defense,
the military departments, and certain other depart-
ments and agencies or the United States, established
by sections 1211-1224, terminates on September 30,
1976. (See also Table F.)

50 U.S.C. App. 1216(e)(1) and (2) provide that
sections 1211-1224 do not apply to amounts received
or accrued in a fiscal year under any contract or
subcontract for an article or service which is a
standard commercial article, or a service which is
reasonably comparable with a standard commercial
service.

369. Airports: disposed of as surplus

50 U.S.C. App. 1622(g)(2)(E) Perm. Law

During any national emergency declared by the
President or Congress, the United States has the
right to exclusive use, control, and possession,
without charge, of airports and airport facilities
disposed of under the Surplus Property Act of 1944,
as amended (50 U.S.C. App. 1622). (See also Tables S
and C.)

370. National defense reserve fleet

50 U.S.C. App. 1744(a) Perm. Law

The Secretary of Commerce shall place in the national
defense reserve certain vessels owned by the
Secretary of Commerce, including those he considers
should be retained for the national defense after
consultation with the Secretary of the Army and the
Secretary of the Navy. Vessels placed in the reserve
may be used only for the benefit of a department or
agency whenever the President proclaims that the
security of the national defense makes it advisable
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* or during anX national emergency proclaimed by the

President. (See also Tables B and G.)

371. Defense Production Act of 1950, Section 101:
materials allocation to maximize domestic energy

50 U.S.C. App. 2071(c)(1)
Pub. L. 94-163, S104 Temp. Law
89 Stat 878

50 U.S.C. App. 2071(c)(1) authorizes the President,
until the close of December 31,_ 1984, by rule or
order to require allocation of supplies of materials
and equipment in order to maximize domestic energy
supplies. (See also Table F.)

372. Defense Production Act of 1950, Title I: materials
and facilities: priorities and allocations for
defense contracts

50 U.S.C. App. 2071-2073, Temp. Law
2166(a), (b)

-.' .50 U.S.C. App. 2166(a) and (b) provides that the
system for determining priorities and allocating
materials and facilities for national defense estab-
lished by sections 2071-2073 terminates on September
30, 1982, unless sooner terminated by concurrent
resolution of Congress or proclamation of the Presi-
dent. (See also Table F.)

373. Defense Production Act of 1950, Title III: Procure-
ment; expansion of productive capacity and supply

50 U.S.C. App. 2091-2094, Temp. Law
2166(a), (b)

0' 50 U.S.C. App. 2166(a) and (b) provides that the
authority of the President, under section 2091-2094

(1) to authorize the military department and
other agencies to guarantee any public or private
financing institution against loss on any loan made

, to finance contractors who are engaged in Government
contracts for the national defense, and

(2) to provide for loans to private business
enterprises, purchases of raw materials, subsidy
payments, and installation of government-owned equip-
ment in industrial facilities, for the purpose of
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* expediting national defense production; terminates on
".'"* September 30, 1982, unless sooner terminated by
.- concurrent resolution of Congress or proclamation of

the President, provided, however, loans of
S25,000,000 or more shall be reported to Congress
prior to making the loan. (See also Table F.)

- 374. Defense Production Act of 1950, Title VII: encour-
agement of small business

50 U.S.C App. 2151-2157, Temp. Law
2159-2163, 2166(a), (b)

50 U.S.C. App. 2166(a) and (b) provides that the
authority of the President under sections 2151-2163
to encourage small business enterprises to make the
greatest possible contribution toward achieving the
objectives of the Defense Production Act of 1950, as
amended, terminates on September 30, 1982, unless
sooner terminated by concurrent resolution of
Congress or proclamation of the President. (See also
Table F.)

375. Defense Production Act of 1950, Title VII: civilian
employees; employment of experts and consultants

50 U.S.C. App. 2160 Temp. Law
2166(a), (b)

50 U.S.C. App. 2166(a) and (h) provides that the

authority of the President, under section 2160, to
employ, to the extent he considers necessary to carry
out the provisions of the Defense Production Act of
1950, persons of outstanding experience and ability
without compensaton, and experts and consultants, at
rates not in excess of $50 a day, terminates on
March 31, 1983, unless sooner terminated by
concurrent resolution of Congress or proclamation of
the President. (See also Table F.)

376. Defense Production Act of 1950, Title I: materials
and facilities: priorities and allocations for
defense contracts

50 U.S.C. App. 2166(a) Temp. Law
(See item No. 372.)

377. Defense Production Act of 1950, Title III: Procure-
ment; expansion of productive capacity and supply
until September 30, 1982
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50 U.S.C. App. 2166(a), (h) Temp. Law
(See item No. 373.)

379, Defense Production Act of 1950, Title VII: encour-
agement of small business

50 U.S.C. App. 2166(a), (b) Temp. Law
(See item No. 374.)

379. Defense Production Act of 1950, Title VII: civilian
employees; employment of experts and consultants

50 U.S.C. App. 2166(a), (b) Temp. Law
(See item No. 375.)

380. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950: payment of travel
and per diem expenses of students at civil defense
schools; procurement, maintenance, and loan or grant
to States of certain equipment; financial

, contributions to States for certain expenses

50 U.S.C. App. 2281(e), (h) Perm. Law
22R6(h)

(1) 50 U.S.C. App. 2281(e) provides the auth-
ority to pay travel expenses and per diem allowances
for students at civil defense technical training
schools. (See also Table P.)

(2) 50 U.S.C. App. 2281(h) authorizes the
Administrator of the Federal Civil Defense Adminis-
tration (functions since transferred and delegated;
see Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1958, as amended, and E.O.
10952, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2271 note) to

.. J" procure and maintain, and to grant or loan to the
States, radiological instruments and detection
devices, protection masks and gas detection devices.
(See also Table F.)

(3) 50 U.S.C. App. 2286(h), provides authority
to the Administrator of the Federal Civil Defense
Administration (functions since transferred and dele-
gated: see preceding paragraph) to make financial
contributions to the States for necessary State and
local civil defense personnel and administrative
expenses. (See also Table F.)

381. Export Administration Act: protection of domestic
economy
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50 U.S.C. App. 2401-2418 Perm. Law

__ 50 U.S.C. App. 2419 provides that the system of
export controls established by sections 2401-2413 may
be used, until September 30, 1983, unless sooner
terminated by concurrent resolution of Congress, or
proclamation of the President, to protect the
domestic economy. (See also Table F.)

382. [Vacant)

" .383. District of Columbia: blackouts

6 District of Columbia Code 1001 Perm. Law

Whenever a state of war exists between the United
States and any foreign country or nation, the Mayor
of the District of Columbia may order blackouts in
the District of Columbia with approval of the
Secretary of the Army. (See also Table A.)

384. District of Columbia: evacuation

6 District of Columbia Code 1008 Perm. Law

During the existence of a state of war between the
United States and any foreign nation, the Mayor of
the District of Columbia, subject to the approval of
the Secretary of the Army, may prepare for the
evacuation from the District of Columbia of such
persons as they shall determine necessary, may
negotiate to provide for the housing, care, etc., of
such evacuees, and, when in their judgment public
interest requires it, order and compel, subject to
the approval of the Secretary of the Army, the
evacuation from the District of Columbia of such
persons. (See also Table A.)

I ,,
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PART II

TABLE A

LAWS EFFECTIVE IN TIME OF WAR

This table shows those laws that are effective by their
.'. terms in time of war. The "Item No." refers to a numbered item

in Part I.

Item No. Subject

2 Recapture of Hoboken Manufacturers' Railroad Company
(in time of war, or of national emergency)

3 Recapture of land formerly part of the Presidio of
San Francisco, California (in time of war, or of
national emergency)

11 Recapture of Port Newark Army Base, New Jersey (in
time of war, or national emergency declared by
Congress)

18 Recapture of certain lands formerly part of Camp
Robinson, Arkansas (in time of war, or national
emergency declared by Congress, or of emergency

-' declared by the President)

19 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
Schuyler, New York (in time of war, or of national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

21 Recapture of formal Naval Air Station, Kahului,
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii, or equivalent (in time of war

v.. or national emergency)

- 24 Recapture of certain land of the Veterans'
Administration in Johnson City, Tennessee (in time of

war, or national emergency, declared by Congress, or
of emergency declared by the President)

25 Recapture of certain land in Windsor Locks

Connecticut (in time of war, or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by the
President)

26 Recapture of certain land in the former Camp Butner
Military Reservation (in time of war, or national
emergency, declared by Congress, or of emergency
declared by the President)
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4 27 Recapture of certain land in Marion County, Indiana
, ;4, (in time of war, or of national emergency declared by

the President or Congress)

29 Recapture of Boston Army Base Pier (in time of war
declared by Congress or national emergency declared
by the President)

30 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
Bliss, Texas (in time of war, or national emergency
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

31 Recapture of Martindale Auxiliary Field, San Antonio,
Texas (in time of war, or of national emergency
declared by Congress or the President)

32 Recapture of former Hughes Stout Plant occupied by
Texas National Guard, Houston, Texas (in time of war
or national emergency)

33 Recapture of certain land in Klamath County, Oregon
(in time of war, or national emergency declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

35 Recapture of certain land in Austin, Texas (in time
of war, or national emergency, declared by Congress,
or of emergency declared by the President)

36 Recapture of Camp Dodge Military Reservation, Iowa;
Polk County Target Range, Iowa; and other Iowa-owned
lands used for National Guard purposes (in time of

N war, or national emergency, declared by Congress, or
of national emergency declared by the President)

38 Recapture of certain land near Lake Guernsey, Wyoming
(in time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

39 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
Devens, Massachusetts (in time of war, or national
emergency declared by Congress, or of emergency
declared by the President)

41 Recapture of certain land near Houston, Texas (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

49 Recapture of certain land in the vicinity of
Williamsburg, Virginia (whenever Congress declares a
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V state of war or other national emergency, or the

President declares a state of emergency)

51 Recapture of certain land in Montgomery, West
Virginia (in time of war, or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emerger.cy declared by the
President)

52 Recapture of certain land in Pexar County, Texas (in
*, time of war, or national emergency, declared by
%] Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

53 Recapture of land known as Clackamas National Guard
target range, Clackamas, Oregon (whenever Congress
declares a state of war or national emergency, or the
President declares a state of emergency)

54 Recapture of Fort Preble Military Reservation, South

Portland, Maine (in time of war, or of national
emergency)

56 Recapture of Esler Field, Louisiana (in time of war,
or national emergency, declared by Congress, or of
emergency declared by the President)

58 Recapture of certain part of Veterans' Administration
Center Reservation, Los Angeles, California (in time
of war, or national emergency, declared by Congress,
or of emergency declared by the President)

59 Recapture of certain land formerly the United States
Marine Corps Air Station, Eagle Mountain Lake, Texas
(in time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

61 Recapture of certain land in York County, Virginia
(in time of war, or national emergency declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

62 Recapture of certain land in Poston Neck,
Narragansett, Washington County, Rhode Island (in
time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)II 63 Recapture of certain parts of Army and Navy General
Hospital reservation, Hot Springs National Park,
Arkansas (in time of war, or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by the
President)
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64 Return to United States ownership of Cl-SAY-i type
...- vessels sold to Republic of China (during any war in

_-. which the United States, if participating, and any
national emergency declared by the President)

66 Recapture of certain parts of the Des Plaines Public
Hunting and Refuge Area and Joliet Arsenal Military
Reservation, Will County, Illinois (whenever Congress
declares a state of war or national emergency, or the
President declares a state of emergency)

72 Recapture of National Guard facility, Pier 91,
Seattle, Washington (in time of war or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

80 Offers preservation of successive step-increase to
civilian employees whose continuous service is
interrupted by service in the armed forces.

82 Entry of civilian employees on military service (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

84 Aliens who have remained outside the U.S. to avoid
training or service in the armed forces may be

85 excluded.

85 Imposes rules to be used by the President to control
W7 the travel of aliens.

86 Wartime desertion as a bar to naturalization

88 Evasion or avoidance of training and service in the
armed forces as cause for loss of nationality (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President)

89 Suspension of certain provisions of law relating to
reserve commissioned officers (in time of war, or of
national emergency declared by Congress)

91 Suspension of limitation on reappointment of Chairman
of Joint Chiefs of Staff (in time of war declared by
Congress)

93 Purpose of reserve components (in time of war or of
national emergency and at such other time as the
national security requires)

4
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95 Composition and authorized strength of Ready Reserve
(in time of war, or of national emergency declared by

Congress or the President)

97 Arming of American vessels or aircraft (during a war
" and at any other time that the President determines

that the security of the United States is threatened,
etc.)

98 Extension of enlistments (in effect at beginning of,
or during, a war)

"-' 99 Term of enlistment in reserve components (at the

, beginning of a war or of a national emergency
declared by Congress, or entered into during such a

war or emergency)

100 Term of enlistment of enlisted members transferred to
reserve components (in time of war or national
emergency declared by Congress)

101 Duration of temporary enlistments in an armed force
(in time of war or emergency declared by Congress)

102 Suspension of laws limiting-active duty officers (in
time of war or national emergency declared by Congres
or the President)

103 Suspension of laws for promotion, or mandatory
retirement or separation, of regular warrant officers
(in time of war, or of emergency declared after May
29, 1954 by Congress or the President)

104 Suspension of laws for promotion, or mandatory
retirement or separation, of reserve warrant officers

- (in time of war or of emergency declared after May
29, 1954 by Congress or the President)

104A Presidential appointment of temporary commissioned
officer grades (in time of war or national emergency
declared by Congress or the President)

4. 104B Presidential suspension of laws relating to
promotion, involuntary retirement and separation of
commissioned officers (in time of war or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

105 Extension of period of active duty of members of an
armed force (for the duration of any war)

wr- I 
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106 Active duty of members or units of reserve com-
- .ponents (in time of war or of national emergency
S.-. declared by Congress)

109 Order to active duty of members or units of Standby
Reserve (in time of war, or of national emergency
declared by Congress)

110 Order of member of Retired Reserve to active duty (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress)

112 Extension of active duty agreements of Reserves
(during a war, or a national emergency declared by
Congress or the President after January 1, 1953)

113 Release of Reserves from active duty (in time of war,
or of national emergency declared by Congress or the
President after January 1, 1953)

114 Suspends disability pay or other compensation of aReserve or the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps,
or Coast Guard ordered to extended active duty for
more than 30 days, unless it exceeds his active duty
compensation (in time of war, or of national emer-
gency)

115 Authorized strength of retired general and flag
officers may be exceeded

117 Detail of members of armed forces to assist foreign
governments (during a war, a declared national
emergency, or whenever the President considers it in
the public interest)

118 Certain articles of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice (in time of war; upon a declaration of war;
in time of national emergency; or in time of peace)

121 Retirement for physical disability of Regulars and
members on active duty for more than 30 days (in time
of war or national emergency)

122 Separation for physical disability of Regulars and
members on active duty for more than 30 days (in time
of war or national emergency)

122A Transportation under a cooperative military airlift
agreement (in the absence of peace)
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123 Purpose of facilities for reserve components ana use
by armed forces (in time of war or national
emergency)

128 Transportation of private-plant personnel engagea in
defense production (during a war, a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, or
whenever the Secretary concerned determines that it
is necessary)

129 Acquisition of real property by condemnation for
defense purposes (in time of war or when war is
imminent)

130 Acquisition of property by condemnation for lumber
production (in time of war or when war is imminent)

134 Military claims: property loss: personal injury or
death: incident to noncombat activities of the Army,
Navy, Air Force, or Coast Guard (in time of war or
armed conflict, or if a war or armed conflict inter-
venes within two years after it accrues)

134A Authority of the Secretary of Defense to undertake
4military construction projects in time of war or

national emergency

135 Army Staff: Air Staff: limitation on number of
officers assigned or detailed for permanent duty in
the executive part of the Department of the Army or
Air Force (not applicable in time of war, or of
national emergency declared by Congress, or whenever
the President finds that it is in the national
interest to increase the number of officers)

137 Reappointment of Army Chief of Staff, Chief of Naval
Operations, Air Force Chief of Staff, and Commandant
of the Marine Corps for four-year term (in time of
war or national emergency declared by Congress after
December 31, 1968)

138 Discontinuance or consolidation of basic branches of
Army (for the duration of any war, or any national
emergency declared by Congress)

140 Authorized strength of Army general officers may be
exceeded

143 Appointments of reserve officers of Army or Air Force
(in time of war)
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147 Eligibility of officers of Army or Air Force to be
rated as flying officers (in time of war)

148 Decorations and awards to members of the armed forces
for valor (in action against an enemy of the United
States or other armed conflict)

151 Priority of mandatory orders for necessary products

or materials (in time of war or when war is
imminent)

* 152 Seizure of plants and manufacture in seized plants
(in time of war or when war is imminent)

154 Control of transportaton systems (in time of war)

156 Lease of buildings in the District of Columbia (in
time of war or when war is imminent)

160 The President may suspend officer and civilian grade
limitation tables.

161 Designation of officers of the Marine Corps above the
grade of lieutenant colonel to exercise higher
commands and occupy other high positions (in time of
war or national emergency)

162 Suspension of grade limitations relating to Navy
admirals and vice admirals and Marine Corps generals
and lieutenant generals (during a war or national
emergency)

171 Authorized strength of retired Navy flag officers on
active duty may be exceeded

176 Suspension of provisions of 10 U.S.C. 5651-5661
relating to running mates (during a war or national
emergency)

177 Suspension of provisions of 10 U.S.C. 5701-5710
relating to selection boards for officers of the Navy
and Marine Corps (during a war or national emer-
gency)

178 Suspension of provisions of 10 U.S.C. 5751-5784
relating to promotion of officers of the Navy and
Marine Corps (during a war or national emergency)

179 Temporary promotions of Navy and Marine Corps warrant
and commissioned officers under 10 U..C. 5787 (only
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in time of war or of national emergency declared by
the President)

187 Authority to order retired enlisted members of
Regular Navy or Regular Marine Corps to active duty
(in time of war or national emergency)

188 Authority to order member of the Fleet Reserve or
Fleet Marine Corps Reserve to active duty (in time of
war or of national emergency declared by Congress or
the President)

190 Release of members of the Fleet Reserve or Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve from active duty (in time of
war, or of national emergency declared by Congress or
the President after January 1, 1953)

192 Procurement of 20 percent of the aviation cadets each
fiscal year from qualified enlisted members of
Regular Navy or Regular Marine Corps (except in time
of war, or emergency declared by Congress)

194 Transportation and subsistence of certain persons on
.' naval vessels at Government expense (in time of war,

or of national emergency declared by the President)

196 Stay of suit based on admiralty claims (in time of

war)

202 Authorized strength of Air Force general officers may
be exceeded

204 Procurement of 20 percent of the aviation cadets each
fiscal year from qualified members of the Regular
Army or Regular Air Force (except in time of war, or
emergency declared by Congress)

215 Authority of Secretary of Air Force to authorize
payment of travel expenses and allowances for members
of Civil Air Patrol carrying out missions assigned by

% Air Force (in time of war, or of national emergency
declared by Congress or the President after May 27,

S1954)

225 Coast Guard as a service in the Navy (upon the
declaration of war or when the President directs)

226 Authority to (1) suspend law for selection, promo-
tion, or involuntary separation of Coast Guard
officers and (2) promote certain warrant officers (in
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time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
"~.* "" -. President or Congress)

227 Authority to order regular officers of Coast Guard on
retired list to active duty (in time of war or
national emergency)

228 Authority to order retired enlisted men of the Coast
Guard to active duty (in time of war or national
emergency)

229 Detention of members of Coast Guard beyond term of
enlistment (in time of war, or of national emergency
proclaimed by the President, and in the interest of
national defense)

232 wartime desertion from Coast Guard as a bar to
enlistment or appointment in the armed forces
(currently effective with respect to wartime
deserters)

232A Transportation of private-plant personnel engaged in
defense production (during a war, a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, or
whenever the Secretary (of Transportation] determines

- that it is necessary.

f 233 Suspension of certain provisions of law relating to
reserve commissioned officers of the Coast Guard (in
time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress)

237 Temporary connection, or construction, of facilities
for transmission of electric energy to prevent
shortages (in time of war, or of emergency requiring
immediate action)

239 Possession and control of property of Tennessee
Valley Authority for manufacture of explosives or
other war purposes (in time of war, or of national
emergency declared by Congress)

240 Espionage and protection of defense information (in
time of war, or of national emergency)

241 Collecting or delivering defense information to aid
enemy (in time of war)
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243 Espionage and protection of defense material (in time

of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress
or the President)

244 Seditious activities affecting armed forces (in time
of war)

245 Arrest of escaped prisoners of war by United States
marshals or military authorities (in time of war)

246 Wartime suspension of statutes of limitations (in
time of war)

254 Admission of insane prisoners of war, under the
jurisdiction of the Army or Navy, to St. Elizabeth's
Hospital (in time of war)

261 Exclusion of claims arising from combatant activities
of armed forces of jurisdiction of United States
district courts and tort claims procedure (in time of
war)

262 Administrative examination of monthly accounts of
armed forces disbursing officers (in time of war, or
during any emergency declared by Congress or the
President)

263 Time limitation on claims or demands by members of
the military or navel forces against the United
States (in time of war, or when war intervenes within
five years after claim accrues)

266 Military and civilian claims: property loss:
incident to service: members of uniformed services;
civilian officers and employees of the United States
(in time of war or armed conflict because of
political unrest or hostile acts)

268 Reduction or set-off against payments due an assignee
under a contract of the Department of Defense (in
time of war, or of national emergency proclaimed by
the President or by act or joint resolution of
Congress)

274 Suspension of certain provisions of law relating to

Federal recognition of commissioned officers of the
National Guard (in time of war, or of national
emergency declared by Congress)
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278 Requisition of supplies or military publications by
Department of Army or Air Force from National Guard
(in time of actual or threatened war)

279 Military claims: property loss; personal injury or
death: incident to certain National Guard activities
(in time of war or armed conflict or, if a war or

armed conflict intervenes, within two years after it
accrues)

280 Temporary promotions of personnel of ESSA serving in
a military department (in time of war, or national
emergency)

283 Orders for withholding of patents and secrecy of
certain inventions (in effect at the beginning of, or
during, war, or at the beginning of a national
emergency declared by the President)

284 Service flags and lapel buttons for families of
servicemen (during war or hostilities in which the
United States is engaged)

285 Commodores on the retired list holding a permanent
appointment are entitled, when on active duty, to pay
of a rear admiral, if they serve satisfactorily on
active duty for two years in that grade or in a
higher grade (in time of war or national emergency)

286 Suspension of hazardous duty and diving duty pay for
members of uniformed services (in time of war)

287 Suspension of payment of aviation career incentive
pay (in time of war)

297 Pay and allowances of commissioned officers exer-
cising command higher than grade (in time of war)

298A Health care services furnished to members of the
Armed Forces by VA

300 Exemption for construction of military, naval, and
Air Force reservations within the National Capital
and its environs (in time of war or national
emergency)

302 Suspension of maximum rental on leases of buildings
to military department for defense purposes (in time
of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress
or the President)
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303 Sale of war material, supplies, and equipment to any

foreign government (engaged in war with any
government with which the United States is at war)

307 Gives the Government the right of first refusal on
all natural resources.

308 Use of Public Health Service and its commissioned

corps (in time of war, or of emergency proclaimed by
the President)

309 Ouarantine of infected persons for protection of
members of armed forces and war workers (in time of
war)

315 Authority to suspend leases of outer Continental
Shelf lands (during a state of war, or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President after
August 7, 1953)

317 Destruction of military or naval records (during a
state of war between the United States and another
nation, or when hostile action by a foeign power
appears imminent)

319 Exemption of hospital ships from dues, taxes, and
pilotage charges (in time of war)

320 Restrictions on transfer of shipping facilities (in

. time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President)

327 Authority to waive formal application for radio
station construction permit or station license (in

% A time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President or Congress, and when necessary for the
national defense)

328 War powers of the President with respect to
communications (in time of war, threat of war,
national emergency proclaimed by the President,
public peril or disaster, or in order to preserve the
neutrality of the United States)

341 Restraint, regulation, and removal of alien enemies
(whenever there is a declared war, or any invasion or
predatory incursion is perpetrated, attempted , or
threatened against the United States by any foreign
nation or government)
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342 Authorizes the President to contract for war material
and force compliance. President may seize factories
if contract is not met.

343 Mandatory orders for ships or war material;
modification or cancellation of contracts; and
seizure of plants, ships, or war material (in time of

- war)

344 Release, use, sale, or other disposition of
stockpiled strategic and critical materials (only in
time of war, national emergency declared by the
President, or in the event of enemy attack upon the
continental United States, exclusive of Alaska)

34.h Suspension of licenses for sale and transportation,
or recapture of supplies, of helium by Secretary of
Interior, upon his determination (whenever Congress
or the President declares that a war or national
emergency exists)

346 Regulation of anchorage and movement of vessels in
territorial waters of United States (in time of
national emergency declared by the President, or
whenever the President finds that the security of the

.''. - United States is endangered by actual or threatened
war, invasion, insurrection, subversive activity, or
disturbances or threatened disturbances of the
international relations of the United States)

349 Authorization of employment, detail, or assignment of
personnel in the National Security Agency pending
completion of full field investigation (during war
declared by Congress or when the Secretary of Defense
determines it necessary in the national interest)

351 Suspension of restrictions concerning chemical and
biological warfare agents by the President (during
any war declared by Congress and during any national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

351A Reporting requirements for introducing troops into
hostilities

351B Requirement that the President maintain a file and
index of significant orders of the President (when
Congress declares war or the President a national
emergency)
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354 Authority of the President to license the use of
enemy patents, trademarks, or processes (during the
existence of a state of war)

355 Modification of physical and mental qualifications
for induction in National Security Training Corps
(except in time of war or national emergency declared

- by Congress)

356 Persons liable to induction by draft are permitted to
enlist in Regular Army for a period equal to the
induction period (except after a declaration of war
or national emergency by Congress)

357 Exemption of certain persons from induction who have
otherwise served (except in time of war or national
emergency declared by Congress)

358 Exemption of certain reservists or guardsmen from

induction who have otherwise served (except after a
declaration of war or national emeryency by

- - Congress)

359 exemption of sole surviving son from induction
(except during a war or national emergency declared
by Congress)

.. N M-

383 Blackouts in the District of Columbia (whenever a
state of war exists between the United States and any
foreign country or nation)

384 Evacuation from the District of Columbia (during the
existence of a state of war between the United States
and any foreign nation)
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TABLE B

-LAWS EFFECTIVE IN TIME OF NATIONAL EMERGENCY
DECLARED BY THE PRESIDENT

This table shows those laws that are effective by their
terms in time of national emergency declared by the President.
The *Item No." refers to a numbered item in Part I.

Item No. Subject

6 Recapture of floating dry dock and waterfront
accessories at New Orleans (Algiers), Louisiana,
Naval Air Station (in time of national emergency

*+ declared by the President)

7 Recapture of United States Destroyer and Submarine
Base, Squantum, Massachusetts (in time of national
emergency declared by the President)

19 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
Schuyler, New York (in time of war, or of national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

23 Authority to continue in effect appointments of
commissioned and warrant officers who are in a

* .~* missing status (until the termination of the national
emergency proclaimed by the President on December 16,
1950)

27 Recapture of certain land in Marion County, Indiana
(in time of war, or of national emergency declared by
the President or Congress)

28 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Camp
Planding Military Reservation, Florida (in time of
war declared by Congress or the President)

29 Recapture of Roston Army Base pier (in time of war
declared by Congress, or of national emergency
declared by the President)

31 Recapture of Martindale Auxiliary Field, San Antonio,
Texas (in time of war, or of national emergency
declared by Congress or the President)

36 Recapture of Camp Dodge Military Reservation, Iowa;
Polk County Target Range, Iowa; and other Iowa-owned
land used for National Guard purposes (in time of
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war, or national emergency, declared by Congress, or
of national emergency declared by the President)

41 Recapture of certain land near Houston, Texas (in
time of war or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

45 Recapture of land formerly the Bruns General Hospital
Area, Santa Fe, New Mexico (during a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

48 Recapture of certain part of Ethan Allen Air Force
Base, Colchester, Vermont (in time of national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

64 Return to United States ownership of Cl-SLAY-l type
vessels sold to Republic of China (during any war in
which the United States is participating and any
national emergency declared by the President)

69 Recapture of land formerly part of the Fort Miles
Military Reservation, Deleware (in time of national
emergency declared by the President or Congress)

72 Recapture of National Guard facility, Pier 91
Seattle, Washington (in time of war or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

75 Recapture of land in the Kisatchie National Forest,
Louisiana (during a national emergency declared by
the President or if the Secretary of Defense
determines it is in the interest of national
defense)

76 Initial appointments of civilian employees on other
than a permanent basis (until the termination of the
national emergency declared by the President on
December 16, 1950)

82 Entry of civilian employees on military service (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

84 Aliens who have remained outside the U.S. to avoid
training or service in the armed forces may be
excluded.

85 Imposes rules to be used by the President to control
the travel of aliens.
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. 88 Evasion or avoidance of training and service in the

S...armed forces as cause for loss of nationality (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President)

95 Composition and authorized strength of Ready Reserve
(in time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

96 Details the power of the President to deal with
insurrection within his border.

102 Suspension of laws limiting active duty officers (in
time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

103 Suspension of laws for promotion, or mandatory
retirement or separation, of regular warrant officers
(in time of war, or of emergency declared after May
29, 1954, by Congress or the President)

104 Suspension of laws for promotion, or mandatory
retirement or separation, of reserve warrant officers
(in time of war or of emergency declared after May
29, 1954 by Congress or the President)

* ... 104A Presidential appointment of temporary commissioned
officer grades (in time of war or national emergency
declared by Congress or the President)

104B Presidential suspension of laws relating to
promotion, involuntary retirement and separation of
commissioned officers (in time of war or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

107 Limitation on involuntary recall of members or units
of Ready Reserve (in time of national emergency
declared by Congress after January 1, 1953.

112 Extension of active duty agreements of Reserves

(during a war, or a national emergency declared by
Congress or the President after January 1, 1953)

113 Release of Reserves from active duty (in time of
war, or of national emergency declared by Congress or
the President after January 1, 1953)

115 Authorized strength of retired general and flag
officers may be exceeded
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124 Exemption of certain purchases and contracts from

formal advertising requirements (during a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, in a
national emergency, or when the public exigency will
not permit the delay incident to advertising)

128 Transportaton of private-plant personel engaged in
defense production (during a war, a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, or
whenever the Secretary concerned determines that it
is necessary)

131 Revocation of leases of non-excess property (in time
of national emergency declared by the President)

133 Normal rules for base closures may be suspended if

the President so certifies to Congress.

134A Authority of the Secretary of Defense to undertake
military construction projects in time of war or
national emergency

140 Authorized strength of Army generals may be exceeded

150 Hours and pay of laborers and mechanics producing
supplies and munitions (during a national emergency
declared by the President)

171 Authorized strength of retired navy flag officers on
active duty may be exceeded

179 Temporary promotions of Navy and Marine Corps warrant
and commissioned officers under 10 U.S.C. 5787 (only
in time of war or of national emergency declared by
the President)

188 Authority to order members of the Fleet Reserve or
Fleet Marine Corps Reserve to active duty (in time of
war, or of national emergency declared by Congress or
the President)

190 Release of members of the Fleet Reserve or Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve from active duty (in time of
war, or of national emergency declared by Congress or
the President after January 1, 1953)

194 Transportation and subsistence of certain persons on
naval vesseels at Government expense (in time of war,
or of national emergency declared by the President)
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202 Authorized strength of Air Force general officers may

be exceeded

215 Authorty of Secretary of Air Force to authorize
payment of travel expenses and allowance for members
of Civil Air Patrol carrying out missions assigned by
Air Force (in time of war, or of national emergency
declared by Congress or the President after May 27,
1954)

226 Authority to (1) suspend law for selection, promo-
tion, or involuntary separation of Coast Guard
officers and (2) promote certain warrant officers (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President or Congress)

229 Detention of members of Coast Guard beyond term of
enlistment (in time of war, or of national emergency
proclaimed by the President, and in the interest of
national defense)

232A Transportation of private-plant personnel engaged in
defense production (during a war, a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, or
whenever the Secretary [of Transportation] determines

*.1 that it is necessary)

"" "" 243 Espionage and protection of defense material (in time

of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress
or the President)

268 Reduction of set-off against payments due an assignee
under a contract of the Department of Defense (in
time of war, or of national emergency proclaimed by
the President or by Act or joint resolution of
Congress)

283 Orders for withholding of patents and secrecy of
certain inventions (in effect at the beginning of, or
during, war, or at the beginning of a national
emergency declared by the President)

298A Health care services furnished to members of the
Armed Forces by VA

302 Suspension of maximum rental or leases of buildings
to miltiary departments for defense purposes (in time
of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress
or the President)
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305 Authority to waive requirement for public advertising

'CV. for bids in disposal of surplus property (during a
national emergency declared by the President or
Congress, or to promote the public health, safety, or
national security)

315 Authority to suspend leases of outer Continental
Shelf lands (during a state of war, or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President after
August 7, 1953)

320 Restrictions on transfer of shipping facilities (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President)

322 Suspension of requirement relating to citizenship of
officers and crews of vessels documented under laws
of the United States (during a national emergency
proclaimed by the President)

323 Termination of charters of Maritime Administration
vessels without cost to the United States (whenever
the President proclaims that the security of the
national defense makes it advisable, or during a
national emergency proclaimed by the President)

325 Requisition, purchase, or charter of vessels by the
Secretary of Commerce (whenever the President pro-
claims that the security of the national defense
makes it advisable, or during a national emergency
proclaimed by the President)

327 Authority to waive formal application for radio
station construction permit or station license (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President or Congress, and when necessary for the
national defense)

328 War powers of the President with respect to commun-
ications (in time of war, threat of war, national
emergency proclaimed by the President, public peril
or disaster, or in order to preserve the neutrality
of the United States)

344 Release, use, sale, or other disposition of stock-
piled strategic and critical materials (only in time
of war, national emergency declared by the President,
or in the event of enemy attack upon the continental
United States, exclusive of Alaska)
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345 Suspension of licenses for sale and tranportation, or
recapture of supplies, of helium by Secretary of the
Interior, upon his determination (whenever Congress
or the President declares that a war or national
emergency exists)

346 Regulation of anchorage and movement of vessels in
territorial waters of United States (in time of
national emergency declared by the President, or
whenever the President finds that the security of the
United States is endangered by actual or threatened
war; invasion, insurrection, subversive activity, or
disturbances or threatened disturbances of the
international relations of the United States)

347 Purchase, requisition, or charter of vessels lying
idle in territorial waters of United States (whenever
the President proclaims that the security of the
national defense makes it advisable, or during a
national emergency proclaimed by the President)

350 National defense contracts exempt from certain
statutory limitations (during a national emergency
declared by the President or Congress and for six
months thereafter, or until such earlier time as

I 351Congress by concurrent resolution may designate)

351 Suspension of restrictions concerning chemical and
biological warfare agents by the President (during
any war declared by Congress and during any national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

351B Requirement that the President maintain a file and
index of significant orders of the President (when
Congress declares war or the President a national

*. emergency)

352 Grants the President the power to regulate the
foreign exchange.

366 Second War Powers Act, 1942, Title XIII: right to
-, inspect and audit plants, books,a nd records or war

contractors (until six months after the termination
of the national emergency proclaimed by the President
on December 16, 1950, or until such earlier date as
may be designated by Congress by concurrent
resolution or by the President)

367 Photographing, sketching, or making representations
of defense properties or materials prohibited (until
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six months after the termination of the national
emergency proclaimed by the President on December 16,
1950) -"

369 Recapture of airports disposed of as surplus (during
any national emergency declared by the President or
Congress)

370 Placement of vessels in the national defense reserve
fleet and use for benefit of a department or agency
(whenever the President proclaims that the security
of the national defense makes it advisable, or during
any national emergency proclaimed by the President)

1r
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TABLE C

LAWS EFFECTIVE IN TIME OF NATIONAL EMERGENCY
DECLARED BY CONGRESS

This table shows those laws that are effective by their

terms in time of national emergency declared by Congress. The
"Item No." refers to a numbered item in Part I.

Item No. Subject

11 Recapture of Port Newark Army Base, New Jersey (in

time of war, or of national emergency declared by

Congress)

18 Recapture of certain lands formerly part of Camp
Robinson, Arkansas (in time of war, or national
emergency, declared by Congress, or of emergency
declared by the President)

19 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
Schuyler, New York (in time of war, or of national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

24 Recapture of certain land of the Veterans' Adminis-
tration in Johnson City, Tennessee (in time of war,
or national emergency, declared by Congress, or of
emergency declared by the President)

25 Recapture of certain land in Windsor Locks,
-Connecticut (in time of war, or national emergency,

declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by the
President)

26 Recapture of certain land in the former Camp Butner
" Military Reservation (in time of war, or national

emergency, declared by Congress, or of emergency
declared by the President)

27 Recapture of certain land in Marion County, Indiana
(in time of war, or of national emergency declared by

- the President or Congress)

28 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Camp
Blanding Military Reservation, Florida (in time of
national emergency declared by Congress or the

President)

30 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
k. Bliss, Texas (in time of war or national emergency,
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declared by Congress or of emergency declared by the
President)

31 Recapture of Martindale Auxiliary Field, San Antonio,
Texas (in time of war, or of national emergency
declared by Congress or the President)

33 Recapture of certain land in Klamath County, Oregon
(in time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

35 Recapture of certain land in Austin, Texas (in time
of war, or national emergency, declared by Congress,
or of emergency declared by the President)

36 Recapture of Camp Dodge Military Reservation, Iowa;
Polk County Target Range, Iowa; and other Iowa-owned
land used for National Guard purposes (in time of
war, or national emergency, declared by Congress, or
of national emergency declared by the President)

38 Recapture of certain land near Lake Guernsey, Wyoming
(in time of war, or national emergency, declared by

JN Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

39 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
Devens, Massachusetts (in time of war, or national
emergency, or of emergency declared by the President) __41

41 Recapture of certain land near Houston, Texas (intime of war, or of national emergency declared by

Congress or the President)

45 Recapture of land formerly the Bruns General Hospital
area, Santa Fe, New Mexico (during a national
emergency declared by the President or Congress)

48 Recapture of certain part of Ethan Allen Air Force
Base, Colchester, Vermont (in time of national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

49 Recapture of certain land in the vicinity of
Williamsburg, Virginia (whenever Congress declares a
state of war or other national emergency, or the
President declares a state of emergency)

51 Recapture of certain land in Montgomery, West
Virginia (in time of war, or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by the

67 President)
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52 Recapture of certain land in Bexar County, Texas (in

time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of national emergency declared by the
President)

53 Recapture of land known as the Clackamas National
Guard target range, Clackamas, Oregon (whenever
Congress declares a state of war or other national
emergency or the President declares a state of
emergency)

56 Recapture of Esler Field, Louisiana (in time of war,
or national emergency, declared by Congress, or of
emergency declared by the President)

58 Recapture of certain parts of Veterans'
Administration Center Reservation, Los Angeles,
California (in time of war, or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by
thePresident)

59 Recapture of certain land formerly the United States
Marine Corps Air Station, Eagle Mountain Lake, Texas
(in time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

61 Recapture of certain land in York County, Virginia
(in time of war, or national emergency declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

62 Recapture of certain land in Boston Neck,
Narragansett, Washington County, Rhode Island (in
time of war, or national emergency declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

63 Recapture of certain part of Army and Navy General
Hospital reservation, Hot Springs National Park,
Arkansas (in time of war, or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by the
President)

66 Recapture of certain part of the Des Plaines Public
Hunting and Refuge Area and Joliet Arsenal Military
Reservation, Will County, Illinois (whenever Congress
declares a state of war or national emergency, or the
President declares a state of emergency)

69 Recapture of land formerly a part of the Fort Miles
Military Reservation, Deleware (in time of national
emergency declared by the President or Congress)
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72 Recapture of National Guard facility, Pier 91,
Seattle# Washington (in time of war or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

82 Entry of civilian employees on military service (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

89 Suspension of certain provisions of law relating to
reserve commissioned officers (in time of war, or of
national emergency declared by Congress)

95 Composition and authorized strength of Ready Reserve
(in time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

99 Term of enlistment in reserve components (at the
beginning of a war or of a national emergency
declared by Congress, or entered into during such a
war or emergency)

100 Term of enlistment of enlisted members transferred to
reserve components (in time of war or of national
emergency declared by Congress)

102 Suspension of laws limiting active duty officers (in
time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress or the President)

103 Suspension of laws for promotion, or mandatory
retirement or separation, of regular warrant officers
(in time of war, or of emergency declared after May
29, 1954, by Congress or the President)

104 Suspension of laws for promotion, or mandatory
retirement or separation, of reserve warrant officers
(in time of war or of emergency declared after May
29, 1954 by Congress or the President)

104A Presidential appointment of temporary commissioned
officer grades (in time of war or national emergency
declared by Congress or the President

104B Presidential suspension of laws relating to
promotion, involuntary retirement and separation of
commissioned officers (in time of war or of national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)
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106 Active duty of members or units of reserve components
(in time of war or of national emergency declared by
Congress)

109 Order to active duty (otner than for training) of
members or units of Standby Reserve (in time of war,
or of national emergency declared by Congress)

110 Order of members of Retired Reserve to active duty

(in time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress)

112 Extension of active duty agreements of Reserves
(during a war, or a national emergency declared by
Congress or the President after January 1, 1953)

113 Release of Reserves from active duty (in time of war,
or of national emergency declared by Congress or the
President after January 1, 1953)

115 Authorized strength of retired general and flag
officers may be exceeded

124 Exemption of certain purchases and contracts from
formal advertising requirements (during a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, in anational emergen"', or when the public exigency willnot permit the delay incident to advertising)

128 Transportation of private plant personnel engaged in
defense production (during a war, a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, or
whenever the Secretary concerned determines that it
is necessary)

135 Army Staff: Air Staff: limitation on number of
officers assigned or detailed for permanent duty in
the executive part of the Department of Army or Air
Force (not applicable in time of war, or of national
emergency, or when the President finds it in the
national interest)

137 Reappointment of Army Chief of Staff, Chief of Naval
Operations, Air Force Chief of Staff, and Commandant
of the Marine Corps for four-year term (in time of
war or national emergency declared by Congress after
December 31, 1968)

138 Discontinuance or consolidation of basic branches of
Army (for duration of any war, or any national

*emergency declared by Congress)
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140 Authorized strength of Army general officers may be

exceeded

171 Authorized strength of retired Navy flag officers on
active duty may be exceeded

(only during a war or national emergency declared
after May 5, 1954, by Congress or the President)

188 Authority to order members of the Fleet Reserve or
Fleet Marine Corps Reserve to active duty (in time of
war or of national emergency declared by Congress or
the President)

190 Release of members of the Fleet Reserve or Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve from active duty (in time of
war, or of national emergency declared by Congress or
the President after January 1, 1953)

192 Procurement of 20 percent of the aviation cadets each
fiscal year from qualified members from Regular Navy
and Regular Marine Corps (except in time of war, or
emergency declared by Congress)

202 Authorized strength of Air Force general officers may
be exceeded

Procurement of 20 percent of the aviation cadets each
fiscal year from qualified members of the Regular
Army or Regular Air Force (except in time of war, or
emergency declared by Congress)

204 Procurement of 20 percent of the aviation cadets each
fiscal year from qualified enlisted members of the
Regular Army or Regular Air Force (except in time of
war, or emergency declared by Congress)

215 Authority of Secretary of Air Force to authorize
payments of travel expenses and allowances for
members of Civil Air Patrol carrying out missions
assigned by Air Force (in time of war, or of national
emergency declared by Congress or the President after
May 27, 1954)

226 Authority to (1) suspend law for selection, promo-
tion, or involuntary separation of Coast Guard
officers and (2) promote certain warrant officers (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President or Congress)
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232A Transportation of private-plant personnel engaged in

defense production (during a war, a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, or
whenever the Secretary [of Transportation] determines
that it is necessary)

233 Suspension of certain provisions of law relating to
reserve commissioned officers of the Coast Guard (in
time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress)

239 Possession and control of property of Tennessee
Valley Authority for manufacture of explosives or for
other war purposes (in time of war, or of national
emergency declared by Congress)

243 Espionage and protection of defense material (in time
of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress
dr the President)

268 Reduction or set-off against payments due an assignee
under a contract of the Department of Defense (in
time of war, or of national emergency proclaimed by

the President or by act or joint resolution of
Congress)

274 Suspension of certain provisions of law relating to
Federal recognition of commissioned officers of the
National Guard (in time of war, or of national
emergency declared by Congress)

298A Health care services furnished to members of the
Armed Forces by VA

302 Suspension of maximum rental on buildings to military
departments for defense purposes (in time of war, or
of national emergency declared by Congress or the
President)

305 Authority to waive requirements for public adver-
tising for bids in disposal of surplus property
(during a national emergency declared by the
President or Congress or to promote the public
health, safety, or national security)

315 Authority to suspend leases of outer Continental
Shelf lands (during a state of war, or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President after
August 7, 1953)
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327 Authority to waive formal application for radio
station construction permit or station license (in
time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President or Congress, and when necessary for the
national defense)

345 Suspension of licenses for sale and transportation,
or recapture of supplies, of helium by Secretary of
the Interior, upon his determination (whenever
Congress or the President declares that a war or
national emergency exists)

350 National defense contracts exempt from certain
statutory limitations (during a national emergency
declared by the President or Congress and for six
months thereafer, or until such earlier time as
Congress by concurrent resolution may designate)

351 Suspension of restrictions concerning chemical and
biological warfare agents by the President (during
any war declared by Congress and during any national
emergency declared by Congress or the President)

355 Modification of physical and mental qualifications
for induction in National Security Training Corps
(except in time of war or national emergency declared
by Congress)

356 Persons liable to induction by draft are permitted to
enlist in Regular Army for a period equal to the
induction period (except after a declaration of war
or national emergency by Congress)

357 Exemption of certain persons from induction who have
otherwise served (except after a declaration of war
or national emergency by Congress)

358 Exemption of certain reservists and guardsmen from
induction who have otherwise served (except after A
declaration of war or national emergency by
Congress)

359 Exemption of sole surviving son from induction
(except during a war or national emergency declared
by Congress)

369 Recapture of airports disposed of as surplus (during
any national emergency declared by the President or
Congress)

484
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LAWS EFFECTIVE IN TIME OF NATIONAL EMERGENCY

This table shows those laws that are effective by their
terms in time of national emergency. None of these laws
require by their term a specific declaration of national
emergency by either the President or Congress. The "Item No."
refers to a numbered item in Part I.

Item No. Subject

2 Recapture of Hoboken Manufacturers' Railroad Company
(in time of war, or of national emergency)

3 Recapture of land formerly part of the Presidio of
San Francisco, California (in time of war, or of
national emergency)

13 Recapture of Hoboken Pier Terminals (in time of
national emergency, and upon order of the President)

14 Recapture of Fort Morgan, Alabama (in time of
national emergency)

21 Recapture of former Naval Air Station Kahului,
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii* or equivalent (in time of war
or national emergency)

32 Recapture of former Hughes Stout Plant occupied by
Texas National Guards Houston, Texas (in time of war
or national emergency)

37 Recapture of Jackson Barracks, Louisiana (in time of
national emergency)

40 Recapture of a certain part of the former O'Reilly
General Hospital, Springfield, Green County, Missouri
(in time of national emergency)

44 Recapture of land comprising Camp Livingston and Camp
Beauregard, Louisiana (during a national emergency)

46 Recapture of certain land on Anastasia Island,
Florida (in time of national emergency)

54 Recapture of Fort Preble Military Reservation, South
Portland, Maine (in time of war, or of a national
emergency)
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77 Authority to appoint retired members to a civilian
office in the Department of Defense within 180 days
after retirement (in time of national emergency)

78 President's plan as alternative to agent's recommend-
ation for comparability adjustment of civilian
employee pay (if, because of national emergency or
economic conditions, he considers recommended adjust-
ment inappropriate)

93 Purpose of reserve components (in time of war or of
national emergency and at such other time as
national security requires)

114 Suspends disability pay or other compensation of a
Reserve of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps or
Coast Guard ordered to extended active duty for more
than 30 days, unless it exceeds his active duty com-
pensation (in time of war, or of national emergency)

117 Detail of members of armed forces to assist foreign
governments (during a war, a declared national
emergency, or whenever the President considers it in
the public interest).

118 Certain articles of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice (in time of war; upon a declaration of war;
in time of national emergency; or in time of peace)

121 Retirement for physical disability of Regulars and
members on active duty for more than 30 days (in time
of war or national emergency)

122 Separation for physical disability of Regulars and
members on active duty for more than 30 days (in time
of war or national emergency)

123 Purpose of facilities for reserve components and use
by armed forces (in time of war or national
emergency)

124 Exemption of certain purchases and contracts from
formal advertising requirements (during a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, in a
national emergency, or when the public exigency will
not permit the delay incident to advertising)

160 Designation of officers of the Navy above the grade
of commander to comand fleets and occupy other high
positions (in time of war or national emergency)
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161 Designation of officers of the Marine Corps above the
grade of lieutenant colonel to exercise higher com-
mands and occupy other high positions (in time of war
or national emergency)

162 Suspension of grade limitations relating to Navy
admirals and vice admirals and Marine Corps generals
and lieutenant generals (during a war or national
emergency)

176 Suspension of provisions of 10 U.S.C. 5651-5661
relating to running mates (during a war or national
emergency)

177 Suspension of provisions of 10 U.S.C. 5701-5710
relating to selection boards for officers of the Navy
and Marine Corps (during a war or national
emergency)

178 Suspension of provisions of 10 U.S.C. 5751-5784
relating to promotion of officers of the Navy and
Marine Corps (during a war or national emergency)

187 Authority to order retired enlisted members of
Regular Navy or Regular Marine Corps to active duty
(in time of war or national emergency)

227 Authority to order regular officers of Coast Guard on
retired list to active duty (in time of war or
national emergency)

228 Authority to order retired enlisted men of the Coast
Guard to active duty (in time of war or national
emergency)

235 Recapture of Fort McHenry (in a national emergency)

240 Espionage and protection of defense information (in
time of war or of national emergency)

280 Temporary promotions of personnel of ESSA serving in
a military department (in time of war or national
emergency)

281 Transfer of vessels, equipment stations, and per-
sonnel of Environmental Science Service Administra-
tion to a miltiary department (when the President
finds that a sufficient national emergency exists)
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285 Commodores on the retired list holding a permanent

appointment are, when on active duty, entitled to the
pay of an admiral of the upper half, if they serve
satisfactorily on active duty for two years in that
grade or in a higher grade (in time of war or
national emergency)

300 Exemption for construction on military,.naval, and
Air Force reservations within the National Capital
and its environs (in time of war or national
emergency)

301 Suspension of laws relating to pay of laborers and
mechanics under certain contracts to which the United
States is a party (in time of national emergency)

344 Stockpiling of strategic and critical materials (in
time of national emergency)

351A Reporting requirements for introducing troops into
hostilities
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TABLE E

Laws Effective in Time of Emergency

This table shows those laws that are effective by their
ters in time of emergency. Some of these laws require by

their terms a specific declaration of emergency by either the
President or Congress. The NItem No." refers to a numbered
itei in Part I.

Item No. Subject

1 Recapture of certain part of the military reservation
on Anastasia Island, Florida (in an emergency)

4 Recapture of municipal aviation field at Tucson,
Arizona (in an emergency, or when considered advis-
able)

5 Recapture of aviation field at Yuma, Arizona (in an
emergency, or when considered advisable by the
Secretary of the Air Force)

18 Recapture of certain lands formerly part of Camp
Robinson, Arkansas (in time of war, or national
emergency, declared by Congress, or of emergency
declared by the President)

24 Recapture of certain land of the Veterans' Adminis-
tration in Johnson City, Tennessee (in time of war,
or national emergency, declared by Congress, or of
emergency declared by the President)

25 Recapture of certain land in Windsor Locks,
Connecticut (in time of war, or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by the
President)

26 Recapture of certain land in the former Camp Butner
Military Reservation, North Carolina (in time of war,
or national emergency declared by Congress, or of
emergency declared by the President)

30 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
Bliss, Texas (in time of war or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by the
President)
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33 Recapture of certain land in Klamath County, Oregon
(in time of war, or national emergency declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

35 Recapture of certain land in Austin, Texas (in time
of war, or national emergency, declared by Congress,
or of emergency declared by the President)

38 Recapture of certain land near Lake Guernsey, Wyoming
(in time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

39 Recapture of certain land formerly part of Fort
Devens, Massachusetts (in time of war, or national
emergency declared by Congress, or of emergency
declared by the President)

49 Recapture of certain land in the vicinity of
Williamsburg, Virginia (whenever Congress declares a
state of war or other national emergency, or the
President declares a state of emergency)

51 Recapture of certain land in Montgomery, West
Virginia (in time of war, or national emergency,
declared by Congress, or of emergency declared by the
President)

52 Recapture of certain land in Bexar County, Texas (in
time of war, or national emergency declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

53 Recapture of land known as the Clackamas National
Guard target range, Clackamas, Oregon (whenever
Congress declares a state of war or other national
emergency, or the President declares a state of
emergency)

56 Recapture of Esler Field, Louisiana (in time of war,
or national emergency, declared by Congress, or of
.emergency declared by the President)

58 Recapture of certain part of Veterans' Administration
Center Reservation, Los Angeles, California (in time
of war, or national emergency, declared by Congress,
or of emergency declared by the President)

59 Recapture of certain land formerly the United States
*Marine Corps Air Station, Eagle Mountain Lake, Texas

(in time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress or of emergency declared by the President)
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Recapture of certain land in York County, Virginia
(in time of war, or national emergency, declared by
Congress, or of emergency declared by the President)

62 Recapture of certain land in Boston Neck,
Narragansett, Washington County, Rhode Island (in

'time of war, or national emergency, declared byCongress, or of emergency declared by the President)

63 Recapture of certain part of Army and Navy General
Hospital reservation, Hot Springs National Park,
Arkansas (in time of war, of national emergency,
declared by Congress, or emergency declared by the
President)

66 Recapture of certain part of the Des Plaines Public
Hunting and Refuge area and Joliet Arsenal Military
Reservation, Will County, Illinois (whenever Congress
declares a state of war or national emergency, or the
President declares a state of emergency)

80 Offers preservation of successive step-increase to
civilian employees who continuous service is
interrupted by service in the armed forces.

S-,., 96 Details the power of the President to deal with
insurrection within his border.

101 Duration of temporary enlistments in an armed force
(in time of war or emergency declared by Congress)

149 Employment of contract surgeons (in an emergency)

155 Emergency construction of temporary forts, air bases,
or fortifications (in an emergency)

247 Extension of time for performance of certain Acts
under the Tariff Act of 1930, and free importaton of
food, clothing, and medical supplies for relief work
(whenever the President, by proclamation, declares an
emergency to exist by reason of a state of war or
otherwise)

262 Administrative examination of monthly accounts of
armed forces disbursing officers (in time of war, or
during any emergency declared by Congress or the
President)

275 Extension of enlistments in National Guard (if an
emergency is declared by Congress)
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305A Details procedures for the disposal of urban lands
and the acquisition or change of use of real
property.

308 Use of Public Health Service and its commissioned
corps (in time of war, or of emergency proclaimed by
the President)

321 Exceptions and conditions to foreign sales of
-i passenger vessels (in time of emergency)

324 Waiver of requirement for transportation of cargo on
Unied States-flag vessels (whenever the Congress by
concurrent resolution or otherwise, or the President
or the Secretary of Defense, declares that an
emergency exists)
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TABLE F
Laws Effective During a Definite Period

Fixed by the Particular Statute

This table shows those laws that are effective during a
definite stated period or until the happening of a stated
event. Most of these laws are temporary in nature and will
expire on the date fixed or upon the happening of the stated
event. The "Item No." refers to a numbered item in Part I.

Item No. Subject

23 Authority to continue in effect appointments of
commissioned and warrant officers who are in a
missing status (until the termination of the national
emergency proclaimed by the President on December 16,
1950)

70 Prohibits disposal of Bolling-Anacostia complex
except for iterim lease of facilities to FAA (until
January 1, 1980)

71 Authority to receive foreign decorations, orders, and
emblems for service in Vietnam after February 28,
1961 (during certain periods of armed conflict or
hostilities in Vietnam and one year thereafter)

76 Initial appointments of civilian employees on other
than a permanent basis (until the termination of the
national emergency declared by the President on
December 16, 1973)

83 Authority for special milk program for armed forces
ration (until December 31, 1981)

87 Service during Vietnam or other subsequent armed
conflict as a basis to reduce naturalization
requirements

119 Excepts, from maximum amount entitled to interest,
foreign duty savings deposits of members missing as
defined in 37 U.S.C. 551(2) (made during Vietnam
conflict, beginning February 28, 1961 and ending on
the date designated by Executive Order as the date of
the termination of combatant activities in Vietnam)

222 Insurance of servicemen's home mortgages by the
Federal Housing Commissioner (until May 20, 1983)
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223 Insurance of mortgages by the Federal Housing
Commissioner on housing for civilians at certain
research and development installations (until May 20,
1983)

224 Insurance on mortgages by the Federal Housing
Commissioner on off-base rental housing at armed
services installations and certain research and
development installations (until May 20, 1983)

248 Financial assistance for school maintenance and
operation in areas affected by Federal activities
(until September 30, 1983)

249 Financial assistance for school construction in areas
9 affected by Federal activities (until September 30,
1983)

288 Special pay for physicians, dentists, optometrists,
and veterinarians entering on active duty

289 Bonus for enlistment or extension of enlistment or
reenlistment in skills designated critical (until
March 31, 1983)

291 Special pay to nuclear-qualified submarine officers
who extend their period of active service (until
September 30, 1987)

292 Qualified naval enlisted personnel may obtain reen-
listment bonus for nuclear-trained duty requirements
provided agreements are entered by June 30, 1975

295 [Monthly allowance to certain missing members with
dependents who are not entitled to family separation
allowance (during Vietnam conflict ending on date
designated by Executive Order as the date of
termination of combat activities in Vietnam)

310 Wage credits under title II of the Social Security
Act for military service (before January 1, 1975)

326 War-risk insurance of agencies of the United States
for protection of vessels, cargoes, and crews (until
September 30, 1984)

340 Aviation insurance of agencies of the United States
(until September 30, 1987)

362 Termination of induction authority (July 1, 1973)
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366 Second War Powers Act, 1942, Title XIII: right to
inspect and audit plants, books, and records of war
contractors (until six months after the termination
of the national emergency proclaimed by the President
on December 16, 1950, or until such earlier date as
may be designated by Congress by concurrent
resolution or by the President)

367 Photographing, sketching, or making representations
of defense properties or materials prohibited (until
six months after the termination of the national
emergency proclaimed by the President on December 16,
1950)

368 Renegotiation Act of 1951: procedures for elimi-
nating profits under contracts with the Department of
Defense, the military departments, and certain other
departments and agencies (until December 31, 1975)

371 Requires allocation of supplies of materials and
equipment in order to maximize domestic energy
supplies (if directed by the President prior to
January 1, 1985)

372 System for determining priorities and allocations of
materials and facilities for national defense under
title I of the Defense Production Act of 195U (until
September 30, 1982, unless sooner terminated by
concurrent resolution of Congress or proclamation of
the President)

373 Expansion of productive capacity and supply under
title III of the Defense Production Act of 1950
(September 30, 1982, unless sooner terminated by
concurrent resolution of the Congress or proclamation
of the President)

374 Encouragement of small business under title VII of
the Defense Production Act of 1950 (until
September 30, 1982, unless sooner terminated by con-
current resolution of the Congress or proclamation of
the President)

375 Employment of experts and consultants under the
Defense Production Act of 1950 (until March 31, 1983,
unless sooner terminated by concurrent resolution of
the Congress or proclamation of the President)

380 Authorizes (1) payment of travel expenses and per
diem for students at civil defense training schools,
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(2) procurement and maintenance and loan or grant of
certain equipment to States, and (3) payments to
States, for civil defense personnel and administra-
tive expenses

381 Export controls (until September 30, 1983, unless
sooner terminated by concurrent resolution of
Congress or proclamation of the President)
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TABLE G

Laws Effective in Miscellaneous Circumstances

This table shows those laws that are effective in miscel-
laneous circumstances related to a war or an emergency. The
lItem No." refers to a numbered item in Part I.

Item No. Subject

4 Recapture of municipal aviation field at Tucson,
Arizona (in an emergency, or when considered advis-
able)

5 Recapture of aviation field at Yuma, Arizona (in an
emergency, or when considered advisable by the
Secretary of the Air Force)

S Recapture of certain rights-of-way in Arlington,
Virginia (when in the judgment of the President an
emergency exists that requires the use of the
property for public defense)

10 Recapture of certain land in Hawaii (when in the
judgment of the President an emergency exists that
requires the use of the property for public defense)

12 Recapture of Fort Schuyler, New York (when in the
judgment of the Secretary of the Army an emergency
exists that requires the use of the property for
public defense)

68 Expression of the United States determination to
prevent extension of communist influence in, and
from, Cuba

71 Authority to receive foreign decorations, orders, and
emblems for service in Vietnam after Februrary 28,
1961 (during certain period of armed conflict or
hostilities in Vietnam and one year thereafter)

75 Recapture of land in the Kisatchie National Forest,
Louisiana (during a national emergency declared by
the President or if the Secretary of Defense
determines it is in the interest of national
defense)

79 Advances of pay may be made to a civilian employee of
the United States (in case of emergency evacuation)

.
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81 Benefits for persons ((1) missing, (2) missing in
action, (3) interned in a foreign country, (4)
captured, beleaguered, or besieged by a hostile
force, or (5) detained in a foreign country)

90 Transfer, reassignment, or consolidation or any
function assigned to the military services (if the
President determines that it is necessary because of
hostilities or imminent threat of hostilities)

92 Limitation on tour of duty of a member, or of the
Director, of the Joint Staff (except in time of war)

93 Purpose of reserve components (in time of war or
national emergency and at such other time as the
national security requires)

94 Basic policy for order of Army (Air) National Guard
of United States into Federal service (whenever
Congress determines that more units and organizations
are needed for the national security than are in the
regular components of the ground and air forces)

96 Details the power of the President to deal with
insurrection within his border.

97 Arming of American vessels or aircraft (during a war
and at any other time when the President determines
that the security of the United States is threatened,
etc.)

108 Authority for President to call 50,000 members of te
selected reserve to active duty for 90 days without
having to declare an emergency

.110 Active duty agreement of Reserves (not applicable in
time of war declared by Congress)

il Authorize periods of active duty under written
agreement for reservists of not longer than five
years (not applicable in time of war)

113 Release of Reserves from active duty (not applicable
to an armed force during a period of demobilization
or reduction in strength)

116 Accumulation of leave by a member of the armed forces
(in a missing status)
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117 Detail of members of armed forces to assist foreign
Wk, governments (during a war, a declared national

emergency, or whenever the President considers it in
the public interest)

118 Certain articles of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice (in time of war; upon a declaration of war;
in time of national emergency; or in time of peace)

120 Gold star lapel buttons for families of servicemen
who died (during World War I or II or subsequent
armed hostilities or conflict)

124 Exemptions of certain purchases and contracts from
formal advertising requirements (during a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, in a
national emergency, or when the public exigency will
not permit the delay incident to advertising)

125 Allows the Secretary of a military department to lend
equipment to the American Red Cross for use in
training

126 Acceptance of services, cooperation, and the assis-
tance to United Seamen's Service (whenever the
President finds it necessary in the interest of
United States couitments abroad)

127 Authorises cooperation with the United Seaman's
Service in providing facilities and services to U.S.
merchant seamen in foreign areas (when the President
finds it necessary in the interest of U.S. commitaent
abroad)

128 Transportation of private-plant personnel engaged indefense production (during a war, a national

emergency declared by Congress or the President, or
whenever the Secretary concerned determines that it
is necessary)

129 Acquisition of real property by condemnation for
defense purposes (in time of war or when war is
imminent)

130 Acquisition of property by condemnation for lumber
production (in time of war or when war is iminent)

131 Lease of non-excess property (whenever the Secretary
of a military department considers it advantageous to
the United States)
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132 Authorizes real property acquisition when urgency
does not allow delay necessary for enactment of an
authorization

134 Military claims: property loss: personal injury or
deaths incident to noncombat activities of the Army,
Navy, Air Force, or Coast Guard (in time of war or
armed conflict, or if a war or armed conflict inter-
venes within two years after it accrues)

135 Army Staff: Air Staff: limitation on number of
officers assigned or detailed for permanent duty in
the executive part of the Department of the Army or
Air Force (not applicable in time of war, or of
national emergency declared by Congress, or whenever
the President finds that it is in the national
interest to increase the number of officers)

13C Army Staff: Air Staff: limitation on tour of duty
of commissioned officers in the executive part of the
Department of the Army or Air Force (not applicable
in time of war, or of national emergency declared by
Congress)

141 Persons not qualified for original enlistment in the
Army or Air Force (in time of peace)

146 Call of members or units of Army National Guard or
Air National Guard into active Federal service (when-
ever the United States is invaded or is in danger of
invasion by a foreign nation, there is a rebellion or
danger of rebellion against the authority of the
Government of the United States, or the President is
unable with the regular forces to execute the laws of
the United States)

148 Decorations and awards to members of armed forces for
valor (in action against an enemy of the United
States or other armed conflict)

151 Priority of mandatory orders for necessary products
or materials (in time of war or when war is immi-
nent)

152 Seizure of plants and manufacture in seized plants
(in time of war or when war is imminent)

153 Use of proceeds from operating a public utility in
connection with operations of the Corps of Engineers
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of the Army, or of the Air Force, in the field over-
seas (during actual or threatened hostilities)

156 Lease of buildings in the District of Columbia (in
time of war or when war is imminent)

158 Exemption of bureau chiefs from sea duty (except in
time of war)

170 Limitation on number of retired flag officers on
active duty (except in time of war or national
emergency)

172 Enlisted members of naval service retained aboard a
vessel in foreign waters beyond term of enlistment
entitled to 25 percent increase in basic pay (except
in time of war)

181 Hospitalization, medical treatment, transportation,
and subsistence for members of Naval Reserve or
Marine Corps Reserve who become ill or contract
disease in line of duty while on active duty, or
performing inactive duty training (in time of peace)

189 Authority to order members of Fleet Reserve or Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve to aative duty for training (in
time of peace)

190 Release of members of Fleet Reserve or Fleet Marine
Corps Reserve from active duty (not applicable during
a period of demobilizaiton or reduction in strength
of the Navy or Marine Corps)

193 Extension of obligated tour of active duty of
aviation pilots of Naval Reserve and Marine Corps
Reserve (in time of peace)

195 Contracts for construction, alteration, furnishing,
or equipping of naval vessels are subject to 41
U.S.C. 35-45 (unless the President determines that
this requirement is not in the interest of national
defense)

195A Restriction on construction of naval vessels in
foreign shipyards (unless the President determines it
in the national interest to permit such
construction)

206 Appointment as commissioned officers of Air Force
reserve of aviation cadets with wartime service as
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commissioned or flight officers in Army or Air Force
(currently effective with respect to wartime
service)

225 Coast Guard as a service in the Navy (upon the
declaration of war or when the President directs)

229 Detention of members of Coast Guard beyond term of
enlistment (in time of war, or of national emergency
proclaimed by the President, and in the interest of
national defense)

230 Procurement of 20 percent of the aviation cadets each
fiscal year from qualified enlisted members of the
Coast Guard (except in time of war, or of emergency
declared by Congress)

232A Transportation of private-plant personnel engaged in
defense production (during a war, a national
emergency declared by Congress or the President, or
whenever the Secretary [of Transportation] determines
that it is necessary)

234 President may prohibit imports, seize vessels, and
use land and naval forces to prevent discrimination
against certain American interests (during existence
of a war in which the United States is not engaged)

236 Requisition of power projects for manufacture of
munitions (when the President considers, as evidenced
by a written report to the licensee, that the safety
of the Untited States demands it)

237 Temporary connection, or construction, of facilities
for transmission of electric energy to prevent short-
ages (in time of war or of emergency requiring
immediate action)

238 Transmission of TVA power to Atomic Energy Commission
and Department of Defense (whenever the President
.certifies that an emergency need exists)

242 Detention of armed vessels (during any war in which
the United States is neutral)

250 Prohibited activities during period of United States
neutrality (whenever the President, or Congress by
concurrent resolution, finds that a state of war
exists between foreign states, and that it is
necessary to promote the security or preserve the
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peace of the United States, or to protect the lives
of its citizens)

251 Military assistance programs with, and use of armed
forces for protection of, Middle East nations (until
the President determines that the peace and security
of those nations are assured, unless the authority is
terminated earlier by concurrent resolution of
Congress)

252 Disposition of foreign decorations awarded for active
field service (in time of combat operations)

253 Defense of the Panama Canal when attacked or when
threatening conditions exist

255 Income tax exemption for certain members of the armed
forces who served in a combat zone, and income and
estate tax exemption for members who died as a result
of service (in a combat zone during). Postponement
of liability for filing return or paying tax (during
service, or hospitalization as result of service, in
a combat zone and 180 days thereafter). Time
extension for filing claims.

257 Suspension of certain periods of limitation of gain
from sale or exchange of residence of members of the
armed forces (serving on extended active duty)

259 Exemption of tax on toll telephone service for
members of armed forces (within a combat zone)

263 Time limitation on claims or demands by members of
the military or naval forces against the United
States (in time of war, or when war interenes within
five years after claim accrues)

266 Military and civilian claims: property loss:
incident to service: members of uniformed services;
civilian officers and employees of the United States
(in time of war or armed conflict or because of
political unrest or hostile acts)

270 Organization and composition of units of Army [Air]
National Guard same as those prescribed for Army [Air
Force] subject to such general exceptions as the
Secretary concerned may authorize (in time of peace)
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271 Authority of President to (1) detail a commissioned
officer of Regular Army to perform duties of chief of .
staff for each fully organized division of Army
National Guard, and (2) detail a commissioned officer
of Regular Air Force to perform similar duties for
each fully organized division of the Air National
Guard (in time of peace)

272 Prohibition against States, territories, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, the Canal Zone, or the District
of Columbia maintaining troops other than those of
its National Guard and defense forces (in time of
peace)

273 Authority of States, territories, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, the Canal Zone, or the District of
Columbia to use its National Guard or its defense
forces within its borders (in time of peace)

276 Prohibition against extension of enlistments in
active or inactive National Guard (in time of peace)

277 Discharge of enlisted members of National Guard
before expiration of enlistment (in time of peace)

278 Requisition of supplies or military publications by
United States from National Guard (in time of actual
or threatened war)

279 Military claims: property loss; personal injury or
death: incident to certain National Guard activities
(in time of war or armed conflict, or if a war or
armed conflict intervenes within two years after it
accrues)

* 282 Authorizes the Defense and Commerce Departments to
prescribe joint regulations governing the duties of
the Environmental Science Services Administration (in
time of peace in preparation for its duties in war)

284 Service flags and lapel buttons for families of
servicemen (during war or hostilities in which the
United States is engaged)

290 Special pay for duty subject to hostile fire or
explosion (except in time of war declared by
Congress)

294 Limitation on payment of dislocation allowance for
members of uniformed services (not applicable in time
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of war, or national emergency declared after April 1,
-p 1955)

295 Authorization of family separation allowance (except
in time of war or national emergency declared by
Congress after October 1963) and $30 monthly
allowance for members separated from dependents but
not qualifying for an allowance under 37 U.S.C.
427(b) (during the Vietnam conflict)

296 Benefits for members of the uniformed service ((1)
missing, (2) missing in action, (3) interned in a
foreign country, (4) captured, beleaguered, or
besieged, (5) detained in a foreign country, (6)
injured or (7) ill)

298 Advances of pay may be made directly to military or
Public Health Service dependents (in cases of
emergency evacuation from overseas areas)

299 Provides mailing privileges for members of United
States armed forces and of friendly foreign nations
(where the armed forces are engaged in action against
an enemy of the United States, engaged in military
operations involving armed conflict with a hostile
foreign force, or serving with a friendly foreign
force in an armed conflict in which the United States
is not a belligerent)

304 Limitation or exemption of eight-hour day, forty-hour
week requirement in public contracts (when necessary
to avoid serious impairment of the conduct of
Government business)

305 Authority to waive requirement for public advertising
for bids on disposal of surplus property (during a
national emergency declared by the President or
Congress or to promote the public health, safety, or
national security)

305A Details procedures for the disposal of urban lands
and the acquisition or change of use of real
property

307 Gives the government the right of first refusal on
all natural resources.

311 Transfer of certain categories of materials for
military application to another nation (whenever the
President determines that it will promote and will
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not constitute an unreasonable risk to common defense
and security)

312 Communication or exchange of Restricted Data with
another nation or regional defense organization

(whenever the President determines that it will
promote and will not constitute an unreasonable risk
to common defense or security)

313 Prohibits withdrawals, reservations, or restrictions
of more than 5,000 acres of public lands by the
Department of Defense for defense purposes, except by
Act of Congress (except in time of war, or national
emergency declared by Congress or the President after
February 28, 1958)

. 314 Payments to grazing permit-holders when public lands

used for grazing purposes are withdrawn (for war or
national defense purposes)

316 Suspension of requirements for filing and preserva-
tion of documents (in the event of an attack or
threatened attack upon the continental United
States)

317 Destruction of military or naval records (during a
state of war between the United States and another
nation, or when hostile action by a foreign power
appears imminent)

318 Waiver of compliance with navigation and vessel
inspection laws (upon request of the Secretary of
Defense to the extent deemed necessary in the
interest of national defense by the Secretary of
Defense)

323 Termination of charters of Maritime Administration
vessels without cost to the United States (whenever
the President proclaims that the security of the
national defense makes it advisable, or during a
national emergency proclaimed by the President)

325 Requisition, purchase, or charter of vessels by the
Secretary of Commerce (whenever the President pro-
claims that the security of the national defense
makes it advisable, or during a national emergency
proclaimed by the President)

327 Authority to waive formal application for radio
station construction permit or station license (in
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time of war, or of national emergency declared by the
President or Congress, and when necessary for the
national defense)

328 War powers of the President with respect to commun-
ications (in time of war, threat of war, national
emergency proclaimed by the President, public peril
or disaster, or in order to preserve the neutrality
of the United States)

329 Authority of Governor of Virgin Islands (in case of
rebellion or invasion, or imminent danger thereof,
when the public safety requires it)

330 Authority of Governor of Guam (to prevent or suppress
violence, insurrection, rebellion, or invasion)

332 Retains right of President to establish naval
defensive sea areas and naval air space reservations
around and over the islands of Guam, American Samoa,
and the Virgin Islands (which he deems necessary for
national defense)

333 The President may exclude from the current
jurisdiction of Guam persons found, acts performed,
and offenses committed on property of the United
States under the control of the Secretary of Defense
(to such extent and in such circumstances as he finds

*required in the interest of national defense)

335 Exercise of authority and discharge of duties under
the Federal Aviation Act (Administrator must consider
needs of national defense)

336 Military aircraft authorized to deviate from air
traffic rules issued by the Federal Aviation Agency
(when essential because of military necessity
determined by appropriate military authority after
notifying the Administrator of the Federal Aviation
Agency)

337 Duties of Administrator of the Federal Aviation
Agency with respect to navigable airspace and needs
of national defense (except for those needs of
military which are peculiar to air warfare and
primarily of military concern)

338 Extension of jurisdiction of Federal Aviation Agency
to areas outside the United States (whenever the

* 507
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President determines that such action would be in the
national interest)

339 Security control of air traffic in the airspace of

the United States (whenever the Administrator of the
Federal Aviation Agency finds it necessary in the
interests of the national defense and after

consultation with the Department of Defense)

341 Restraint, regulation, and removal of alien enemies
(whenever there is a declared war, or any invasion or
predatory incursion is perpetrated, attempted, or
threatened against the United States by any foreign
nation or government)

344 Disposal of stockpiles strategic and critical
materials prohibited, without prior notice to
Congress (except where the revised determination is
based on the obsolescence of that material for use in
time of war); release, use, sale, or other
disposition (in time of war, national emergency
declared by the President, or in the event of an
enemy attack upon the continental United States,
exclusive of Alaska)

346 Regulation of anchorage and movement of vessels in
territorial waters of United States (in time of
national emergency declared by the President, or
whenever the President finds that the security of the
United States is endangered by actual or threatened
war, invasion, insurrection, subversive activity, or
disturbances or threatened disturbances of the
international relations of the United States)

347 Purchase, requistion, or charter of vessels lying
idle in territorial waters of United States (whenever
the President proclaims that the security of the
national defense makes it advisable, or during a
national emergency proclaimed by the President)

348 Powers and duties of the Secretary of Defense with
respect to the Defense Industrial Reserves (the
Secretary of Defense is directed in the interest of
national security to manage and protect ourIIndustrial Reserves)

349 Authorization of employment, detail, or assignment of
personnel in the National Security Agency pending
completion of full field investigation (during war
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** declared by Congress or when the Secretary of Defense
determines it necessary in the national interest)

351A Reporting requirement for introducing troops into
hostilities

361 Authority of the President to suspend voluntary
enlistment in the armed forces (whenever Congress or
the President declares that the national interest is
imperiled)

363 Mandatory orders of materials and articles for
industrial mobilization (whenever the President
determines it is in the interest of national security
to obtain prompt delivery for use of the armed forces
or the Atomic Energy Commission)

364 Rights and benefits for members of armed forces under
Soldiers' and Sailor's Civil Relief Act of 1940

365 Power of attorney executed during Vietnam era by
military person who is later in a missing status
which designates spouse or relative shall not expire
while person is in such status unless instrument
clearly provided to the contrary.-")

370 Placement of vessels in the national defense reserve

fleet and use for benefit of a department or agency
(whenever the President proclaims that the security
of the national defense makes it advisable, during
any national emergency proclaimed by the President)
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PART III
TABLE OF LAWS DIGESTED
a. Uncodified Laws

Feb. 21, 1925, ch. 282, 43 Stat. 959
Feb. 26, 1925, ch. 340, 43 Stat. 984
Mar. 3, 1925, ch. 450, 43 Stat. 1129
Apr. 12, 1926, ch. 116, 44 Stat. 241
May 29, 1926, ch. 424, 44 Stat. 677
May 14, 1930, ch. 278, 510, 46 Stat. 332
May 29, 1930, ch. 350, 46 Stat. 479
Feb. 28, 1933 ch. 135, 47 Stat. 1367
June 19, 1936, ch. 604, 49 Stat. 1535
June 20, 1936, ch. 636, 49 Stat. 1557
Aug. 19, 1937, ch. 697, 50 Stat. 696
June 21, 1938, ch. 557, 52 Stat. 833
June 28, 1946, ch. 513, 60 Stat. 332
June 30, 1950, ch. 429, 64 Stat. 310
Sept 5, 1950, ch. 850, 64 Stat. 591
June 5, 1952, ch. 371, 66 Stat. 128
July 16, 1952, ch. 884, 66 Stat. 727
May 27, 1953, ch. 73, 67 Stat. 38
June 6, 1953, ch. 107, 67 Stat. 54
Mar. 26, 1954, ch. 105, 68 Stat. 31
Apr. 12, 1954, ch. 133, 68 Stat. 50
June 4, 1954, ch. 262, 68 Stat. 171
July 14, 1954, ch. 482, 68 Stat. 474
July 27, 1954, ch. 579 5103, 6d Stat. 474
Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1081, 68 Stat. 974
Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1082, 68 Stat. 975
Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1083, 68 Stat. 977
Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1087, 68 Stat. 980
June 1, 1955, ch. Il1, 69 Stat. 68
June 1, 1955, ch. 112, 69 Stat. 70
June 1, 1955, ch. 114, 69 Stat. 79
June 16, 1955, ch. 146, 69 Stat. 13d
July 11, 1955, ch. 305, 69 Stat. 293
Aug. 9, 1955, ch. 661, 69 Stat. 592
Feb. 15, 1956, ch. 38, 70 Stat. 17
Feb. 18, 1956, ch. 60, 70 Stat. 20
May 14, 1956, ch. 269, 70 Stat. 156
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Jun. 19, 1956, ch. 408, 70 Stat. 296
Jun. 25, 1956, ch. 440, 70 Stat. 334
Jul. 14, 1956, ch. 592, 70 Stat. 536
Jul. 14, 1956, ch. 6U5, 70 Stat. 550
Jul. 18, 1956, ch. 630, 70 Stat. 576
Jul. 20, 1956, ch. 649, 70 Stat. 590
Jul. 27, 1956, ch. 753, 70 Stat. 697
Aug. 1, 1956, ch. 823, 70 Stat. 793
Pub. L. 85-185, 71 Stat. 467
Pub. L. 85-204, SS3, 4, 71 Stat. 479
Pub. L. 85-236, 71 Stat. 516
Pub. L. 85-258, S6, 71 Stat. 583
Pub. L. 85-260, 71 Stat. 584
Pub. L. 85-545, 72 Stat. 401
Pub. L. 85-548, 54, 72 Stat. 404
Pub. L. 86-323. 54, 73 Stat. 595
Pub. L. 86-473, 74 Stat. 143
Pub. L. 86-611, 52(b), 75 Stat. 370
Pub. L. 87-654, 76 Stat. 530
Pub. L. 87-733, 76 Stat. 697
Pub. L. 88-228, S3, 77 Stat. 470
Pub. L. 89-188, 5607(b), 79 Stat. 818
Pub. L. 89-257, 79 Stat. 982
Pub. L. 91-142, 5805, 83 Stat. 319
Pub. L. 91-511, 55605, 609, 84 Stat. 1222, 1224
Pub. L. 92-145, 5708, 85 Stat. 412
Pub. L. 92-459, 51-4, 86 Stat. 764 "
Pub. L. 93-166, 5610(b), 87 stat. 661
Pub. L. 94-106, 89 Stat. 540
Pub. L. 94-165, 89 Stat. 878
Pub. L. 94-286, 90 Stat. 517
Pub. L. 93-374, 90 Stat. 1065
Pub. L. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1788
Pub. L. 94-569, 90 Stat. 2699
Pub. L. 96-474, 94 Stat. 2267
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b. United States Code Sections
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U.S. Code U.S. Code U.S. Code

Title Section Title Section Title Section

T5 3101 T1O 684(b) T1O 2672a

3326 2674

5305(c) 701(g)
5335

5522(a) 712 2733
2808

5561-5568 802(1) 3031(cl,(d)

8332(g) 835 3034(a)

T7 1446(a) 843(a), (e), 3063(b)

TB (f) 3202(c)

1182
1185
1425 871(b)
1440 882 3253

1481 885
(10) 886 3395

T10 123 887
125(b) 890
142(a) 901 3500

143(a), (b) 905 3691(5)

262 906 3741 et seq

263 913 (ch. 357)

268 915 4022(a)

1035 (b) 4025
331
332
333
334
351 1126 4501(a),(b)

506 1161(a)(3) (c),(d)

511(a),(c) 1201 4591

519 1203 4742
526
565 2213
599 2235(b)(2) 4780(a)

603
644
671a 2236(d)(2) 5081(a)

672(a) 2304(a)(1), 5133(c)
673(b) (2),(16) 5201(a)

2542

674 2602(a) 5231(a),

675 2604(a) 32(a),

679(a),(d) 2632(a) 5234

681(b) 2663(a),(b)
688(c) 2663(a),(b),

(d)
2667
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U.S. Code U.S. Code U.S. Code

Title Section Title Section Title Section

TI0 T10 8395 T16 831n-4
5450 831s
b451 793
5540(b)(2) 8500 794

8691(5) 798
8741 et seq. 963-967
(ch. 857) 2153

5662(b) 8915 note 2154
5711(b) 9022(a) 2157
5785(b) 9025 2388
5787 9441(b)(7) 2391

9501(a),(b), 3058
6148(d) (c),(d) 3287
6241 et seq. 9591 T19 1318
(ch. 567) 9742 T20

9776 236-244
9780(a) 631-645

6408 T12 1715h T22 441-451
1748h-1(f) 1961-1965

6482 1748h-2(k) 2624
6485(a),(b) T14 3 T24 3618

192
6486(b) 275(a),(c) T26 112

331 692
6911(b) 359 1034(h)
6915(g) 367(a)(3) 1331-1337
7224 371 2201
7299 491 4253
7309
7722 508(b) 7508a
8031(c),(d) 660 T28 2680(j)

TI5 722
76 T31 3522(b)(3)
77 3702(b)(2)

T16 440 3721(c)(g)
8202(c) 809 3727(d)
8253 824a(c),(d)
8257(d) 8310(m)

8356
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Title Section Title Section Title Section

T32 102 T40 484(e)(3) T49 1522
104(b)(e) T41 532

533
534
15 1531-1542
1314

109(a)(b) T42 217 T50 21
82

ill 266 82(b)
302 417(e) 98-98h
303(d) 1594(k) 98h-4

167c(d)
322(c) 2121(c) 191-198

205-8
212, 223

703(8) 2164(b),(c) 451-462
715 T43 155 832

T33 854a-I 315q 1431-1435
855 1341(c) 1511-1516
858 T44 1505(c) T5U Note prec.1

T35 181-188 3311 App 10(c)
T36 179-182 T46 Note prec.1 454(c)(1)
T37 202(e) 133 456(o)(3)

134
301a(c) 835 456(c)(2)(A)
301(d) 1132(h) 456(o)
302 1202(d) 460(h)
302a 1241(b)(1) 464
302b 1242(a) 465(d)
303 1281-1294 467(c)
304 T47 308 468
308a 606 501-590
310 T48 1405s 591
312 1422(b) 643-643(c)
312a 1591 643(c)

1703 note
407 1704 781-785
427(b) T49 1347 1211-1224
551-558 1348(f) 1622(g)(2)(E)
901 1353(a),(b) 1744(a)
1006 1510

T38 5011A
T39 3401
T40 71d(b)

276a-5
278a
278a
2780
314
331 514
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' -:'" U. S. Code U. S. Code U. S Code

Title Section Title Section Title Section

T50 2071-2073 T50 2166(a)(b) T50 2286(h)
App 2091-2094 App 2201-2216 App 2401-2413

2151-2163 2281(e) (h)

c. Other Codes

6 D.C. Code 1001
1008
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INDEX

(References are to Item Numbers in Part I)

Item No.

ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE:
American National Red Cross, cooperation and 126

assistance

United Seamen's Service, cooperation and assist- 127
ance

examination of monthly accounts of armed forces 262

disbursing officers

ACTIVE DUTY:

Air National Guard 146
Air National Guard of United States 94
Army National Guard 146
Army National Guard of United States 94
aviation pilots, Naval Reserve, Marine Corps 193

Reserve
extension, wartime, members of an armed force 105
involuntary recall, Ready Reserve 107
recall, members, Fleet Reserve, Fleet Marine Corps 188, 189
Reserve

recall, retired enlisted members, Regular Navy, 187, 228
Regular Marine Corps, Coast Guard

recall, retired officer, Coast Guard 227
release, members Fleet Reserve, Fleet Marine Corps 190
Reserve

release, Reserves 113
reserve components 106
Retired Reserve 110
Standby Reserve 109

ACTIVE DUTY AGREEMENTS:
extension of agreements, Reserves 112
five-year term, Reserves 111

ADMIRALS AND VICE ADMIRALS:
fleet commands and other high positions, grade limita- 160
tions

suspension of grade limitations 162

516
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INDEX
Item No.

ADMIRALTY: claims, stay of suit 196

ADVANCES: PAY
dependents 298
employees of the United States 79

ADVERTISING: formal requirments, exemption of certain 124
certain purchases and contracts

AIR BASES: temporary construction on private land 155

AIR FORCE:
general officers, temporary increase 202
limitiation on number of officers assigned or de- 135
tailed for permanent duty in executive part of
Department

limitation on tour of duty of commissioned officers, 136
executive part of Department of Air Force

reappointment, Chief of Staff 137

AIR NATIONAL GUARD:
active duty 146

S..- chief of staff for each fully organized wing 271
organization and composition 270

AIR NATIONAL GUARD OF UNITED STATES: basic policy 94

for order to active duty

AIR STAFF (See Air Force)

AIR TRAFFIC:
military aircraft authorized to deviate from rules 336
security control 339

AIRCRAFT: arming 97
insurance 340

AIRFIELDS AND AIRPORTS: recapture of airport dis- 369
posed of as surplus

ALIENS: restraint, regulation, and removal 341
excludible for evading training 84
restriction on movement 85

ALLIED SPECIALISTS (See Medical, Dental, and Allied

Specialists)

ALLOWANCES (See Pay and Allowances)
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;. INDEX

I tem No.
AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS: aid to armed forces 126

lending equipment 125

AMERICAN SAMOA: naval defensive areas 332

APPOINTMENTS
aviation cadets, Air Force Reserve 206
continued while missing status 23
desertion from Coast Guard, bar to appoint-
ment in armed forces 232

appointment of chiefs of armed forces 137
reserve officers, Army, Air Force 143
retired members to civilian office 77

ARMED FORCES
accrual of leave, members in missing status 116
awards for valor 148
penalties for seditious activiities affecting 244
protection from infection, members 309
rights and benefits, members 364
protection of Middle East nations, use of 251

ARMY

discontinuance or consolidation of basic branches 138
general officers, temporary increase 140
limitation on number of officers assigned

or detailed for permanent duty in executive part of 135
Department

limitation on tour of duty of commissioned
officers in executive part of the Department
of the Army 136

reappointment, Chief of Staff 137

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
active duty 146
chief of staff for each fully organized division 271organization and composition 270

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD OF UNITED STATES

basic policy for order to active duty 94

ARMY STAFF (See Army)

ASSIGNMENTS
officers, permanent duty in executive part
of the Department of the Army or Air Force 135
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INDEX
Item No.

ATOMIC ENERGY
communication or exchange of Restricted Data
with another nation 312

transfer of materials for military application 311

AUTHORIZED NUMBER
of active duty officers 102
retired flag officers on active duty 170

AUTHORIZED STRENGTH
general and flag offices, temporary increase 102, 115,

140, 171,
202,

ready Reserve 95

AVIATION CADETS
appointments, Air Force Reserve 206
procurement, Coast Guard 230

j procurement, enlisted members
of Regular Navy and Regular Marine Corps 192

Procurement, Regular Air Force 204

AVIATION INSURANCE 340

AVIATION PILOTS: extention of obligated tour of
active duty, Naval Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve 193

AVIATION STUDENTS: appointment, Air Force Reserve 206

AWARDS (See Decorations)

BASIC BRANCHES: Army, discontinuance
or consolidation 138

BLACKOUTS: District of Columbia 383

BUREAU CHIEFS: exemption from sea duty 158

CANAL ZONE: defense of canal 253

CHARTER: merchant vessels, termination 323

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE AGENTS:
suspension of restrictions on 351

CITIZENSHIP
desertion as a bar 86

- ' i ° ' 519
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INDEX

Item No.
requirment for crews of merchant vessels,

suspension 322

CIVIL AIR PATROL: travel expenses and allowance
for members 215

CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES
adjustment for pay comparability 78
advance of pay 79, 298
appointment on other than permanent basis 76
claims for damage to, or loss of, personal
property incident to service conditional 266

assignment or employment, National Security Agency 349
employment of contract surgeons 149
employment of experts and consultants 375
entry on military service 82
hours and pay of laborers and mechanics 150
limitation of eight-hour day, forty-hour week
requirement on public contracts 304
pay of laborers and mechanics, suspension of laws 301
transportation when engaged in defense production 128, 232A
periodic step increases 80

CLAIMS
combatants activities of armed forces 261
damage to, or loss of, personal property 266

incident to service
incident to noncombat activities 134
members of armed forces 266
property loss or personal injury or death
incident to certain National Guard activities 279

property loss or personal injury or death
". reduction or set-off against assignee 268

stay of suit in admiralty 196
time limits for claims by members 263

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY: (See Environ-
mental Science Services Administration;. National Oceanic and Atospheric Administration)

COAST GUARD
PV7 as a service in Navy 225

W aviation cadets, procurement 230
0 detention of members beyond term of enlistment 229

recall of retired enlisted members 228
recall of retired officers 227
suspension of laws relating to reserve

520 -.
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INDEX

Item No.
commissioned officers 233

temporary service promotions 226

COMBAT ELEMENT: Bonus for enlistment in 289

COMMAND AND OTHER HIGd POSITIONS
Marine Corps generals and lieutenant generals 161
Navy admirals and vice admirals 160

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
appointments continued while in a missing
status 23
commissioned corps of Public Health Service

as a branch of land or naval forces 308
detail as chief of staff for divisions or wings

Army National Guard, Air National Guard 271

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
limitation on number and tour of duty in
executive part of Department of Army or Air Force 135, 136

pay and allowance when exercising command higher
L/..- grade 297

reappointment, chiefs of armed forces 137
recall of retired officers,

Coast Guard 227
suspension of laws for involuntary retirment,separation, and furlough, O~avy, Marine Corps 104Bsuspension of laws for promotion, or mandatory

retirement or separation, Regular Army,
Regular Air Force 104a

suspension of laws relating to Federal recognition 274
suspension of laws relating to Reserve

commissioned officers of armed forces 89
suspension of laws relating to reserve

commissioned officers of Coast Guard 233
temporary appointment in higher grades,

Army, Air Force 104A
temporary appointment, Army, Air Force 104A
temporary service promotions, Coast Guard 104A, 226

COMMUNICATIONS
waiver of formal application requirments for
station construction or license permits 327
war powers of President 328

N4  COMPULSORY SERVICE: evasion or avoidance as a 88
Po cause for loss of nationality
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INDEX

Item No.
CONDEMNATION:

acquisition of property for lumber production 130
acquisition of real property for defense purposes 129

CONSULTANTS: employment 375

CONTRACT SURGEONS: employment 149

CONTRACTS:
construction, alteration, furnishing, and 195

equipping naval vessels
exemption from eight-hour day, forty-hour 304
week requirement
exemption from formal advertising requirments 124

exemption of national defense contracts from 350
certain statutory limitations

inspection and audit of plants, books and 366
records of war contractors

modifications or cancellation 3435 priorities and allocations for defense contracts 372
reduction or set-off against assignee for claims 268
due by, or to, United States

renegotiation of excess profits 368
suspension of statutes of limitations 246

CUBA: expression of United States determination 68

to prevent extenstion of Cummunist influence

DAIRY PRODUCTS: armed forces ration 83

DECORATIONS:
awarded by foreign government 71,

252
valorous service 148

DEFENSE CONTRACTS (See Contracts)

DEFENSE FACILITIES: priorties and allocations 372

DEFENSE PLANTS: photographing, sketching, etc., 367
of military or defense properties prohibited

DEFENSE PRODUCTION: transportation of civilian 128, 232A

or private-plant employees
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INDEX

Item No.! DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950:

allocating supplies to maximize domestic energy 371
1 employment of experts and consultants 375

,Title I: priorities and allocations, defense 372
Title III: expansion of productive capacity 373
Title VII: encouragement of small business 374

DENTISTS (See Medical, Dental, and Allied Specialists)

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE (Soo Air Force)

DEPARTMENT OF ARMY (See Army)

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE:
transfer of certain functions of Federal Aviation 334

., Agency
[- t, transfer, reassignment, consolidation of functions 90

assigned to military services

DEPENDENTS:
advances 298
family separation allowances 295

DEPOSITS: savings deposits, missing members 119

DESERTION:
bar to enlistment or appointment in armed forces 232
bar to naturalization 86

DETAILS:
commissioned officers of Regular Army or Regular 271

Air Force to Army
limitation on number or officers assigned or de- 135
tailed for permanent duty in executive part of
Department of Army or Air Force

to assist foreign governments 117

DISLOCATION ALLOWANCE: members of uniformed service 294

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:
blackouts 383
evacuation 384
lease of buildings for military purposes 156

DIVING-DUTY PAY: suspension 286
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INDEX

Item No.
DOCTORS, DENTISTS, AND ALLIED SPECIALISTS (See Medical,
Dental, and Allied Specialists)

DOCUMENTS:
destruction of military or naval records 317
suspension of filing requirments 316

DRAFT EVASION OR AVOIDANCE 88

DRY DOCK AND WATERFRONT ACCESSORIES: recapture 6

EIGHT-HOUR LAW:
laborers and mechanics 150
limitation or exemption by Secretary of Labor 304

ELECTRIC POWER: temporary connection or construc- 237
tion of facilities for transmission

ENLISTED MEMBERS
Regular Navy or Regular Marine Corps procure- 192
ment of aviation cadets

special pay for nuclear qualified 292

ENLISTMENTS:
Coast Guard, detention beyond term 229
desertion as a bar 232
in combat element bonus for 289
National Guard, discharge 277
National Guard, extension 275
National Guard, term 276
naval service, retention beyond term 172
persons not eligible, Army, Air Force 141
Ready Reserve 358
regular components, extension 98
reserve components, extension 99, 100
suspension of 361
temporary 101

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration):
duties in time of war 282
temporary promotion of officers serving in a 280
military department

transfer of property, vessels, and personnel to 281
military department

5 2 4 .
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Item No.
ESPIONAGE:

photographing, sketching, etc., of military or 367
defense properties

protection of defense information 240, 241
protection of defense materials 243

EVACUATION:
District of Columbia 384

EXCESS PROFITS: renegotiation 368

EXPERTS: employment 375

EXPORT ADMINISTARTION ACT: 381

FACILITIES FOR RESERVE COMPONENTS: purpose, use by 123
armed forces

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION:
insurance 340
extension of jurisdiction 338
military aircraft authorized to deviate from air 336

traffic rules
navigable airspace and needs of national defense 337
needs of national defense considered 335
security control of air traffic 339

FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY (See Federal Aviation Administration)

FEDERAL CIVIL DEFENSE ACT OF 1950:
civil defense schools 380

FEDERAL REGISTER: filing of documents 316

FLAG (See Service Flag)

FLYING OFFICERS: qualifications for, Army, Air Force 147

FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS:
acceptance of decorations from 71,252
detail of member of armed forces to assist 117
sales to, passenger vessels; exception and conditions 321
vessels transferred to Republic of China 64

FORTIFICATION (See Forts)

FORTS: temporary construction on private land 155
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INDEX

Item No.
FRAUD: statutes of limitations, wartime suspension 246

GENERAL AND LIEUTENANT GENERALS, MARINE CORPS:
higher command and other high positions 161
suspension of grade limitations 162

GRADE LIMITATIONS:
Army, Air Force, commissioned grades, suspension 102
Navy admirals and vice admirals, Marine Corps 102, 162

. generals, suspension
Navy and Marine Corps commissioned grades, suspension 102, 171
Navy rear admirals and upper half, determination 285
Navy retired flag officers on active duty, auth- 170
orized number

GRAZING LANDS: withdrawal 314

GUAM:
authority of Governor 33U
exclusion from concurrent jurisdiction 333
naval defense areas 332

HAZARDOUS DUTY PAY:
special pay for duty subject to hostile fire 290
suspension 286

HEALTH CARE: Authorized VA services 298A

HELIUM: suspension of licence for sale and trans- 345
portation, recapture of supplies

HIGH POSITIONS (See Command and other High Positions)

HOSPITAL SHIPS: exemption from dues, taxes, and 319
pilotage charges

HOUSING:
insurance of mortages for civilian employees 223
insurance of mortayes for servicemen 223
insurance of mortages, off-base rental housing 224

IMPORTATION:
food, clothing, medical supplies 247
retaliatory restrictions 234
power to regulate 352
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INDEX

Item No.
INCENTIVE PAY: suspension 286, 287

INCOME TAX (See Taxation)

INDUCTION:
exemption of certain persons 357,

358,
359

INDUCTION:
National Security Training Corps 355
termination 362

* INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATION:
mandatory orders 151,

152,
342
363

seizure of plants 152

INFECTED PERSONS: quarantine to protect members 309
of armed forces and war workers

INSURANCE:
aviation 340
servicemen's mortgage 222
vessels, cargoes, and crews against war risk 326

INSURRECTIONS 96

INVENTIONS: withholding patents to preserve secrecy 283

JOINT CHIEF OF STAFF: suspension of limitation 91
on reappointment of chairman

JOINT STAFF: limitation on tour duty 92

LABORERS AND MECHANICS:
hours and pay 150
wages 301

LAPEL BUTTONS:
design 284
gold star 120
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INDEX

Item No.
LEASES:

buildings in District of Columbia for military 156
purposes

maximum rental 302
non-excess property 131
Outer Continental Shelf, suspension 315

* revocation 6,
7,

31

MAIL: without cost to sender 299

MANDATORY ORDERS: materials for industrial 151,
mobilization 152,

343,
.... 363

MARINE CORPS POSITION:
commandant, reappointment. 137higher command and other high positions 161

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION-:,-.
requisition or purchase of vessels 325
restriction on transfer of shipping facilities 320
termination of charters of merchant vessels 323

MATERIALS:
mandatory orders 151,

152,
343,
363

manufacture in seized plants 152
priorities and allocations for United States 372
protection of defense materials 243
sale of war materials to foreign governments 303
stockpiling, disposal, and release of strategic 344
and critical materials

transfer of materials for military application 311
to another nation

MEDICAL, DENTAL, AND ALLIED SPECIALISTS: special 288
pay

MIDDLE EAST NATIONS:
military assistance programs 251
use of armed forces for protection 251

MILITARY AIRCRAFT: authorized to deviate from 336
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Item No.
air traffic rules
cooperative military airlift agreements 122A

MILITARY CLAIMS (See Claims)

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION:
forts, air bases, or fortifications on private 155
land
military, naval, or Air Force reservations with- 300
in National Capital, exempted
in time of war or national emergency 134A

MILITARY DEPARTMENTS: transfer, reassignment, 90
consolidation of functions

MILITARY SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT:
enlistment in Regular Army
exemption from induction 356

357, 358
qualifications for induction in National Secur- 355

ity Training Corps
suspension of enlistments 361
termination 362

MILK: special program for armed forces 83

MISSING STATUS, PERSONS IN:
accrual of leave 116
benefits continued 81

296
powers of attorney 365
taxation 255, 81

MUNITIONS:
recapture part of Tennessee Valley Authority 239

for manufacture
requisition of power projects for manufacture 236

NATIONAL CAPITAL: exemption for construction on 300
military reservations

NATIONAL DEFENSE:
Administrator of Federal Aviation Agency must 335,
consider needs of 337

contracts exempt froi certain statutory limitations 350
extension of Federal Aviation Act in interest of 338
protection of defense information 240
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INDEX

* Item No.
protection of defense materials 243
protection of defense properties 367
reserve fleet 370

NATIONAL GUARD:
discharge of members before expiration of en- 277

listment
.' .extension of enlistments 275

maintenance in States and territories 272
requisition of supplies from States and ter- 278

ritories for military use
suspension of laws relating to Federal recog- 274

nition of commissioned officers
terms of enlistment 276
use in States and territories 273

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RESERVE: powers and duties 348
of Secretary of Defense

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION:
legislation relating to Enviromental Science 280-282

Service Administration
mortgage insurance 222

. NATIONAL SECURITY: foreign boycotts 381

NATIONAL SECUkITY AGENCY: employment of personnel 349

NATIONAL SECURITY TRAINING CORPS: qualifications 355
for induction

NATIONALITY:
evasion or avoidance of compulsory service as 88
a cause for loss

NATURALIZATION:
desertion as a bar 86
through service during Vietnam hostilities 87

NATURAL RESOURCES: government has first refusal 307

NAVAL VESSELS (See Vessels)

NAVY: Coast Guard as service in 225

NAVY POSITIONS:
fleet command and other high positions 160

___ reappointment, Chief of Naval Operations 137
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Item No.

NEUTRALITY:
activities prohibited 250
detention of armed vessels 242
discrimination against Americans 234

NITRATE PLANTS: acquisition by condemnation for 129
defense purposes

NUCLEAR QUALIFIED (See Pay and Allowances)

OFFICERS (See Commissioned Officers, Warrant Officers)

OPTOMETRISTS (See Medical, Dental, and Allied Specialists)

PASSENGER VESSELS (See Vessels)

PATENTSz.
enemy, use of 354
withholding to preserve secrecy of inventions 283

PAY AND ALLOWANCES:
advances of pay to dependents 298
advances of pay to United States employees 79
aviation career incentive pay 287
bonus for enlistment in combat element 289
commissioned officers exercising command higher than 297

grade
continuation to missing persons 81, 296
family separation .allowance 295
limitation on payment of dislocation allowance, 294
members of uniformed services

special pay for duty subject to hostile fire 290
special pay for nuclear qualified enlisted 292
special pay for nuclear qualified officers 291
special pay for physicians, dentists, optometrists, 288

and veterinarians
suspension of disability pay or other compensation, 114

Reserves
suspension of hazardous and diving-duty pay, members 286
of uniformed services

PERSONAL PROPERTY: transfer froi Envioronmental 281
Sciences Services Administration to a military
department

PHYSICAL DISABILITY:
retirement of regulars and members on active duty for 121
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more than 30 days

separation of regulars and members on active duty for 122
more than 30 days

POWER OF ATTORNEY
extension for members in missing status 365

POWER PLANTS
. requistion 236

PRESIDENTIAL ORDERS 351B

PRISONERS OF WAR
arrest 245

PROCUREMENT
"% aviation cadets 192,204,

230
exemption of certain contracts from formal

advertising requirments 124
expansion of productive capacity and supply 373
mandatory orders for ships, war materials 343
requisition of National Guard supplies or
military publications from states or territories

for military use 278
./. ships and material 342

PROMOTIONS
commissioned officers, Regular Army or Regular 102

Air Force, suspension of laws
officers of Navy or Marine Corps, suspension of laws 102, 178
regular warrant officers, suspension of laws 103
reserve warrant officers, suspension of laws 104
temporary promotions, Coast Guard 226
temporary promotions, personnel of Environmental

Sciences Service Administration serving in a
military department 280

warrant and commissioned officers, Navy and
Marine Corps, suspension of laws 179

PROTECTION
defense information 240,241
defense materials 243
domestic economy 381
military defense properties 367

PUBLIC CONTRACTS (See Contracts)
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Item No.
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

commissioned corps as branch of land or
naval forces 308

PUBLIC LANDS
Outer Continental Shelf leases, suspension 315
withdrawal of grazing lands 314
withdrawals by Department of Defense 313

PUBLIC PRINTING

publications in Federal Register 316

PUBLIC PROPERTY
wartime suspension of statute of limitations 246

PUBLIC UTILITIES
use of proceeds from overseas operations 153

PURCHtitSES:
exemption from formal advertising requirements 124

*.i QUARANTINEprotection of armed forces and war workers 309

RADIO (See Communications)

* V RATION
special milk program for armed forces 83

READY RESERVE
authorized strength 95
composition 95
enlistments 358
limitation on involuntary recall to active duty 107

REAL ESTATE (See Real Property)

V. REAL PROPERTY
acquisition by condemnation
for defense purposes 124
acquistion by condemnation for lumber production 130, 132
construction of temporary forts, air bases, or
fortifications on private land 155
lease if Balling - Anacostia complex 70
lease buildings in District of Columbia or
military purposes lease of buildings to military

S 533
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Item No.
departments 302

lease of non-excess property 131
outer Continental Shelf lands 315
disposal of urban lands 305A

recapture of airports disposed of as surplus 369
change of use of real property 133

recapture of, or certain part of,

Anastasia Island Military Reservation, Florida 1, 46
Arlington, Virginia, rights-of-way 8
Army and Navy General Hospital
reservation, Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas 63
Austin, Texas 35
Bexar County, Texas 52
Boston Army Base Pier 29
Boston Neck, Narragansett, Washington County, 62
Rhode Island

Bruns General Hospital Area, Santa Fe, New Mexico 45
Camp Beauregard, Louisiana 44
Camp Blanding Military Reservation, Florida 28
Camp Butner Military Reservation, North Carolina 26
Camp Dodge Military Reservation, Iowa 36
Camp Livingston, Louisiana 44
Camp Robinson, Arkansas 18
Clackamas National Guard Target

Range, Clackamas, Oregon 53
Des Plaines Public Hunting and Refuge Area, Will
County, Illinois 66

Esler Field, Louisiana 56
Ethan Allen AFB, Colchester, Vermont 48
Fort Bliss, Texas 30
Fort Devens, Massachusetts 39
Fort McHenry 235
Fort Miles Military Reservation, Delaware 69
Fort Morgan, Alabama 14
Fort Preble Military Reservation, South Portland, 54

Maine
Fort Schuyler, New York 12, 19
Hawaii IU
Hoboken Manufacturers' Railroad Company 2
Hoboken Pier Terminals 13
Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas 63
Houston, Texas 32, 41
Iowa-owned land 36
Jackson Barracks, Louisana 37

%
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Item No.
Joliet Arsenal Military Reservation, Will 66

County, Illinois
Kisatchie National Forest, Louisiana 75
Klamath County Oregon 33
La Crosse National Guard Target Range, La Crosse,
Wisconsin Lake Guernsey, Wyoming 38

Marion County, Indiana 27
Martindale Auxiliary Field, San Antonio, Texas 31
Montgomery, West Virginia 51

-" National Guard Facility, Seattle, Washington 72
Naval Air Station, Kahului, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii 21
O'Reilly General Hospital, Springfield, Green 40

County, Missouri
Polk County Target Range, Iowa 36
Port Newark Army Base, New Jersey 11
Presidio of San Francisco, California 3
Tennessee Valley Authority 239
Tucson Municipal Aviation Field, Arizona 4
United States Destroyers and Submarine Base, 7

Squantum, Massachusetts
United States Marine Corps Air Station, Eagle 59

Mountain Lake, Texas
Veterans' Administration Center Reservation, 58

'V Los Angeles, California
Veterans' Administration, Johnson City, Tennessee 24
Williamsburg, Virginia 49
Windsor Locks, Connecticut 25
York County, Virginia 61
Yuma Aviation Field, Arizona 5
requisition of power projects for manufacture of 236
munitions

revocation of leases 131
suspension of leases, Outer Continental Shelf 315
transfer from Environmental Sciences Service 281
Administration to a military department

Use of Bolling - Anacostia complex 70

REAR ADMIRALS:
determination of upper half 285

RECAPTURE (See Real Property)

RECORDS: destruction of military or naval 317
documents

RED CROSS (See American National Red Cross)
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Item No.

RENEGOTIATION ACT OF 1951: renegotiation of excess 368
profits

REnTALs maximum rental on lease of building to 302
military departments

RESERVE COMPONENTS (See also Air National Guard of
United States; Army National Guard of United States;
Ready Reserve; Retired Reserve; Standby Reserve;
Reserve):
active duty 106, 108
extension of enlistments 99,

100
facilities 123

4 purpose 93
suspension of enlistments 361

RESERVES
appointments, Army, Air Force 143
extension of five-year active duty agreements 112
five-year active duty agreements i1
release from active duty 113
suspension of disability pay or other com-
pensation 114

suspension of laws relating to commissioned
officers or armed forces 89

RESTRICTED DATA
communication or exchange with another nation 312

RETIRED MEMBERS
appointment to civilian office 77
recall to active duty, Regular Navy, Regular

Marine Corps, Coast Guard 187, 228
retired general and flag officers on active duty 115, 171

RETIRED OFFICERS
recall to active duty, Coast Guard 227

RETIRED RESERVE
active duty 110

RETIREMENT:
commissioned officers of Navy or Marine

.4.
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INTRODUCTION

This Compendium summarizes emergency authorities of importance to

DOD crisis management, and discusses their adequacy. The term "emergency

authority," as used in this Compendium, refers to those portions of the

United States Code and public laws, federal regulations, Executive Orders,

interagency agreements, and departmental directives and regulations that

confer extraordinary powers on the Executive Branch to deal with matters

related to national security. Some of these authorities are applicable

only during war or when a national emergency is declared by the President

or Congress; others apply in peacetime and during contingencies in which

a national emergency has not been declared.

The Compendium is intended to be a working document that will be

regularly updated and improved. It can be used as a ready reference for

both the provisions and the deficiencies of the emergency authorities.

It is not intended as an authoritative legal document.

The Compendium addresses a broader range of authorities and contin-

gencies than "The DOD Digest of War and Emergency Legislation Affecting

the Department of Defense," published by the Air Force as executive agent

for the DOD General Counsel. The Digest deals only with the U.S. Code,

not with regulations and interagency agreements, and only with authorities

that come into effect during a war or national emergency, and certain

other laws affecting DOD that have a specific termination date.
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Organization of the Comoendium

The Sections that follow this introduction are:

o Assessment - This section assesses the adequacy and the deficiencies
of the current emergency authorities.

o National Emergency Act - This section summarizes an act (PL 94-412,
Septemoer 14, 1976, 50 USC 1601-1651) that should be understood by
crisis managers before they consider the use of the emergency
authorities in this Compendium. Some of its key features are:

- Terminates, as of Sept. 14, 1978, all existing states of
national emergency.

- Mandates twice-yearly Congressional review of any declaration
of national emergency, automatic termination after one year in
the absence of an extension by the President, and gives Congress
the power to terminate at any time by concurrent resolution.

- Prohibits the exercise of emergency authorities, such as those
in this Comoendium, without a specific Presidential invocation
through the aeclaration of a. national emergency or issuance of
an executive order transmitted to the Congress.

o Summary of Emergency Authorities - This section is intended as a
guide to the complete listing of emergency authorities. It is a
more detailed version of the Table of Contents, stating briefly the
subject of each of the emergency authorities and where it may be
found in the Compendium.

o Emergency Authorities - This section is the heart of the Compendium.
it is divided into 137headings, arranged by function. Each heading
begins with an introductory section ("Analysis") explaining the
general nature of the authorities under that heading, and discussing
their adequacy.

o Appendix A - This section lists properties that, although transferred
froW eeral use, may be retaken in time of war or national emergency.

o Appendix B - This section comprises two lists. The first ("Sequential
Index") arrays all the laws, executive orders, regulations, etc. on
which the emergency authorities are based in alpha-numeric order,
together with the page where they appear in this Comoendium.

The second list ("Agency Index") lists all the authorities affecting
a given agency or department.
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ASSESSMENT

Criteria for adequacy of the emergency authorities include:

e Completeness

* Consistency

e Clarity

a Currency

Many of the authorities in this Compendium do not satisfy these criteria.

Although the Federal Law (as embodied in the U.S. Code and Public Law)

provides the executive branch with a wide degree of flexibility in responding

to national emergencies, it is in places incomplete, inconsistent, unclear,

and out of date.

An even more significant deficiency concerns the body of emergency

authorities that stem from the law -- Executive Orders, regulations, and

interagency agreements. These authorities are particularly deficient with

respect to completeness and currency. For example, the particulars of some

important actions requiring multi-agency cooperation have not been properly

worked out and then documented through interagency agreements. Many of the

agreements and regulations that-do exist are 10-20 years old. The most

important deficiencies are:

. Functions, Powers and Duties of Organizations:

9 To decrease the chances of misinterpretation, EO 11490 should be
republished to consolidate the changes and amendments made since
it was originally issued (1969).

* The Code of Emergency Federal Regulations Is intended to be a
* single source of standby regulations, from all departments and

agencies, that will amend and supplement existing law in emer-
gency situations. This 16-year-old document appears outdated

A and lacks standby regulations from several major departments
with significant emergency preparedness roles.
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Manpower:

e Executive Orders 10480 and 11490 have been changed and amended
so many times since they were initially issued that there now
is high risk of error and confusion in using their important
emergency preparedness authorities. They should be reviewed
and republished.

. 000 Directive 3005.6, Civilian Personnel Procurement and
Manpower Control during Mobilization (1962), requires review
and updating.

Materials:

a The important provisions of the Defense Production Act (50 USC
App 2061-2166) relating to priority performance on contracts
to maximize domestic energy supplies and allocation authority
for materials are due to end in 1984.

* Defense Mobilization Order-11, which provides policy guidance
on stockpile requirements, requires review.

Transportation:

* The Department of Transportation Standby Order DOT 1940.4 (1970),
which contains emergency authorities and procedures covering sea,
air, and surface transportation, requires revfew and updating.

a The 1954 Defense/Commerce agreement regarding utilization, trans-
fer and allocation of merchant shipping requires review and
updating. The question of crew availability for shipping allo-
cated to support Defense requirements is potentially a major
limiting factor and should be addressed.

e The 1958 Commerce/Maritime Administration voluntary plan for
,* tanker support requires review. Its voluntary nature may no

longer be adequate, and changes in the U.S. tanker fleet since
,*.1958 should be assessed.

o Means to assure rapid maritime support for Defense requirements
in situations short of war or declared national emergency are
not apparent. This issue should be examined with the Oepartment of

"-.4 Commerce and the Maritime Ad inistration. Contractually obligated
support similar to that involved in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet
program may be necessary.

e The Interstate Commerce Commission 1969 Emergency Standby Orders,
which address surface transportation within CONUS, require review.
Changes In regulatory practices, governmental structure, and the
structure of domestic transportation systems have occurred since
1969 and should be taken into account.
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Medical:

e The Department of Health and Human Services and the Veterans
Administration have not developed implementing agreements to
meet the responsibilities assigned to them by ED 11490 regardinq
medical support in emergency situations.

e The 1965 DOD/VA understanding regarding military use of VA facili-
ties requires review and updating because of changes in DOD conceots
for health support.

e The Navy does not have emergency authority to hire contract surgeons
in the same manner as the Army and Air Force.

Industrial and Defense Production:

* The limit of S25 million for mandatory orders, as established by
50 USC App 468, is too low considering inflation and material costs.

. The Defense Mobilization Orders contained in Title 44, Code of
Federal Regulations, require review.

Contracts and Procurement:

9. The S25 million limit fn making or amending contracts without
prior notice to Congress, as alowed by the National Defense
Contracts Act (50 USC 1431-1435), is too low considering infla-
tion and material costs.

* The imoortant provisions of the Defense Production Act (SO USC
App 2061-2166) relating to priority performance on defense
contracts are not sufficiently permanent. They are due to end
on September 31, 1981.

* The S38 million limit on loan guarantees to private contractors
engaged in defense production, as allowed by the Defense Pro-
duction Act, may be too low considering inflation.

e The provisions of 41 USC 11 and DOD Directive 7220.8, which
allow contracts and purchases without appropriation, may be
obsolete, and should be reviewed.

Transfer of Civil Agencies to OD:

S.'- The 1966 Defense/Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) understanding
regarding transfer of the FAA to Defense requires review and
updating. Governmental organization has changed since 1966,
and FAA responsibilities to agencies other than Defense
should be clarified..4 e The question of crew availability for any NOAA vessels trans-
ferred to the DOD should be addressed by Defense, Commerce,
and NOW.
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*; Noncombatant Evacuation:

. e The CONUS reception phase of noncombatant evacuation -- a
responsibility of the Department of Health and Human Services--
is not adequately addressed by essential support agreements-.
This issue must be resolved between the Devartment of Health

and Human Services, state and local government agencies, and
the volunteer organizations that would have to support CONUS
operations.

Environmental Protectfon/Occuoational Safety and Health

e Environmental protection and occupational safety and health
, laws do not appear to provide sufficient flexibility for

emergency and mobilization situations, and could limit industrial
surge production.

I
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NATIONAL EMERGENCIES ACT

(50 USC 1601-1651)

50 USC 1601 Termination of Existing Emergencies

All powers and authorities pcssessed by the President, any other officer

or employee of the Federal Government, or any executive agency, as a

result of any declaration of national emergency in effect on September 4,

1976 are terminated on September 14, 1978. "Any national emergency in

effect" means a general declaration of emergency made by the President.

50 USC 1621 Declaration of Future National Emergencies

',!it respect to Acts of Congress authorizing the exercise of any special

or extraordinary power during the period of a national emergency, the

/._. President is authorized to declare such national emergency. Such

proclamation shall be transmitted immediately to the Congress and

published in the Federal Register. Any provisions of law conferring

,. powers and authorities to be exercised during a national emergency shall

be effective and remain in effect only when the President specifically

declares a national emergency and only in accordance with this Act.

50 USC 1622 Termination Methcds

(a) Any national emergency declared by the President shall terminate if:

(1) Congress terminates the emergency by concurrent resolution; or

(2) The President issues a proclamation terminating the emergency.

Any national emergency declared by the President shall be teminatec

546.
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' 1 ' "on the date specified in the concurrent resolution of Congress or in

the Presidential proclamation of termination, whichever is earlier.

Powers and authorities exercised by reason of the emergency shall

cease to be exercised after such specified date of termination except

for continuing actions or proceedings based on actions committed

prior to the termination date.

(b) Not later than six months after a national emergency is declared, and

not later than the end of each six-month period thereafter that such

emergency continues, each Hojse of Congress shall meet to consider

a vote on a concurrent resolution to determine whether that emergency

shall be terminated.

(c) A concurrent resolution to terminate a national emergency declared by

the President shall be considered and voted upon expeditiously.

(d) Any national emergency declared by the President, and not otherwise

previously terminated, shall terminate on the anniversary of the

declaration of that emergency if, within the ninety-day period prior

to each anniversary date, the President does not publish in the Federal

Register and transmit to the Congress a notice that the emergency

is to continue in effect after such anniversary.

50 usc 1631 Exercise of Emergency Power and Authorities

When the President declares a national emergency, no powers and authorities

made available by law for use in the event of an emergency shall be exercised

unless and until the President specifies the provisions of law under which
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he proposes that he, or other officers will act. Such specification may

be made either in the declaration of national emergency, or by one or more

contemporaneous or subsequent Executive orders published in the Federal

Register and transmitted to the Congress.

50 USC 1641 Accountability and Reporting Reouirements
of the President

(a) When the President declares a national emergency, or Congress declares

war, the President shall be responsible for maintaining a file and

index of all significant orders of the President, including Executive

orders and proclamations. Each Executive agency shall also maintain a

file and index of all rules and regulations issued during such

*. .* emergency or war and pursuant to such declaration of emergency or war.

(b) All such significant orders of the President, including Executive

orders, and such rules and regulations shall be transmitted promptly

to the Congress.

(c) When the President declares a national emergency or Congress declares

war, the President shall transmit to Congress, within ninety days after

the end of each six-month period after such declaration, a report on

the total expenditures incurred by the U.S. Government during such

six-month period which are directly attributable to the exercise of

powers and authorities conferred by such declarations. Not later

than ninety days after the termination of each such emergency or war,

the President shall transmit a final report on all such expenditures.
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so USC 1651. Application to Other Provisions of Law

The provisions of this act shall not apply to the following provisions

of law, the powers and authorities conferred thereby, and actions taken

thereunder:

- 40 USC 278b: allows suspension of ceilings on rents

and leases for buildings.

- 41 USC 252: allows certain contracts, without adver-

tising, for agencies other than Defense, the Coast

Guard, and the National Aeronautics and Space Agency.

- 31 USC 203: provides that contracts made by certain

agencies shall not be subject to reduction or set-off

against assignee.

- 41 USC 15: provides that contracts make by certain

agencies shall not be subject to reduction or set-off

against assignee.

- 50 USC 1431-1435: allows certain procurement

contracts for national defense without regard to

other laws.

- 10 USC 2304(a)(1): allows suspension of requirements

for formal advertising for contracts.

.TI
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SUMMARY OF EMERGENCY AUTHORITIES

I. Functions, Powers, and Duties of Organizations

A. Department of Defense
.,

10 USC 125 - Sec Def authority to reassign service I-I
functions.

50 USC 401 - Congressional intent to maintain three 1-2
separate military departments.

B. Army

10 USC 3062 - Functions and Cortposition. 1-3

IO USC 3063 - Sec Army ray abolish or consolicate I-4
basic branches.

C. Navy

10 USC 5012 - Functions and Composition. i-

Air Force

10 USC 6062 - Functions and Composition. !-e

E. Marine Corps

10 USC 5013 - Functions and Composition. I-S

F. Reserve Components

10 USC 262 - Basic purpose of Reserves.

32 USC 102 - Basic Mission of rational Guard. J-

10 USC 5251 - NJavy Reserve, subject to direction of l-

Chief of Naval Operations.

1o usc 5252 r'arine Corps Reserve, subject to 1-7
direction of Corrandant.

N. "or*
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G. Coast Guard

. 14 USC 3 - Provides for transfer to the Navy. 1-7

H. Other Agencies

33 USC 858 - Duties of National Oceanic and 1-7
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in time of war..

49 USC 1347 - Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) to 1-8
consider National Defense requirera.nts.

I. Executive Orders

EC 11490 - Assigns wide range of emergency preparedness 1-8
Inctions and responsibilities to Defense and other
L.enctas.

r-. Cperaticnal Authorities

A. Crc3rina Reserve Compcnents to Active Duty

i .' USC 573b Selected Reserve, 100 Call-UD6 II I

10 USC 673 - Ready Reserve, IfN Call-Up. 1I-1

DOD Dir 1235.10 - Mobilization of the Ready Reserve, II-Z
general colic, guidance.

10 USC 672 - General Mobilization authority for II--
Reserve Components.

i0 USC 674 - Mobilization of Standby Reserve. II-(

DOD Dir 1235.9 - Mobilization and Management of the II-,
Standby Reserve, general policy guidance.

i0 USC 263 - Army and Air National Guard, general 11-4
mobilization policy.

10 USC 3500 - Authority to order Arity National Guard II-
to Federal Service.

~ 551
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10 USC 8500 - Authority to order Air National Guarc II-
to Federal Service.

33 CFR 8.1505 - Authority of Commandant to order 11-5
Coast Guard Reserve to active duty.

B. Arming of Vessels and Aircraft

10 USC 351 - Allows any vessel or aircraft to be armed II-{
during war or other situations of danger.

C. Supervision of Certain Restrictions on Chemical and
Biological Warfare Agents.

50 USC 1515 - Presidential authority to suspend restric- II-
tions on movement, etc. of chemical and biological war-
fare agents in war or emergency.

0. Movement Controls

1. Personnel

50 USC 21 - Allows apprehension, reroval of enery Ii-7
aliens.

2. Aircraft

49 USC 1346 - Military Aircraft allowee to oeviate II-:
from FAA control.

49 USC 1510 - Allows extension of areas of FAA II-?
jurisdiction.

49 USC 1522 - Allows FAA to prohibit civil aircraft 11-8
from certain areas.

EO 11490 - Assigns responsibilities for control 11-8
of civil and military air traffic during erergency.

000 INSTR. 5030.36 - Emergency preparedness plan II-,
* .to control air traffic and air navigation aids,

implements EO 11490.

3. Vessels

50 USC 191-195 - Allows control of movement and ll-9

anchorage of vessels in U.S. waters.

552
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E- 11490 - Assigns responsibility for maritime safety I1-10
and law enforcement.

48 USC 1706 - Authority to establish naval defensive II-10
sea areas in Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa.

32 CFR 761.1-761.20 - Regulations for entry into II-10
naval defensive sea areas.

L. Use of Armed Forces in Domestic Situations

10 USC 331 - Allows use of armed forces to suppress 1I-11
insurrection in a State.

10 USC 332 - Allows use of armed forces to enforce Federal II-11
authority.

10 USC 333 - Allows use of armed forces tc prevent 11-11
interference with State or Federal law.

10 USC 334 - Requires Presidential Proclamation prior II-!2
to use of armed forces.

4Z USC 1422 - Governor of Guam may request assistance 11-12
of armed forces.

48 USC 1591 - Governor of Virnin Islands may request 11-12
assistance of ared forces.

32 CFR 501.1-501.7 - Basic policy for employment of 11-12
armeo forces in aid of civil authiorities.

F. Neutrality Laws

22 USC 441 - Presidential proclamation of neutrality. 11-13

22 USc 445 - Prohibition of travel on vessels of 11-13
belligerents.

22 USC 447 - Prohibition of financial transactions 11-13
with belligerents.

22 USC 448 - Prohibition of collection of funds for 11-14
belligerents.

22 USC 449 - Neutrality laws not applicable in certain 11-14
situations involving Western Hemisphere nations.

22 USC 450 - Allows restrictions on use of U.S. ports 11-14
to assist belligerents.
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22 USC 451 - Allows restrictions on use of U.S. ports 1-1
by foreign submarines and armed merchant vessels.

22 USC 461 - Allows use of armed forces to enforce 11-1S
., neutrality laws.

22 USC 462 - Allows use of armed forces to enforce 11-16
maritime neutrality laws.

22 USC 463 - Requires posting of bonds conditioned on !1-16
on compliance with maritime neutrality laws.

22 USC 464 - Allows detention by customs to enforce 11-16
neutrality.

22 USC 465 - Allows use of armed forces to enforce ll-le
N: neutrality laws.

15 USC 76, 77 - Allows reciprocal retaliation aaainst 11-17
belligerents not respecting U.S. neutrality.

G. Public/Military Records

44 usc 150s - Allows suspension of publication of 11-17
Federal Register.

44 USC 3311 - Allows destruction of certain military IT-is
records.

H. Acquisition of Electric Power

16 USC 831n-4(a) - Allows acquisition of power from II-n

Tennessee Valley Authority for emergency needs.

I. Censorship/Wartime Information Security Program (WISP)

EO 11490 - Responsibilities for Censorship -1
DOD Dar 5230.7 - Wartime Information Security Program (WISP)

III. Manpower

A. Accession of Aviation Cadets

10 USC 6911 - Removes certain restrictions on procurement III-1of Naval aviation Cadets.

10 USC 8257 - Removes certain restrictions on procurement III-1
of Air Force aviation cadets.

14 LSC 371 - Removes certain restrictions on procurement
of Coast Guard aviation cadets.

554%I 5,'.
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.B. Intial Term of Service

10 USC 519 - Temporary enlistments during war or 111-2
emergency are for duration plus six months.

C. Extension of Terms of Service

10 USC 506 - Enlistments in regular components in 111-2
effect during war continue for auration plus six
months.

10 USC 671a - During war, perioas of active service are 111-3
extended for duration plus six months.

10 IJSC 67Ib - President, determining that the national 111-3
interest requires it, may extend certain periods of
active service for six months if Conqress is not in session.

10 USC 511 - During war or emeroency, Reserve Component 111-3
enlistments are extended for the duration plus six

*months.

10 USC 679 - Provides for involuntary extension of 111-4
.V- active duty agreements of Reservists.

32 USC 302 - AlTows invoTuntary extension of ;*ational 111-5
GuarG enlistments.

14 USC 367 - Allov.s involuntary extension of Coast 111-5
Guart enlistments.

D. Recall of Retired Personnel

10 USC 688 - Authority to recall retired regular members 111-6
Iof the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps.

10 USC 6482 - Authority to recall retired enlisted lll-6
members of the Regular Navy and Regular Marine Corps.

10 Usc 6485 - Fleet Reserve and Fleet Marine Reserve, 11-6
general mobilization authority.

14 USC 331 - Authority to recall retired officers 111-7
of the Regular Coast Guard.

14 usc 359 - Authority to recall retired enlisted 111-7
enlisted members of the Coast Guard.

10 usc 675 - Authority to recall members of the Retired 111-,
-- Reserve.
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E. Strength and Grade Distribution; Limitations, '
Suspension of Limitations

1. General

10 USC 522 - Provides authorized officer strengths Il-3
for all Armed Services.

10 USC 523 - Provides authorized strengths for Field 111-8
Grade officers for all Armed Services.

10 USC 524 - Provides authorized strengths for 111-8
certain Field Grade Reserve Officers on active
duty.

10 USC 525 - Provides distribution percentages for 111-8
general and flag officers

10 USC 526 - Provides for suspension of 10 USC 523, 111-9
524 and 525 in time of war or emergency.

2. Army

10 USC 3202 - Authority to suspend limitations on 111-9
general officer strength

3. Air Force

10 USC 8202 - Authority to suspend limitations on 111-9

general officer strength.

4. Navy

10 USC 5442 - Provides authorized strength for 111-9
Commodore Admiral and Rear Admiral of the line.

10 USC 5444 - Provides authorized strength for lll-10
*Commodore Admiral and Rear Admiral of the Staff

Corps.

10 USC 5450 - Authorized retired flag officers on lll-10
active duty
10 USC 5451 - Allows suspension of 10 USC 5442, 111-10

5444, 5450

5. Marine Corps

10 USC 5443 - Authorized strengths for Brigadier III-10
and Major General

10 USC 5451 - Allows suspension of 10 USC 5443 111-10

, 556
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*, .. .." 6. Ready Reserve

10 USC 268 - Provides authorized strength of Ready IN-11

Reserve.

7. Coast Guard

14 USC 42 - Provides authorized strength and grade II-11
distribution for officers.

8. NOAA

33 USC 851 - Provides authorized strengths for lil-11

commissioned officers.

9. DOD Guidance on Wartime Manpower Planning

DOD Dir 1100.18 - General policy guidance IIt-1l

DOD Instr 1100.19 - Implementing instructions 111-12

F. Military Appointments

1. General Authority

1m ' 10 USC 603 - Temporary officer appointments 111-13

2. Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

10 USC 142 - Provides for suspension of limits 111-13
on tenure of Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.
10 USC 143 - Provides for suspension of limits 111-13

on tenure of Director and members of Joint Staff.

3. Army

1 10 USC 3034 - Provides for suspension of limits 111-14
on tenure of Chief of Staff.

10 USC 3395 - Provides for appointment of Reserve 111-14
Officers.

4. Air Force

10 USC 8034 - Provides for suspension on limits 1!1-14
on tenure of Chief of Staff.

10 USC 8395 - Provides for appointments of 111-14
Reserve Officers.
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5. Navy and Marine Corps -

% 10 USC 5081 - Provides for suspension of limits IS-15
on tenure of Chief of Naval Operations.

10 USC 5201 - Proyides for suspension of limits ,I!-15
on tenure of Commandant of the Marine Corps.

6. Coast Guard

14 USC 214 - Provides for temporary appointments 111-15
to certain commissioned and warrant officer grades.

7. Reserve Components/National Guard

% 10 USC 123 - Allows suspension of normal criteria I1l-15
regarding appointments, selection, promotion,
separation and discharge of Reserve commissioned
officers.

32 USC 111 - Allows suspension of certain conditions I11-16
regarding federal recognition of Army and Air
National Guard conmnissioned officers.

ED 11390 - Delegates authority to invoke 10 USC 123 1!:-16
and 32 USC 111 to Sec Def.

8. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

33 USC 854a (3) - Provides for certain temporary 1.1-16
appointments of commissioned officers.

G. Limitations on Assignment to Military Department
Executive Staffs

10 USC 3031 - Allows susoension of limitations in 1!-17
tenure and number of officers assigned to the Army
Staff.

10 USC 8031 - Allows suspension of limitations on ,I,-17
tenure and number of officers assigned to the Air
Staff.

H. Promotion/Separation/Voluntary Retirement

1. General Authority

10 USC 644 - Allows suspension of laws regardinq IS-19
promotion, separation, involuntary retirement for
officers of all services.
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2. Warrant Officers

10 USC 565,599 - Allows suspension of laws for 111-19
promotion, mandatory retirement or separation
of Regular and Reserve Warrant Officers of any
armed force.

EO 11390 - Delegates authority to invoke 10 USC 565, III-19

S99 to Sec Def.

3. Coast Guard

14 USC 275 - Allows suspension of laws regarding III-20
selection, promotion or involuntary separation of
Coast Guard officers.

14 USC 722 - Allows suspension of laws regarding I11-20
appointment, selection, promotion and separation
of Coast Guard Reserve officers.

4. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

* 33 USC 853i (b) - Allows suspension of laws regarding 111-21
promotion of NOAA officers.

.,, 33 USC 854a (1), (2) - Provides that, in general, 1;1-21
temporary appointment or promotion of NOAA officers
shall be in the same manner as for the Navy.

5 Public Health Service

*42 USC 211 (k) - Provides for temporary officer 111-21
Vpromotion in the Public Health Service.

I. Dismissal/Release from Active Duty

10 USC 1161 - Allows dismissal of commissioned officers III-22
of any armed force.

10 USC 6406 - Allows dismissal of Navy and Marine 111-22
Corps Warrant Officers (W-1).

.,10 USC 681 - Provides for releese of member of any 111-2-
Reserve component from active C-uty.

10 USC 6486 - Provides for release of members of Fleet 111-23
Reserve and Fleet Marine Reserve.

%3. . 559
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J. Decorations and Awards

10 USC 3741 - Medal of Honor, Army. EI-24

10 USC 6241 - Medal of Honor, Navy and Marine Corps. 111-24

i<. 10 USC 6741 - Medal of Honor, Air Force. 111-24

14 USC 491 - Medal of Honor, Coast Guard. 111-24

10 USC 3742 - Distinguished Service Cross. iTI-21

10 USC 6242 - Navy Cross. I:i-2a

10 USC 8742 - Air Force Cross. I1i-21

10 USC 3746 - Silver Star, Army. 111-24

10 USC 6244 - Silver Star, Navy and Marine Corps. III-.'

10 USC 8746 - Silver Star, Air Force ITI-24

EO 1146 - Bronze Star, all services.

; . EO 11016 - Purple Heart, all services. 111-24

22 USC 2624 - Allows retention and wear of foreicn I1I-24
decorations.

K. Oay and Allowances

1. Missing, Interned, Captured Persons

5 USC 5561-5568 - Allows continuation of pay to III-25
civilian employees who are missing, interned or
captured.

37 USC 551-558 - Allows continuation of oay to 1ii-25
military personnel who are missing, interned or

captured.

2. Special Pay, Allowance

37 USC 310 - Allows suspension of hostile fire pay. :11-25

37 USC 407 - Allows susoension of limitations cn 11-27

dislocation allowance.

37 USC 427 - Allows suspensicn of family senaration Ii-L
allowance.

10 USC 664 - ,,llovs susoension of disability cornen-
sation to Reservists ordered to active duty.

-37 USC 301 (d) - Allows suspension of hazardous
duty pay.

560
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37 USC 301a (c) - Allows suspension of aviation
__ career incentive pay.

37 USC 304 (b) - Allows suspension of diving pay.

10 USc 9441 - Allows payment of travel expenses
of Civil Air Patrol.

37 USC 9O - Provides that an officer exercising 2-?
command above that pertaining to his grace is
entitled to pay and allowances of grade aopropriate
to the command.

3. Separation, Retired Pay

37 USC 202 - Provides for increased pay while on i"- 2
active duty for certain retired Rear Admirals
of the Coast Guard.

I0 USC 687 - Prescribes computation of reaojustment !-
pay for members of reserve components involuntarily
released from active duty.

L. Screening of Reservists

10 USC 271 - Provides for criteria for screening the 11-30
. -c -Ready Reserve.

EDo 11190 - Delegates authority to prescribe reculations

for screening of Ready Reserve to Sec Oef.

000 Oir. 1200.7 - Provides general policy guidance :::-3C
regarding screening the Ready Reserve.

M. Housing

42 USC 1591 - Prescribes criteria by which President !,-3'
may determine critical need for housinC for national
defense.

42 USC 1592 - Authorizes provision of housing where :2-3'
-V. President determines critical need exists.

N. Security Clearance

50 USC 832 - Allows Sec Def to grant certain waivers -32
FT "utfor security clearance requirements for National

Security Agency.

~-. 561
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O. :vilian Employees/Defense Workforce

1. Procurement

5 USC 3325 - Allows federal employment of retired 111-33
military personnel in certain situations.

EO 11490 - Assigns responsibilities for civilian 111-33
manpower mobilization to federal agencies.

EO 10480 - Assigns responsibilities for meeting III-3d
labor needs of defense industry and essential
civilian employment to Secretary of Labor.

EO 11179 - Provides for establishment of National 111-34

Defense Executive Reserve.

DOD Dir. 1100.6 - Implements EO 11179. 111-34

DOD Dir. 3005.6 - Provides policy guidance on 111-35
civilian personnel procurement and manpower
control during mobilization.

44 CFR Part 324 - Provides general policy guiaar. 111-35

. regarding determination of scientific and
engineering manpower needs.

2. Pay and Benefits

5 USC 5335 - Provides for continuation of stec- 111-36 .
increases for civilian employees servinz in the
armed forces during war or emergency.

10 USC 4025 - Provides that regular workino hours of 12-36
civilian employees of the Army may be exceeded
during emergency with increased rate of pay.

1 10 USC 9025 - Provides tha.t regular wcr!:ing hours 11-26

of civilicn employees of t,,e Air Forca ..yv be
• exceeded during emergency with increased rate of

pay.

3. Protection of Civilian Employment

5 USC 8332 - Provides certain employment orotection 1:1-37
to civil service employees who enter the military
service.

P. Conscription

[.-* 50 USC App 467(c) - Prohibition of Conscription 111-38

MOU: Selective Service System and DOD; regarding I:1-28
mobilization
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IV. Materials (Strategic & Critical)

43 USC 1314 - Reserves rights of U.S. to ourchase natural IV-I
resources withir certain areas within a State.

43 USC 1341 - Reserves rights of the U.S. to purchase minerals IV-1I
- - from the Outer Continental Shelf; also allows suspension

of comlerical operations in that area.

50 USC 98 - Provides authority to establish stockpile of IV-2
strategic and critical materials, and to release materials
from the stockpile.

EO 11490 - Assigns emergency preparedness responsibilities IV-2
- . to fecral agencies regarding strategic and critical

materials.

EO 12155 - Delegates certain authority with respect to IV-3
strategic and critical materials.

50 USC App 2061-2166 - Designates energy as a strategic IV-4
and critical material; allows acquisition/transfer/storage
of these materials.

44 CFR Part 328 - Provides general policy guidance for IV-(
strategic and critical materials stockpiling.

50 USC 167 - Allows acquisition of helium. Iv-G

~44V. Transportation

" A. General Authority to Control Transportation

10 USC 4742 - Alloms possession and control, throuch V-i
the Army, of transportation systems.

10 USC 9742 - Allows possession and control, through V-1
the Air Force, of transportation systems.

49 USC-i - Enables preference or priority in trans- V-1
portation for certain traffic.

49 USC 6 - Enables preference or priority for military V-I
.*.traffic.

49 USC 1020 Requires preference or priority by V-2
freight forwarders.

50 USC App 2071 - Enables requirement of priority V-2
.' oerformance and allocation of materials and 'acilities.
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ED 11490 - Assigns emergency preparedness responsibi- V-2
lities for control and allocation of transportation
assets and facilities.

DOT 1940.4 - Provides emergency procedures for control V-4
of civil transportation, land, sea and air.

DOD Dir. 3005.7 - Policy guidance for use of domestic V-6
civil transportation assets.

,. Maritime Transport

46 USC 1202 - Allows termination of vessel charters. V-6

46 USC 1242 - Allows requisition or purchase of private V-7
vessels.

50 USC 196-198 - Allows requisition, or purchase V-7
of foreign vessels idle in U.S. waters.

46 USC 1132 - Allows suspension of requirement that V-8
licensed officers of U.S. reqistered vessels be U.S.
citizens.

46 USC 1241 - Allows suspension of requirement that V-8
50 percent of certain cargo be carried in U.S.
registered vessels.

50 USC App 1744 - Provides for establishment of V-8
National Defense Reserve Fleet (iDRF): provides

conditions for release/use of ;:nRF.

Ilemo of Agreement; Ccterce anc Defense, 1954 - Provides V-9
guiuance on utilization, trans-,er and allocation of
merchant ships to support defense needs.

46 USC 835 - Prohibits transfer or sale of U.S. regis- V-10
tered vessels.

C. Air Transportation

M.OU, Defense and Commerce, 1963 - Policy on use of V-l,
Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) to meet Defense needs
in an emergency.

14 CFR 290.1-290.7 - Allows CRAF operators to lease V-11
aircraft among themselves to enable meeting CRAF
commitments.

War Air Service Program Priorities Manual V-12

AZ 564
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D. Land Transportation

49 USC 10713 - Allows carriers to violate commercial V-12
contracts in emergency.

49 USC 11123 - Allows ICC to suspend rules to V-I?
promote rail service.

49 USC 11127 - Allows ICC to suspend rules to promote V-12
service by freight forwarders.

49 usc 11128 - Priority of rail service in war V-13
emergency

Procedural Arrangement; Defense & Transportation: V-14
Emergency Motor Carrier Service

E. Other Authority

10 USC 2632 - Allows domicile to duty transportation V-14
for defense workers under certain conditions.

10 USC 7224 - Allows transportation and subsistence V-15
of certain civilians on Navy vessels.

46 USC 1151 - Allows construction subsidies for certain V-150 vessels to be operated in foreign trade.

46 USC 1161 - Allows establishment of reserve funds V-15
for construction or acquisition of certain vessels.

VI. Medical

10 USC 4022 - Allows Army to emoloy contract surgeons. VT-1

10 USC 9022 - Allows Air Force to employ contract surgeons. Vl-1

42 USC 266 - Allows quarantine/detention of persons deemed Vl-I
health threat to armed forces.

EQ 11490 - Assigns emergency preparedness responsibilities VI-i
with respect to provision of health care and services.

MOU; VA and DOD; military use of VA hospitals VI-2

44 CFR Part 325 - Provides listing of Health Manpower Vl-3
Occupations anticipated to be required in an emergency.

44 CFR Part 326 - Provides policy guidance on National Vl-3
Emergency Blood Program.
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VII. Industrial & Defense Production

A. Industrial Preparedness

ED 11490 - Assigns emergency preparedness responsibi- Vl!-1
lities to Defense, Commerce, GSA, and others for
industrial and defense production.

DOD Dir. 4005.1 - Implements ED 11490, provides policies V"1-3
and assigns responsibilities for industrial preparedness
planning.

B. Defense Industrial Reserves

, -o50 usc 451 - Establishes Defense Industrial Reserves VIl-::
S ~program to maintain essential nucleus of industrial

facilities.

50 USC 452 - Defines terms associated with Defense VII-4
Industrial Reserve program.

50 USC 453 - Provides powers and duties of Secretary of VII-5
Defense regarding Defense Industrial Reserves program.

C. Industrial Mobilization

10 USC 4501 - Allows mandatory orders for defense VII-6
production; allows seizure, control and use of industrial
facilities by the Army.

10 USC 4502 - Directs Army to maintain lists of industrial VII-7

facilities suitable for munitions production.

10 USC 9501 - Allows mandatory orders for defense V11-7
production; allows seizure, control and use of inLustrial
facilities by the Air Force.

10 USC 9502 - Directs Air Force to maintain lists of Vii-7
industrial facilities suitable for munitions producticn.
50 USC App 468 - Allows mandatcry ord2rs for 0efense VII-C

materials.

44 CFR Part 134 - Policy guidance on placing defense VII-9
contracts in labor surplus areas.

44 CFR Part 320 - Guidance on dispersion and protective VII-9
construction of facilities.

44 CFR Part 321 - Planning guidance on maintenance Vll-,!
of the mobilization base.

.5-,. 44 CFR Part 322 - Guidance on use of preference authority VII-IO
for aefense production.
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, % 44 CFR Part 323 - Guidance on priority use of resources VII-1i
. - in post-attack period.

44 CFR Part 327 - Policy on use of government-owned VII
equipment by private industry.

44 CFR Part 329 - Policy on use of priority and VII-12
allocation authority for certain common items.

VII. Contract and Procurement

50 USC 1431-1435 - Allows certain procurement contracts VIII-I
for national defense without regard to other laws.

EO 10785 - Authorizes Sec Def and Service Secretaries VIII-1
to use authority of 50 USC 1431-1435.

50 USC App 2061-2166 - Provides for priority performance VIII-1
on defense contract; allows loan guarantees to defense
contractors.

EO 10480 - Provides delegation of authority in 50 USC Apo VIII-2
2061-2066.

DOD Dir. 5100.34 - Implements EO 10480. VIII-3

10 USC 2304 - Allows susoension of reouirements for formal VIII-3
aovertising for contracts.

50 USc 82 - Relates to procurement of shins and war materials, VIII-3
in general.

41 USC 11 - Allows certain purchases or contracts without VIII-3
appropriation act.

DOD Dir. 7220.8 - Guidance on use of authority in 41 USc 11. VIII-4

32 USC 703 - Allows requisition of supplies previously VIII-4
purchased by States for the N;ational Guard.

14 USC 652 - Provides that laws removing restrictions on VIII-5
purchases, contracts, etc. with regard to the Navy shall
also apply to the Coast Cuard.

IX. Funding and Fiscal Procedures

31 USC 80 - Allows time extension for examination IX-1
of monthly accounts of Army and Air Force expenditures.

31 USC 80 a, b - Allows time extension for examination IX-1
of monthly accounts of disbursing officers of all armed
forces.
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31 USC 80 c - Allows time extension for examination of IX-1
quarterly accounts of Navy disbursing officers.

31 USc 203 - Provides that contracts made by certain IX-2
agencies shall not be subject to reduction or set-off
against assignee.

41 usc 15 - Provides same authority as 31 USC 203. IX-2

46 USc 1151 - Allows construction subsidy if certain IX-2
vessels to be used in foreign trade are considered

suitable for military purposes.

46 USC 1402 - Allows construction subsidy for fishing IX-3
vessels if considered suitable for military purposes.

10 USC 4591 - Allows Army to use proceeds from operation IX-3
of a public utility overseas.

10 USC 9591 - Allows Air Force to use proceeds from IX-3
operation of a public utility overseas.

,% *i
X. Communications

47 USC 605 -'Provides war powers authority of the President X-1
to control communications facilities.

Presidential l.emo, Aucust 21, 1963 - Provides for establishl-
ment of a national communications system.

EO 11490 - Assigns emergency preparedness responsibilities X..

for communications.

.> E0 12046 - Supplements EO 11490; assigns telecommunications X-"
-. .~ functions to National Security Council and Office of Science

,, and Technology Policy.

47 USC 308 - Allows waiver of normal regulations regarding X-a
communications facilities.

XI. Military/Foreign Assistance/Sales

10 USC 712 - Allows detail of members of the armed forces XI-1
to assist the governments of the W.estern Hemisphere nations
in military matters.
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22 USC 1962 - Authorizes military assistance, to include XI-1
use of armed forces, in the Middle East.
22 USC 1963 - Authorizes assistance to United Nations XI-2

Energency Force in the Middle East.

22 USC 1965- Provides criteria for expiration of 22 USC XT-2

1961-1965.

40 USC 314 - Authorizes sale of certain war supplies. XI-3

X1I. Property

A. Acquisition

10 USC 2663 - Allows acquisition of land immediately XII-1
on filing petition for condemnation.

10 USC 2664 - Allows acquisition of land needed for XII-1
lumber procuctlon immediately on filing petition for
condemnation.

10 USC 2672 - Allows acquisition of real property without XI!-2
authorization act In urgent situation.

DOD Dir. 4270.32 - Provides guidance on use of Sec Def XII-2
military construction contingency authority In urcent
situations.

10 USC 4780 - Allows Army to requisition or acquire XII-1
buildings in the District of Columbia.

10 USC 9780 - Allows Air Force to requisition or acquire XII-tbuildings in the District of Columbia.

43 USC 155-157 - Allows reservation and use of up to Xll-1
5,000 acres of public land without Congressional action.

8. Leasing

' 40 USC 278 - Allows suspension of ceilings on rents Xll-4
and leases for buildings.

C. Use

10 USC 2231, 2235, 2236 - Allows use of reserve component XII-4
facilities for any purpose deemed necessary.
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10 USC 4776, 9776 - Allows construction of temporary XII-5
military facilities on private property with consent
of owner.

40 USC 71 - Allows suspension of planning and development Xii-5
procedures in National Capital area.

so USC App 1622 - Allows recapture of airports previously XII-5
disposed of as surplus.

14 CFR 155.1-155.13 - Allows FAA, in consultation with Xi!-6
Defense, to vacate restrictions on airports disposed
of as surplus.

16 USC 831 - Allows possession of certain property of XII-7
. Tennessee Valley Authority for manufacture of

explosives.

0. Disposal

40 USC 464 - Allows disposal of certain surplus property XII-7

without public advertising.

40 USC 534 - Allows suspension of certain procedures for X11-7

disposal, acouisition or use of urban land.

"III. Transfer of Civil Arencies to DD

. A. Fejeral Aviation Aoency (FAA)

49 USC 1343 - Authorizes transfer of FAA to DOD. XIII-1

E011161 - Provides planning guidance on relationships XIl-1
between DOD and FAA on transfer.

tlOU; DOD/FAA; Implementing EO 1161 XIII-I

B. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

33 USC 855 - Authorizes transfer of vessels, equipment, XIII-3
stations and commissioned officers to a military department.

EO 11023 - Provides implementing guidance on how such XIII- -

transfer is to be effected.

DOD/DOC Rigulatlons; Cooperation of NOAA with DOD XI1-4

C. Public Health Service (PHS)

42 USC 217 - Allows President to declare commissioned XIII-"
corps of PHS to be a military service.
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D. National Intelligence Tasking Center (NITC)

ED 12036 - Authorizes transfer of NITC on express XII-6
'direction of President.

XIV. Non-Combatant Evacuation

EO 11490 - Assigns emergency responsibilities for XIV-1
non-combatant evacuation.

DOD Dir. 5100.51 - Provides basic policies and describes XIV-1
responsibilities of State and Defense.

42 usc 1313 - Authorizes temporary assistance for evacuees. XIV-2

5 USC 5522 - Allows certain pay advances to civilian XIV-&
employees in case of evacuation.

D00 Dir 1400.11 - Implementing guic(ance for authority XIV-3
in 3 USC 522.

37 USC 1006 - Authorizes certain pay allowances to dependents XIV-3
of members of the uniformed services in case of evacuation.

XV. Claims/Civil & Criminal Law/UCMJ

A. Admiralty Law

10 usc 7721-7727 - Allows stay of suit in admiralty 4V-1

proceedings.

Ji** S. Other Claim

10 USC 2733 - Allows extension of time lir-it for presenta- XV-1
tion of certain claims incident to non-combat activities
of the armed. forces.

•. 32 USC 715 - Allows ext.ision of time limit for presen- XV-2
*.tation of certain claims incident to non-combat activities

of the National Guard.

28 USc 2680 - Excludes combat activities of the arred XV-2
, forces from jurisdictions of U.S. district courts and

administrative adjustment of tort claims.
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31 USC 71, 237 - Allows extension of time limits for pre- XV-2
sentatlon of certain claims against the government by
military personnel.

31 USC 241 - Allows extension of time limits for XV-2
presentation of claims against the government for
certain losses incident to military service.

C. Loss of Nationality

6 USC 1481 - Provides for loss of nationality, under XV-3
conditions, for desertion or remaining outside jurisdic-
tion of U.S. to avoid military service.

D . Protection of U.S. Neutrality

18 USC 756 - Penalties for aiding escape of interned XV-4
belligerent.

13 USC 960 - Penalties for carrying out military activities XV-!
against friendly nations.

1L USC 961 - Penalties for strengthening an armed vessel XV-4
in violation of U.S. neutrality.

18 USC 962 - Penalties for arminr vessel to comit XV-4
hostilities in violation of U.S. neutrality.

1u USC 9 3 - Penalties for takinm out of port, vessels XV-'

detained to protect U.S. neutrality.

18 USC 964 - Penalties for delivering armed vessel XV-5
to belligerent nation in violation of U.S. neutrality.

18 USC 965 - Penalties for actions designed to take XV-5
certain vessels out of U.S. pnrts.

18 USC 966 - Penalties for departure of certain detained XV-5
vessels.

18 USC 967 - Penalties for actions :esicned to take XV-5
certain vessels out of U.S. ports when such vessels
have been forbidden to depart.

18 USC 3058 - Provides that internec mernbers of armed XV-6
forces of belligerent nations who escaoe are subject to
arrest.
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' .".'" E. Other Criminal Laws

18 USC 793 - Penalties for gathering, transmitting or XV-7
losing certain defense information.

18 USC 794 - Penalties for providing defense information XV-7
to the enemy.

18 USC 795 - Penalties for photographing or sketching XV-7
defense installations.

18 usc 798 - Penalties for unauthorized disclosure of XV-7
classified information.

IS USC 2153, 2154 - Penalties for destruction or produc- XV-8
tion of defective war materials.

i8 USC 2388 - Penalties for sedition, promotion of XV-8
disloyalty, insubordination, mutiny, disaffection.

18 USC 3287 - Suspension of runnina of statute of XV-9
limitations for certain offenses of fraud.

F. UCX16J

EO 11476 - Prescribes tianual for Courts-Martial, 1969, XV-9
provides for suspension of certain limita".ons on
punishments on declaration of war.

XVI. Environmental Protection/Occupational Safety and Health

A. Environmental Protection

15 USC 2601 et. seq. - Provides for control of toxic XVI-1
substances; allows suspension for national defense.

33 USC 1251 et. seq. - Provides for control of water XVI-1
pollution; allows suspension of prohibition on contracts
with violators.

42 USC 300f - Provides for regulation of public water XVI-1
supply systems; allows waiver of compliance with regu-
lations for Federal agencies in interests of national
defense.

42 USC 7401 et. seq. - Provides for control of release XVi-2
of pollutants into air; allows certain exemptions from
compliance; allows exception for procurement from violators.
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42 USC 4901 et. seq. - Provides for noise control; XVI-3
allows limited exceptions only for Federal agencies.

42 USC 6901 et. seq. - Provides for regulation of XWI-1
solid waste disposal; allows exemption only for Federal
agencies.

4 33 USC 1401 et. seq., 16 USC 1431-1434 - Protection of XV-4
Marine environment; no specific waiver/exemption.

7 USC 136 et. seq. - Provides for control of insecticides, XVI-d
pesticides, rcdenticides; exemptions allowed for
emergencies.

42 USC 4321-4361 - Provides general environmental policy; XVI-5
basis for environmental impact statements; no relief
provision.

EO 12088 - Provides that federal agencies will comply XVI-5
with environmental requirements; exemotions to be
based on Presidential determinations where allowed.

B. Occupational Safety and Health

29 USC 65I-678 - Provides regulatory power to establish XV-6
mandatory safety and health standards; limited exemption
authority.

ZI.
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I. FUNCTIONS, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF ORGANZAT I ClS

ANALYSIS

The authorities described in this section provide the basic missi:-s

and functions of the armed forces of the United States in time of war.

It should be noted that the President may transfer or reassign func:tirs

of the four armed services if this is considered necessary because z+

hositilities or the imminent threat of hostilities (10 USC 125. Transfe-

-of the Coast Guard to the Navy may be accomplished upon a declaration of

war or when the President directs (14 USC 3).

Emergency preparedness functions and responsibilities for the Oe;art--.ent

k . of Defense and othe.r federal departments and agencies are also described.

These functions and responsibilities are assigned by Executive Order 1149C

(October, 1969). The numerous changes and amendments to this Exe:utive .rter

make review and republication desireable.
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A. Department of Defense

1. IOUSC 125 (a), (b). (c) Functions, Powers and Duties; Transfer,
Reassignment, Consolidation or
Abolition

(&) Subject to SOUSC 401, as cited below, the Secretary of

Defense shall take appropriate action (including the transfer,

reassignment, consolidation, or abolition of any functions

power or duty) to provide more effective, efficient, and

economical administration and operation, and to eliminate

duplication, in the Department of Defense. However,

except as provided by subsections (b) and (c), below,

a function, power or duty vested by law in the Department

of Defense, or an officer, agency or official thereof,

may not be substantially transferred, reassigned, consoli-

dated or abolished unless the Secretary naes Drior reoort

to the Senate and House Armed Services Committees for

their oversight and action.

jb) Notwithstanding subsection (a), above, if the President

determines it to be necessary because of hostilities

or in imminent threat of hostilities, any function.

power, or duty, including one assigned to the Army, Navy,

Air Force, or Marine Corps by 1OUSC 3062 (b), IOUSCEZ12,
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1OUSC 5013, or 1OUSC 8062 (c). may be transferred,

reassigned or consolidated. The transfer, reassignment

or consolidation remains In effect until the President

determines that hostilities have terminated or that

there is no longer an imminent threat of hostilities,

as the case may be.

(€) Notwithstanding subsection (a), above, the Secretary of

Defense my assign or reassign the development and opera-

tional use of new weapons or weapons systems to one or

more of the Military departments or the armed forces.

However, notwithstanding any other provisions of law,

the Secretary of Defense shall not'direct or approve a

plan to initiate or reduce or eliminate a major weapons

system until reporting the pronosed action to the Congress

while it is in session.

2. $OUSC 401 Coneressional Declaration of Purpose:
National Security Act Of 1947, as amended

Provides statement of the Intent of Congress in enacting

the National Security Act of 1947, as amended. This section

clearly provides that there shall be three Military Departments

of the Army, the Navy (including naval aviation and the United

States Marine Corps) and the Air Force under the direction,

authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense; further,

that these departments shall be subject to unified directio:n
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under civilian control of the Secretary of Defense but these

departments or services shall not be merged.

1. 1OUSC 3062 (a), (b). (c) Policy and Composition

(a) It is the intent of Congress to provide an Army capable,

in conjunction with the other armed forces, of -

(1) preserving the peace and security, and providing for

the defense of the U.S., its Territories, Common-

waiths, possessions and any area occupied by the U.S.

(2) supporting national policies,

(3) implementing national objectives, and

(4) overcoming foreign nations responsible for aggressive

acts that imperil the peace and security of the U.S.

(b) The Army includes land combat and-service forces,

organic aviation and water transport. It shall be organized,

trained, and equipped primarily for prompt and sustained

combat incident to operations on land.

(c) The Army consists of the Regular Arm., the Army National

Guard, the Army Reserve, and persons appointed, enlisted,

or conscripted into the Army without component.
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2. IOUSC 3063 (a), (b) Basic Branches

(a) Establishes the basic branches of the Army.

(b) The Secretary of the Army may discontinue or consolidate

the basic branches of the Arm for the duration of any

war or of any national emergency declared by Congress.

C. Navy

1OUSC 5012 Composition and Functions

The Navy includes, in general, naval cambat and service forces

and such aviation as my be organic therein. The Navy shall be

organized, trained and equipped primarily for prompt and sustained

combat incident to operations at sea. It is responsible for

the preparation of naval forces necessary for the effective

prosecution of war excipt as otherwise assigned and is generally

responsible for naval reconnaissance, antisubmarine warfare and

protection of shipping.

0. Air Force

IOUSC 062 (a). (c). Cd) Policy and Compossition

(a) Provides statement of the intent of Congress in providing

an Air Force; uses same language as in 1OUSC 3062 (a),

above, which pertains to the Army.

(c) In general, the Air Force includes aviation forces both

combat and service not otherwise assigned. It shall be

organized, trained, and equipped primarily for prompt and
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sustained offensive and defensive air operations.

(d) The Air Force consists of the Regular Air Force, the Air

National Guard, the Air Force Reserve, and persons appointed,

enlisted or conscripted into the Air Force without component.

E. Marine Corps

1OUSC 5013 Composition and Functions

The Marine Corps shall be so organized as to include not less than

three combat divisions and three air wings and such other land

combat, aviation and other services, as may be organic. The

Marine Corps shall be organized, trained, and equipped to provide

fleet marine forces of combined arms, together with supporting

air components, for service with the fleet in the seizure or

defense of advanced naval bases and for the conduct of such land

operations as my be essential to the prosecution of a naval

campaign.

F. Reserve Comonents

1. IOUSC 262 Purpose

The purpose of each reserve component is to provide trained units

and qualified persons available for active duty in the armed

forces. In time of war or national emergency and at such other

times as the national security requires, to fill the need of
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the armed forces whenever, during, and after the period

needed to procure and train additional units and qualified

persons to achieve the planned mobilization, more units and

persons are needed than are in the regular components.

2. 32USC 102 Natlonil Guard i General Policy

In accordance with the traditional military policy of the U.S.,

it is essential that the strength and organization of the Army

National Guard and Air National Guard as an integral part

of the first line defenses of the U.S. be maintained and

assured at all times. Whevever Conoress determines that more

units and organizations are needed for the national .securty

than are in the regular comoonents of the around

and air forces, the Army National Guard of the U.S. and the

Air National Guard of the U.S.. or such parts of them as

are needed. tooether with such units of other reserve compo-

nents as are necessary for a balanced force. shall be ordered to

active Federal service and retained as long as so needed.

3. IOUSC 5251 Navy Reserve

The Naval Riserve is the reserve component of the Navy. It

shall be organized, adeinistered, trained, and supplied under

the direction of the Chief of Naval Operations.
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4. IOUSC 5252 Marine Corps Reserve

The Marine Corps Reserve is the reserve component of the

Marine Corps. It shall be organized, adnintstered, trained,

and supplied under the direction of the Commandant of the

Marine Corps.

G. Coast Guard

14USC 3 Service in the Navy

Upon the declaration of war or when the President directs, the

Coast Guard shall operate as a service in the Navy, and shall so

continue until the President, by executive order, transfers the

Coast Guard back to the Department of Transportation. While

operating as a service in the Navy, the Coast Guard shall be

subject to the orders of the Secretary of the Navy who may order

changes in Coast Guard operations to make them uotform to the

extent he deem advisable, with Navy operations.

H. Other Agencies

1. 33USC 858 National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Admlnl stratlon (NOAA)

The Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of Commerce shall

jointly prescribe regulations governing the duties to be

performed by NOAA in time of war, and for the cooperation of

that service with the military departments in time of peace
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in preparation for its duties in war, which regulations

shall not be effective unless approved by each of those

Secretaries, and Included therein may be rules and regula-

tions for making reports and communications between a military

department and NOAA.

2. 49USC 1347 Federal Aviation Agency (FAA), National Defense
and C;vil Needs

In exercising the authority granted in and discharging the duties

imposed by the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49USC 1301 et. seq.),

the Administrator shall give full consideration to the require-

ments of national defense, and of commercial and general

aviation, and to the public rights of freedom of transit

AI through the navigable airspace.

3. See also Section XIII regarding the transfer-of NOAA, and the

FAA to the Department of Defense.

1. Executive Orders

11490 Assigning Emergency Preparedness Functions to Federal
0evartMents and Agencies, October Z3, 1959, as amended

Provides planning guidance for emergency national planning and

preparedness functions, under the general guidance of the Director

of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, to departments and

agencies of the Federal government. Part 4 of E011490 prescribes

preparedness functions of the Department of Defense in the following

general areas:
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Provide strategic guidance for emergency preparedness planning

and programming.

IDevelop quantitative and time-phased Military requirements for

selected end-item and supporting resources.

Advise and assist FEJTA in developing a national system

of production urgencies.

Assist FEMA, in conjunction with State, in developing a system

for the itternational allocations of critical materials and

products among the U.S. and various foreign claimants.

Plan for and administer priorities and allocations authority

delegated to Defense.

Assist Commerce in developing production and distribution

controls plans.

Develop with industry, plans for procurement and production

of selected military equipment.

Develop with industry, plans to minimize attack damage to

plants producing major military equipment and supplies.

Recommend to FEMA measures to overcome potential production

deficiencies.

- Furnish advice and assistance on use of strategic and critical

materials in defense production.
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Analyze and take action to overcome problems in maintaining an

adequate mobilization production base..

Assist Commerce in identification and evaluation of facilities

important to national defense.

Advise and assist FEIA in developing and reviewing standards

for strategic location and physical security of essential

industries, services, government and other activities.

Develop and operate damage assessment systems; assist FEMA

in preparing estimates of potential damage.

- Advise and assist FEMA in developing overall manpower policies.

Advise on communications facilities and military requirements

for comercial communications facilities.

Furnish military requirements for all forms of transportation

and transportation facilities.

Assist FE4A in preparation of legislative programs and plans

for coordinating non-military support of emergency preparedness

programs.

Develop plans and procedures for Defense use of non-industrial

facilities.
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Advise and assist FE14A in determining key foreign facilities

and operating rights important to U.S. security and in

obtaining appropriate protection against sabotage.

Develop plans and procedurei to carry out Defense responsibilities

regarding censorship.

Coordinate with State in planning for evacuation of U.S.

citizens from overseas areas, develop appropriate plans for

implementation.

Develop plans for authorized support to members of foreign

forces as may be present in the U.S.

Develop plans for the control of civil and military air

traffic with Transportation and the Federal Communications

Commission.

Develop with the Federal Communications Commission, plans for

emergency control of electromagnetic emitters.

Develop, under the guidance of Interior, plans to meet

emergency water requirsrents in watershed areas regulated

by the Corps of Engineers or other Defense elements.

- Develop plans for emergency assistance to public water

supply utilities.

Develop, in coordination with appropriate agencies, emergency

plans regarding harbors, ports, and waterways for the use

and benefit of navigation.
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. Other agency responsibilities which interface with Department

of Defense functions are:

- Part 2 - Department of State: in consultation with Defense

formulate contingency plans with allies; supervise and direct

military assistance programs; protection or evacuation of

American citizens abroad.

- Part 5, Department of Justice: in consultation with Defense,

plan to adjust security standards relating to Federal

personnel and contractors.

- Part 6. U.S. Postal Service: censorship of international

mails in consultation with Defense.

- Part 9, Department of Commerce: production and distribution

of materials and the use of production facilities; opera-

tional control and allocation of ports and shipping; geodetic,

hydrographic and oceanographic data and services to Defense.

Part 10, Department of Labor: Civilian manpower mobilization

and management.

- Part 11.I Department of Health and Human Services: oreoare

national emergency plans and preparedness programs covering

health services, manpower and resources.

- Part 13, Department of Transportation: transportation planning,

coordination and allocation.
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• Part 14, Department of Energy: essential manufacture and

development of nuclear weapons.

- Part 15, Civil Aeronautics Board: emergency rescurce

management of the War Air Service Program.

-- Part 20, General Services Administration: develop plans

for industrial pi tnts and production equipment in the national

industrial reserve; assist FEMA in formulating plans for the

stockpile of strategic and critical materials.

- Part 22, National Aeronautics and Space Administration: Provide

direct assistance as requested by.Defense in support of military

operations.

m Part 23, National Science Foundation: in consultation with

Defense, Labor and the Selective Service System, develop

plans to assure the most effective use of scientific and

engineering manpower.

Part 27, Tennessee Valley Authority: perform chemical research

in munitions, maintain standby munitions production facilities,

plan for conversion of fertilizer facilities to munitions

production.

.2 - Part 28, International Communications Agency: support military

psychological warfare operations.

Part 29, Veterans Administration: plan for provision of

emergency medical treatment.
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1~II. OPERATIONAL AUTHORITIES

ANALYSIS

The authorities of major interest in this section allow mobilization

of the Reserve Components. The President may order 100,000 members of the

Selected Reserve to active duty for a period of 90 days without a decla-

ration of national emergency (10 USC 673b). If the President declares a

national emergency, up to one million members of the Ready Reserve may

be ordered to active duty for a period of two years (10 USC 673 (a), (c)).

If Congress declares war or a national emergency, reserve components may

be ordered to active duty for the duration of the war or emergency plus

six months (10 USC 672a). Implementing guidance for mobilization of the

reserve components is provided by DOD Directives 1235.9 and 1235.10.

Execution authority for mobilization is vested in the Department of De.ense

and the military departments. (Related authorities that address recall

of retired personnel, extension of terms of service, and screening of

reservists are described in Section III.)

These authorities do provide for significant increases in active

military forces with a declaration of national emergency or war. Without

such declarations, the only immediately available measure is the call-uo

of 100,000 members of the Selected Reserve for 90 days.
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A. Ordering Reserve Components to Active Duty

1. 1OUSC 673 b Selected Reserve: l00K Call-Up other
than in War or Emergency

Notwithstanding other provisions of law, when the President

determines it necessary to augment the active forces for

any operational mission, he may order any unit or individual

of the selected reserve to active duty for not more than

90 days. Not more thanlO0,OOOmay be on active duty at

any one time. Within 24 hours, the President shall report

to the Congress explaining the necessity for this action.

Either the President or the Congress by concurrent resolution

may terminate the active duty order. This authority is nct

to be used to perform the functions described in 10 USC 331-333

(domestic insurrection, see page 11-11) or 10 USC 3M:O, .5nl

(active Federal service for the National Guard, see page 11-5).

This authority is not to be used to provide assistance to the

Federal Government or a State in time of serious natural

or manmade disaster, accident or catastrophe.

2. 1OUSC 673 (a), (c) Ready Reserve (1M Callup)

(a) In time of national emergency declared by the President,

or when otherwise authorized by law, an authority

designated by the Secretary concerned may, without the

consent of the persons concerned, order any neriber or .r t

in the Ready Reserve to active duty (other than for traininv)

for not more than 24 consecutive months.

(c) Not more than one million members of the Ready Reserve

may be on involuntary active duty under this section at

any one time.
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3. DOD Dir 1235.10 Mobilization of the Ready Reserve,
October 27, 1970 (with change thru
October 15, 1977)

*General policy guidance for administration and management

of Reserve Components during planning, alerting and

mobilization of units and individuals of the Ready

Reserve for active Federal service.

4. 1OUSC 672(a) Reserve Components: General

In tin of war or national wrencv declared by Conaress,

or when otherwise authorized by law, an authority designated

by the Secretary concerned, my order any member or unit of a

reserve component under the jurisdiction of that Secretary to

active Muy (other than for training) for the duration of

te r or mmrency and for six months thereafter.

Hooever, a member on an inactive status list or in a retired

status my net be ordered to active duty under this subsection

unless the Secretary concere, with the approval of the

Secrtary of Defense In the case of the Secretary of at military

deprWmnt, determines that then are not enough qualified

Reserves in an active status or in the inactive National Guard

in the required category who are readily available.

F !OUSC 674 (a), (b) Standby Reserve

a 'Inits and members in the Standby Reserve my be ordered

to active duty (other than for training) only as provided

. rN91591
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in 10 U.S.C. 672 (i.e., in time of war, of national 
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emrgency declared by Congress, or when otherwise authorized

by law).

(b) In time of national emergency declared by Congress--

no unit or individual in the Standby Reserve may be ordered

to active duty unless the Secretary concerned, with the

approval of the Secretary of Defense in the case of a

Secretary of a nilitary departm'ent, determines that there

are not enough of the required kinds of units in the Ready

Reserve that are readily available or qualified members.

6. DOD Dir. 1235.9 Manacement and Mobilization of the
Standby Reserve. August 23. 19/3

Prescribes general policy guidance regarding the active and
inactive lists of the Standy Reserves. When mobilization

is authorized in accordance with 10 USC 672 (a), Secretaries

of Military departments ray order Standby Reservists to

active duty involuntarily subject to appropriate determinations

as required by 10 USC 672 (a) (1) and (2). Volunteers for

the Standby Reserve may be ordered to active duty but

volunteers from the National Guard require consent of the

Governor to order to active duty. Determination by Selective

Service System is not required for volunteers.

(Note: 10 USC 672(a) was amended by PL 96-357, September

24, 1980, to delete requirement for Selective Service

determination of availability of Standby Reservists. DOD

Dir. 1235.9 should be revised to reflect this change in law)

7. IOUSC 675 Retired Reserves

See Section 11, D.
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6.IOUSC 21 3 Basic Policy for Army and Air National

Guard

Whenever Congress determines that more units and organizations

* are needed for the national security than are in the re.ular

components of the ground and air forces, the Army National

Guard of the United States and the Air National Guard of the

United States, or such parts of them are needed, together

with such units of other reserve components as are needed

for a balanced force, shall be ordered to active duty and

retained as long as so needed.

9. 32USC 102 National Guard

See Section I.F.

10. 1OUSC 3500 Army National Guard

Whenever the Unted States is invaded or is in danger of

invasion by a foreign nation, there is a rebellion or danger

of rebellion against the authority of the Government of the

United States, or the President is unable with the reaular

forces to execute the laws of the United States, the Presi-

dent may call into active Federal Service members and units

of the Army National Guard of any State, any territory,

the District of Columbia or Puerto Rico, in such numbers

as he considers necessary.

(See also entry in this section regarding use of armed forces

in domestic situations.)
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11. IOUSC 8500 Air National Guard

Provides same provisions as 1OUSC 3500, above, with respect

to the Air National Guard.

12. 33 CFR 8.1505 Coast Guard Reserve

Any Reservist may be ordered to active duty by the Comandant

in time of war or when the President declares a national

emergency to exist, and may be required to perform active

duty throughout the war or until the President declares that

such national emergency no longer exists. (NOTE: IC JSC 2f.

defines the Reserve Components of the Armed Forces and

includes the Coast Guard Reserve within this definition. Thus,

the Coast Guard Reserve is subject to those general provisions

of law regarding ordering Reserves to active duty.)
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5. Arming of Vessels and Aircraft

1DUSC 351 Arming of Vessels and Aircraft

During a war and at any other time when the P!esident determines

that the security of the US. Is threatened by the application

or imminent dancer of application of physical force by a foreign

govierrnment or awecY. the President, through any agency of the

Department of Defense designated by him, way arm, have armed,

or allow to be armed, any watercraft or aircraft capable of being

used as a mean of transportation In, over or under the water,

which is documented, registered or licensed under U.S. law.

(The provisions of 22 USC 443 (Neutrality Laws) do not apply to

vessels armed under this provision.)

C. Suspension of Certain Restrictions on Chemical and Biological
Warfare Agents

5SJSC 1515 Suspnsion of Certain Restrictions cn
Chmialan Bolgca warraet Ants

Restrictions placed on the research, development, test and

evaluation, procurement, storage. deployment, disposal, or

transportation of chemical end biological warfare agents by the

proisions of 50 USC 1511-1516, may be suspended by the Presidet

during the period of any wr declared by the Congress and during

the period of any national emergency declared by the Conoress

- or' by the President.
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1. Personnel ]
so USC 21 Enemy Aliens

Whenever there Is a declared war, or any invasion or Predatorv

incursion is perpetrated, attempted, or threatened acainst

the U.S. by any foreian nation or government, and the President

makes public proclamation of the event, citizens of the hostile

nation shall be liable to be apprehended, restrained, secured

and removed as alien enemies. The President, by proclamation

or other public act, is authorized to direct the manner in

which the U.S. shall act in this situation and to establish

regulations found necessary for the public safety.

2. Aircraft

49USC 1348 (f) U.S. Military Aircraft allowed to
Deviate from FA Control in finercencies

When it is essential to the defense of the U.S. because of

a military emergency or urgent military necessity, and when

appropriate military authority so determines, and when prior

notice is given to the FAA, such military authority may

authorize deviation by U.S. military aircraft from FAA air

traffic rules. Prior notice will be given FAA at the earliest

practical time.

49 USC 1510 Extension of FAA Jurisdiction

Whenever the President determines that action would be in the

national interest, he may extend the application of the

Federal Aviation Act of 1958 to any areas of land or water

596 F.
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. outside the U.S. and the overlying airspace thereof in

which the U.S. has the legal authority to take such action.

49 USC 1522 Security Control of Air Traffic

Whenever he finds it in the interest of national defense,

the Administrator, in consultation with the Department of Defense,

shall establish zones or areas in the airspace of the U.S.,

and may prohibit or restrict the flight of civil aircraft

under certain conditions.

E011490 Assioning Emeroency Preparedness
Functlons to Federal Oepartments
and Aecies, October 18i, 1939,
as amended

Part 4. Section 401 (26): The Secretary of Defense shall

develop with the Department of Transportation and the

Federal Con1unications Commission plans and programs for

the control of air traffic, civil and military, during an

emergency.

Part 13, S;ction 1303. (2): The Secretary of Transportation

shall, except for those resources owned, controlled, or under

the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense, prepare

plans and programs for the emergency management and control

of civi and military air traffic.

Part 18. Section 1802. (5): The Federal Communications

Comission shall develop plans and procedures to close

any radio station or device capable of emitting electromagnetic

radiation, In any emergency, except those belonging to, or

operated by, any department or agency of the U.S. Governemnt.
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000 Instr. 5030.36 Plan for the Security Control of

Air Traffic and Air Navioation Aids
(5CATANA), February 9, 1976. 'd

Emergency preparedness plan which prescribes joint action

to be taken by appropriate elements of DOD, FAA and FCC

in the interest of national security to effect control of

air traffic and air navigation aids under emergency conditions.

3. Vessels

50 USc 191-195 Anchorage and Movement of Vessels

In time of national emergency declared by the President

because of actual or threatened disturbance of the international

relations of the United States, the Secretary of Transportation

may make, subject to approval of the President, rules and

(regulations governing the anchorage and movement of any

vessel in the territorial waters of the United States.

The Secretary of the Navy may exercise these powers when the

Coast Guard is operating as part of the Navy.

Whenever the President finds that the security of the United

States is endAnoered by actual or threatened war. invasion,

insurrection, subversive activity, or disturbances or threatened

disturbances of the international relations of the United

States, he may institute such measures and issue rules and

regulations to--

govern the anchorage and movement of foreign-flag

vessels in the territorial waters of the United

States; and,

598 -.
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safeguard vessels, harbors, ports, and facilities from

acts of sabotage.

50 U.S.C. 194 provides that the President may mploy those

* departments, agencies, officers, or instrumental i ties of the

United States that he considers necessary to carry out the

purposes of S0 U.S.C. 191-195.

ED 11490. Part 13, Section 1303 (5) - The Secretary of Trans-

portation shall develop plans and programs to carry out

responsiblities for maritime safety and law enforcement over,

upon and under the high seas and waters, subject to the
.jurlsdictionof the U.S., to include safeguarding vessels

harbors, ports, and water front facilities from destruction,

loss or injury, accidents or other causes of a similar nature.

48 USC 1706 a) - NvlDfnsive Sea Areasi Guam,
Virgin Islands, AMeRican 58moa

The President my establish naval defensive sea areas and

niaval air snace reservations when deemed necessary for national

dgeuse around and over the islands of Guam. American Samoa

and the Virugin Islandl..

32 CFR 751.1 - 761.20 Naval Defensive Sea Areas-and Airspace
Reservations

Provides regulations governing the entry of persons, ships and

aircraft into Naval Defensive Sea Areas and Naval Airspace

Reservations as may be established by executive order of the

President; in areas placed under the Secretary of the

Navy for administrative purposes by executive order of the

President; and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
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E. Use of Armed Forces in Domestic Situations

10 USC 331 Federal Assistance to State Governments

If there is insurrection in any State against its government,

the President may, upon request of its legislature or of

its governor if the legislature cannot be convened, call

into Federal service the militia of the other states and use

the armed forces as he considers necessary to suppress the insurrec-

tion.

10 USC 332 Enforcement of Federal Authority

Whenever the President considers that unlawful obstructions or

assemblages or rebellion against the authority of the U.S. makes

it impracticable to enforce the laws of the U.S. in any State or

Territory by ordinary judicial proceedings, he may call the militia

into Federal service and use the armed forces as he considers

necessary to enforce those laws or suppress the rebellion.

10 USC 333 Prevention of Interference with State
and Federal Law

The President, by using the militia or the armed forces, or both,

or by any other means, shall take such measures as he considers

necessary to suppress in any State, any insurrection, domestic

violence, unlawful combination, or conspiracy, if it -

(1) so hinders the execution of the laws of that State, and

of the U.S. within that State, that any part or class of its

people is denied equal protection of the laws secured by

the Constitution; or
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. (2) opposes or obstructs the execution of the laws of the U.S.

-5.., or the course of justice under those laws.

1OUSC 334 Pr~slc;ential Proclamation to Disoerse

Whenever the President considers it necessary to use the militia

or the armed forces under these provisions (10 USC 331-333),

he shall, by proclamation, imediately order the insurgents to

disperse and retire peaceably to their abodes within a limited

time.

48 USC 1422 Authority of the Governor of Guam
to Use Armed Forces

Whenever it becomes necessary, the Governor of Guam may call for

assistance from the commanders of the military and naval forces of

the U.S.. or summon the posse comitatus, or call out the militia,

to prevent rebellion; and he may, in case of rebellion or invasion,

or imminent danger thereof, when the public safety reouires it, place

the island under martial law.

48 USC 1591 Authority of the Governor of the

Virgin Islands to Use Armed Forces

Provides same authority as in 48 USC 1422 to the Governor of the

Virgin Islands.

32 CFR 501.1 - 501.7 Employment of Troops in Aid of Civil
Authorities

Provides basic policy for commitment of Federal Armed Forces

in aid of or support to civil authorities. Department of the

Army is designated the Executive Agent for the Department of

N601
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Defense for planning, deployment and employment of military, rescurces

in the event of civil disturbances. Also addresses general .-

nature of response to emergency situations, command authority,

martial law, protection of federal property, end of commitment and

the loan of military resources to civil authority.

F. Neutrality Laws

22 USC 441 Presidential Procalmation of State
of War between Foreign States

Whenever the President, or the Congress by concurrent resolution,

shall find that there exists a state of war between foreign states,

and that it is necessary to promote the security or preserve

the peace of the U.S., or to protect the lives of the citizens of

the U.S., the Presidentshill Issue a proclamation naming the

states involved.

22 USC 445 Travel Forbidden on vessels of
Belligerent States

Upon Presidential proclamation issued under 22 USC 441, it shall

be unlawful far any U.S. citizen to travel on any vessel of any

state named in such proclamation, except in accordance with

such rules and regulations as may be prescribed.

22 USC 447 Financial Transactions with Belliaerents
Forbidden

Upon issuance of a proclamation under authority of 22 USC 441,

it shall be illegal for any person in the U.S. to engage in any

financial transactions with the government or political sub-

divisions or agent of any state named in the proclamation.

This provision shall not be operative when the U.S. is at war.
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22 US( 448 Collection of Funds and Contributions
For Bel1l erent Forbidden

Upon issuance of a proclamation under-authority of 22 USC 441, it

shall be unlawful for any person within the U.S. to solicit or

collect any contributions for or in behalf of any government,

instrumental ity or agent of any state named in the proclamation.

This prohibition does not apply to collections and contributions

to be used to relieve human suffering and which are not

in behalf of the government of such state.

22 USC 449 Non-A.glicability to American Republics

- - Provisions of 22 USC 441-457 shall not apply to an American

republic engaged in war against a non-American state or states,

provided the American republic is not cooperating with a non-American

state or states in such war.

z2 USC 450 Restrictions on Use of American Ports

() When the President, or his designated representative has

reason to believe that any vessel, domestic or foreign,

is about to depart a U.S. part carrying certain material to

a military or a supply ship of a belligerent state named in a

proclamation issued under 22 USc 441, but evidence is not

sufficient to forbid departure pursuant to 18 USC 967
(See Section XV ), he may require the posting of a bond in an

amount deemed proper conditioned that the vessel will not deliver

such cargo to such foreign vessels.
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( ) If the President, or his designated representative, shall

find that a vessel, domestic or foreign, has previously

departed from a U.S. port and carried certain materials to

vessels of a belligerent state named in a proclamation

issued under 22 USC 441, he may prohibit the departure of such

vessel during the duration of the war.

I, (c) Upon issuance of a proclamation under 22 USC 441 the

President may reluire the owner, master, or person in command

of any vessel, domestic or foreign, to give a bond, in

amounts deemed proper, conditioned that no alien seaman who

arrived on such vessel shall remain in the U.S.

22 USC 451 Restrictions on Submarines and Armed
Merchant Vessels

During a war in which the U.S. is neutral, the President by

proclamation may restrict, limit or prohibit the departure

from or entry into U.S. ports and territorial waters of submarines

or armed merchant vessel of a foreign state.

22 USC 461 Emoloyment of land or naval forces for
enforcement of NeutralItF

The President, or his designated representative, may employ the

land or naval forces or the militia of the U.S. to take possession

of and detain vessels violating the neutrality of the U.S. and to

prevent the carrying on of any expedition or enterprise from the

territory or Jurisdiction of the U.S. in violation of U.S. neutrality.
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• ...4,- C iling rf n veasels to
* daprt Detention of oruign vessels

The President my employ the land or naval forces or the militia

of the U.S. to compel any foreign vessel to depart the U.S., or to

detain and prevent departure by such vessels, in accordance with

the law of nations or the treaties of the U.S.

22 USC 463 Bonds from Armed Vessels in Clearing

The owners or consignees of armed vessels sailing out of ports

under U.S. jurisdiction, shall, before clearing, give certain

bond conditioned that the vessel will not commit hostilities

against foreign parties with wham the U.S. is at peace.

22 USC.464 Detention of Vessels by Collectors
of Customs

Collectors of customs shall detain any vessel built for warlike

purposes, which is about to depart U.S. Jurisdiction, when the

the circumstance make it probable that such vessel is intended

to commit hostilities egoinst foreign Parties with whom the U.S.

Is at peace, until the decision of the President is had thereon,

or until bond is given as required by 22 USC 463.

22 USC 465 Use of Armed Forces for Enforcement

- The President may employ such part of the land or naval forces

of the U.S. as demed necessary to carry out the purposes of this
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section, 22 USC 462, and 18 USC 756, 960, 963-967, and 3058.

(See Section XVI for these provisions of Title 18.)

15 USC 76. 77 Unfair Competition: Discrimination by
Belligerent States; Use of Armed forces

These sections provide that, during the existence of a war in which

the U.S. is not engaged, the President may order reciprocal

retaliation against belligerent states, which discriminate against

U.S. trade, commerce, traffic or citizens in a manner contrary

to the law and practice of nations. Use of the land and naval

forces of the U.S. is authorized for enforcement purposes.

NOTE: See also 47 USC 606 (c) in Section X which describes actions

the President may take regarding domestic comunications

facilities In order to protect U.S. neutrality.

G. Public/Military Records

44 USC 1505 (c) Suspend Publication of Federal Recister

In the event of an attack or threatened attack upon the continental

U.S. and a determination by the President that as a result of this

situation that -

-- publication of the Federal Register or filing of eocuments

is impracticable, or,

-- publication of the Federal Register under existing

conditions would not give appropriate public notice;
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He my suspend any requirements for filing documents with the

Federal Register. Suspensions shall remain in effect until

revoked by the President or by concurrent resolution of the

Congress. The President shall establish alternative methods of

pub c notice and documents issued under these methods will be

preserved.

44 USC 3311 Destruction of Milltary Records
Outside the Continental U.5.

Durina a state of war betwee the U.S. and another-nation, or

when hostile action by a fortin power appears Imminent, the head

of an agency of the U.S. Government may authorize the destruction

of records in his legal custody situated in a military or naval

establishment, ship or other depository, outside the territorial

limits of the U.S. If -

retention would be prejudicial to the interests of the

U.S. or,

the space occupied is urgently needed for other military

purposes and the records are without sufficient

value to Justify retention.

A written report on such destruction is required within six

months.
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H. Acquisition of Electric Power

16 USC 831n-4 (a) Acquisition of Electric Power from
Tennessee Valley Authority

Notwithstanding statutory restrictions on the transmission area,

TVA power may be transmitted to the Oepartment of Energy (Atomic

Energy Commission) or the Department of Defense, or any agency

thereof, on certification by the President that an emergency defense

need for such power exists.

I. Censorship/Wartime Information Security Program (WISP)

E0 11490 Assigning Emeroency Preparedness Functions
to Federal Departments and Agencies;

October 29, 1969, as amended.

Section 401(22): DOD shall develop plans and procedures to

carry out responsibilities regarding cens

ship.

Section 601(2)(a): U.S. Postal Service shall prepare plans

and programs regarding censorship of inter-

national mails in cooperation with DOD,

Treasury, and FE10A. (Note: Treasury respcnsi-

bilities cited in EQ 11490 make no mention

of this subject.)

DOD Dir. 5230.7 Wartime Information Security Program (WISP)

June 25, 1965; with C-3, May 21, 1971.

Provides basic guidance on WISP and makes following assumptions:

- WISP will be imposed by President in event of war,

- WISP will be supported by appropriate legislation,
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- President will establish Office of WISP as an independent Federal

agency reporting directly to the President.

FE4A is responsible for coordination of all aspects of WISP planning

and for developing, in conjunction with DOD, plans to establish Office

of WISP. 000 is responsible for developing plans for National Postal

and Travelers WISP, National Telecommunications WISP, elements of

Office of WISP, and preparing to incorporate these into the Office

of WISP when it is activated.

COMMNT: EO 11490 prescribes planning functions only and p'rovides

that execution will not be accomplished without authority from law or a

directive issued by the President pursuant to statutes or the Cons titution.
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III. MANPOWER

ANALYSIS

The most significant among the wide range of authorities in this

section are those relating to retention of active duty strength by

extending enlistments; the recall to active duty of retired regulars;

officer promotion, distribution, and appointment; and civilian and

defense workforce. (Conscription is prohibited by 50 USC App 467(c).

This provision of law must be repealed by Congress before personnel may

be inducted into the armed forces. No allowance is made for conditions

of war or national emergency.)

* The enlistments or periods of service of personnel on

active duty may be extended, only in time of war, for the

duration of the war plus six months (10 USC 506,671a).

A declaration of national emergency is not sufficient to

allow extension of enlistments. These provisions aoply

to both Regulars and Reservists on active duty. Enlist-

ments in Reserve Components which are in effect during

a war or national emergency declared by Congress continue

in effect until six months after the end of the war or

emergency (10 USC 511, 32 USC 302, 14 USC 367).

9 Enactment of the Defense Officer Personnel Management Act (PL96-513,

December 12, 1980) simplified and made uniform the personnel laws

regarding recall of retired regulars and appointment, promotion, distri-

bution, separation, and retirement of officers of the Army, Navy, Air

Force and Marine Corps. This act greatly facilitates the use of emer-

gency authority.
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e Retired regulars of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine

Corps may be recalled to active duty at any time by the

appropriate Service Secretary (10 USC 688). Recall to

active duty of retired regulars of the Coast Guard is

conditioned upon war or declarat-ion of national emergency

(14 USC 331, 359).

e Temporary appointments to any commissioned officer grade

in the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps may be made

in time of war or national emergency (10 USC 603). Temporary

officer appointments in the Coast'Guard may be made "as the

needs of the Coast Guard may require (14 USC 214)."

I Strength and grade. distribution provisions for commissioned

officers of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps may

be suspended in time of war or national emergency (10 USC 526).

a Promotion, separation, and retirement provisions for commissioned

officers of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps may be

suspended in time of war or national emergency (10 USC 644).

Similar authority is available with respect to the Coast Guard

(14 USC 275, 722).

Civilian personnel procurement for the Department of Defense, the mili-

- tary services, and defense contractors is the responsibility of civilian

'U, agencies. Specific guidance is contained in EOs 10480 (1953) and 11490

(1969). The Departments of Labor and (with respect to medical manpower)

Health-and Human Services are to develop plans and programs to meet essen-

tial defense and civilian labor needs in an emergency. DOD Dir 3005.6
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(1962) provides that DOQ's civilian manpower requirements will be made

known to these civilian agencies. Further, DOD components are to suoport

defense contractors in their presentation of manpower requirements. The

age of these documents and the numerous amendments which have been made

to them indicate that review is warranted.
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A. Accession of Aviation Cadets

1. TO usc 6911(b) N~aval Service Aviation Cadets_

-s.4 Except in time of war or emergency declared by Congiress, 20 percent

of the aviation Cadets procured in each fiscal year shall be pro-

curred from qualified enlisted members of the Regular Navy and the

Marine Corps.

2. TO USC 8257(b) Regular Air Force Aviation Cadets

Except in time of war or emergency declared by Congress, at least 20

percent of the aviation cadets designated in each fiscal year shall

be selected from members of the Regular Air Force or the Regular

Amy who are eligible and qualified.

3. 14 USC 371(b) Coast Guard Aviation Cadets

Except in time of war or national emergency declared by Congress

not less than 20 percent of the aviation cadets procured in each

fiscal year shall be procured from qualified enlisted members of

A the Coast Guard.

... '
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B. Initial Term of Service

10IIZ 519 Temporary enlistments in an
Armed Force; During War or Emercency

Except as provided in 1OUSC 505 and except for enlistment as

Reserves of an armed force, temporary enlistments entered into

in time of war or of emercency declared by the Conaress shall be

for the duration of the war or emergency plus six months. Only

persons at least 18 years of age and otherwise qualified are

eligible for such enlistments.

NOTE: 1OUSC 505 provides for original enlistments and reenlist-

ments in the regular components of the various armed

services.

C. Extension of Terms of Service

(1) 1OUSC 506 Regular Components; extension of enlist-
ment in wartime

An enlistment in the Regular Army, Regular Navy, Regular Air

Force, Regular Marine Corps, or Regular Coast Guard in effect

at the beginning of. or during, a war, unless sooner terminated

- by the President, continues in effect until six months after

the termination of that war.
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(2) 1OUSC 671 a Active Armed Forces; extension of
service in wartime

Unless terminated at an earlier date by the Secretary

concerned, the period of active service of any member

of an armed force is extended for the duration of any war

Iin which the U.S. may be engaged and for six months

thereafter.

(3) 1OUSC 671b Armed Forces; extension when Conoress
Is not in Session

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, when the

President determines that the national interest so recuires

he may, if Congress is not in session, having adjourned sineO

die, authori7e the Secretary of Defense to extend for not more

than six months enlistments, appointments, periods of active

duty, periods of active duty for training, periods of

9obligated service, or other military status, in any component

of the Armed Force of the U.S. that expire before the

* thirtieth day after Congress next convenes or reconvenes.

(4) 1OUSC 511 (a), (c) Reserve Components; extension of enlist-
ment

(a) Enlistments as Reserves are for terms prescribed by,

the Secretary concerned. However, an enlistment that

is in effect at the becinninS of a war or of a national

emergency declared by Congress, or entered into during

such a war or emergency, and that would otherwise

expire, continues in effect until six months after the

615
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end of that war or emergency, whichever is later,

unless sooner terminated by the Secretary concerned.

(c) In time of war or of national emergency declared by

Congress, the term of service of an enlisted member

transferred to a reserve component according to law,

that would otherwise expire, continues until the expira-

tion of six months after the end of that war or emergency,

whichever is later, unless sooner terminated by the

Secretary concerned.

(5) IOUSC 679 (a), (d) Reserve Components; Terms of Active
Duty Agreements

(a) The Secretary concerned may make a standard written

agreement with any member of a reserve component under

'his jurisdiction, with the member's consent, requiring

a period of active duty (other than for training)

of not more than five years. Upon expiration, a new
.1

agreement my be made. This provision does not apoly

in time of war declared by Conoress.

(d) If an agreement made under 1OUSC 679 (a) expires during

a war or during a national emergency declared by Congress

or the President after January 1, 1953, the Reserve

concerned may be kept on active duty, without his

consent, as otherwise prescribed by law.

C--.
• ...
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(6) 32USC 302 (c) (2) National Guard; Extension of Enlistment
or Reenlistment

Enlistments or reenlistments in the National Guard may be

extended by proclamation of the President, if Congress

declares an emergency, until six months after termination

• +.. of that emergency.

(7) 14USC 367 (a) (3) Coast Guard; Extension of Enlistment

Under regulations prescribed by the SecretarA an enlisted

man may be detained in the Coast Guard beyond the term of

his enlistment during a period of war or national emergency

as proclaimed by the President, and, in the interest of

national defense, for a period not to exceed six months after

the end of the war or the termination of the emergency.

5,-
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A 0. RECALL OF RETIRED PERSONNEL

1. Armed Forces:

10 USC 688 Ordering Retired Regulars to Active
Duty; Limitations on Recall of Retired
General or Fla 9 Officers

Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, a retired

2. member of the Regular Army, Regular Navy, Regular Air Force, or

- Regular Marine Corps may be ordered to active duty by the Secretary

of the military department concerned at any time. Except in time

of war or national emergency declared by the Conoress or the President,

4.-, not more than fifteen retired general officers of the Army, Air Force

or Marine Ccrps, and not more than fifteen retired flag officers of

the Navy may be on active duty at any one time.

,OUSC 6482 Authorit to Recall retired enlisted
members of the Recular Navy and RerularMarine Coros

In time of war or national emergency, the Secretary of the

Navy may order to active duty any retired enlisted member of

the Regular Navy or the Regular Marine Corps. (COMMENT: This

provision seems unnecessary in view of 10 USC 688.)

JOUSC 6485 (a) Fleet Reserve and Fleet Marine xeseve

* A member of the Fleet Reserve or the Fleet Marine Corps

Reserve may be ordered by competent authority to active duty

without his consent--

(1) in time of war, or of national emergency declared by

'., ~ Congress, for-the duration of the war or national emergency

and for six months thereafter;

V 618 ".
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... (2)in time of national emergency declared by the President;

6r

(3) when otherwise authorized by law.

". Coast Guard

14USC 331 Authority to recall retired officers

of the Regular Coast Guard

In time of war or national emergency, the Secretary (of

Transportation) may order any regular officer on the

retired list to active duty.

14USC 359 Authority to recall retired enlisted
members of the Coast Guard

In time of war or emergency, the Commandant may order

any enlisted man on the retired list to active duty.

3. Reserve Components (All Armed Forces)

IOUSC 675 Authority to recall members of the
Retired Reserve

A member in the Retired Reserve may, if qualified, be ordered

to active duty without his consent, but only as provided in

1OUSC 672 (a). (NOTE.: OUSC 672 (a) provides that members

of the Retired Reserve may be called to active duty in time

of war or national emergency declared by Congress of when other-

wise authorized by law, for the duration of the war or

emergency and for six months thereafter, only if the

•.9 . Secretary concerned, with the approval of the Secretary of

Defense in the case of a military department, determines there

are not enough qualified Reserves in an active status or in

the inactive National Guard, who are readily available.)

619
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E. Strength and Grade Distribution; Limitations, Suspension of

Limi tations

*1. General:

IOUSC 522 Authorized Regular Commissioned
Officer Strengths, all Armed
Services

Provides authorized total strengths for regular commissioned

officers above grade W-4 for the Army, Navy, Air Force and

Marine Corps.

IOUSC 523 Authorized Strengths for Field Grade

Officers, All Armed Services

*Provides authorized total strengths for active duty officers

in grades 04; 0S and 06 for the Armys Navy, Air Force and

Marine Corps; figures based on total numbers of officers on

active duty.

lOUSC 524 Authorized Strengths for Certain
Field Grade Reserve Commissioned
Officers in Active Duty

Provides authorized strengths In grades 04,. 05 and 06 for

Reserve Officers of the Army, Navy, Air Force or Marine Corps

who may be on active duty for administration of the Reserves.

IOUSC 52S Distribution of General and Flag
Officers

Provides for general percentage distribution among qeneral

and flag officer grades in the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine

•. Corps.

. 620
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-OUSC 526 Suspension of Certain Strength and
Grade Distribution Provisions

In time of war or national emergency declared by the Congress

or the President, the President may suspend the operation of

any provision of IOUSC 523, 524, or 525.

2. Army:

IOUSC 3202 Authorized General Officer Strencth:

Suspension of Limitations

Provides total authorized general officer strength for the Army

based on total strength of the officer corps. Subsection (c)

provides for suspension of these limitations by the President in

time of war or national emergency declared by the Congress or the

President.

3. Air Force

1OUSC 8202 Authorized General Officer Strencth;

Suspension of Limitations

Provides total authorized general officer strength for the Air

Force based on total strength of the officer corps. Subsection

(c) provides for suspension of these limitations by the President

in time of war or national emergency declared by the Congress

or the President.

4. Navy

:OUSC 5442 Authorized Strength, Commodore
Admiral and Rear Admiral of t-he
Line

Provides total authorized active strength for Commodore Admiral

and Rear Admiral of the line, based on total line officer

strength.

621
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IOUSC 5444 Authorized Strength: Staff CorDs
CoVtmodore Admiral and Rear Admiral

Provides total authorized active strength for Commodore

Admirals and Rear Admirals in the Staff Corps of the Navy,

based on the total number of staff corps officers on active

duty.

IOUSC 5450 Authorized Number of Retired Flac

Officers on Active Duty

Except in time of war or national emergency, not more than

10 retired officers of the Regular Navy in the grade of Rear

Admiral and above may be on active duty. This provision does

not apply to Fleet Admirals or to retired officers on temporary

* ' active duty to serve on promotion selection boards. (See also

10 USC 688 above.)

IOUSC 5451 Suspension of Limitations

During a war or national emergency declared by the Congress or

the Congress or the President, the President may suspend the

provisions of lOUSC 5441-5450.

5. Marine Corps

lOUSC 5443 Authorized Strength; Bricadier
General and Major General

.Provides total authorized strengths for Brigadier General and

Major General based on total active officer strength.

IOUSC 5451 Suspension of Limitations

During a war or national emergency declared by the Congress

or the President, the President may suspend the provisions of

IOUSC 5441-5450.

622 .-
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6. Ready Reserve

IOUSC 268 (a) Authorized Strength

The Ready Reserve consists of units or Reserves, or both,

liable for active duty as provided in IOUSC 672 and 673.

The authorized strength of the Ready Reserve is 3,900,000.

7. Coast Guard

14USC 42 Commissioned Officers

The total active comissioned officer strength of the Coast

Guard shall not exceed 6,000. Also provides percentages allowed

for officers above the grade of Lieutenant. The Secretary of

Transportation (or Navy when the Coast Guard is operating as

a service In-the Navy) shall prescribe percentages for the

grades of Ensign, Lieutenant (Junior Grade), and Lieutenant.

8. National Oceanic and Atmosoheric Administration

33USC 851

Provides that there shall be 399 Commissioned officers on the

active list of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

9. DO0 Guidance on Wartime Manoower Planning

DOD Dir 1100.18 Wartime Manoower Plannino,
August 26, 1980

Provides general policy guidance on manpower olanning during

peacetime, manpower utilization during wartime, and standard

DOO-wide methodology for determining projected wartime manpower

requirements, demand, and supply. Applicable to active military

personnel, Reserve Components, and DOD civilian employees.

-:. Q9M
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DOD Instr 1100.19 Wartime Manpower Program Policies
and Procedures

Provides implementing instructions for DOD Dir 1100.18 with

regard to computing and portraying wartime manpower requirements,

demands and supply. Establishes Wartime Manpower Program

System (WARMAPS) as governing source for DOD wartime manpower

program data and provides detailed guidance on use of WARMAPS.

,624
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F. Military Appointments

1. General Authority

10 USC 603 Temporary Appointment of Officers; All

Armed Services

In time of war or national emergency declared by the Congress or the

President, the President may appoint any qualified person (whether

or not already a member of the armed forces) to any commnissioned

officer grade in the Army, Navy, Air Force or Marine Corps.

Appointments under this section shall be made only by the President

and may not be made in warrant officer grades or in grades above Major

General or Rear Admiral.

2. Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

10 USC 142(a) Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

Provides for a limit of two 2-year terms of tenure for the Chairman

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Also provides that in time of war

declared by Congress, there is no limitation on the number of times

the Chairman may be reappointed.

10 USC 143 (a)(b) Members of the Joint Staff; Director of

the Joint Staff

(a) Except in time of war, the tenure of a member of the Joint Staff

may not exceed three years. Further, an officer may not be

reassigned to the Joint Staff within three years of completing

such a tour of duty except in time of war.
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(b) Except in time of war, the tenure of duty of the Director, Joint

Staff, may not exceed three years. Further, an officer completing

a tour of duty as Director, Joint Staff, may not be reassigned

to the Joint Staff except in time of war.

3. Amy

10 USC 3034(a) Chief of Staff

Provides that in time of war or national emergency, an officer may

be reappointed as Chief of Staff for a term of not more than four

years.

10 USC 3395 Aopointment of Reserve Officers

In addition to appointments in time of war under 10 USC Chapter 339,

appointments of Reserve officers may be made in time of war.

NOTE: 10 USC Chapter 339 relates to temporary commissioned

and warrant officer appointments in both the regular and

reserve components; both in time of war or emergency and

in.normal times.

4. Air Force

10 USC 8034(a) Chief of Staff

Provides same authority as 10 USC 3034(a), above.

10 USC 8395 Appointment of Reserve Officers

Provides same authority as 10 USC 3395, above.

NOTE: 10 USC 8395 also refers to appointments made under

10 USC Chapter 839. This chapter provides same provisions

as 10 USC Chapter 339.

626
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5. Navy and Marine Corps

10 USC 5081(a) Chief of Naval Operations

Provides same authority as 10 USC 3034(a), above.

10 USc 5201(a) Commandant of the Marine Corps
Provides same authority as 10 USC 3034(a), above.

6. Coast Guard

4/ 14 USC 214 Appointment of Temporary Officers

Provides for Presidential/Secretarial appointment of temporary commis-

'C sioned officers (not above the grade of Lieutenant), cc~m.issioned

warrant officers, and warrant officers in the Regular Coast Guard,

as the needs of the Coast Guard may require. Such appointments may

be made, as appropriate, from among commissioned warrant officer,

warrant officers, and enlisted men of the Coast Guard, and from

licensed officers of the United States merchant marine.

Comment: The phrase "as the needs of the Coast Guard may require"

could be interpreted as having the same effect as "in time of war

or national emergency."

7. Reserve Components/National Guard

10 USC 123 Reserve Commissioned Officers

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress, the

President may suspend the operation of any provisions of law listed in

10 USC 123 relative-to reserve commissioned officers of any armed

force. The provisions listed pertain to peacetime criteria regarding

appointment, selection, promotion, separation, and discharge of

reserve commissioned officers.

S -.. 627
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.* 32 USC 111 Federal Recognition of National Guard Officers

In time of war, or of emergency declared by Congress, the President

may suspend the operation of any provisions of 32 USC 307(e), 309, 310,

and 323(d) and (e), which relate to conditions for Federal recognition

of any commissioned officers of the Army National Guard and the Air

National Guard.

E.O. 11390 Delegation of Certain Functions of the
President to the Secretary of Defense,
January 22, 1968

Section 1(11): Delegates to the Secretary of Defense, and any of the

Secretaries, Under Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries of the military

departments as he may designate the authority to invoke the provisions

of 10 USC 123 and 32 USC 111.

8. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

S.'33 USC 854a(3) Temporary Appointment of Commissioned
Officers

In time of war or national emergency, temporary appointments may be

made in all grades to which original appointments in the NOAA are

authorized, however, the number of officers holding temporary appoint-

ments shall not exceed the number of officers transferred to a military

department under the provisions of 33 USC 854-858.

R%
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G. Limitations on Assignments to Military Department Executive Staffs

1. 10 USC 3031 (c),(d) Army Staff; limitation on assignment of

offi cers

* (c) Not more than 3,000 officers of the Army may be assigned or

4: detailed to permanent duty in the executive part of the Department

of the Army. Of this number not more than 1,000 may be assignec

to the Army General Staff. These limitations do not apply in time

of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress, or whenever,X
the President finds it is in the national interest to increase the

number of officers so assigned.

'.,q

*. (d) No commissioned officer may serve a tour of duty of more than

four years in the executive part of the Department of the Army.

However, the Secretary of the Army may extend such a tour of duty

if he makes a special finding that an extension is in the public

interest. Reassignment of an officer to such positions within two

years after relief from such positions also requires a special

finding by the Secretary of the Army. This provision does not

apply in time of war, or of national emergency declared by Concress.

2. 1OU5C8031 (c),(d) Air Staff; limitations on assionment of office's

(c) Not more than 2,800 officers of the Air Force may be assignec

or detailed to permanent duty in the executive part of the Air Force.
This limitation does not aply in time of war, or of national emer-

aencv deca-i. by Congress, or whenever the President finds it is

in the national interest to increase the number of officers so assWgne-.

Lw, -L
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(d) Prov',des sane restri cti ons and rel ief to the Department of the

- Air Force as containedinl10 USC 3031(d), above.

630
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H. Promotion/Separation/Involuntary Retirement

General Authority

IOUSC 644 Suspension of Personnel Laws Regarding
Commissioned Officers

In time of war or of national emergency declared by Congress or

the President, the President may suspend the operation of any

provision of 10 USC Chapter 36 (Promotion, Separation, and Involun-

tary Retirement of Officers on the Active Duty List) or any other

- law relating to the promotion, involuntary retirement or separation

of commissioned officers of the Army, Navy, Air Force or Marine

Corps.

10 USC 565/599 Suspension of Laws for Promotion
or Mandatory Retirement or Separation

In time of war or of emergency declared by Congress or the President,

the President may suspend the operation of any provision of law

.. relating to promotion, or mandatory retirement or separation of

permanent Regular Warrant Officers/permanent Reserve Warrant Officers

of any armed force.

ED 11390 Delegation of Certain Functions of the
President to the Secretary of De'erse
January 22, 1968

Section 1, (4) delegates the authority of 1, USC 565, 599 to Secretary

" of Defense, and to Such Secretaries, Under Secretaries, and Assistant

Secretaries of the military departments as he may designate.

RESERVE COMPONENTS/NATIONAL GUARD

See 10 USC 123 and 32 USC Ill in Section Ill F.

%** ... 631
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COAST GUARD

14 USC 275 Temporary Wartime Promotion

,.', In time of war or national emergency declared by the President or

Congress, the President may suspend any provisions of 14 USC 271-277

relating to selection, promotion or involuntary separation of officers.

Such suspension may not continue beyond six months after termination

of the war or national emergency. Promotions under this section shall

be made by temporary appointment. Further,

- Upon such suspension, the President may, under regulations irescribed

by him, promote to a higher grade, any commissioned officer serving

on active duty.

- In time of war or national emergency declared by the President or

Congress, the President may, under regulations prescribed by him,

promote any warrant officer serving on active duty to the next

higher warrant officer grade.

- - The grade of Commodore is established for purposes of this section.

4, - Promotions above the grade of Lieutenant require the recommendation

of a selection board.

- Appointments to grades above Captain, or above Lieutenant Commander

in the Coast Guard Reserve, shall be made by the President with the
.,'

advice and consent of the Senate.

14 USC 722 Reserve Commissioned Officers

In time of war or national emergency declared by the Congress, the

President is authorized in his discretion, to suspend the operation

of any or all of the prnvisions of 14 USC 720-746 (NOTE: these

provisions relate to appointment, selection, promotion and elimination

of Reserve Commissioned Officers of the Coast Guard.)
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*NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA)

33 USC 853 1 (b) Promotions During War or Emergency

In time of emergency declared by the President or Conaress, and in time

of war, the President is authorized, in his dicretion to suspend the

operations of all or any part or parts of the several provisions of

law pertaining to promotion of commissioned officers.

33 USC 854a (1).(2) Temporary Aoncintment or Advancement

Personnel of the NOAA shall be subject in like manner and to the same

extent as personnel of the Navy to all laws authorizing temporary

appointment or advancement of commissioned officer in time of war or

national emergency subject to certain limitations.

- Commissioned officers in the service of a military department

.* may, upon the recommendation of the Secretary of the Military

Department concerned, be temporarily promoted to higher ranks or

grades.

- Commissioned officer in the service of the NOAA may be temporarily

promoted to fill vacancies caused by the transfer of commissioned

officers to the service and jurisdiction of a military department.

NOTE: See also 33 USC 854a (3), in Section III, F., regarding temporary

appointments in NOAA.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

42 USC 211 (k) Temporary Promotion

I time of war or of national emergency proclaimed by the President,

any commissioned officer of the Regular Corps in any grade in any

professional category may be recommended to the President for promotion

to any higher grade in such category, up to and including the director

grade, whether or not a vacancy exists in that grade.
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I. DISMISSAL/RELEASE FROM ACTIVE DUTY

(1) 1OUSC 1161 (a) Commissioned Officers; dismissal

No commissioned officer may be dismissed from any armed force

except -

(1) by sentence of a general court-martial;

*(2) in commutation of a sentence of a general court-martial;

or;

(3) in time of war, by order of the President.

(2) 1OUSC 6408 (a) Na. and Marine Corps Warrant Officers
- (W- 1) dismissal

No officer who holds the grade of Warrant Officer, W-1, may

be dismissed from the Navy or Marine Corps except in time of
war, by order of the President.

'S (3) 1OUSC 631 (b) Reserve Components; Release from active

duty.

In time of war or of national emergency declared by Congress

or the President after January 1, 1953, a member of a reserve

component may be released from active duty (other than for

training) only if -

.634
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J,
-. (1) a board of officers convened at his request by an

authority designated by the Secretary concerned
'recommends the release and the recommendation is approved;

(2) the member does not request that a board be convened; or

(3) his release is otherwise authorized by law.

(4) IOUSC 6486 (b) Fleet Reserve and Fleet Marine Reserve;
Release from active duty

Provides to the Department of the Navy, the same authority as
in 1OUSC 681 (b), above.

COMMENT: 10 USC 6486 (b) seems superfluous in view of

10 usc 681 (b).

(5) See also Section III, I, which describes other provisions of

law regarding separation or discharge.

635
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. Decorations and Awards

1. Authorities cited below provide that a member of the Armed Forces

may be eligible for certain decorations and awards for valorous

service --

"(1) While engaged in an action against an enemy of the

United States;

(2) While engaged in mil-itary operations involving conflict

with an opposing foreign force; or

(3) While serving with friendly foreign forces engaged in

an armed conflict against an opposing armed force in

which the United States is not a belligerent party."

a. Medal of Honor

* , 10 USC 3741 (Army)

10 USC 6241 (Navy and Marine Corps)

10 USC 8741 (Air Force)

14 USC 491 (Coast Guard)

b. Distinguished Service Cross; 10 USC 3742 (Amy)

Navy Cross; 10 USC 6242 (Navy and Marine Corps)

Air Force Cross; 10 USC 8742 (Air Force)

c. Silver Star

10 USC 3746 (Army)

10 USC 6244 (Navy and Marine Corps)

10 USC 8746 (Air Force)

d. Bronze Star; E01146 (all services)

e. Purple Heart; E011016 (all services)

2. Foreign decorations and awards

22 USC 2624 Decorations: foruion, disoositinn
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Allows acceptance, retention and wear of foreign decorations which

recognize active field service"in time of combat operations" or

other outstanding meritorious service, subject to approval of

department, agency, office or other entity in which person is

employed and the concurrence of the Secretary of State.

".63
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K . Pay and Allowances 1II26
1. Missing, Interned or Captured Persons

SUSC 5561-5568 Civilian Employees:

An emplovee of the U.S. who is (1) missinc,(2) missina in action,

(3) interned in a foretin couctry, (4) captured, beleaoured,

or besieged by a hostile force, or (5) detained in a foreian

country acainst his will, is entitled, while in such status,

to continuation of pay and allowances and allotments, travel

and transportation for dependents and household and personal

effects, deferment of Federal income tax, and the payment

for or crediting of accrued annual leave.

37USC 551-558 Military Personnel

Provides essentially the same authority as in SUSC 5561-

5568 (see above) to members of the uniformed services. Two

additional qualifying conditions are added; injury or illness.

These sections further provide that promotion of a member

while in a missing status is fully effective for all purposes,

even though the Secretary concerned determines under

37USC 556 b that the member died before the promotion was

made.

2. Special Pay, Allowances

37USC 310 Special Pay: Dutv Subject to Hostile
Fire

Except in time of war declared by Congress, a member of a

uniformed service may be paid special pay at a rate of
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$65 a month, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary

of Defense, for any month in which he was entitled to basic

/pay and in which he was subject to certain hostile action.

37USC 407 Dislocation Allowance

A member of a uniformed service is not entitled to payment

of more than one dislocation allowance during a fiscal year

unless the Secretary concerned determines that exigencies

of the service require more than one such change of station

during that fiscal year or the member is ordered to a service

school as a change of permanent station. This limitation

does not apply in time of declared national emergency

or in time of war.

37USC 427 (b) Family Separation Allowance

Except in time of war or of national emergency declared by

Congress, a member of a uniformed service with dependents

may, in certain specified situations of separation from

his dependents, be entitled to an additional monthly

allowance of S30.

IOUSC 684 (b) Reserves; Suspension of disability
compensation

In time of war or national emergency, the disability pay or

other compensation of a Reserve of the Army, Navy, Air Force,

Marine Corps, or Coast Guard who is ordered to active duty

for more than 30 days is suspended for the period of that

duty unless his disability compensation exceeds his active

duty compensation.
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37USC 301 (dSuspension of Certain Incentive Pay)37usC 301 a 1C

301 (d): In time of war, the President may suspend payment

of hazardous duty incentive pay.

301 a (c): In time of war, the President may suspend payment

of aviation career incentive pay.

304 (b): In time of war, the President may suspend payment

of diving duty incentive pay.

OUSC 9441 (b) (7) Civil Air Patrol: Payment of Travel
Expenses and Allowances

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress

or the President, the Secretary of the Air Force, under resu-

latlons prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary

of Defense, may authorize the payment of travel expenses and

allowance to members of the Civil Air Patrol while carrying

out any mission specifically assigned by the Air Force.

37USC 901 Commissioned Officer Exercising Command
Higher than his Grace

In time of war, an officer of an armed force who is serving

with troops operating against an enemy and who, under assignment

in orders issued by competent authority, exercises a command

above that pertaining to his grade, is entitled to the pay

and allowances (not above pay grade 0-7) appropriate to

the command so exercised.
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- "3. Separation, Retired Pay

37USC 202 Pav Grades: Rear Admirals
Holding Certain Positions
in the Coast Guard

An officer of the Coast Guard holding a permanent position

in the grade of rear admiral on the retired list who is

S entitled to the basic pay of a rear admiral of the lower

" V half and who, in time of war or national emergency has

served satisfactorily on active duty for two years in that

grade or in a higher grade, is entitled when on active duty

to the basic pay of a rear admiral of the upper half.

IOUSC 687 Reserves; Readjustment Pay

A member of reserve component involuntarily released from

* ~ active duty is entitled to a lump-sum readjustment

payment computed on the basis of his active service,

. other than service in time of war or of national emer-.ency

._, declared by Congress after June 28, 1962.

'4
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L. Scr.ooni- of Reservists
1. 10 Reserve Components: Ready Reserve; Continuous Screenina

I.

Under regulations to be presecribed by the President, each armed

force shall provide a system of continuous screening of units and

members of the Ready Reserve to ensure that -

5" (1) there will be no significant attrition of members or units

during a mobilization;

(2) there is a proper balance of military skills;

(3) except for those with military skills for whichthere is an

overriding requirement, members having critical civilian skills

are nct retained in numbers beyond the need for those skills;

(4) with due regard to national security and military requirements,

recognition will be given to participation in combat; and

(5) members whose mobilization in an emergency would result in
#' . . .

5-'.. extreme personal or comunity hardship are not retained in

the Ready Reserve.

2. £0 11190 Providing for the Screening of the Ready Reserve of the

, Armed Forces, December 29, 1964, (as amended by E011382)

The authority of 10 USC 271 to prescribe regulations for the screening

of units and members of the Ready Reserve is delegated to the

-- Secretary of Defense. This authority is also delegated to the

Secretary of Transportation with respect to the Coast Guard.

3. DOD DIR 1200.7 Screening the Ready Reserve, November 28, 1978

Provides general policy guidance, in accordance with 10 USC 271 and

tO1T190.
..,
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M. Housinn

1. 42 USC 1591 Housing of Persons Engaged in National Defense
4 Determination of Critical Areas by the President

The President may declare an area a critical defense housing area

if he determines that all of the following conditions exist:

(1) a new defense plant or installation has been or is to be

provided, or an existing defense plant or installation

has been or is to be reactivated or its operations sub-

stanti ally expanded;

(2) substantial in-migrato., of defense workers or military

1personnel is required to carry out activities at such

plant or installation; and

.1 (3) a substantial shortage of housing required for such

defense workers or military personnel exists or impends

which impedes or threatens to impede activities at such

defense Plant or installation, or that community facilities

or services required for such defense workers or military

Personnel are not available, or are insufficient or boc:.

2. 42 USC 1592 Housing of Persons Engaged in National Defe~nse
Authority of Secretary-of Housina and Urban jeve.ccre-:

Subject to the Presidential determination required by the provisions

42 USC 159Z, the Secretary, HUD, is authorized to orovide ncuslr':

in any areas needed for defense workers or military personnel or

to extend assistance for the provision of, or to provide, comrrur'y

services requrled in connection with national defense activitles

in any area which the President has determined to be a critical ce'ese

. housing area.
643
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- N. Security Clearances

SOUSC 832(a) National Security Agency Conditional Employment or
Assignment

Z..4

During any period of war declared by the Congress, or during any

period in which the Secretary of Defense determines that a national

disaster exists, or in exceptional cases in which the Secretary

(or his designee) determines in writing that his action is necessarv

or advisable in the national interest, he may authorize the employment

of any person in, or the detail or assignment to, the National Security

Agency, and may grant access to classified information on a temporary

basis, pending completion of the required full field investigation,

and clearance for access to classified information if the Secretary

determines that such action is clearly consistent with the national security.

.
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0. CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES/DEFENSE WORKFORCE

." 1. Personnel Procurement
-l.

civilia Appointment of retired members of the armed forces to

civilian office.

A retired member of the armed forces may be appointed to a

civilian office in the DOD within 180 days after his retirement

only if - - -

(1) authorized by Secretary of Defense; or,

(2) rates of basic compensation have increased; or,

"(3) a state of. national emergency exists."

ED 11490 Assigning Emergency Preparedness Functions to Federal

Departments and Agencies, October 28, 1969. (as amended).

Part 4, Section 401 (16): The Secretary of Defense shall
advise and assist FEMA in the development of over-all manpower

-policies to be instituted in event of an emergency, including

provision of information relating to size and composition of the

Armed Forces.

Part 10: The Secretary of Labor shall have primary responsibility

for preparing national emergency plans and developing preparedness

programs covering civilian manpower mobilization and utilization

of limited manpower resources in support of defense and essential

civilian activities.

Part 11: The Secretary of HMS shall prepare national emergency

plans and develop preparedness programs covering health resources

,-A, and civilian health manpower.

I~-_, ," -
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EO 10480 Further Providing for the Administration of the Defense

Mobilization Program. August 14, 1953 (as amended).

Part IV: The Secretary of Labor shall utilize the functions

vested in him so as to meet most effectively the labor needs

of defense industry and essential civilian employment, and to

this end he shall - - -

- assemble and analyze data on labor requirements for

.,. defense and other needs,

- consult with and advise FEMA on labor supply and

utilization,

- formulate plans and programs to meet defense and

essential civilian labor needs.

EQ 11179 Providing for the National Defense Executive Reserve,

September 22, 1964.

Establishes National Defense Executive Reserve on authority

4 of 50 USC App. 2153 (a), 2160 (e); a program designed to

provide trained executive level civilian personnel for

employment. EQ 11179 authorizes head of any department or

agency to establish a unit of the Executive reserve. DOD

Dir 1100.6. National Defense Executive Reserve, March 30, 1965,

establishes program within DOD.

COMMENT: EO 11179 and DOD Dir 1100.6 cite provisions of the

* * Defense Production Act of 1950 (specifically 50 USC App.

2153 (a), 2160 (e)) as authority. Both of these particular

provisions of law will terri.nate on September 30, 1981.
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DOD Dir 3005.6 Civilian Personnel Procurement and Manpower Control

during a Mobilization, March 20, 1962.

I.. Provides general guidance to DOD components and advises that other

Federal agencies (FEMA, Labor, HHS, OPM, SSS) have principal

responsibilities. Civilian manpower procurement and control to

be administered by FEMA/Labor thru regional offices and State

employment agencies. DOD components are to place their require-

ments on these regional offices and support defense contractors)

requirements to these offices. ASD(MRA&L) represents DOD in

dealing with civilian agencies in development of policies and

programs and will resolve or take further action to assist

DOD components and defense contractors in filling requirements

where local action is not successful.

V.

44 CFR Part 324 National Security Policy Governina
Scientific and Engineerino Manoower
(Defense Mobilization Order -5)

Provides a general policy statement; scientific and engineering manpower

requirements will be projected sufficiently into the future to permit

long-range planning, to relate these requirements to other resource

requirements to include other manpower skills, to relate peacetime and

emergency requirements and to cooperate with educators, industry, professional

societies and employee associations.

No specific department or agency responsibilities functions or duties

:, are prescribed.

647
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2. Paj and Benefits

S USC 5335 Lki Periodic Step-Increases for Civilian Employees

The benefit of successive step-increases shall be preserved

for civilian employees who occupy a permanent position in

the General Schedule and whose continuous services is inter-

rupted in the public interest by service with the armed

forces or by service in essential non-Government Civilian

employment during a period of war or national errerer...

10 USC 4025 Civilian Employees; Production of supplies and

munitions; hours and pay of laborers and mechanics.

during a national emergency declared by the President,

the regular working hours of laborers and mechanics

of the Department of the Army producing military supplies

or munitions are 8 hours a day or 40 hours a week.

However, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary

of the Army these hours may be exceeded, with compensation

at a rate not less than one and one-half times the
regular hourly rate for each hour in excess-of 40.

10 USC 9025 Provides same authority as 10 USC 4025 above to

Department of the Air Force.

Additional References:

(1) See 10 USC 2632 at Section V, which relates to providing trans-
portation in certain circumstances for persons working in a
military department or private plant manufacturing military
material.

(2) See 42 USC 1591, 1592 at Section II, N., which relate to
housing of persons engaged in national oefense activities, under
certain conditions.

(3) See 5 USC 5522 at Section Xi, which relates to advance pay for
civi1lan employees in case of emergency evacuation.
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3. Protection of Civilian Employment

S g (g) Civilian Employees Entry on Military Service

Ouring the period of a war, or of a national emergency as

proclaimed by the President or declared by Congress, a

civilian employee of the US who leaves his position to enter

Q the military service is not considered, for the purposes of

5 USC, Chapter 83, subchapter III (Civil Service Retirement

Act Amendments of 1956), as separated from his civilian pos'tion

because of such military service, unless he applies for and

receives a lump-sun benefit under that act. However, such

an employee is not considered as retaining his civilian

position after the expiration of five years of such military

service.
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P. Conscription

SOUSC Apo 467(c) Prohibition of Conscription

Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Military Selective

-... Service Act, no person shall be inducted for training and service

in the Armed Forces after July 1, 1973.

COM4ENT: This provision of law must be repealed prior to

initiation of conscription.

Memorandum of Understanding Between the Selective Service System

(SSS) and the Department of Defense Concerning Plannin. for and

Implementation of Military Manpower Mobilization, February 6, 1980.

Provides that DOD andSSS will share facilities and resources

wherever possible to include specifically computer and tele-

flcommunications facilities necessary for a manpower mobilization

system responsive to the needs of both DOD and SSS.

Memorandum of Understanding Between SSS and DOD for Sucoort and

Assistance Ouring Mobilization, February 8, 1980.

Prescribes support that DOD will provide SSS in the event of mobili-

zation and induction. DOD support will include specific facilities

(Armed Forces Recruiting Office) and individuals (Reserve Officers)

and general administrative support and supplies. The understanding

also addresses peacetime activities, including training and profi-

ciency exercises, which will be accomplished in peacetime to supoort

implementation during mobilization and induction.

.6..
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IV. MATERIALS (STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL)

ANALYSIS

The major authorities in this section deal with the stockpile of

strategic and critical materials (National Defense Stockpile) and domestic

energy supplies. The stockpile is established by SC USC 98 and release authority

is vested in the President. Materials may be released at any time for national

defense purposes on the order of the President or by appropriately designated

authority in time of declared war or national emergency. Agency responsibilities

for management of the stockpile are prescribed by Executive Orders 11490 and

12155. Defense has only an advisory responsibility. Further policy guidance

is provided by Defense Mobilization Order-Il (Title 44, Code of Federal

Regulations, Part 328) but this guidance is so general that it may be of

limited usefulness.

Strategic and critical materials as well as domestic energy supplies

are addressed by the Defense Production Act (50 USC App 2061-2166). This

act is not "emergency authority" since its provisions are operative at all

times. It authorizes the President to require priority performance in

contracts and orders to maximize domestic energy supplies. This authority

terminates on December 31, 1984. This act also provides authority for

purchase and transfer of strategic and critical materials.
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A. 43 USC 1314 (b) Reservation of Rights to Purchase

Certain Natural Resources

In time of war or when necessary for national defense, and the

Congress or the President shall so prescribe, the U.S. shall

have right of first refusal to purchase natural resources

and use the land under navigable waters within a state.

Proceedings in accordance with due process of law and just

compensation are required.

B. 43 USC 1341 (b), (c) Reservation of Rights to Outer Continen-
tal Shelf; Suspension of Operaticns

(b) In time of war or when the President shall prescribe, the U.S.

shall have right of first refusal to purchase .minerals produced

from the Outer Continental Shelf.

(c) All leases on the Outer Continental Shelf under 43USC

Chapter 29, Subchapter III, shall, or are construed to

contain, a clause where the Secretary of the Interior, upon

4-the recommendation of the Secretary of Defense durin a state

of war or national emergency declared by Congress or the

President, may suspend operations under any lease.
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C. 50 USC 98 Stratesic and Critical Materials
u 9 Stockoilino Act

'Vi Provides for acquisition, retention and disposal/use of strate-ic

and critical materials for national defense purposes. Objective

of program is a three year sufficiency in event of emergency.

Authority to release materials from stockpile is vested in the

President by Section 98F:

(1) On order of the President for national

defense purposes; or

(2) in time of war declared by Congress or

during a national emergency on the

order of any employee designated by the

President to have such authority"

(NOTE: National emergency is defined by Section 98 h-3 as --

"a eneral declaration of emerency with respect to the national

defense made by the President or by the Congress").

D. ED 11490 Assigning Emergency Preparedness
Functions to Federal Deoartments and
Agencies, October 28, 1969 'as amended)

Part 4, Section 401(11) The Secretary of Defense shall furnish

-'a -advice and assistance on the utilization of strategic and critical

materials in defense production, includina chanqes that occur

- 'from time to time.
%.65
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Part 7. Section 703 (1) The Secretary of Interior shall develop

programs and encourage the exploration, development, and mining

of strategic and critical minerals for emergency purposes.

Part 20, Section 2004 The Administrator of General Services

shall assist the Director, FEMA, in formulating plans, programs,

and reports relating to the stockpiling of strategic and critical

materials. Within these plans and programs, the Administrator

* shall provide for the procurement (for this purpose, procurement

includes upgrading, rotation, and benefication), storage, security,

maintenance, inspections, withdrawal, and disposal of materials,

supplies, and equipment.

Part 30, Section 3005 General Provision: The head of each

department and agency, with appropriate emergency responsibilities,

shall assist the Director, FEMA, in formulating and carrying out

plans for stockpiling of strategic and critical materials, and

survival items.

E. ED 12155 Stratecic and Critical Materials,
September 0,. 1979

Delegates authority to perform certain functions specified in

50USC 98 as follows:

(1) FEMA responsible for determining materials and quantities

required.
- 'II.

"-Uf- (2) GSA responsible fdr stockpile acquisition, management,

storage, processing, etc.
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(3) Deoartments of Interior and Agriculture responsible for

scientific, technological, and economic investigation

regarding the development of domestic sources of such

materials.

4 EQ 12155 does not delegate Presidential authority to release

stockpiled assets curing peacetime for national cefense purposes.

No functions or responsibilities are vested in 000 by th!is 0.

F. 50 USC App 2061-2166 Strateclc and Critical Materials;

(Defense Production Act of 1970

2071: The President is authorized to require priority performance

on contracts and orders in order to maximize domestic supplies

of energy when such supplies become scarce. (NOTE: this authority

-* terminates on December 31, 1984.)

2076: Energy Is designated as a strategic and critical material,

however, this designation does not grant new authority for allocation

and pricing of fuels or other forms of energy.

2093: The President may make provisions for the purchase of metals,

minerals and materials, not including acricultural commodities, in

order to promote national defense and to encourage exploration and

development of strategic and critical raterials. (NOTE: this authori ty

terminates on September 30, 1995.) Further, the President may, under
certain conditions --

- install additional equipment/facilities in government-owned

plants or place government-owned equipment in private facilities

when necessary to assist in national defense;

"ZV 997 655
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- transfer material acquired under this act, which becomes

excess, to the National Defense Stockpile (50 USC 98 et seq,

Strategic and Critical Materials Act)

- Make provisions for developing substitutes for strategic and

critical materials where such action would aid national defense.

COflMENT: The provisions of the Defense Production Act of 1950

(50 USC App 2061-2166) do not contain the phrase - "in time of war

or national emergency" - but they do provide some additional flexibility

to the executive in order to assist in promoting national defense.

Except where specifically noted above, the provisions of this act

are to terminate on September 30, 1981, in accordance with PL 96-294,

June 30, 1980. However, this Act has been extended in short-ter-

increments almost annually since its original passage. See also

Section VIII, Contracts and Procurements, for other provisions of the

Defense Production Act. -

G. 44 CFR Part 323 General Policies for Stratecic
and Cr.tlcal Materials StocKZ*'.nQ
(Defense Mooilization Orcer - I!)

Provides general policy guidance in stockpile requirerents and
V..
'p. administration. No specific functions or responsibilities are

prescribed. (COMKIENT: -The guidance is so general as to be no

more than cormon sense.)
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H. 50 USC 167c (a), (d) Helium Gas: Licensina, Reacouisi.ion
of Supplies

(a) Whenever the President determines that the defense, securit'y,

and general welfare of the U.S. requires such action, the

Secretary of the Interior shall issue such regulations as

-- he deems necessary for the sale and transportation of

helium in interstate commerce.

(d) Whenever Congress or the President declares that a war or

national emergency exists, the Secretary of the Interior is

authorized to suspend any license granted under this chapter

(5OUSC 161-167) if in his judgement such suspension is

necessary to the defense and security of the U.S., and he is

.. further authorized to take such steps as may be necessary

to recapture or reacquire supplies of helium.

0.~
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V. TRANSPORTATION V-i

ANALYSIS

Broad authority is granted by the US Code in the area of transportation.

This authority encompasses the control and management of transportation

systems, the requisition of assets, and the priority movement of personnel

and materials. The law, as supplemented by Executive Order 11490, provides a

basis for interagency cooperation regarding transportation. Major deficiencies

in transportation authorities are in the area of interagency agreements

and directives. Many appear obsolete. Further, the ability to improve

military preparedness is constrained by the requirements for declarations of

war or national emergency prior to invoking certain authorities. As an alternative,
9,-I, the priorities and allocations authority of the Defense Production Act

9-. (50 USC App 2061-2166) could be used to support military preparedness measures

without a declaration of war or national emergency.

a. General Transportation Authority:

In time of war, the President is empowered to take possession and

control, through the Army and Air Force, of all or any part of any transportation

'"'I system (10 USC 4742, 9742). Executive Order 11490 prescribes responsibilities

of the Departments of Commerce and Transportation regarding the provision

of transportation assets in emergency situations. A Department of Transportation

Standby Order, DOT 1940.4 (1970), contains emergency authorities and procedures

covering all aspects of transportation -- sea, air, and surface. It is a

useful document, but needs review because of its age. DOD Directive 3005.7

(1978) provides policy guidance regarding the use of domestic civil transportation

assets during periods of national emergency.

b. Maritime Transportation:

Upon Presidential proclamation or declaration of national emergency,

the Secretary of Commerce can requisition or purchase private vessels (46 USC lZ4Z";

requisition, purchase, or charter foreign vessels lying idle in U.S. waters
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2"j- (50 usc 196-198); and terminate existing charters of Department of Commerce

vessels (46 USC 1202). Commerce responsibilities for maritime transportation

are addressed in a 1954 Oefense/Commerce agreement. Because of its ace and

ensuing changes in governmental organization and military force structure,

this document needs review. Maritime tanker support for Defense require-

ments is addressed in a Comerce/Maritime Administration voluntary plan

dated 1958. This plan also needs review because of its voluntary nature

and the changes in the U.S. tanker fleet since 1958. None of these agree-

ments addresses the question of crew availability. This could become a

v .major limiting factor, notwithstanding the authority of 46 USC 1132, which

in time of national emergency allows suspension of the requirement that

.- crews of U.S. documented vessels be U.S. citizens.

Maritime transportation authorities are extensive if a national emer-

gency is declared. Without such declaration, access to and control of addi-

tional maritime assets could be severely constrained. This condition could

perhaps be alleviated through negotiation and enactment of a maritime pre-

paredness program similar to the Civil Reserve Air Fleet program, which

provides contractually obligated airlift support to DOD.

c- Air Transportation

The Department of Transportation is responsible for meeting Defense

requirements for air transportation (EO 11490), the primary mechanism being

the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) program. CRAF is based on a 1963 agree-

ment between Defense and Commerce (now Transportation) according to which

contractually obligated civil air carriers will augment military airlift

assets in specified situations. Portions of the CRAF may be used incre-

mentally without requiring a declaration of national emerqency.
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A draft revision has been prepared.

d. Surface Transportation:

Priority movement of military personnel over surface transoortation

systems within CONUS, in time of war or threatened war, is assured by

49 usc 1(15), 6(8), and 1020. The Interstate Comnerce Conmmission (ICCI

has authority to direct such priority. The ICC is also responsible for

meeting surface transportation needs in emergency situations. To meet this

responsibility, the ICC has developed a series of Standby Emergency Oroers

to become effective automatically upon a declaration of emergency. These

orders are designed to facilitate the movement of materials, services, and

personnel across inland waterways, highways, and railways. They are con-

tained in DOT 1940.4, dated 1969. Review is needed because of their aqe

and the ensuing changes in regulatory practices and the structure of

domestic transportation systems. A 1980 procedural agreement between Defense

and Transportation provides that Transportation will take action to assure

priority motor carrier support for Defense requirements in contingency

situations less than those involving declaration of war or national emergency.
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.1. A. General Authority to Control Transportation

1. 10 U.S.C. 4742 & 9742 Control of Transoortation Systers
in Time of War

In time of war, the President, through the Secretary of the Army

(and Air Force), may take possession and assume control of all

or part of any system of transportation to transport troops, war

material, and equipment, or for other purposes related to the

emergency. So far as necessary, he may use the system to the

exclusion of other traffic.

'A &9 U.S.C. 1 (15) Priority of Traffic Essential to
National Defense or Security

In time of war or threatened war. the President may certify to

" - the (Interstate Coumerce) Commission that it is essential that

certain traffic shall have preference or priority in transportation,

and the Commission shall, under the power herein conferrred, direct

that such preference or priority be afforded.

3. 49 U.S.C. 6 (8) Preference to Shipments for United
States

In timp of wgr or thrpatn@d war, preference and precedence shall,

upon demand of the President of tho United States be given, over all

other traffic, for the trans.orttic' of troops and material of W.r,

and carriers shall adopt every means within their control to facilitate

and expedite the military traffic.

| I % *
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' 49 U.S.C. 1020 Special Powers During Time of War -...

or Other Emergency

The provision of section 1 of this title (having to do with priority

of traffic) shall be applicable with respect to freight forwarders,

as well as the service, equipment and facilites of freight forwarders.

5. 50 USC app 2071 Required Priority Performance,

Defense Production Act

This gives the President delegatable authority in situations short of

a declaration of war or national emergency, to require priority performance

and to allocate materials and facilities as necessary or appropriate to

promote the national defense.

NOTE: This authority is due to terminate on September 30, 1981, however,

the Defense Production Act has a long history of repeated, short-term

extensions on an almost annual basis.

6. EO 11490 Assigns Emergency Preparedness
Functions to Federal Departments
and Agencies (as amended)
October Z8, 1969

Section 401(18) Department of Defense

Furnish military requirements for all forms of transportation and

transportation facilities in planning for and in the event of emergency,

including an attack upon the United States.

(26) Develop with the Department of Transportation and Federal

Communications Commission plans and programs for the control of air

traffic, civil and military, during an emergency.

Section gl(2) Department of Commerce

Federal Emergency operational control responsibilities with respect to

ocean shipping, ports, and port facilities,-except those owned by,

controlled by, or under the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense,

and except those responsibilities of the Department of Treasury with

respect to the entrance and clearice of vessels.
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-- Section 903 (Maritime functions)

Within the areas designated in Section 901(2) of this part, the Secretary

of Commerce shall develop plans and procedures in consonance with inter-

national treaties, under coordinating authority of the Secretary of

Transportation and in cooperation with other appropriate Federal agencies

and the States and their political subdivisions, to provide for Federal

operational control of ocean ports and shipping.

Section 1302(l) Department of Transportation

Obtain, assemble, analyze, and evaluate data on current and projected

emergency requirements of all claimants for all forms of civil trans-

portation to meet the needs of the military and of the civil economy,

and on current and projected civil transportation resources - of all

forms available to the United States to move passengers or materials

in an emergency.

(4) Develop systems for the control of the movement of

passengers and cargo by all forms of transportation, except for those

resources owned by, controlled by, or under the jurisdiction of the

Department of Defense, including allocation of resources and assignment

of priorities, and develop policies, standards, and procedures for

emergency enforcement of these controls.

Section 1303(1)

Allocate specifically designated civil air carrier type aircraft to

the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) and to the War Air Service Program

(WASP). -

UV.
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(2a) When CRAF is activated by the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary

of Transportation retains the responsibility for the claimancy function

for CRAF aircraft.

(5a) Safeguard vessels, harbors, ports, and waterfront facilities from

destruction, loss or injury, accidents, or other causes of a similar

nature.

7. DOT 1940.4 Emercency Procedures for the Control
of Civil TransportatiinFaoruary, 1970

The purpose of this order is to prescribe civil transportation emergency

control procedures for use by Federal claimants for transportation services

and by the Federal transportation community, under emergency conditions.

DOT 1940.4 is itself not me'rely one DOT regulation. Rather. it is a kind nf

compendium of emergency authorities and procedures pertaining to

transportation. Most of its important aspects which relate to DOD (e.g.,
4 .CRAF. NDRF) are mentioned in other sections of this report. A few parts

,(.

however. are not included elsewhere in this report and deserve mention here.

Emergency Transportation Advisory Committees

There is an advisory connittee - Transportation Allocations, Priorities

and Controls (TAPAC) - chaired by an official of 01T and responsible for

providing advice to DOT national headquarters during emergencies. This

committee is composed of representatives of the Federal claimant and

operating agencies and may be varied in membership from time to time at

the discretion of the Secretary (A DOD representative, therefore, wouild

sit on the committee).
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Civil Surface and Inland Water Priorities

I. Interstate Commerce Commission Emergency Standby Orders

%- A. The ICC has been charged by ED 10480 with the responsibility

to provide urgent transportation services to meet immediate

needs in the event of anemergency. As a result the ICC has
5.'

published a series of emergency standby orders identified as

"General Order ICC TM" series, to cover the period immediately

following declarations of emergency. These standby orders

become automatically effective upon the proclamation of the

existence of a state of an emergency by the President or by

concurrent resolution of the Congress.

These standby orders are geared to facilitate the movement

of goods and services and people across inland waterways,

*highways, and railways in support of a national or civil defense

effort during times of war or emergency.

DOC/MARAD Voluntary Plan Under PL774, 81st Congress, as amended, for the

Contribution of Tanker Capacity for National Defense Requirements, amended

as of March 20, 1958.

This plan sets up the procedure under whicb the owners and charterers

of oil tankers agree voluntarily to make tankers and tanker space

available to DOD at the request of MARAD.

(NOTE: The voluntary nature of this plan and the changed char~rtaristics

of the U.S. tanker fleet and U.S. military recuirements suaoest that review.

is desireable.)
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a. DOD DIR 300S.7 Emergency Reouirements, Allocations,
Priorities and Permits for DOD Use
of Domestic Civil Transportation,. uly 5, 1978

This establishes policy and provides guidance to DOD components as

regards the use of domestic civil transportation assets durino

periods of national emergency. It does not apply to carriers

4 otherwise supporting Corps of Engineers Civil Works Projects, the

Federal Emergency Management Agency or the Civil Reserve Air Fleet.

m

Policy Planning
.-'-.

The Department of Transportation is chiefly responsible for national

emergency civil transportation planning. The Secretary of Transporation

* . will provide DOD with emergency guidance and, in the event of

regional isolation, such information will be provided by DOT emergency
'. organization Regional offices.

IL Maritime Transoort

1. 46 U.S.C. 1202 Termination of Charter in National

Emergency

- , (d) Whenever the President shall proclaim that the security

of the national defense makes it advisable, or during any

national emergency declared bX proclamation of the President,

the Secretary of Commerce may terminate the charter of vessels owned

'by the Department of Commerce without cost to the United States,

upon such notice to the charterers as the President shall determine.

..4..
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2. 46 U.S.C. 1242 Requisition or Purchase of Vessels
in Time of Emergency

(a) Whenever the President shall proclaim that the security of

the national defense makes it advisable or during any national

emergency declared by proclamation of the President, it shall

be lawful for the Secretary of Commerce to requisition or purchase

any vessel or other watercraft owned by citizens of the United

States, or under construction within the United States, or for

any period during such emergency, to requisition or charter the

use of any such property.

3. 50 U.S.C. 196-198 Emergency Foreign Vessel Accuisition;
Purchase or Reouisition of Vessels
Lying Idle in United States Waters

Whenever the President proclaims that the security of the

national defense makes it advisable or during a national

emeroency proclaimed by the President, the President may,

through the Secretary of Commerce, purchase or requisition, or

S charter or requisition the use of, or take over title or

possession of, for such use as he may direct, any merchant

vessel not owned by citizens of the United States which is

lying idle in waters under the jurisdiction of the United

States, and which he finds to be necessary to the national

defense.

,.66
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4. 46 U.S.C. 1132 Citizenship of Officers and Crew

(a) All licensed officers of documented vessels must be

.U.S. citizens, either native-born or naturalized.

(h) During a national emergency as proclaimed by the President,

he may, in his discretion, suspend any or all of the pro-

visions of this section.

.. 46 U.S.C. 1241 Transportation in American Vessels
of Government Personnel and Certain
Cargoes

Whenever the Congress, by concurrent resolution or otherwise, or the

President or the .Secretary of Defense, declares that an. emerency exists,

the requirement that at least 50 percent of the gross tonnage of certain

equipment, materials, or commodities be transported on privately owned -

United States flag commercial ocean vessels may be waived.

6. 50 U.S.C. App. 1744 Composition of National Defense
Reserve Fleet

The Secretary of Commerce shall place in the national defense

reserve certain vessels owned by the Secretary of Commerce,

including those he considers should be retained for the

national defense after consultation with the Secretary of

the Army and the Secretary of the Navy. Vessels placed in the

reserve may be used only for the benefit of a department r;.-

agency whenever the President proclaims that the security of
the national defense makes it advisable or durino any national

emergency proclaimed by the President.
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7. Memorandum of Agreement Between the Department of Defense and the
Department of Comnierce Dealing with the Utilization, Transfer, and
Allocation of Merchant Ships, July 1, 1954.

Both DOD and DOC agree to the need for a National Shipping Authority,

or a wartime counterpart, with powers of control over ocean-going

merchant ships. This agency is to assure that military drafts

for merchant type ships are met, and that they will be operated

and controlled according to the requirements of the military

authorities. Further, a nucleus fleet of size and compositior

to meet current conditions and military requirements will be

maintained at all times.

The Military Sealift Command, under the conmand of the Chief

of Naval Operations, is the sole agency of DOD for providing all

ocean-going transportation for COD (excluding personnel and cargo

transported by units of the fleet), and as authorized or directed

for other Government agencies or departments of the United States,

subject to priorities established by JCS.

Ships of the MSC operating nucleus fleet which are replaced

or no longer required by MSC will be placedin the National Defense

Reserve Fleet (see 50 U.S.C. App. 1744(a)).

Ship requirements under conditions of full mobilization

a) DOC will provide the additional merchant type ships required

to be under the exclusive custody, jurisdiction, and control

of DOD in meeting the requirements of the latter under cond4-

tions of full mobilization.
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8. 46 U.S.C. 835 Restrictions on Transfer of Shicoinc
Facilities Durina War or National
Emergency

When the United States is at war or duri-g any national emergency

the existence of which is declared by proclamation of the

President, it shall be unlawful, without the consent of the

Federal Maritime Board, to transfer American ships to a foreign

registry, to sell American vessels to other citizens. Also,

It shall be unlawful to sell, mortgage, lease, charter, deliver,

or in any manner transfer, to any person not a citizen of the

United States, any shipyard, drydock, shipbuilding or ship-

. repairing plant or facilities.

.670
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C. Air Transportation

1. Memorandum of Understanding By and Between Secretary c' ^-e-e-se

and Secretary of Commerce, August 8, 1963.

The Department of Commerce (now Transportation) is resocr-

sible for providing civil air carrier support to meet Zeferse

needs in an emergency situation by means of the Civil Rese-ve

Air Fleet (CRAF). CRAF may be activated incremently based on

the emergency situation at hand:

Description Authority to Execute

Emergency Stage I Localized ei,)ergencies Commander, MAC

Emergency Stage II Limited War President (SECZ.E,

Emergency State III Major Engagement Declaration of a
National Emergency

Actual numbers of CRAF aircraft to be provided are based on

prior contractual arrangements with civil air carriers as develoDed

by the Office of Emergency Transportation and the Military Air-

lift Command (DOD CRAF Manager for Airlift).

(NOTE: There is a draft revision of this Aar.ement dateo

May 13, 1980. Major provisions are uncnanged.)

2. 14 CFR 290.1-290.7 Transfer of Airlift Among Aircar'--*rs

in Certain Emercencies

In short, this allows CRAF operators to lease aircraft to eac, othe-

to replace aircraft which lave been furnished to the Gcvernrert

on a contractual basis to meet CRAF requirements.
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3. War Air Service Program (WASP) Air Priorities Manual

(Civil Aeronautics Board, April 1971)

Provides planning guidance and Implementation procedures for

controlled priorities system for the preferential air

transportation of traffic essential to national defense

emergency activities. (Military department implementing

regulations are: AR 59-10; OPNAV Instr 4600.19B; AFR 75-22;

MC Order P4632.96; and, OLA Req 4500.18)

D. Land Transportation

49 USC 10713 Violation of Commercial Contracts

The ICC may not require rail carriers to violate commercial contracts

except to comply with 49 USC 11128. (See below)

49 USC 11123 Situations Requiring Immediate Action

When the ICC considers, on its own initiative or on application, that

a shortage of rail equipment or congestion of traffic or other emergency

requiring immediate action exists in a section of the U.S., it may,

for a period not to exceed 30 days; suspend rules or practices, take

action to promote service In the public interest, require joint or

common use of terminals, and direct preference or priority in

transportation.

49 USC 11127 Service of Freight Forwarders

Applies essentially the same authority as contained in 49 USC 11123

to freight forwarders under the jurisdiction of the ICC.
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49 USC 11128 War Emergencies

When the President, during time of war or threatened war,

certifies to the ICC that it is essential to the defense and

security of the U.S. to give preference or priority to movement of

certain traffic, the ICC shall direct that preference or priority

be given to that traffic under 49 USC 11123 and 11127.

When the President, during time of war or threatened war, demands

that preference and priority be given to the transport of troops

and materials of war over all other traffic, all carriers subject

to ICC jurisdiction shall take every means to facilitate and expedite

the military traffic.

An embargo imposed by any carrier shall not apply to shipments

consigned to agents of the ".S. Government for its use. Such shipments

shall be delivered as promptly as possible.
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Procedural Arrancement: Defense and Transportationi; Contincency
Reaction fo Acuilition of Motor Transportation Services Durln~
Defense Contingenci es, July 1980.

Provides procedural guidance regarding motor carrier service to

met Defense requirements in case of contingencies, to include

situations less than a declaration of war or national defense

emergency. When priority motor carrier services are required

but not i'"Ilable in such situations, Defense will advise Transportation.

Transportation will promptly arrange for such priority service.

(Note: See also ICC Emergency Standby Orders, contained in DOT 1940.4,

* page V-S.)

9. Other Authority

*1. 10 U.S.C. 2632 Transportation to and From Certain

(a) Durina a war or a national emeruency, the Secretary of a

military department may, under certain conditions, provide

assured and adequate transportation, by motor vehicle or

water carrier to and from their places of employment for

person attached to, or employed in, a private plant that

is manufacturing material for that department.
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2. 10 U.S.C. 7224 Transportation on Naval Vessels
During Wartime

In time of war of during a national emergency declared by the President,

such persons as the Secretary of the Navy authorizes by regulation may be

transported and subsisted on naval vessels at Government expense.

3. 46 U.S.C. 1151 Subsidy Authorized for Vessels to be

Operated in Foreign Trade

The Secretary of Commerce will not approve an application for

a construction-differential subsidy unless the specifications

of the new vessel will be suitable for use by the United States

for national defense or military purposes in time of war or

Jnational emergency.

4. 46 U.S.C. 1161 Reserve Fuo, * :g n.str,,ctinn

or Acquisition of Vessels; Taxation

Reserve funds for the construction or acquisition of vessels

may be established only after the vessels have been declared

to be desirable for use by the United States in case of war

or national emergency.
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VI. MEDICAL

ANALYSIS

Limited authority is available to meet emergency and mobilization

situations that could significantly increase Defense requirements for medical

support and facilities. The Army and Air Force are authorized, in an

emergency, to hire as many contract surgeons as may be necessary (10 USC 4022

(a), 9022 (a)). No similar authority is granted the Navy. EQ 11490 assigns

emergency health services responsibilities to the Department of Health and

Human Services. Additionally, this ED assigns emergency responsibilities to

the Veterans Administration for such participation with Defense and Health

and Human Services as Is provided for in interagency agreements. A 1965

understanding between Defense and the VA addresses generally the military use

of VA hospital facilities. This understanding appears outdated because of

changed DOD plans for supporting health care. No further agreements

were noted regarding the provision of emergency health services by Health

and Human Services or the VA. Defense Mobilization Orders 6 and 7, which

appear in Title 44, CFR, provide, respectively, a title listing of health

specialists that may be needed in an emergency, and general policy quidance for

a national emergency blood program. Specific guidance implementing the

assignment of responsibilities made by EQ 11490 with regard to Health and

Human Services and VA roles in meeting medical requirements in an emergency

situation appears to be lacking.
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A. 10 usc 4022 (a) Civilian euployees: employment of contract surgeon.

"In an emergency," the Surgeon General of the Army with tne

approval of the Secretary of the Army, may employ as many

contract surgeons as ray be necessary.

B. 10 USC 9022 (a) Provides same authority as 10 USC 4022 (a) above

to Department of the Air Force.

C. 42 USC 266 Quarantine: infected persons: protection of members of

the Armed Forces and war workers.

"In time of war," the Surgeon General of the United States

may, by regulation, provide for the apprehension, examination,

and detention of any person reasonably believed to be infected

with a communicable disease who is a probable source of

infection to mmbers of the armed forces, or to Individuals

engaged in the production or transportation of arms or other

supplies for the armed forces.

0. ED 11490 Assigning Emergency Preparedness Functions to Federal

Departments and Agencies, October 28, 1969, as amended.

Part 11: Secretary of HNS shall prepare national emergency

plans and preparedness programs covering health services,

civilian health manpower, health resources.

Part 29: Veterans Administration shall develop policies,

plans and procedures for the emergency conduct of inpatient

and outpatient care and treatment in VA Medical facilities and

participation with DOD and HHS as provided for in interagency

agreements.
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. emorandum of Understandino; VA and 0OD; Regarding Utilization of Beds in

VA Hospitals for Military Patients in Support of a National Emergency When

the US is not Under Attack; March 1965.

Prescribes following general policy guidance for emergency situations:

- VA hospitals will remain under VA management.

- In event of all out attack on CONUS, primary use of VA resources

will be in support of local emergency medical needs.

- DAS(Health and Medical) will represent DOD in effecting necessary

coordination with the VA.

- OD will reimburse the VA in accordance with established procedures.

- The Armed Services Medical Regulating Office will be responsible

for coordinating movement of military patients to VA hospitals.

Joint mrgency preparedness planning is to be conducted. VA will provide

estimates of hospital capabilities. DOD will provide requirements and plans

to use VA facilities.

COI ENT: Because of the age of this MOU and new DOD direction and planning

for health care support, the MOU should be reviewed and updated.
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F. 44 CFR Part 325 Emergency Health and Medical Occupations
(Defense Mobilization Order -6)

Provides a listing of Health Manpower Occupations anticipated to be

immediately required for provision of essential emergency public health

and medical services. (Only occupational titles are provided. No attempt

is made to quantify the numbers or types of health specialists which

might be required in an emergency situation.)

G. 44 CFR Part 326 Policy Guidance for a National
"mergenc , Blo Program (Defense
4olization Order -7)

FEMA prescribes objectives, policies and responsibilities of National

Emergency Blood Program. designed, to meet national requirements for

blood and other related products.

Responsibilities:

- FEMA will exercise overall coordination of program.

- Defense will administer military aspects of program and maintain

an. interagency committee to coordinate Federal funding and

programming for research and development projects relating to this

program.

- Health and Human Services will administer the civilian aspects

of program.

H. See also:

- Section VIII, (41 USC 11), regarding contracts and purchases for

medical purposes by the military departments without an appropriation.

- Section XIII, (42 USC 217), regarding the Public Health Service as a

Q, military service.
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6 "VII. INDUSTRIAL & DEFENSE PRODUCTION

ANALYSIS

This section addresses three general areas: industrial preparedness;

defense industrial reserves; and industrial mobilization.

Industrial preparedness is addressed by EO 11490 which prescribes the

planning functions of Defense, Commerce, FEMA, GSA, and the TVA. Commerce

has primary responsibility for national emergency plans and preoaredness

programs for industrial production.

The Defense Industrial Reserves program Is established to maintain

an essential nucleus of government-owned industrial facilities and a reserve

of machine tools and manufacturing equipment (50 USC 451-461). The purpose

of this program is to supply the immediate needs of the Armed Forces in time

( of emergency. Defense has the primary management responsibility for this

program.

Industrial mobilization in time of war or when war is imminent is facilitated

by the provisions of 10 USC 4501 and 9501. These laws can be invoked, under

certain conditions, to enable seizure and operation of industrial facilities

in order to produce military supplies. The provisions of 50 USC App 468 may

be used, whenever the President deems it in the interest of national security,

to place mandatory orders for materials. This law requires manufacturers to

give priority to such orders. Use of this authority for an expenditure in

excess of $25 million requires a prior report to Congress. Raising this

limit appears justified in view of inflation and increased cost of materials.
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Supplemental guidance with regard to industrial miobilization and

production is contained in a series of Defense Mobilization Orders that

appear in Title 44, Code of Federal Regulations. These orders should be

reviewed; many are highly general in nature, and some appear to be

republications of documents from the 1950s and 1960s.

0
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A. Industrial Preparedness

E011490 Assigning Emergency Preparelness Functions
to Federal Deeartments ano , cies,
October ZO, 1959 (as amended.

i
L

Part 4, Section 401: The Secretary of Defense shall:

(2) Develop and furnish quantitative and time-phased military

requirements for selected end-items ---

(3) Advise and assist Director, FEMA, in developing a

national system of production urgencies.

(5) Plan for and administer priorities and allocations

authority delegated to the Department of Defense.

Authorize procurement and production schedules and make

allotments of controlled materials pursuant to program

determinations of the Director, FEMA.

(6) Assist the Department of Cnmmerce and other appropriate

agencies in the development of production and distri-

bution control plans for use in any emergency.

(7) Develop with industry, plans for the procurement and

production of selected military equipment and supplies

needed to fulfill emergency requirements, making maximum

use of plants in dispersed locations, and, where

essential and appropriate, providing for alternative

sources of supply in order to minimize the affects

of enemy attack.
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,, Q %%. (9) Recommend to Director, FEMA, measures for overcoming

potential deficiencies in production capacity to produce

selected military supplies and equipment needed to

fulfill emergency requirements, when necessary measures

cannot be effected by the Department of Defense.

(12) Analyze problems that may arise in maintaining an

adequate mobilization base in military-product

industries and take necessary actions to overcome these

problems within the limits of the authority and

funds available to the Department of Defense.

(13) Assist the Secretary of Commerce with respect to the

identification and evaluation of facilities important to

the national defense.

Part 9: Secretary of Commerce shall prepare national

emergency plans and develop preparedness programs covering,

among other things, the production and distribution of

of all materials, the use of all production facilities

(except those owned by, controlled by, or under the

jurisdiction of the Department of Defense or the Department

of Energy), the control of all construction facilities, and

the furnishing of basic industrial services, except those

otherwise assigned, ---

Part 20, Section 2002 (9) National Industrial Reserve
and Machine Tool Program

The Administrator of General Services, shall develop plans

- for the custody of industrial plants and production equipment

in the national industrial reserve and assist the Department
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of Defense, in collaboration with the Department of Commerce,

in the development of plans and procedures for the dispo-

- sitlon, emergency reactivations, and utilization of the

plants and equipment of'this reserve in the custody of the

Administrator.

Part 27, Section 2701 (7) Munitions Production

The Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority

shal perform chemical research in munitions as requested

by the Department of Defense, maintain standby munitions

production facilities, and develop Plans for converting and

utilizing fertilizer facilities as required in support of the

Department of Defense's munitions program.

OD Dir 4005.1 DOD Industrial Preparedness Production
Planning, July Z8, 197Z

Issued pursuant to E011490, Section 401, and provides O0 policies

and assigns responsiblities governing Industrial preparedness

planning for the production of essential military item in a

national emergency. The military departments and the Defense

Logistics Agency are to develop and issue implementing instructions.

B. Defense Industrial Reserves

SOUSC 451 Defense Industrial Reserves; Purpose
and Policy

Congress states intent to maintain essential nucleus of Government-

owned Industrial plants and a national reserve of machine tools

and industrial manufacturing equipment for imediate use to

tuoalv the needs of the armed forces in time of national
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emeraencv or in anticioation thereof; such Government-owned

plants and reserves are not to exceed the mintum requirements

for immediate use in time of national emercency.

Further, excess items shall be disposed of expeditiously,

maxim reliance will be placed on private industry to support

defense production, and, items retained in reserves shall be

held to maintain a high state of readiness for productions

of critical defense material, to provide capacity not available

.n private industry, or to assist private industry in time of

national disaster.

SUSC 4S2 Defense Industrial Reserves; Definitions

(a) Defines *Defense Industrial Reserve" as -

(1) a general reserve of industrial manufacturing equipment

including machine tools, selected by the Secretary (
of Defense for retention for national defense or for

other emergency use;

(2) those industrial plants and installations. held by or

under the control of the Deparentm of Defense in an

active or inactive status, including Government-owned/

Government-operated plants and installations and

Governmnt-owned/contractor-operated plants and instal-

lations which are retained for use in their entirety,

or in part, for production of military weapons systems,

munitions, components, or supplies.

(3) those industrial plants and installations under the

control of the Secretary which are not required for

the imediate need of any department or agency of
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the government and which should be sold, leased, or

otherwise disposed of.

(b) Defines *plant equipment package" as a complement of active

and idle machine tools and other industrial manufacturing

equipment held by and under the control of the Deparment of

Defense and approved by the Secretary for retention to

produce particular defense material or defense supporting

items at a specific level of output in the event of an

emergency.

_OUSC 453 Defense Industrial Reserves; Powers

and utes oT the Secretar of Defense

Authorizes and directs the Secretary to -

(I)determine which industrial facilities (to Include machine

tools and other Industrial manufacturing equipment) should

become a part of the defense industrial reserve;

U) designate excess industrial property for disposal;

U) establish general policies and provide for transportation,

handling, care, storage, protection, maintenance, repair,

rebuilding, utilization, recording, leasing, and security

of such property;

( direct transfer without reimbursement of such property

to other Government agencies with their consent;

_- (1) direct the leasing of such property to designated leasees; -
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~ ~authorize the disposition in accordance with existing law

of any such property no longer needed by the Department

of Defense; and,

(fl authorize and regulate the loan of such property, under

certain conditions, to non-profit educational institutions

or training schools.

C. Industrial Mobilization

IOUSC 4501 (a), (c), (d) Industrial Mobilization; orders,
*1Possession of plan s, manufacture

(a) In time of war or when war is imminent', the President,

through the head of any department, may order from any

person or organized manufacturing industry necessary

products or materials of the type usually produced or

capable of being produced by that person or industry.

(c) In time of war or when war is im nent, the President,

through the head of any deparment, may take imediate

possession of any plant that is equipped to manufacture,

or that in the opinion of the Secretary of the Army is

capable of being readily transformed into a plant for

manufacturing arm or amunition, parts thereof, or

necessary supplies for the Arwy, if the person or industry

owning or operating the plant, or the responsible head

thereof, refuses -

(1) to give precedence to the order of the President;
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(2) to manufacture the kind, quantity, or quality of

arms or ammunition, parts thereof, or necessary

supplies, as ordered by the Secretary; or

(3) to furnish them at a reasonable price as determined

by the President.

(d) The President, through the Ordnance Corps, may manufacture

products that are needed In time of war or when war is

imnent, in any plant that is seized under subsection (_€)

above.

NOTE: 1OUSC 4501 also provides for fair compensation

to owners and for criminal penalties for failure to comply

with this section.

loUse 502 Industrial Mobilization; lists of
Plants

Directs Secretary of the Army to maintain data and lists

regarding privately owned plants equipped or capable of being

converted for the production of arms, and ammunition and to prepare

comprehensive plans for conversion of those plants capable of

conversion to the production of arms and anunition.

IOUSC 9501. 9502 Industrial Mobilization

Provides same authority to the Department of the Air Force

as is given in IOUSC 4501, 4502, above, to the Department

of the Army.
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SOUSC APP 468 Industrial Mobilization: Mandatory
Orders for Materials

Whenever the President determines it is in the interest of

national soe'curity to obtain prompt delivery of materials or

articles for use of the armed forces or the Department

of Energy (Atomic Energy Commission), he may place mandatory

orders for such materials or articles through the head of any

department. Such orders are to be given priority and precedence

by manufacturers. However, expenditure in excess of 52514 shall

be reported to Congress prior to ordering.
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44 CFR Part 134 Preservation of the Mobilization
Base through the Placement of
Procurement and Facilities in
Labor Surplus Areas-
(Defense manpower Polt ¢¥ -46 )

States general policy of the Federal Government to award appropriate

contracts to eligible labor surplus areas concerns, to place production

facilities in labor surplus areas and to make the best use of natural,

industrial and labor resources.

Policy is applicable to all Federal departents and agencies with

Comerce having a major role.

44 CFR Part 320 Dispersion and Protective Construction:
Policy, Crteria. Resoonsibilities
(Defense Mobilization Order -1)

Provides general policy encouraging and, when appropriate, requiring

that new facilities and major expansions of existing facilities important

to national security be located and constructed, in so far as practicable,

to minimize the risk of damage in the event of attack.

Provides general planning criteria to be taken into consideration and general

responsibilities of Federal departments and agencies.

44 CFR Part 321 Maintenance of the Mobilization Base
(Department of Defense, Department
of Energy, Maritime Administration)

Provides general policy guidance regarding the mobilization base (facilities,

machine tools, production equipment, skilled workforce) required to meet

the wartime needs of Defense, Energy and the Maritime Administration.

Provides general planning criteria with respect to selection of

facilities for the mobilization base, maintenance of the mobilization
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base, achieving production readiness and retention of industrial

facilities.

44 CFR Part 322 Defense Production: Priorities and
Al locations Authority (Defense
Mobilization Order -3)

Provides that the authority of Title I, Defense Production Act of 1950,

as amended, to control the distribution and use of materials and facilities,

shall not be used except to require preference in the performance of

contracts and orders and to allocate materials and facilities to acconrllsh

direct . litary'and atomic energy program and other related program

and activities certified by the Departments of Defense or Energy and speci-

fically authorized by FEMA. (NOTE: The authority of Title.1, Defense

Production Act (50 USC Appl 2071-2076) will terminate on September 30, 1981.)

44 CFR 323 Gui dance on Priority Use of Resources
Tn rWmudIate Post Attack Period
(0efense Mbilization Order -4)

Provides general policy guidance that in an immediate post attack

period, all decisions regarding the use of resources will be directed to

the objective of national survival and recovery. Priority activities for

claim in resources are:

- Imdiate military defense and retaliatory combat operations,

to include support of military personnel and production and

distribution of military and atomic weapons, materials and

equipment.

- Maintenance or reestablishment of governmnt authority and control.

- Production and distribution of survival items and services essential

for continued survival and recovery.

- Essential communications and transportation services.

- Provision of supplies, equipmnt and spare parts to produce and

distribute goods needed for the above activities.
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44 CFR Part 327 Policy on Use of Government-Owned
Industrial Plant Eauipment by Private
Industry (Defense MobilizationOrde-r- IOA)

Provides general policy in order to maintain effective and available reserve

of such equipment for emergency preparedness program ---

- Primary reliance on private industry.

- Government-owned equipment can be made available to private industry,

under certain conditions, to ensure required production capability

or for emergency use by essential contractors whose facilities have

been destroyed or damaged.

- Equipment so furnished will be subject to a fair rental return to

the government.

Such equipment can also be leased to private industry for commercial

use if necessary to keep the equipment in a high state of readiness

through regular usage.

44 CFR Part 329 Use of Priorities and Allocation
Authority for Federal 5upply
Classification JFSQ toimn Use
1tae (Defense Mobilization Order -12)

Provides that the use of priorities and allocations authority of 5OUSC

App 2071 (Defense Production Act of 1950) may not be used for certain FSC

Groups, Classes and Item , as specified by the Department of Commerce,

which:

- are of the types commonly available in commercial markets for

general consumption;

- do not require major modification for military or other government

use, and

- are in sufficient supply so as not to hinder the accomplishment of

military or other nitional defense objectives.
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Use of priorities and allocations authority, for procurement of other

authorized FSC Groups, Classes and Items, is limited to those quantities

required to met needs of approved programs. (NOTE: The authority of

50 USC App. 2071 will terminate on September 30, 1981.)

6939.
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VIII. CONTRACTS AND PROCUREMENT

ANALYSIS

There are several emergency authority provisions allowing relief from

peacetime restrictions on procurement. Additionally, there are other provisions

of law, not contingent upon an emergency, that allow priority procurement

for national defense purposes.

-1 iThe National Defense Contracts Act (50 USC 1431-1435) provides

emergency authority to enter into or amend contracts to facilitate national

defense. It provides obligation authority up to $25 million without prior

notification of Congress. Inflation and growing procurement costs indicate

the need to raise this limit. This authority is excluded from the National

Emergencies Act and thus may be used as continuing authority. The exercise

of this authority is delegated to the Secretary of Defense and the Service

Secretaries by ED 10789.

Certain provisions of the Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended

(50 USC App 2061-2166) allow the President to require priority performance on

national defense contracts and orders, and to allocate materials and facilities

for such purposes. Further, the Departments of Defense, Energy and Commerce

-may guarantee loans, up to $38 million per comnitment, to contractors to

expedite production. This limit may also be too low for current conditions.

These provisions are continuing authority and do not depend on war or

emergency situations. They are, however, due to terminate on September 31, 1981.

This Act has a long history of repeated short-term extensions on an almost

annual basis. A more permanent basis is desirable. EO 10480 delegates the

loan guarantee authority to Defense, Energy, and Commerce. DOD Dir. 5100.34

further delegates this authority to the military departments and the Defense

Logistics Agency.
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The requirement for formal advertising for contracts in time of

.national mergency (10 USC 2304) is also excluded from the National

Emergencies Acts and therefore can be used as continuing authority.

The contract or purchase of certain supplies by the military

departments without authorization and appropriation acts is allowed by

41 USC 11, and implenented by DO Directive 7220.8. However, this

provision of law dates from the Civil War era, and its application to

current situations may not be valid or supportable. The DOD Directive is

dated 1956.

0
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50 USC 1431-1435 National Defense Contracts

In time of national emergency declared by the Congress or the President,

the President may authorize any department or agency which exercises functions

in connection with the national defense to enter into or amend contracts

without regard to other provisions of law regarding such contracts if this

would facilitate national defense. However, this authority will not be used

to obligate the US in excess of $50,000 without approval at the level of

Assistant Secretary or Deputy Assistant Secretary. Further, this authority

may not be used to obligate the US in any amount in excess of S25M without

prior notification to Congress.

COMENT: The provisicnsof the National Emergencies Act (50 LSC 1601-1651)

do not apply to the authority conferred by 50 USC 1431-1435 and actions

taken under this authority.

EO 1078 Contracting Authority of Government
Aencies in Connection with National
Defense Functions, November 14, 1958,
as amended

Authorizes the Department of Defense, and specifically the Secretaries

of Defense, Army, Navy, Air Force and their authorized representatives,

to exercise the authority contained in 50 USC 1431-1435.

50 USC APP 2061-2166 Contracts and Procurement, (Defense
Production Act of 1950)

2071: The President is authorized to require priority performance

on contracts and orders necessary to promote national defense and

he may allocate materials and facilities for these purposes.

2091: The President may authorize the Departments of Defense, Energy
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and Commerce, and other departments and agencies engaged in procurement

for national defense to guarantee loans to contractors in order to expedite

production and delivery. However, the maximum obligation of any guaranteing

agency shall not exceed $38' per commitment.

22 Under certain conditions, the President may make provisions for

loans to private businesses in order to assist in the procurement of goods

and services for national defense purposes.

COMMENT: The provisions of the Defense Production Act of 1950 are not

dependent upon "war or national emergency" but they do provide certain

flexibility in defense contracting and procurement. The provisions cited

above are due to terminate on September 30, 1981, by virtue of PL 96-294,

June 30, 1980. In this regard, it should be noted that the Defense Pro-

duction Act of 1950 has a long history of repeated short-term extensions

on an almost annual basis.

EQ 10480 Further Providing for the Adnnistration
of the Defense Mobilization Program,
August 14, 1953, as amended

Part I provides that FEMA shall coordinate all mobilization activities of

'I" the executive branch, to include nrocurement.

Part II delegates the authority of 50 USC APP 2071 to the Director, FEMA.

Part III delegates to Defense, Energy, Commerce, Interior, Agriculture,

GSA, and NASA, the authority of 50 USC App 2091 and 2092, to be exercised

umder the general guidance of FEMA.
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OD Dir 5100.34 Defense Contract Financing - Guaranteed " .
Loans, December 8, 1962

The Secretary of Defense appoints the Departments of the Amy, Navy and

Air Force, and the Defense Logistics Agency, as guaranteeing agencies in

accordance with 50 USC App 2091. Also delegates the authority of

Part III, EO 10480, to the Secretaries and the Director, Defense Logistics

Agency.

10 USC 2304 Formal Advertising for Contracts not
Rul red-

Contracts for supplies and services may be negotiated without advertising

if, among other conditions, it is determined that such action is in the

public interest durino a national emergency declared by the Congress or

the President. (NOTE: The provision is excluded from the Nlational

Emergency Act.)

50 USC 82 Mandatory Orders; Requisition of Plants

In time of war, the President may place mandatory orders for ships,

aircraft and war materials; and he may requisition and operate factories

for such production.

41 USC 11 Contracts or Purchases Without Aoorooriation

No contract or purchase shall be made unless authorized by law and under

an appropriation, except in the Departments of the Army, Navy and Air
.-

Force, for clothing, subsistence, forage, fuel, quarters, transportation,

or medical and hospital supplies, which, however, shall not exceed the

necessities of the current year. The Secretary of Defense shall immediately
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" 'advise Congress of the exercise of the authority and the estimated

* obligation incurred.

NOTE: 41 USC 11 derived from Civil War era legislation where

slow communications presented difficulties in authorizing

expenditures in support of the armed forces. Thus, the authority

in 41 USC 11 was provided to assure well-being of armed forces

pending Congressional action in authorization and appropriation

bills. Current views tend to suggest that this authority is no

longer valid or appropriate since conditions which led to its

enactment no longer obtain. (See Senate Report 93-549, November

-: 19, 1973, pp. 319-321).

Z000 DIR 7220.8 Policies and Procedures Governino the
Use of the Authority of Section 1732,
Revised Statutes (41 USC 11), August
16, 1956

The use of authority of 41 USC 11 is limited to emergency situations

where immediate action is imperative. Action taken under this authority

must be limited to the necessities of the situation at hand. The use of

this authority must be reported to ASD(C) along with specified certifica-

tions, justifications and explanations of actions taken to obtain relief.

32 USC 703 Purchase of Supplies for the National
Guard; Federal Recaoture

The states may purchase supplies from the Army and Air Force for the

National Guard, however, in time of actual or threatened war, the US

may requisition for military use any such supplies and property.
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14 USC 652 Purchases and Co'ntracts; Coast Gua',d

Any law removing for the duration of a war or national eImwroency

proclaimed by the President any restriction containing in then-existing

law as applied to the Navy, including restrictions on purchases, con-

tracting~fiscal operations and personnel, shall apply equally to the

Coast Guard.
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IX. FUNDING AND FISCAL PROCEDURES

ANALYSIS

There do not seem to be any significant emergency authorities

regarding fiscal and budget requirements. There are, however, emer-

gency authorities that address such matters as extending suspenses for

examination of accounts, precluding certain contracts from belno sub-

ject to reduction or set-off, vessel construction subsidies, and use

of proceeds from public utilities.
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L A. 31US8 0 Time Extension for Examination of

S nthlj Accounts of Aryand Air
force Expendi tures

In time of war,, the time for examination of monthly accounts of

~Army and Air Force expenditures my be extended to 90 days by

the Comptroller General upon request of the Secretary concerned.B. 31USC 80 a. b Time Extension for Examination of

Monthly Accounts of Asbursi ndficers
of the Armed Forces

I1 n time of w~r n or during anyemroency declared by Congress

. ]or the President, and for 18 months after that war or emergency,
tefathe time for examinations of monthly accouts covering expenditures

by disbursing officers of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps,

and Coast Guard, s extended from 60 to 90 days.

C. 31USC 80 c Time Extension for Examination of
Mnertly Accounts of DisbursinU Officers
Of the Nav

In time of war, or during any emergency declared by Congress or

Sthe President, and for 18 months after that war or emergency,

the time for examination of quarterly accounts covering expenditures

by disbursing officers of the Navy is extended from 60 to 90 days.

i
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D. 31USC 203 Contracts Not SubJect to Reduction
41USC15 or Set-Off Against Assignees

In time of war or national emergency proclaimed by the President

or by Act or Joint resolution of the Congress, any. contract

of the Department of Defense, the General Services Administration,

the Department of Energy (Atomic Energy Commission), or any other

department or agency designated by the President, except a contract

under which full paiment has been made, may provide or be amended

to provide without consideration, that payments to be made to

any assignee shall not be subject to reduction or set-off.

(NOTE: Provisions of the National Emergencies Act do not apply

to powers and authorities conferred by 31USC 103 or

A~k41USC 15, or to actions taken under these authorities.

See 5OUSC 1651.)

E. 46USC 1151 Construction Subsidv for Certain
Vessels to be Operated in Foreign Trade

Any proposed ship purchaser who is a citizen of the U.S. or any

ship yard of the U.S. may apply for a construction-differential

subsidy if the new vessel is to be used in foreign commerce of

the U.S. Approval of such application is contingent upon, among

other conditions, a determination by the Secretary of Commerce

and the Navy Department that the vessel will be suitable for use

by the U.S. for national defense or military purposes in time of

war or national emergency.
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F. 45JSC 1402 Construction Subsidy for Fishing Vessels .'

Any citizen of the U.S. may apply for a construction subsidy to

aid in construction of a new fishing vessel or the remodeling of

an existing vessel. Approval is contingent upon, among other

conditions, a determination by the Secretary of Commerce

"' that the vessel will be suitable for use by the U.S. for

national defense or military purposes in time of war or national

emerency. (Note: This provision does not require a Navy

Department determination.)

G. 1OUSC 4591 Use of Proceeds from Operation of
Public Utility Overseas by the Army

Durtno actual or threatened hostilities, proceeds from operating

a public utility in connection with operations of the Army in

the field overseas are available for that utility until the close

of the fiscal year following that in which they are received.

H. 1OUSC 9591 Use of Proceeds from Operation of
a Public Utility Overseas by the AirForc_e

Provides same language as 1OUSC 4591, above, with respect to the

Air Force.
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X. COMMUNICATIONS

ANALYSIS

Emergency authorities concerning communications systems and facilities

depend primarily on the existence of a state of war or threat of war, not

on a declaration of national emergency. If a state of war exists, the Executive

branch may exercise almost total control over wire and radio communication

systems. This control allows amendment or suspension of normal rules and

regulations, the closing of facilities and removal of equipment, the control

and use of facilities by the government, priority and preference for national

defense communications, and the use of armed forces to prevent obstruction of

comuunications (47 USC 606 (a), (b), (c), (d)). Authority drawn from a

declaration of national emergency is restricted to suspension or amendment of

normal rules and regulations and authorization'for government use of wire and

radio facilities subject to just compensation (47 USC 606 (c)).

Implementing directives provide a delineation of responsibilities and

include:

- Presidential memorandum of August 21, 1963 regarding the

establishment of a National Communications System through linking

the existing communications facilities of federal agencies.

Defense is the executive agent for planning and operation of this system.

- EO 11490 which assigns communications planning functions to the Federal

Communications Commission.

- EQ 12046 which assigns responsibilities to the Director, Office of

Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) and the National Security Council

(NSC). Upon the instruction of the President, the Director, OSTP,

shall implement communications war powers and the NSC shall provide

policy direction.
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A. 47 USC 606 (a),(b),(c),(d) Communications War Powers of the President

(a) During the continuance of a war in which the US is engaged, the

President is authorized, if he finds it necessary for the national

defense and security, to direct that conmunications essential to

national defense and security shall have preference and priority with

any carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC).

(b) During any war in which the US is engaged, it shall be unlawful for

any person to knowingly or willingly by use or threat of ohysical force

to obstruct or retard interstate or foreicI comunications by radio or

wire. The President is authorized to employ the armed forces to prevent-.

such acts.

(c) Upon proclamation by the President that there exists war or a

threat of war, or a state of public peril or disaster or other national

emervercy, or in order to preserve the neutrality of the United States,

the President, if he deems it necessary in the interest of national

security, or defense, may suspend or amend, for such time as he may

see fit, rules and regulations applicable to stations or devices or he

may authorize their use by any department of the Government subject to

regulations he may prescribe and upon Just compensation..

(d) Upon proclamation by the President that there exists a state or

threat of war involving the US, the President, if he deems it necessary

in the interest of the national security and defense, may:
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(1) Suspend or amend the rules and regulations applicable to facilities

or stations for wire communications within the jurisdiction of the

US;

(2) Close any facility or stations for wire communications and remove

its apparatus and equipment;

(3) Authorize the use and control of any such facility or station

by any department of the Government subject to regulations he may

prescribe and upon just compensation.

This authority (49USC 606(d) may be exercised until six months

after the termination of such state or threat of war and not

later than such earlier date as the Congress by concurrrent

resolution may designate.

-. Presidential Memorandum of August 21, 1963, Establishment of a
National Communications 5ystem

2A. States requirement for a unified governmental communications system to

be called the National Communications System' (NCS). Objective of the

NCS is to provide necessary communications under all conditions ranging

from normal operations to emergency or war to nuclear attack. The

NCS is to be established and developed by linking together and extending

on an evolutionary basis the communications facilities of the various

Federal agencies. The National Security Council is responsible for

policy direction for the development and operation of the NCS. The

Secretary of Defense is designated Executive Agent for technical planning

and operations of the NCS.
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C. EQ 11490 Assigning Emergency Preparedness Functions to Federal
Deopartmnents and Agencites, October 28, 1959 (as'amended)

Section 401 Department of Defense Functions

(17). Advise on existing communications facilities and furnish military

requirements for commercial communications facilites and services in

planning for and in event of an emergency, including an attack on the US.

(27) Develop with the FCC and the National Security Council (NSC)

plans and programs for the emergency control of all devices capable

of emitting electromagnetic radiation.

Section 1802 The FCC shall develop policies, plans, and procedures,

in consonance with national telecomu!unications plans and policies

S. developed pursuant to EQ 1246, the Presidential Memorandum of August 21,

1963, "Establishment of the National Communication System," and other

appropriate authority, covering common carrier service, broadcasting

service, safety and special radio service, radio frequency assignment.

electromagnetic radiation, and investigation and enforcement.

0. EO 12046 Relating to the Transfer of Teleconmunications Functions
March Z, 1978

Section 4 Functions assigned to the National Security Council (NSC)

and the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP).

4-102 Director, OSTP, shall prepare to direct the exercise of the

war power functions of the President under 47USC 606, and the NSC shall

prepare to exercise appropriate policy direction, should the President

so instruct. These instructions would be given in accordance with the

National Emergencies Act (5oUSC 1601).
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4-103 Director, OSTP, shall prepare Presidential policy options with

respect to evaluation of the capability of existing Pid planned cogniuni-

cations systems to meet national security and emergency preparedness

requirements. Results and recommended actions shall be reported to the

President and the NSC.

4-201, 202 The NSC is responsible for policy direction of the develop-
4'

ment and operation of a National Communications System (Presidential

memorandum of August 21, 1963, as amended).

4-301, 302 The NSC shall assist the President in coordinating the

development of policy, plans, programs and standards for the mobilization

and use of the nation's telecommunications resources in any emergency.

47 USC 308 (a) Communications, Waiver of Formal Application Requirements

., -- Durino a national emergency proclaimed by the President or declared by

the Congress and during the continuation of any war in which the US is

engaged and when such action is necessary for the national de'ense or
security, or otherwise in furtherance of the war effort, the Federal

Communications Commission may grant construction permits, station

licenses, or modifications or renewals thereof, without the filing of

- a formal application.
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F. See also DOD Dir 5030.36, Plan for the Security Control of Air Traffic

and Air Navigation Aids (short title: SCATANA), February 19, 1976, in
Section IIw,hich cites, amono other authority 47 USC 6" (c). This

directive is an emergency preparedness plan prescribing joint actions

to be taken by DOD, FAA and FCC to control air traffic and air navigation

aids under certain emergency conditions.

4%,
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",XII. MILITARY/FOREIGN ASSISTANCE/SALES

ANALYSIS

The detailing of members of the armed forces to assist nations in

the Western Hemisphere may be accomplished whenever the President con-

siders this to be in the public interest (10 USC 712). During a war or

declared national emergency, military personnel may be detailed to assist

any nation where this is considered desirable (10 USC 712). Authorization

to sell war materials and factories and lands within the US to foreign

countries allied with the US in time of war is provided by 40 USC 314.

This provision of law dates from WWI, and may now be obsolete.
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A. 1OUSC 712 Foreicn Governments: Detail of
Personnel to Assist

(1 Upon application of the country concerned, the President

whenever he considers it in the public interest, may detail

A. members of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps to

assist in military matters -

(1) Any republic in North America, Central America, or

South America.

(2) the Republic of Cuba, Haiti or Santo Domingo; and

(3) during a war or declared national emergency, any other

country that he considers it advisable to assist in

in the interest of national defense.
--, 4w

(b) Subject to prior approval of Secretary of the military depart-

ment concerned, a member detailed may accept any office from

"p. the country to which detailed. The member is entitled to

credit for all service while detailed as if serving with

the armed forces of the United States.

B. 22USC 1962 Military Assistance: Use of Armed
Forces

The President is authorized to undertake, in the general aria of
'.- the Middle East, military assistance programs with any nation or

group of nations of that area desiring such assistance. Furthermore,

the United States regards as vital to the national interest and
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", world peace, the preservation of the independence and integrity

of the nations of the Middle Cast. To this end, if the President

determines the necessity thereof, the United States is prepared

to use armed force to assist any such nation or oroup of nations

rtguesting assistance against armed aggression from any country

controlled by international communism: Provided, that such

employment shall be consonant with the treaty obligations and the

Constitution of the United States.

C. 22USC 1963 Assistance: United Nations Emercency
Force

The President should continue to furnish facilities and military

assistance, within the provisions of applicable law and established

policies, to the United Nations Emergency Force in the Middle

East, with a view to maintaining the truce in that region.

D. 22USC 1965 Expiration of Preceding, Provisions

This Chapter (22USC 1961 - 1965) shall expire when the President

shall determine that the peace and security of the nations in the

general area of the Middle East are reasonably assured by inter-

national conditions created by action of the United Nations,

or otherwise, except that it may be terminated earlier by a

concurrent resolution of the two Houses of Congress.
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E. 4OUSC 314 Sale of War Supplies, Lands and
Buildings

The President is authorized, through the head of any executive

department, to sell to, among certain others, any foreign

State or Government, engaged in war against any Government with

which the United States is at war, any war supplies, material and

equipment, and any by-products thereof, and any building, plant

or factory, acquired since April 6, 1917, including the lands

upon which the plant or factory my be situated, for the

production of such war supplies, materials and equipment.

COMMENT: This provision of law appears directed primarily at

actions related to WWI and may now be obsolete with respect to

sales to foreign governments.

NOTE: More specific details regarding foreign assistance, to

include security assistance programs, are contained in

22USC Chapter 32, Foreign Assistance and particularly

Subchapter 11, Military Assistance (22USC 2301-2348).

These sections address general and specifIc provisions of

foreign assistance and security assistance programs but

do not contain "emergency authority" in the sense this

term is used in this document.
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XII. PROPERTY

ANALYSIS

Significant emergency authority exists in law to acquire real property

in time of war or when war is imminent. This authority, 10 USC 2663 (b)

and 2664 (d), allows the acquisition of land for military facilities,

construction and operation of munitions facilities, production of timber, and

the development of power, immediately upon the filing of a petition for

4 condemnation. There is no reference to declaration of national emergency

in these authorities. In that regard they may not be all-encompassing unless

a declaration of national emergency strongly suggests that hostilities are

imminent.

Other authority, not conditioned upon war or emergency, authorizes the

Service Secretaries to acquire land needed urgently in the interest of national

defense without an authorization act by Congress (10 USC 2672 a). This is

implemented-by DOD Dir. 4270,32 which provides procedures for use of this

authority in conjunction with contingency construction funds.

Other emergency authorities, conditioned upon time of war or declaration

of national emergency, allow withdrawal and use of public lands by Defense

(43 USC 155-157); the recapture of airports previously disposed of as surplus

(50 USC App. 1622 (g) (2) (3)); any use of reserve component facilities deemed

necessary (10 USC 2231); and the negotiation of building leases without regard

to legally established ceilings (40 USC 278 (b)). This latter provision may be

viewed as continuing authority since it is excluded from the provision of the

National Emergencies Act..
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4?, NOTE: See also Appendix A for a listing of property, previously

*_ .(. transferred to the States, that can be recaptured in an emergency.

A. ACQUISITION

1. 1OUSC 2663 (b) Real Property: Acquisition and
Inmmediate Possession

In time of war or when war is imminent, the U.S. may,

immediately upon the filing of a petition for condemnation

by the Secretary of military department, take and use the

land to the extent needed for fortifications or training

camps, construction and operation of plants for the

production of explosives and munitions, and the development

and transmission of power for such plants.

2. 1OUSC 2664 (d) Real Property for Lumber Production:
Acquisition and Immediate Possession

In time of war or when war is imminent, the U.S. may,

immediately upon the filing of a petition for condemnation

by the Secretary of a military depart.ent or certain other

officials, take and use property or facilities needed

for the production of lumber and timber products required

for production of aircraft, vessels, dry docks, equinment

and supplies, and housing for persons employed by the U.S.

in connection with the functions of the armed forces or

certain other agencies.
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3. IOUSC 2672 a Real Property: Urgent Acquisition

A, without AuthoriZatIon Act

". When the Secretary of a military department. or his

desionee. determines that the acquistion of an interest

in land is needed in the interest of national defense,

and considerations of urgency do not permit the delay

necessary to include the acqusition in an annual Military

Construction Authorization Act, the interest in land

required may be secured by using military construction

appropriations. However, written notice must be provided

the Senate and House Armed Services Committees at least

30 days prior to any action being taken.

4. DOD Dir 4270.32 Secretary of Defense Military Construction
ContIngency Authority, February 18, 197=

Provides guidance on use of authority given the Secretary

of Defense in PL 91-142, Section 401, and PL 91-511

(Military Construction Authorization Acts for FY 1970 and

FY 1971), and any subsequent similar laws which provide the

Secretary authority to establish or develop installations

he determines to be vital to the security of the U.S.

COIENT: The Public Laws cited are now outdated but the

general nature of the directive and the reference to

"subsequent similar laws* appear to give DOD Dir 4270.32

continuing validity. Any Military Construction Authori-

zation Act which provides the Sec Def with contingency

construction funds could enable the use of these funds

by invoking the directive. The provisions of 1OUSC 2672a,

above, could also be invoked to use these appropriations

to acquire land to "establish or develop installations

vital to the security of the U.S.".
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S. IOUSC 4780 (a), (b) Acaulsition and Reculsitlon of
Buildings in the District of Columbia
by the Army

(a) In time of war or when war is imminent, the Secretary

of the Army may acquire by lease any building or part

thereof, in the District of Columbia that may be needed

for military purposes.

(b) At any time, the Secretary may, for the purposes of

the Department of the Army, requisition the use and

take possession of any building or space therein in the

. District of Columbia except dwellings and buildings

occupied by other agencies of the U.S.

6. IOUSC 9780 (a). (b) Acquisition and Recuisition of
Buildings in the District of Columbia
bV the Air Force

Provides same authority as in 1OUSC 4780 (a), (b), (above)

to the Department of the Air Force.

7. 43USC 155-157 Withdrawal, Reservation or Restriction

of Public Lands for Defense Purposes

In time of war or national emergency declared by the President
or the Congress, certain public lands of the U.S. may be

withdrawn, restricted, reserved, and utilized by the Department

of Defense for defense purposes. However, such action

involving, in the aggregate, more than 5,000 acres for any one

:.4I" defense project or facility requires an Act of Congress.
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B. LEASING

40USC 278 b Leases of Real Prooerty Excluded from
Application of Maximum Rental Ceilinas

In time of war, or of national emergency declared by Congress

or the President, the ceilings on rent of buildings or parts

thereof, as prescribed by 40USC 278a, do not apply to leases or

renewals certified by the Secretary of the Military department

concerned as necessary for the prosecution of the war or vital

in the national emergency.

NOTE: Provisions of the National Emergencies Act do not apply

* to powers and authorities conferred by 4OUSC 178b,

or to actions taken under these authorities. See 5OUSC 1651.

C. USE

1. 1OUSC 2231 Other Uses of Facilities
9 =OU 3 (b) (2) for Reserve Components in an Emercencv

i IOUT W9 3 (d) (2)

In time of war or national emergency, facilities for reserve

components may be used by other units of the armed forces

or by the U.S. for any other purposes. The Secretary of

Defense, or a State or territory, Puerto Rico, or the District

of Columbia unless otherwise agreed with respect to a contributed

facility, may not permit any use or disposition of a facility

that would interfere with its use as prescribed above.
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2. 1QUSC 4776, 9776 Real Property: Emergency Construction
on- Private Land

If in an emergency the President considers it urgent, a temporary

fort, fortification, or airbase may be built on private land

if the owner consents in writing.

3. 40USC 71 d (b) Military Construction in the National
Capital area

In time of war or national emeraencv, the procedures related

to comprehensive planning and development within the National

Capital area do not apply to construction by the Department

of Defense within existing military, naval or Air Force

installations. However, the appropriate defense agency

must consult with the National Capital Park and Planning

Commission regarding developments materially affecting traffic

or surrounding areas.

4. 5OUSC APP. 1622 (a) (2) (e) Recapture of Airoorts
Previously Disposed of
as Surplus

During any national emergency declared by the President or

the Congress, the U.S. shall have the right to make

* exclusive or non-exclusive use and have exclusive or non-

exclusive control and possession of airports previously

disposed as surplus property.
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'S. 14 CFR 155.1 - 155.13 Release of Airport ProoertX

Provides that the Administrator, FAA, after consultation with te

Department of Defense, may vacate restrictions placed in instruments of

disposal for airports previously released as surplus.

M.72
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6. 16USC 831s Recapture of Tennessee Valle, Authoritypproperty for Manufacture of explosives

In case of war, or of national emergency declared by Concress,

the U.S. may take possession of any property described or

referred to in the TennesseeValley Authority Act of 1933

(16USC 831 et seq) for the purpose of manufacturing explosives

or for other war purposes.

0. DISPOSAL

1. 40USC 484 (e) (3) Disposal of Certain Su!rolus Prooerty
without Public Advertising

Disposals and contracts for disposals of certain surplus

property under the Federal Property and Administrative

(Services Act of 1949, as amended, may be negotiated

without public advertising for bids when, among other conditions,

it is necessary in the public interest during a national
Afsmergency declared by the President or Congress, or, the

public health, safety, or national security will be

promted.

2. 40USC 534 Waiver of Certain Procedures for Disposal,
Acquisition or Use of Urban Lanos

During any period of national emergency proclaimed by the

President. the procedures described in 40USC 532, 533

for disposal8 acquisition or use of urban land by the General

4Services Administration may be waived.
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(NOTE: These procedures relate to affording local governments

the opportunity to exercise zoning jurisdiction before disposal,
and Federal compliance with local zoning, where practicable,

in the case of acquisition or use.)
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XIII. TRANSFER UF CIVIL AGENCIES TO DOD

ANALYSIS

Emergency authorities allow the transfer of the Federal Aviation

Agency (FAA) and a portion of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) to DOD. The conmissioned corps of the Public Health Service (PHS) may

be declared a military service. Continuing authority, not dependent on war or

emergency, allows the transfer of the National Intelligence Tasking Center

(NITC) to DOD. There is authoritative legal basis for each of these actions

but different conditions are applicable.

The FAA may be transferred only in time of war and upon executive order

directing such transfer (49 USC 1343 (c)). This authority is further implemented

by EO 11161 and a 1966 understanding between DOD and FAA which provide planning.

guidance to both agencies regarding such transfer. The 1966 understanding

should be reviewed because of its age, subsequent changes in governmental organi-

zation, and the need to clarify FAA responsibilities to agencies other than

Defense.

Transfer of the commissioned corps and equipment, vessels, and stations

of NOAA may be accomplished when the President deems a sufficient national

emergency exists (33 USC 855). This authority is further amplified by EO 11023

which delegates transfer authority to the Secretary of Commerce but allows

transfer only upon Presidential proclamation of national emergency. A 1971 olftse/

Cemmerce regulation provides guidance regarding NOAA cooperation with DOD in

peacetime and the transfer of ships, aircraft, equipment, stations, and commissioned

officers in wartime. These authorities do not address the question of crew

availability if transfer is directed.

The commissioned corps of the PHS may be declared a military service and

made subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice in time of war or upon a
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Presidential proclamation of emergency involving the national defense. In

either case, an executive order is required (42 usc 217). Actual transfer

- - of the commnissioned corps of the PHS to DOD is not specifically directed or

implied.

Transfer of the NITC to DOD is authorized by EO 12036 and may be

accomplished at any time upon the express direction of the President.

II
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A. Federal Aviation Agency (FAA)

1. 49USC 1343(c) Federal Aviation Agency; Transfer of Functions

-- in the event of war, the President, by Executive Order may

transfer to the Department of Defense any functions (including

powers, duties, activities, facilities, and parts of functions)

of the FAA --

2. EO 11161 Relating to Certain Relationships Between the DOD and
the FA (July 7, 1964, as amended by EO 11382,
.!ovembr 28, 1967)

Directs SecDef and Sec Transportation to plan for possible transfer

along following lines:

- FAA to function as adjUnct to DOD with Administrator

directly responsible to SecDef

- SecDef empowered to direct Administrator to place

elements of FAA under direct operational control of

appropriate military commander

- FAA to remain organizationally intact under Administrator,

subject to direction and control of Sec Def

Memorandum of Understanding; DOD and FAA; Implementing EO 11161, April 1966

Prescribes relationships in event of transfer of FAA to DO. Describes

functions and procedures to meet essential defense requirements in time of

war or in emergency short of war.

Wartime relationships:

Upon transfer, FAA to remain organizationally intact under the

Administrator and subject to authority, direction and control

of SecOef.
726
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' -'.Operational elements of FAA may be placed under direct operational

control of appropriate military commanders.

- FAA tasks include air traffic control, surveillance, information

collection and reporting.

FAA will revert to normal status on order of President.

Emergencies short of war:

- FAA will respond, within statutory responsibilities and resources,

to meet military requirements essential to national defense needs.

- Joint military/FAA plans or agreements will be developed covering

FAA responsibilities and functions.
4.

Planning Premises:

- Primary DOD requirements for FAA support relate to surveillance

and airspace control.

- During war, in the event FAA becomes an adjunct of DOD, operational

control of airspace will be exercised thru military channels.

- During emergency short of war, operational control of FAA elements

will be exercised thru FAA organizational channels.

- In the event of degradation of FAA capabilities during wartime,

augmentation and/or assistance will be provided by military
resources so as to meet military requirements.

- FAA responsibilities to other governmental and nongovernmental

agencies must be considered in development of joint plans for wartime

roles and missions.

. - 727
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B.National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NQAA)

1. 33USC 85E !UOAA; Transfer to Military Department

A The President is authorized, ,*~enever in his judgemnent a sufficient

national emergency exists, to transfer to the service and

jurisdiction of a military department such vessels, equipm~ent,

stations, and commnissioned officers of the !JOAA as he ra deem to be

in the best interest of the country.
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; . 2. E0 11023 "Providing for the Performance by the Secretary of
of Commerce of Certain Functions Relating to the
NOM' (May Z3, 1962)

Section 1 (k): Delelates to Secretary of Commerce authority

vested in President by 33USC 855 to transfer to service and

jurisdiction of DOD, as he may deem to be in the best interest of

the country, vessels, equipment, stations, and personnel of NOAA,

but such transfers may be effected only during the existence of

a state of national emergency proclaimed by the President. Commis-

sioned officers transferred become a part of the active armed

forces of the US and subject to jurisdiction of the armed force
to which transferred. Secretary of Commerce may return all trans-

ferred to jurisdiction of Department of Commerce, but in time of

national emergency only with concurrence of Secretary of Defense.

Department of Defense/Department of Commerce Regulations Governing

Cooperation of the NOAA with DOD, November 1971.

Provides further implementing guidance based on the provisions of

33 USC 855, 858 and EO 11023.

In time of peace and to the extent feasible, NOAA shall:

coordinate its programs with DOD and provide assistance in

matters related to national defense consistent with resources

and facilities.

undertake training programs to prepare personnel for effective

service In time of national emergency.

Maintain necessary liaison with DOD.
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In time of declared national emergency, continue above activities

and promptly effect such transfers of ships, aircraft, equipment,

stations and commissioned officers to the military departments as may

be directed by Executive Order.

An Interdepartmental Board for the Cooperation of NOAA with DOD is

established to pursue peacetime planning for the wartime duties of NOAA.

COMMENT: The question of vessel crews is not addressed in the authorities

which provide for transfer of NOAA elements to DOD. Crew members are

civilian employees and could decide not to accompany those vessels transferred

to DOD. It is understood that the Interdepartmental Board is currently

addressing this question.

C. Public Health Service (PHS)

42USC 217 PHS: Comissioned Corps as Military Service

In time of war, or of emergency proclaimed by the President, he may use

the PHSin such manner as he considers will promote the public interest.

In time of war, or of emergency involving the national defense oroclained

by the President, he may by executive order declare the commissioned

corps of the PHS to be a military service. After such declaration and

during that war or emergency or part thereof as the President prescribes,

the commissioned corps shall (1) be a branch of the land and naval forces;

(2) be subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice; and (3) continue

to operate as a part of the PHS, except as the President es Commander-

in-Chief may direct.

.... .,"
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COMMENT: The differing language in the sentences of this provision suggests

that the type of emergency contemplated by the first sentence is one involvino

public health, not national defense or security. The terms "military service"

and branch of the land and naval forces" should be taken as generic terms.

Thy do not imply or direct the actual transfer of the PHS to another

department such as 00D.

0. National Intelligence Tasking Center (NITC)

EQ 12036 United States Foreign Intelligence Activities, January 24, 1978.

Section 1-5: NITC is established under the direction and control of

the Director of Central Intelligence for the coordination and tasking

of national foreign intelligence collection activities. Responsibilities

of NITC are:

- translate national foreign intelligence requirements and

priorities into specific collection objectives and targets;

- assign collection objectives and targets to collection

organizations and systems;

- ensure timely dissemination and exploitation of data,

- provide advisory taskings to agencies not a part of the

National Foreign Intelligence Program but which have

collection capability or assets.

Pare 1-504, Transfer of Authority: All responsibilities and

authorities of the Director of Central Intelligence concerning

the NITC shall be transferred to the Secretarl of Defense uoon

the express direction of the President. To maintain readiness
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for such transfer, the Secretary of Defense shall, with advance

agreement of the Director of Central Intelligence, assume temporarily

during regular practice exercises all responsibilities of the Director

of Central Intelligence regarding the NITC.

E. COMMENT: Different requirements are applicable to the transfer of

agencies to the DOD. The FAA may be transferred only in time of war

and upon executive order directing such transfer. Transfer of rIOAA

is conditioned upon a Presidential proclamation of national emergency

because of the provisions of EO 11023 which implements 33USC 855. At
that time, the Secretary of Commerce has the authority to effect the

transfer. Upon Presidential proclamation of a national emergency involving

national defense, the commissioned corps of the PHS may be declared a

military service and made subject to the UCMJ. However, the transfer
of the commissioned corps of the PHS to another department or service 'A

is not specifically directed or necessarily implied by this provision

of law. Transfer of the NITC could be accomplished at any time upon

the express direction of the President. Conceivably, this express

direction could take the form of a Presidential Memorandum as well as

an Executive Order.

73
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" / XIV. NONCOMBATANT EVACUATION

ANALYSIS

The Departments of State, Defense, and Health and Human Services

(HHS) all have responsibilities for noncombatant-evacuation, pre-

scribed by EO 11490 and 42 USC 1313. Responsibility rests with

State and Defense for the overseas phase, and with HHS for the

CONUS phase. Basic policies and responsibilities of State and

Defense are addressed by DOD Directive 5100.51. There appear to be

-" no interagency agreements regarding functions and resnonsibilities

associated with the CONUS phase of noncombatant evacuation. Such

agreements are necessary to clarify responsibilities and facilitate

the coordination of overseas evacuation operations with reception,

assistance, and onward movement operations to be carried out in

CONUS. HHS is currently developing a repatriation plan to imole-

ment responsibilities for reception, assistance, and onward move-

ment of' evacuees.
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A. EO 11490 Assigning Emergency Preparedness Functions to Federal
.epartments and Acencies, October 28, 1969, (as amended)

1. Section 201 The Secretary of State shall develop plans for,

among other things, -- protection and evacuation of American

citizens and nationals abroad and safeguarding their property.

2. Section 401 The Secretary of Defense shall --

(23) Advise and assist the Department of State in planning for

the evacuation of dependents from overseas areas, United States

teachers and administrators in the overseas dependents schools,

and such other United States citizens as may be working In-'.]

United States schools overseas.
(24) Develop plans for implementation of approved Department of

State/Department of Defense policies and procedures for the

protection and evacuation of United States citizens and certain

designated aliens abroad.

3. Section 1104(4) The Secretary of HHS shall develop plans and

procedures for, assistance at ports of entry to U.S. personnel

evacuated from overseas areas, their onward movement to final

destination, and followup assistance after arrival at final

destination.

B. DOD Oir lOO.l Noncombatants Evacuation, October 11, 1966 (with
changes through February 16, 1973)

Addressess basic policies and responsibilities of the Department of

State and the Department of Defense. The Chief of a Diplomatic Mission

has the primary responsibility for protections and evacuation of all

US noncombatants. The Departments of State and Defense will continuously

review conditions abroad and will maintain plans for the evacuation of US
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citizens to the US or other areas. The Department of Defense has primary

responsibility for evacuation of US noncombatants in West Berlin, the

Panama Canal Zone and the US Naval Base, Guantanamo. Basic responsibility

and authority for implementation of evacuation plans rest with Chiefs of

Mission and principal diplomatic officers. Military support and

assistance will be provided as requested/required and CINCs will plan

for cooperation with diplomatic officials, as requested. Military

operations in support of evacuation are the sole responsibility of

military commanders.

C. 42USC 1313 Assistance for US Citizens Returned from-Fore.n Countries

The Secretary of HNS is authorized to provide temporary assistance

to citizens of the US and their dependents if they are identified

by the Secretary of State as having been returned from a foreign

country because, among other reasons, of war, threat of war,

invasion, or similar crisis, and they are without available resources.

Further, the Secretary is authorized to develop plans and arrangements

* for such assistance after consultation with the Secretary of State,

the Attorney General and the Secretary of Defense.

0. 5USC 5522 Pay Advance to Civilian Emoloytes in Case of Fmotgr.nrX
Evacuation

Heads of Government agencies may authorize allowance payment, of not

9'more than 30 days, to an employee whose evacuation, or the evacuation

of his dependents as the case may be, from within or outside the US

is ordered for military or other reasons which create immninent

danger to the life of the employee or his Immediate family.
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E. DOD Dir 1400.11 Payments to Civilian Employees and Their Dependents
During an Evacuation, February 16, 1980

--S.-. Implements 5USC 5522-5527 regarding payments during an evacuation

and is applicable to all OD components. Use of Department of State

regulations is prescribed in case of evacuation from foreign countries

(including the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands). Use of Office

: k of Personnel Management regulations is prescribed in case of evacuation

in the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and territories

%- .- and possessions.

F. 37USC 1006 Pay Adv3nces to Dependents

An advance of not more than two months' basic pay to a member of

a uniformed service may be made directly to his previously designated

dependents in case of their emergency evacuation from overseas areas.
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XV. CLAIMS/CIVIL & CRIrIINAL LAW/UCMJ

ANALYSIS

The major emergency authorities in this section deal with claims.

In time of war, admiralty suits arising from damages caused by naval vessels

may be stayed, if such suits would interfere with military operations, until the

end of hostilities (10 USC 7721-7727). Claims arising from combatant activities

of the Armed Forces are excluded from certain court and administrative jurisdiction

(28 USC 2680 (j)). Other authorities noted in this section address claims arising

from noncombatant activities, protection of US neutrality, and provisions of

criminal law and the UCMJ that are operative in time of war or emergency.
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A. Admiralty Claims

.-.'10 USC 7721-7727 Stay of Suit in Time of War

In time of war, whenever the Secretary of the Navy certifies to a court,

or to a judge of a court, in which a suit under the Public Vessels Act

(46 USC 781 et seq.) is pending (for damages caused by a vessel in theft.-,
"

Naval service, or for compensation for towing or salvage services for

a vessel in the Naval service), that the proceedings would tend to en-

danger the security of the US or any of its naval or military operations

or interfere with such operations, all further proceedings shall be

stayed.

A stay of proceedings remains effective for the period specified in the

certificate upon which it is based unless the Secretary issues a new

certificate changing the termination date. However, a stay may not

remain in force longer than six months after the cessation of hostilities.

B. Other Claims

10 USC 2733 Property Loss, Personal Injury
or Death, Incident to Noncombat
Activities of the Armea Forces

Provides that the Secretary concerned, or the Judge Advocate General of

an Armed Force, or the Chief Legal Officer of the Coast Guard, may settle

certain claims against the U.S. based on actions by officers, mewbers,
or employees of the military departments or the Coast Guard which are

within their scope of employment or otherwise incident to noncombat

operations. A claim is allowed only if presented within two years after

it accrues, except that if it accrues in time of war or armed conflict

or if such war or armed conflict intervenes within two years after it

f- accrues, it may be presented not later than two years after the war or
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armed conflict is terminated if good cause is shown.

32 USC 715 Prooerty Loss, Personal Injurv or
Death, Incident to Noncomta: Activities
of the National Guard

Provides the same provisions as in 10 USC 2733 (above) with respect

to the Army National Guard and the Air National Guard.

28 USC 2680 (j) Combatant Activities of Armed Forces

Excluded From Certain Jurisdiction

Claims arising from combatant activities of the Armed Forces in time of

war are excluded from: (1) jurisdiction of US district courts acting

under 28 USC 1346 (b); and (2) administrative adjustment of tort claims

Siunder 28 USC 2671 et. seq.

31 USC 71a, 237 Claims Aoainst the Government by
Mi I itary Personnel

k Provides that the time limit of six years for presentation by menmers of

the armed forces of claims against the government which are payable

by the General Accounting Office is extended, when such claim accrues

during a war or when war intervenes after the claim accrues, for five years

after peace is established.

- V31 USC 241 Claims for Loss or Damaae of Prcoe-tv
Incioent to Military Servi ce

Provides that the normal time limit of 2 years for presentation to the

... Secretary of a military department of certain claims for damage or loss

of personal property of members of the armed forces incident to militarv

%.
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service may be extended for two years if the claim accrues in time of

war or armed conflict and this situation interferes with pursuit of the

claim.

C. Loss of Nationality
8 usc 1481 Desertion; Evasion or Avoidance

;f Compulsory Service

Provides for loss of US ,,ationality for:

- desertion from an armed force in time of war, if dismissed or

dishonorably discharged as a result of conviction for desertion

by court-martial.

- leaving or remaining-outside the jurisdiction of the US to evade

or avoid training and service in the armed forces in time of war,

or of national emergency declared by the President.
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' D. Protection of US Neutrality

18 USC 756 Internee of Belligerent Nation

Penalties of S1,000 fine, or I year imprisonment, or both, for aiding

or enticing escape or attempted escape of member of an armed force of

a belligerent nation who is interned. (See also 18 USC 3058 below)

18 USC 960 Expeditions Aaainst Friendly Nations

Penalties of S3,000 fine, or 3 years imprisonment, or both, for certain

involvement in military or naval activities to be carried on from within

the US against any foreign party with whom the US is at peace.

18 USC-961 Strengthening an Armed Vessel of a
Foreign Nation

" Penalties of $1,000 fine, or 1 year imprisonment, or both, for increasing

or augmenting the armament of an armed vessel of a foreign nation which

is at war with a nation with whom the US is at peace.

18 USC 962 Arming Vessels Against Friendly Nations

Penalties of $10,000 fine, or 3 years imprisonment, or both, for arming

or attempting to arm any vessel with intent to employ it in the service

of a foreign nation to comnmit hostilities against a nation with whom the

US is at peace.

18 USC 963 Detention of Armed Vessels

Penalties of a $10,000 fine, or 10 years imprisonment,or both, for actions

designed to take out of US ports, certain vessels which have been detained

in order to protect the neutrality of the U.S.

741
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18 USC 964 Delivering Armed Vessels to Belliaeren,'.oi
Nations

•* .Penalties of $10,000 fine,or 10 years imprisonmentor both, for actions

designed to deliver from the US, armed vessels likely to be employed in

the service of a belligerent nation in violation of US neutrality.

18 USC 965 Verified Statements as Prerecuisite

to Vessel's Departure

Penalties of $10,000 fine, or 10 years imprisonment, or both, for actions

1 designed to take out of the US, certain vessels which have not given

kp required certification as to the disposition of cargo in respect of US

neutrality laws.

18 USC 966 Departure of Vessel Forbidden for
False Statements

Penalties of $10,000 fine, or 10 years imprisonment, or both, for actions

designed to take out of the US, a vessel detained because of reasonable

belief that certification as required by 18 USC 965 (above) is false.

18 USC 967 Departure of Vessel Forbidden in
Aid of Neutrality

Penalties of S10,000 fine.or 10 years imprisonent,or both, for actions

designed to take out of the US, certain vessels forbidden to depart

because of reasonable belief that such vessel will provide support to a

, belligerent nation in violation of US neutrality.
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S "18 USC 3058 Interned Belligerent Nationals

Provides that an interned mier of an armed force of belligerent nation,

who leaves or attempts to leave US jurisdiction, or otherwise violates

conditions of Internment shall be subject to arrest by US authorities,

to include military and naval authorities.

NOTE: See also Section II which contains operative authority with

respect to US neutrality, particularly 22 USc 465 which allows

the use of the armed forces for enforcement of those provisions
'V,

of Title 18 USC cited above except for 18 USC 961 and 962.
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E. Other Criminal Law

18 U.s.C. 793 Gathering, Transmitting or
Losing Defense Infomation

.-"a

Provides penalties of $10,000 fine or 10 years imprisonment or

both for gathering, transmitting or losing defense information

designated by the President by proclamation in time of war or in
%. case of national emergency as being vital to national security.

18 U.S.C. 794 Gather or Deliverino of Defense
Information to Aid Foreign Govern-
ment

"! Whoever, In time of war, gives military information to the enemy can

be punished by death or by imprisonment for any term of years or for

life.

* 18 U.S.C. 795 Photograohing and Sketching
Defense Installations

Provides penalties of $1,000 fine or 1 year imprisonment or both for

making photographs or other graphical representations, without proper

authorization, of certain designated defense Installations, facilities

or equipment.

18 U.S.C. 798 Disclosure of Classified Information

Whoever knowingly and willfully communicates, furnishes or transmits

classified information - having to do with intelligence activities or

devices - to an unauthorized person or government can be fined not more

.ir4
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'. than $10,000 or Imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.

("Classified information" is information which is, for reasons of

national security, designated by a United States Government Agency

for limited or restricted dissemination of distribution.)

18 U.S.C. 2153, 2154 Destruction of War Material,
War Premises, or War Utilities;
Production of Defective War
Material. War Premises, or War
Utilities

When the United States is at war, or in time of national emergency as

declared by the President br the Conoress, willful injury to or Int-

entional destruction of war material or the purposeful production of

defective war material can result in a fine of $10,000 or imprisonment

up to thirty years, or both.

18 U.S.C. 2388 Activities Affecting the Armed
Forces in Time of War

Provides penalties of S10,000 fine or 20 years imprisonment or both,

for persons who, in time of war, willfully make false statements with

the intent to interfere with military operations of the U.S. or promote

the success of its enemies or cause disloyalty, insubordination or

mutiny or obstruct recruitment or enlistment activities of the armed

forces.

.74
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18 U.S.C. 3287 Wartime Suspension of Limitation
or Fraud

During wartime, the statute of limitations will be suspended with

respect to certain offenses of fraud against the government which affect

the prosecution of the war, until three years after termination of

hostilities.

F. UCMJ

EO 11476 Prescribing the Manual for Courts-
Martial, United States, 1969,
SRevised Edition), June 19, 1969.
As amended by EO 11835, January
27, 1975.)

Promulgates and prescribes the Manual for Courts-Martial. Paragjraph

127,c,(15) provides that, on declaration of war, the prescribed limit-

ations on punishments for violations of Articles 82, 85, 86(3), 87, 90,

91 (1), (2), 113 and 115 will be suspended until formal termination of -

the war or until restored by Executive Order. These Articles, and

other Articles of the UCMJ which have certain applicability in time of

war are noted below along with the relevant provisions of the U.S. Code:

Article 2(10): Provides that civilian persons serving with or

accompanying armed forces in the field in time of

war are subject to the UCMJ. (10 USC 802(10))

Article 43(a): Removes statute of limitations for desertion or

absent without leave in time of war or for aiding

the enemy, mutiny or murder. (10 USC 843(a))

I..-,-
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Article 43(e): Allows delay of trial by courts-martial, In time

of war, until six months after termination of

hostilities if the Secretary concerned certifies

to the President that proceedings would be

inimical to national security or detrimental to

prosecution of the war. (10 USC 843(e))

Article 43(f): When the US is at war, the running of the statute

of limitations for certain offenses of fraud against

the government is suspended until three years after

termination of hostilities. (10 USC 843(f))

Article 71(b): In time of war or national emergency, the Secretary

concerned may commute a sentence of dismissal, other

than for flag or general officers, to reduction to

any enlisted grade. In such cases, service Is

Orequired for the duration of the war or emergency

plus six months. (10 USC 871(b))

Article 82: Solicitation or advice to another to misbehave before

the enemy or to comnmt sed!tlon shall, if the offense

advised is committed, be punishable in the same

manner as the act of misbehavior or sedition itself.

(10 USC 882)

Article 85: Provides for the death penalty for deserting or

attempting to desert in tim, of war. (10 USC 885)

Article 86(3): Relates to being absent without leave from assigned

unit or place of duty. (10 USC 886(3))

.7 747
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Article 87: Relates to missing movement. (10 USC 887)

Article 90: Assaulting or willfully disobeying a superior in

time of war may be punished by death. (10 uSC 890)

,'dl Article 101(1): Improper use of the countersign in time of war may

be punished by death. (10 USC 901(1))

Article 105: .Certain misconduct as a prisoner in time of war

may be punished as a court-marshal may direct.

(10 USC 905)

Article 106: In time of war, spies may be punished by death.

(10 USC 906)

Article 113: Misbehavior as a sentinel in time of war may be

punished by death. (10 USC 913)

Article 115: Relates to offense of and penalties for malingering.

(10 USC 915)

.I
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.a ..-. ,. XVI. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION/OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

ANALYSIS

A. Environmental Protection

A rather substantial body of law exists with respect to environmental

protection. These laws provide for regulatory procedures and enforcement

of standards. Provisions that allow waiver of or exemption from environ-

mental requirements generally cite reasons of national security, national

'Z defense, or the paramount interest of the U.S. Situations of "war or

'V national emergency" are not cited. The application of waiver or exemption
authority is not uniform.

There is no waiver or exemption authority concerning protection of

the marine environment (33 USC 1401 et seq, 16 USC 1431-1435) or the

Environmental Policy Act (42 USC 4321 et seq), which is the basis for

requirements for environmental impact statements. Waiver or exemption

authority for both the public and private sectors is available regarding

the control of toxic substances (15 USC 2621) and the control of pollu-

tants that may be released into the air (42 USC 7412 (c), 7522 (c)).

However, procurement of goods from facilities in violation of clean air

requirements requires a separate exemption (42 USC 7606). Waiver or

exemption authority is available only to Federal agencies and facilities

for public health and safe drinking water standards (42 USC 300 j-6) and

solid waste disposal (42 USC 6961). These waiver or exemption authorities

C, . do not apply to the private sector. Limited waiver or exemption authority

is available only to Federal agencies and facilities for noise control

(42 USC 4903 (b)). Regulations controlling the use of insecticides,

pesticides and rodenticides may be waived to meet an emergency condition

(7 USC 136 p). Exemption authority is provided to allow procurement from

- facilities In violation of water pollution standards (33 USC 1368).

749
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EO 12088 directs compliance with environmental requirements by

Federal agencies and facilities. Exemptions, where allowed, will be

based on Presidential determinations.

B. Occupational Safety and Health

Occupational safety and health regulatory power is vested in the Secretary

of Labor. The authority for reasonable exemption from mandatory standards

is based on serious impairment of the national defense (29 USC 665). Exemption

authority is limited. Prior notice and hearing is required and exemptions

will not be in effect for more than six months without notification to affected

employees and a hearing.
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A. Environmental Protection

15 USC 2601 et seq Toxic Substances Control

Provides that Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA), shall establish regulations regarding the manufacture,

processing, distribution, use or disposal of chemical substances

which may harm the environment.

2621: National Defense Waiver

Administrator, EPA, shall waive compliance with any provisions

upon a request and determination by the President that such

waiver is necessary in the interests of national defense.
33 USC 1251 et seq Water Pollution Control

Provides basis for regulation by EPA of the discharge of

pollutants into water sources, to include navigable waters,

the territorial sea and contiguous zone and the oceans.

1368: Exemptions

Provides that no Federal agency may contract for the procurement

of goods, materials, or services if the contract is to be per-

formed at a facility which is in violation of standards or has

been convicted of such violation and the conditions have not

been corrected. However, the President may exempt any contract,

loan or grant from this prohibition upon a determination that such

exemption is in the paramount interest of the U.S.

42 LISC 300f Public Health/Safe Drinking Wate-

Provides for regulations by EPA of public water supply systers

and sources.

• :-:.. '7 51
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3National Defense Waiver

Provides that Federal agencies shall comply with all

applicable Federal, State and local requirements. However,

the Administrator, EPA shall waive compliance on the request

of the Secretary of Defense and upon a determination by the

President that such waiver is necessary in the interests

of national defense.

42 USC 7401 et seq Clean Air

Provides for regulation by EPA of release of pollutants into the

air from all sources.

7412(c) Stationary Sources of Pollution;
National Security Exemotion

Requires compliance by both private and public sector with

emission standards for stationary scurces as set by EPA.

However, the President may exempt compliance for a period of

two years if technology to enable compliance is not available

and the operation of the source facility is required for reasons

of national security. Exemptions may be extended for additional

two year periods. Reports to Congress of such exemptions are

requi red.

7522(c) Moving Sources of Pollution; National
Security Exemotion

Requires similar compliance by moving sources of emissions

(vehicles); however, Administrator, EPA, may exempt new

vehicles and engines for reasons of national security.
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, 7606: Procurement from Violators

Exemoti ons

Prohibits procurement contracts where the contract is to

be performed at a facility which is in violation of stanoaros

or has been convicted of such violation and the condition has

not been corrected. However, the President may exempt any

contract, loan or grant where he determines such exemrt-4on

is necessary in the paramount interest of the U.S.

42 USC 4901 et sea Noise Control

Provides for standardized noise control regulations by EPA for

transport vehicles, equipment, machinery and other products in

.e commerce to avoid jeopardy to health and welfare. Federal

agencies are to comply with Federal, State and local standards

and requi rements.

4903(b) Exemotions for Federal Agenc-es

The President may exempt Federal agencies and facilities if

he determines this to be in the paramount interest cf the U.S.

. However, exemptions are not allowed for motor vehicles, railroac

equipment and facilities, or common commercial equipent.

Military weapons and equipment may be exempted. -.Exempt:ns

shall be for a one year period with additional one year exe-":*-:s

also allowed. Reports to Congress are required.

NOTE: There are no provisions which allow exemptions for ,

Industry or defense contractors.

S.. 753
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42 USC 6901 et seq Solid Waste Disposal i
Provides for EPA regulation of solid waste management and

disposal facilities.

6961: Exemptions for Federal Agencies

Federal agencies having solid waste management or disposal

.*,..., facilities shall comply with applicable Federal, State and

local laws. However, the Pr-sident may grant exemptions

if he determines that sucn exemption is in the paramount interest

of the U.S. Exemptions will be for one year with additional

one year exemptions also allowed. Reports to Congress are

requl red.

NOTE: There are no provisions which allow exemptions for

civilian industry or defense contractors.

33 SC 1401 et seq Protection of the Marine Environment
16 USC 1431-1434

Provides for EPA regulation of ocean dumping and the establishment

of marine sanctuaries. No specific exemption/waiver provisions.

7 USC 136 et seq Use of Insecticides, Pesticides

and Rodenticides

Provides for EPA regulation of control and use of insecticides,

pesticides and rodenticides. Administrator can waive regulations

to allow use to meet certain emergency conditions such as outbreak

of pests, etc.

136p Exemptions for Federal and State A1cencies

Administrator may exempt Federal and State agencies from regulations

where certain emergency conditions exist.
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42 USC 4321-4361 Environmental Policy

v' Congressional declaration of policy and intent to improve

the national environments. These provisions are the basis for

requirements for environmental impact statements. There are no

provisions allowing relief/exemption from the requirement.
°%,1

ED 12088 Federal Comoliance with Pollution

Control Standaras, October 18, 1978

Para 1-101, 102: Heads of Executive agencies are responsible

'C. for ensuring necessary action taken so that federal facilities

and activities are in compliance with environmental requirements

and standards issued on the basis of those laws cited above.

Para 1-701; Exemptions: Exemptions from applicable standards

may only be granted with respect to Toxic Substances, Water

Pollution, Public Health/Safe Drinking Water, Clear Air, Noise

Control, and So-lid Waste Disposal (as described above) if the

President makes the required statutory determination that such

exemption is necessary in the interest of national security or

in the paramount interest of the U.S.

Para 1-702: The head of an agency may recomend to the President,

through the Director of the Office of Management and Budget, that

facilities and activities be exempt from applicable control

standards.

COMMENT: There is no common exemption/waiver theme to the environ-

mental protection laws cited above. Some allow relief only to Federal

agencies/facilities. Others allow relief to both the public and
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private sectors.. Some allow no relief whatever (i.e.-Noise

., Control with respect to motor vehicles, railroad equipment and

facilities, common commrcial equipment; Environmental Policy with

respect to environmental impact statements). Much of exemption/waiver

authority is restricted to one or two year periods with renewals

authorized. The total effect of these laws in an emergency/mobilization

*. situation could be highly detrimental to the generation of a total,

coordinated national response.

B. Occupational Safety and Health

29 USC 651-678 Occupational Safety and Health Act

Provides the Secretary of Labor with regulatory power to establish

mandatory safety and health standards.

665: Exemptions

The Secretary, after notice and opportunity for a hearing, may . -

make reasonable exemptions to the provisions of this Act as he

' deem necessary to avoid serious impairment of the national

defense. Such action will not be in effect for more than six

months without notification to affected employees and an opportunity
-.-

afforded for a hearing.

668: Federal Agencies

Directs heads of Federal agencies to establish programs consistent

with standards applicable to the civilian sector.

COMMENT: It seem likely that attempts to secure quick exemption from

- .safety and health regulations for national defense purposes. (i.e. -

national emergency/mobilization) could be stalled by the requirement

in 29 USC 665 for prior public notice and hearing.
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" "APPENDIX A -PROPERTY

GENERAL: Transfers of public properties by public law or statute contain clauses

-, allowing reversion to Federal use, possession and/or control in time of war or

national emergency. The precise language in each instance may vary but the general

,p thrust and intent is the same.
A. ALABAMA

- Fort Morgan Military reservation, PL 79-465, June 28, 1946

ARIZONA

- Municipal Aviation Field, Tucson, PL 69-99, April 12, 1926

- Aviation Field, Yuma, PL 69-314, May 29, 1926

t' ARKANSAS

- Municipal Airport, Little Rock, PL 74-598, May 15, 1936

- Camp Joseph T. Robinson, PL 81-593, June 30, 1950
- Portion of Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs National Park,

PL 86-323, September 21, 1956

CALIFORNIA

- Portion of the military reservation of the Presidio of San Francisco,

PL 68-568i, March 3, 1925
- Portion of the Veterans Center Reservation, Los Angeles, PL 85-236,

August 30, 1957
A' ft.CONNECTICUT

- Certain land at Bradley Field, Windsor Locks, PL 83-315, March 26, 1954

DELAWARE

5. " Portion of Fort Miles Military Reservation, PL 88-228, Decenfer 23, 1963
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FLORIDA

.,- - Easement in portion of military reservation on Anastasia Island,

Saint Augustine, PL 68-438, February 21, 1925

- Certain land on Anastasia Island, Saint Augustine, PL 84-616, June 25, 1956

- Portion of Santa Rosa Island, Okaloosa County, PL 80-885, July 2, 1948

- Certain land within Camp Blanding Military Reservation, PL 83-493,

July 14, 1954

- Certain land in Okaloosa County, PL 85-799, August 28, 1958

HAWAII

- Certain land at Kahului, PL 74-704, June 19, 1936

- Naval Air Station, Kahului, PL 82-377, June 5, 1952 (As amended by

PL 87-654, Septenber 10, 1962)

ILLINOIS

- Portion of Joliet Arsenal Military Reservation and other lands,

PL 84-611, July 12, 1960

INDIMA

- Certain land in Marion County, PL 83-386, June 4, 1954

IOWA

- Camp Dodge Military Reservation and Polk County Target Range,

,44 PL 84-50, June 1, 1955A
LOUISIANA

- Floating dry dock, New Orleans Naval Station, PL 71-222, May 14, 1930

- Jackson Barra.ks, PL 84-52, June 1, 1955

- Camp Livingston and Camp Beauregard, PL 84-521, May 14, 1956 (As

amended by PL 85-04, August 28, 1957)

- Esler Field, PL 85-204 and PL 85-205, August 1957
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" "- -' MAINE

- Fort Preble Military Reservation, South Portland, PL 85-185, August 2E, 1957

MARYLAND

- Fort McHenry, 16 USC 440

MASSACH USETTS

- Lease of naval destroyer and submarine base, Squantum, PL 71-280, May

29, 1930

- Castle Island Terminal Facility, South Boston, PL 82-222, October 27, 1951,

as amended

- Lease of portion of Boston Army Base, PL 83-534, July 27, 1954

- Portion of Fort Devens Military Reservation, PL 84-142, July 11, 1955

- Portion of Boston Naval Shipyard, PL 86-602, July 7, 1960

*MISSOURI

Portion of O'Reilly General Hospital, Springfield, PL S4-301, Auqust 9, 195-.
NEW JERSEY

- Hoooken Pier Terminals, PL 75-689, June 21, 1938

- Port Newark Army Base, PL 74-730, June 20, 1936; as amended by PL 8.1-413,

February 18, 1956

NE, MEXICO

- Portion of the former BRUNS General Hospital Area, Santa Fe, PL 84-598,

June 19, 1956

SNEW YORK

- Hoboken Manufacturers' Railroad, PL 68-479, February 26, 1925
- Fort Schuyler Military Reservation, PL 75-316, August 19, 1937;

PL 81-755, September 5, 1950, PL 82-559, July 16, 1952, and PL 85-250,

September 2, 1957
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NORTH CAROLINA

- Portion of Camp Butner Military Reservation, PL 83-327, April 2, 1954

ORE GON

- Certain property in Klamath County, PL e3-716, August 30, 1954

- Certain property in Clackamas County, PL 84-872,August 1, 1956

PENNSYLVANIA

. Hog Island, Philadelphia, PL 83-556, July 29, 1954

RHODE ISLAND

- Certain land in Boston Neck, Narragansett, PL 85-548, July 22, 1958

SOUTH CAROLINA

- Portion of Charleston Army Base Terminal, PL 74-624, May 27, 1936; as

amended by PL 81-97. June 10, 1949, and PL 84.428, March 2, 1956

TENNESSEE

- Certain property of the Veterans' Administration, Johnson City,

*PL 83-556, June 6, 1953

TEXAS

- Portion of Fort Bliss Military Reservation, PL 83-711, August 30, 1954,

PL 91-202, March 4, 1970, and PL 92-145

- Martindale Auxiliary Field, San Antonio, PL 83-712, August 30, 1954

- Certain land in Houston, PL 83-713, August 30, 1954, and PL 84-410,

February 15, 1956

e- Camp Mabry, Austin PL 84-49, June 1, 1955

- Certain land in Bexar County, PL 84-819, July 27, 1956

- USMC Air Station, Eagle Mountain Lake, PL 85-258, September 2, 1957
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I. ""VERMONT

p - Portion of Ethan Allen Air Force Base, PL 84-706, July 14, 1956

VIRGINIA

- Certain land in Arlington County, PL 72-382, February 28, 1933

- Certain land near Williamburg, PL 84-719, July 14, 1956

- Certain land in York County, PL 85-545, July 22, 1958

WASHINGTON

- National Guard Facility, Pier 91, Seattle, PL 91-142, December 5, 1969

,' WEST VIRGINIA

- Certain land in Montgomery, PL 84-740, July 20, 1956

WISCONSIN

- La Crosse National Guard Target Range, PL 84-729, July 18, 1956, as

amended by PL 85-431, May 29, 1958 and PL 86-551, June 29, 1960
~WYOMING

- Certain property in the Wyoming National Guard Camp Guernsey area,

.4 PL 84-77, June 16, 1955

- Portion of land near Oouglas, PL 84-618, June 25, 1956
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-OPENDIX E: U.S. ARMY PROPOSED "SURGE" LEGISLATION

OEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
WAW4 T MC. 2.10

Honorable Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Washington, D3C 20515

Dear Bb. Speaker-

Enclosed is a draft of legislation, "To amend chapter 137 of title
10, United States Code, relating to the procurement of supplies and
services for the Armed Forces, by adding an authority for the expedited
procurement of surge-related necessities during a National emergency."

The proposal is a part of the Department of Defense Legislative
Program for the 97th Congress, and the Office of Mmagement and Budget

.6 advises that, from the standpoint of the Administration's program, there
is no objection to the presentation of this proposal for the
consideration of the Congress. The Department of the Amy has been
designated the representative of the Department of Defense for the
legislation. The Amy recommends that the proposal be enacted by the
Congress.

Purpose of the Lecislation

The purpose of the legislative proposal is to provide an
authorization of appropriations for the procurement of surge-related
materials and supplies (ammition, weapons, basic military supplies) in
a time of National mergency that threatens to cause serious harm to
vital United States security interests. Currently the military can
reprogram some funds and expend other authorized funds that are not
obligated, in order to meet some immediate military and naval
requireunts.

Historical perspective and recent military mobilization practice
exercises highlight the need for quick action to expand the industrial
base itn there is a need to meet a National threat. Such action, of
course, to beom effective, amat be funded and undertaken In a swift

'. fashion. Taking action with the promise that funds are on their way or
A..that authority will be fortheaing not only is bad business but also

makes the National security dependent on the good will of its industrial
base. Reprogruning of funds and otherwise unobligated available funds
are not considered sufficient or secure budgetary devices to mset this
emergency need. The enclosed proposal requests the Congress to
legitimize necessary swift executive action by an advance appropriation
of funds iuen there is a threat to National security.

The proposal would provide a reserved power to the Executive branchof our Government not to be used until grave and specific conditions
requires it.- The Legislative branch vuld maintain control by being
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Honorable Thoas P. O'Neill, Jr.

Informed of the use of the funds and by being authorized to terminate by
resolution further use of the funds. lalicit in this proposal is the
defensive nature of the fund utilization. The'ir Powrs Resolution
requires close coordination between the President and the Congress for
the introduction of our Armed Forces in hostilities. This proposal would
work to the effeetiveness of those forces as well as to the support and
protection for those forces. In a declared eargency, it weuld be an
authority, if determined necessary, that the President must specify
under the National Emergencies Act. In each Case, and under the
provisions of the proposed authority, Congress could limit further use by
the Armed Force concerned of the subject appropriated funds. The
procurment authority expending the funds mast state that no other funds
are available to meet the emergency requirmnt and must define the
mergency. Use of these funds does not terminate the nomal Executive

action of a request for a supplemntal appropriation. It is only a
stop-gap measure to insure that the resources of our Nation are available
for the defense of our country when needed.

Enactment of this proposal will permit mobilization planning with a
legitimate role by the Executive in a crisis situation and it would be an
incentive to our industrial base. It will strengthen our ability to
meet an external threat while not costing additional funds unless the
external threat becanes a reality.

Cost ad Budirt Data

The ne/mint of this proposal will cause no apparent increase in
the budgetary requiramats for the Dspartmnt of Defense.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
Proposed bill
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A BILL

To mend chapter 131 of title 10, United States Code, relating to the procurement of
supplies and services for the Armed Forces, by adding an authority for the
expedited procuremnt of surge-related necessities during a National emergency.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of Amirica in Congress asserbled, That Chapter 137 of title 10, United

States Code, Is ameded (a) by adding after section 2314 -

0$2315. National mergency; procuremnt for surge production; funding

authority

n(a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b), the head of an agency

may procure, under the provisions of this chapter, utilizing the funds

appropriated in subsection (c), those itms listed In section 2303(b) of

this title that are necessary to meet an imudiate military or naval

requirement. Any procurement made under this section shall cite this

authority, contain a statemnt defining the amrgency necessitating the

procurement, and state that no other funds are available for the

procurwent.

0(b) The authority in subsection (a) may be exercised under this sectiom

only if no other funds are available to met the emrgency requiremnt

and-

(M) the Congress has declared a state of war or national

ergency, or

1(2) the President has either -

(A) declared a national emrsenq, or

(B) reported, in writing,to the Speaker of the House of

Representatives (or, if not available, to the swt senior
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11 1er of the House of Representatives available in Washington,

D.C.) mid to the President pro taiporare of the Senate (or, if

not available, to the mst senior Senator in ftshington, D.C.)

that an unforeaamn ammrgency is in progress that requires an

imnediate procurmnt of property, without vAich serious harin

to vital Usited States security interests is anticipated, and

that funds are not available under current appropriations.

In(* The head of an agency is appropriated for the purposes of

subseetion (a), out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise

appropriated, until a requet for a supplemental appropriation can be

mae to the Conresns, ae mat of funds that equals fifteen percent of

the total funds appropriated for sucsh agency In the next proceeding

flues! year to the fiseal year in wbiebt the procurement, by this section

amea s e iigation at funds. @uh appropriation ontiues until either

(A) the a ppiated funds wre depleted, or

(3) the Caeo, both houese einoinring by majority vote,

either anteiva sape a ppropriation, to the ageny

esseermed or resolvos that the further autheri ty of this

setion is tormiated for the emmrgeney military or navak

requirement that prepitated the us. of this funding

authority. The fod utheril to be appiated under this

subsection that are net obligated for the purposes of

-section (a) at the tammintion at the Imamdlate adlitary or

naval requirmt reviert to the Tuenmy ot the Uni ted States

as funds net otherwise appropriated.

OWd The head of en qamy shal advise Clenreas of the awarise of any
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procurement under this section and shall report monthly to the Congress

on the estiated obligations incurred pursuant to this section as vell as

why a supplement request for appropriations has not been nude under

norimal procedures."; and

(b) the table of -sections at the beginning of such chapter is amended by

adding after the iten referring to section 2314 the following:

"2315. National emergency; procurement for surge production; funding

authority.".
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APPENDIX F

ODSD MEMORANDUM, IMPROVING THE
ACQUISITION PROCESS 20 OCTOBER 1982

DAC #76-39 20 OCTOBER 1982

N(REPRINT OF DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

MEMORANDUM WITH ATTACHMENTS (ITEM II))

w a.mW ,.. D.C. 2931~wZUJOIr2lN.
'--' April 30, 1981

EaMORUMoa FOR SECRTARIES Or THE KILcTJAxY DEPARToMNTS~~CHAIRMANU Or THlE JOINT CNIErS OF STAFF
UNDER SWJWIUES Or DEFENSqE
ASSISTANT szcRTAnzLs or DEFEzNSE
GZNZPAL COUNSEL
A SSISTANiTS TO TXlE SECRETARY OF DEFENS

SU J CTs Improving the Acquisition Process

On 2 March 1961, 1 directed a 30-day assessment of
the Defense acquisition system with the priority objectivesof reducing cost, making the acquisition process more off,-
cLent, inreasing the stability of programs, and decreasingthe acquistio me of military hardware. The report,
deliver"d to me on 31 March 1981, provided many specific

ree~ma~a ons and posed a number of ma:jor issues for.
decision.

I have discussed the report with the Steering Group,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Service Secretaries, and
the under Secretaries and selected Assistant Secretaries ofDoea**. sed an the report and those meetings, the
Secret"ry and I have decided to make major changes both in
the acquisition philosophy and the acquisition process
itself. We are convinced that we have now a historic and
unique opportunity to significantly improve the Defense
acquisition system. we ask for your cooperation and assist-
ance in carrying out theme decisions.

The acquisition decisions are recorded in detail in the
attachments to this memorandum. I would like to highlight
here the amaor decisions nd their implications for DoD in
the following paragraphs.

DOD Acaulsition Nanaement Philosoyhy

The DoD management philosophy that I described in
my 27 March 1961 PM decision memorandum also applies to
the acquisition policy and process. Through controlled
decentralization, subordinate line executives will be held
acontable for the execution of policy decisions and programs
as approved. The review of the acquisition process is a good
example of participative management where the Services and
other DOD staffs, working together, have jointly agreed on
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what should be done. Al points of view were considered prior
to decisiOn. Now that decision are made, the Secretary and
I expect full support of DoD staffs and the Services in
implementation.

I affirm the follobing acquisition management principless

1. We must improve long-range planning to enhance
acquisition program stability.

2. both OSD and the Services must delegate more
respoAblity, authority and accountability for programs;
in particular, the Service program manager should have the
responibility, authority and resources adequate to execute
efficiently the program for which he is responsible.

3. We must examine evolutionary alternatives which
use a lower risk approach to technology than solutions at
the frontier of technology.

4. We must achieve more economic rates of production.

S. We must realistically cost, budget, and fully
fund in the FYDP and Extended Planning Annex, procurement,
logistics and manpower for major acquisition programs.

6. Readiness and sustainability of deployed weapons
are primary objectives and must he considered from the start .-
of weapon system programs.

7. A strong industrial base Is necessary for a strong
defense. The proper arms-length relationships with industry
should not be interpreted by DoD or industry as adversarial.

DoD-onP and Congress

many of the decisions announced in this memorandum
can be implemented within DoD's legislative authority. Some
decisions need to be coordinated with On. A number of
recommendations will need Congressional action before final
implementation can take place. In those latter cases, we
will work closely with appropriate Congressional committees
and their staffs to explain and justify our recomendations
for changes to legislative requirements.

DoD-Industry Relationship

While DOD should be tough in contract negotiations
as part of the buyer-seller relationship, th.s does not
mean that relationships between management and industry
should necessarily be adversarial. Industry and government
have a shared responsibility and must assume a new spirit of
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cooperatiem. A healthy, inovative, and competitive
industrial capability is a primary national objective.
I di"Ctm all top §0 mngeen in =6o. in JCS, and in
the Services * to ensure this is understood at all levels.

lonMies. Iffficiesciec and Sevines

A primary objective in stralinitng the W. acqul-
sities process Is reducing costs. ALl DOD staff& amd
service Managers should keep this uppermost in their minds.
Ws all muast be more aggressive and imaginative in looking
for ways to save money throughout all phases of the acquisi-
ties process. I look to each of you to ue your enhanced
authority to bring shout major savings and improved methods
of operatio.

Decisions to Emarove Acu~isit ion Policy and Process

fhe Secretary and I are determined to reduce substan-
tially at overruns, deploy ade'ute quantities of needed
csteme that are operationally effective and ready * and do
tis in the shortest posil tame We are convinced that

the actiAsm directed in the attachment will significantly
contribute to achieving these objectives. The major deci-
sions for Improvement ca he sumaried in four categories:

Reduce Acouisition Coa

0 tncrease program stability by fully funding R&D
and procurement at levels sufficient to ensure efficient
mt, supportability and schedule performance, and minimising,
changes to the approved program.

0 Implement mlti-year procurement to Improve production
proesses, increase ecosom-of-ecale lot buying, decrease
financial borrowing coats and reduce administrative burden
In ostacting.

0 Anduce administfative costs by simplifying proce-
dares, seeking relief from ostly legislative requirements
and reducing the nuser of §00 regulations and directives.

o Zsoourage capital Investmet to increase productivity
in the defense industry by improved contracting, more reason-
able risk sharing, and increased incentives.

o Promote Services ace of economic production rates
to reduc unit osts and decrease acquisition time.

0 equire Services to budget to most likely cost to
reduos cost overruns and provide stability.
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Shorten Acquisitidn- Tim.
o mplmt Preplanned Product Improvement to reduce

unit costs and decrease acquisition time.

a provide adequate *front end* funding for test hardware.

inrove weapons Sqpprt and Readiness

o Stress acquisition strategies that provide incentives
to contractors to attain reliability and maintainability goals.

0 Establish readiness objectives early in development
progam.

Imrove the DSMU Process

o byve toward controlled decentralization of the acquisi-
tion process to the Services.

* Reduce the data and briefings required by the Services
and other DoD staffs.

0 'lie the acquisition process more closely to the "15.

?inlamntation of the Decisions

Uqplemetation of the decisions announced in this
memrandum Is as Important as the decisions themselvee. ft"y
decisions, even those within DoD s authority. will take tim
to =101108t fully. A large numnber of Doo managers will have

to part on a worldwide basis.

I assign overall responsibility to the Under secretary
of Defense for Research, Engineering and Acquisition for meal-
%aring and follow-up of all decisions in this report. i espeet
hin to establish an appropriate Impementing a"d FRO"m
system. The first report will be submitted to me-by the eam
of May and every month thereafter until further notiee.

Both the Secretar" and I appreciate the work you and yewr
staffs have provided during this assessment.

Attachments
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Recommendation 1

. MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES

The Steering Group recommends that the Deputy Secretary of
Defense reaffirm the following major acquisition management
principles:

1. An improved statement of long-range Defense policy,
i strategy and resources will be provided to the Services in order

to establish a framework for military objectives, goals, and
mission planhing to enhance program stability.

2. Responsibility, authority and accountability for programs
should be at the lowest levels of the organization at which a
total view of the program rests.

3. Service Program Managers should have the responsibility,
authority, resources, and guidelines (goals and thresholds)
adequate to efficiently execute the program. This should

a include the system specific acquisition strategy for attainment
of the required operational and readiness capability, and appro-
priate flexibility to tailor the acquisition strategy to estimates
of the development priorities and risks.

_4- 4. Evolutionary alternatives which use a lower risk approach
to technology must be examined when new programs are proposed.

., Solutions at the frontiers of technology must provide an -alternative
which oyfers an evolutionary approach. Pro-planned Product Improve-
ment (P 1) should become an integral part of the Acquisition Strategy.

5. Achievement of economic rates of production is a fundamental
goal of the acquisition process.

6. The Services should plan to realistically budget and fully
fund in the FlDP and Extended Planning Annex (EPA) the A&D, procure-
ment, logistics and manpower costs at the levels necessary to protect
the acquisition schedule established at proqram approval points, and
to achieve acceptable readiness levels.

7. Improved readiness is a primary objective of the acquisition
process of comparable importance to reduced unit cost or reduced
acquisition time. Resources to achieve readiness will receive the
same emphasis as those required to achieve schedule or performance
objectives. Include from the start of weapon system programs
designed-in reliability, maintainability and support.

8. The proper *arms-length" buyer-seller relationship should
not be interpreted by government or industry as adversarial. The
DoD should be tough in contract negotiations. out weapons acqui-
sition should be managed on a participating basis using industry
as a full constructive team member. A strong industrial base is
necessary for a strong defense.

Approved,
Idea Needs More Develu.;.ent:
I Need More Information:
Disapproved:
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Recommendation 2

PRPLANNZD PRDUCT INPWYUM"T

A revolutionary system development approach which uses new
and untried technology to meet a military threat can offer
dramatic potential payoffs, but frequently ends up with large
cost acreases and schedule slippages.

An evolutionary approach offers an alternative which minimizes
technological risk, and consciously inserts advanced technology
through planned upgrades of those deployed subsystems which offer
the greatest benefits. In this manner the lead time to field
technological advances can be shortened while an aggressive
Scheduling of fielded performance improvements can be expected
during the service life of the systems. This concept is called
Pxeplannd Product Improvement (p31), and is comnly used in
cemeercial industr.

Recomnendation - most now and existing systems should be
pactitloned ior performance growth through the application of
Sequential upgrades to key subsystem in order to reduce development
risk, and take best advantage of technological advance.

A ante 2- Can reduce acquisition time, reduce develop-
ment cost. and enhance fielded performance through the
deployment of upgrades. A revolutionary approach can always be
adopted when the demands of the threat or other compelling

DO milit~ry needs require such an approach.

DisAdvantages - The performance needed to meet a critical
thrat may dictate the use of distant technology, but the factors
involved in such a dec~ion are seldom incisive. Therefore, the
choice between alternatives is not likely to be absolutely clear.

Action Required:

- USDAR, working with the Services, develop within 30
day a plan for implementing Preplanned Product Improvement including
definition* and criteria for application.

- USDRE request the Services to evaluate ongoing programs
to determine potential for payoff from the application of prepla-ned
product improvement, a"d to present results at the next DSARC.

- USD! assure Services have fixed the responsibility for
review of opportunities for product improvement after any system
reaches the field, and to develop a product improvement plan.

Approved&
Idea Needs More Development: -

1 Need More information:
Disapproved s
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Recommendation 3

MULTMYAR PROCUREMEN1T

Recoinendation: Encourage extensive use of multiyear,
procurement based upon a case-by-case benfit/risk analysis.

Ms3vantass: multiyear procurement could result in average
doll"Faiii13-9sof 10 to 20% in unit procurement cost through
improved economies and efficiencies in production processes,
economy-of-scale lot buying, decreased financial borrowing
costs, better utilization of industrial facilities, and a reduction
in the administrative burden in the placement and adainistration
of contracts. In addition. the stimulated investment in production
equipment will result in lower-defect, higher quality products.
The market stability will also enhance the continuity of subcon-
tractor supply lines and thereby decrease acquisition time. turge
capability will also be improved.

savn n This funding technique fences in money and
comin fiiurfalokgresses. if ased to excess, it would significantly

* reduce the flexibility of the Secretary of Defense to respond to
unforeseen changes in the external threat. If a multiyear procure-
ment was used to lock in a border line program, costs would be
increased if the program was cancelled. in order to avoid these
potential disadvantages, the following criteria are recomended
as general guidelines to screen potential multiyear candidates:
(1) significant benefit to the Government; (2) stability of
requirements, configuration, and funding; and (3) degree of
confidence in cost estimates and contractor capabilities.

Action Required:

a. General Counsel mist respond in writing to Congressmen
Daniel's bill 3R 745.

b. USD33 and ASO(Comptroller) should brief Appropriation and
Armed Services Congress ional. Committees on recommended multiyear
procurement procedures and concepts.

a. USD33Z should prepare special policy memorandum to the
Military Departments for SecDef signature defining procedures and
requesting identification of potential 7! 63 multiyear procurement
candidates.

d. USD33 and ASO(Ccmptroller) should modify DoD Directive
7200.4 and the Defense Acquisition Reglation (CAR) and should
interface with 013 to modify Directive A-11 as required.

*1 e. SecDef will present T 83 President's Budget containing
multiyear candidates.

Approved:
Idea Needs More Development:-
I 4eed More Information:
Disapproved:
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.1 JReommendation 4

IMUZ 1306mM STAIlLI!Y IN TWZ ACOUSmasO PROCSS

Progrms i stability is inherently costly in both time and
money. The 47 major programs covered by the December 31, 1980,
Selected Aquisition Reports (SARs) reflected total cost growth
of 129 percent over the Milestone 11 estimates. Reasons for
growth are economic or inflation (27 percent), quantity changes(26 percent), estimating changes (18 percent), schedule changes
(15 percent), support changes (7 percent), engineerina changes
(S percent), and other changes (2 percent), Forty one (41)
percent of all cost growth is due to quantity and schedule changes.

Of the 47 programs. 19 have had quantity increases, 20
quantity decreases, and I are unchanged. Schedule changes have
resulted in reduced costs on 4 progrems and increased costs on
41. The most comniae cause for these changes is financial. The
budget levels and relative priorities of mompeting programs force
tough decisions to terminate programs, reduce the number of weap-
AS, stretch the development program, delay planned production or
stretch the planned buy.

lecommendation: SecDefr OSD and Services should fully fund
the R&D and procurement of major systems at levels necessary to
protect the acquisition schedule established at the time the pro-
gram is baselined, currently Milestone I1. Limit stretch-outs
due to funding onatraints (except when mandated by the Secretary
or Congress). Establish procedures which vill phase the
scheduling of sequential milestones so that manpower "poaks and
valleyso can be minimized consistent with balancing the risks. In
general, only changes which are directed by changed requirements
or development problems should be made.

Advantaces: Reduces costs and saves time by stabilizing
schedd , quantities, and production rates. "ill enhance the
ability to plan force modernizations.

Disadvantages: Budget flexibility will be reduced.

Action Required: SecDef directs that during program and
budget reviews by OSD (bDR) the service Secretaries must explain
and justify differences between program baselines established at
Milestone :1 and the quantity and funding in the program or budget
under review.

ASD(C) and ASD(PA&E) include above direction in VY-83 POP.
and Budget (uidence.

Approved:
Idea Needs More Development:
I Need More information:
Disapproved:
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Recomnendation 5

ENCOORAGE CAPITAL INVESTMEN? TO ZNHA.4CE PRODUCTIVITY

Productivity in the defense sector of the U.S. economy has
been legging, in large part because of low levels of capital

*! invesetmt compared to U.S. manufacturing in general. Cash flow
problemi, tax policy. high interest rates. and how return on
Lnvesment (02) tend to limit available investment capital. The
industry views low profits and program instability as precluding
invesmeat in capital equipment. This situation has two major
implications- a tendency to shift from defense to commercial
business, and a decrease in funds available for facilitization.

Recomnendations Encourage capital investment.
Advantaes: Will increase long-term investments which should

lead ro oTwer unit costs of weapons systems. Increase productivity.

Disadvantavess Earlier Government disbursements. Some
reduction in tax revenues.

Action Required: USD32 should have the prime responsibility
to i mnt the tollowing actions working closely with General
Counsel, Legislative Affairs, and the Service Material Commands.

a. General Counsel should support legislative initiatives
to permit more rapid capital equipment depreciation and to
recognize replacement depreciation costs by amending or repealing
Cost Accounting Standard (CAS) 409, "Depreciation of Tangible
Assets."

b. Structure contracts to permit companies to share in cost
reductions resulting from productivity investments. Modify the
Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) profit fo.-mula. Allow for
award fees inversely proportional to maintainability costs.

c. Increase use and frequency of milestone billings and -
advanced funding. Expedite paying cycle.

d. Provide for negotiation of profit levels commensurate
with risk and contractor investment; ensure that recent profit
policy changes are implemented at all levels.

0. Instruct the Services of the need to grant equitable
Economic Price Adjustment (EPA) clauses in all appropriate
procurements. Contract price adjustments made in accordance
with EPA provisions should recognize the impact of inflation on
profits. Ensure that these clauses are extended to subcontractors.

f. Increase emphasis on Manufacturing Technology Programs.

g. Provide a consistent policy wh.ich will promote innovation
by giving contractors all the economic and commercial incent.ives
of the patent system. Provide policies to protect proprietary
rights and data.

h. General Counsel should work to repeal the Vinson-
Tzine1 Act.

Approved,
Idea Needs More Development:
I Need ore Info=mation:
Disapproved:
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RAcoendat ion 6

BUDI? TO MOST IKZELY COSTS

Zntentionally lee initial cost estimates are a prime contri-
butioL to app.arent coat growth. Progra m costs are sometimes pur-
poeely understated either because DoO is forcing a program to fit

2' available funding rather than the fundinq it takes to do the job.
or because the contractors are purposely Lowering their cost esti-
metes in order to win a contract with hopes of recovering costs on
follow-on contracts. Either practice is referred to as "buying in.*
When the actual costs become apparent, DoD is severely criticized
for cost overruns and there are insufficient funds available to
procure at economic production rates. Also, the negotiated contract
cost does not include future engineering changes or post-contract
award negotiations which can drive costs higher.

3egM"c etion: Require the Services to budget to most likely
or expected costs, including predictable cost increases due to risk.
Provide incentives for acquisition officers and industry to make
and use realistic cost estimates.

Adventes: Less cost growth. More realistic long-term de-
fense aocquieition budget. Increased program stability.

DisadventH 5: Difficulty in determining if a contractor is
proviWigire at si c estimates. Political difficulty in rejectinq
bids that project prices lower than costs. Difficult to budget
funding greater than publicly-known contractual funding.

Action Iq red: ASD(C) require the Services to budget to most
ikely or expected costs including predictable cost increases due to

risk, instead of the contractually agreed-upon cost. USD3 and the
Services provide incentives for acquisition officers and contractors
to accurately project costs, including financial incentives and per-
fozmance evaluation considerations to DO personnel, and profit in-
centives to industry to reduce costs.

Approveds
Idea Needs Note Developmnt:
I Need More Information:
Disapproved:
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aecomedation 7

The cot and tim needed to put a Weapon Sstem into the
fild can be reduced by estabLishing and sustaining economic

o ragte" of productiAon (i.e.. the rate at which =init cost doesn't
decease significantly with further rate increases). Tight
budgets end strong nompeition between program have forced
may program to accept bonding levels in the budget which will
net sustain aft economic rate Of production.

A ommitment to economic production rates cannot rule out
sound arguments for lower (or higher) rates.* For example. the
Services my wish to stretch a program over a number of yea"s
in order to preserve a wars production base to permit rapid
mbilization to meet a crisis or war. However. this requires
stockpiling of materials. parts and subsystem to be effective.

OM SUM'Sservices mat use economic Production
rat" iiir prOSre and budget requests. Or exqplin1 and be
prepared to defend the reason why a dif ferent rate was selected.

~Aaina" Save tim and reduce cost of acquiring new
systems.

aLMdn~&M Will buy out the total system faster
(shorter productin Rn for a given quantity) with peak funding

ce~eimgwith other systems, posible workload fluctuations in
certain industries with occasional dead tine and possible erosion

*1 of the indutrial base. Can increase cost of correcting support
Problm.

~i Secretary of Defense establish policy
9GoqiVIng Services to fond programe at economic rates or justify
my differenes during budge t reviews by 080 and the D053. JSD11
ad *53(C) include this requiremet in the FT 023 program and

2,ge guidance.

Idea "amd Noe Developmet:_____
I seed Mae Information: ____

Disapproved a
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Recommendation 8

ASSURE APPROPRIATE CoMTRACT TYPE

Industry v e repeatedly, over a long period, expressed serious
coocrns about the recurring use of the wrong type of contract. Zn
particuLac. fixed price contracts are frequently employed for
RDT&Z and early production, which have legitimate cost uncertain-
ties. This leads to a high risk situation for the contractors and
to cost overruns for DoD. Current DoD policies and regulations

' give guidance as to the use of appropriate contract types. however,
this guidance is not being followed in the field.

Ia . 8 Give the Program Managers the responsibility
to tailor contract types to balance program needs and cost savings
with realistic assessment of an acceptable balance of contractor
and government risk. Recommendation 1/Management Principle 3
states that the Program Managers be given the authority to deter-
Nine the specific acquisition strategy.

A a Mu Precludes a company from being forced to assume
cost risk beyond their financial ability.

May increase competition If contractor risks
are recognised.

Gives the Program Managers more flexibility to
accoodate program needs.0&AMdEjU: Government assumes more cost risk.

Actlmion filLg: USDRE establish an OSD, Service. Industry
working group to devulop an implementation plan to ensure that

*. appropriate contract types are used. USDI1 and the Service
Secretaries ensure that Program Managers have the responsibility
for determining the appropriate contract type. USDR3 should
ensure that the regulations are clear on this point.

Approved:
Vies Needs More Development:
I Need More information: ....
Disapproved.
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secomtndation 9

As a result of recurring problem with weapons system support.
the recent revision of acquisition policies Includes a =ijar em-
phasis an support issues. Including reliability, maintenance.

* sporss* test equipment. and maintenance manpower.* These recent
policies art generally sound. are not directly influenced by the
major acquisition process options presently under consideration

* and can be undertaken under any option.

To be effective the policies require Secretary of Defense
commitment. The need for this specific commitment results from
the competition among the conflicting objectives of high perform-
ance. lower cost. shorter schedules, better reliability and
maintenance. and support.

Bftgn~1m Establish readiness object;.ves for each
developmet program to include estimates of the readiness level
to be achieved at early fielding and at maturity'. Implement
acquisition policy establishing *desiqned-in" rnliability and

* readiness capabilities. The implemetation mm,. emphasize the
objectives of shortening the overall time to diver ecuinmn 1o

the ~oo which Mt mission and readiness nee-ds: the need fo0r
imroved estimates of the R&D and support resources required- and
additionally, ask that some force elements(s) be targeted for a
Major improvement in designed-in support capabi~ity to be less
dependent on a support tail.

Advantages: Clarifies that improvement in readiness is a
major objective of the Administration, and that implementation
must take place.

kaamrasaa will require additional technical effort and
resources early in acquisition prograns.

Aetion~ Reui RdAL draft Seat-of policy letter to be
Issued withini thirty days, reaffirmin; weapons i-upport policy and
objectives, and tasking the Services to develop implementing
guidelines, including procedures for addressing support early in
acquisition programs.

Approved:
Idea Woods more Development:_____
I Weed More Information:
Disapproved: -
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ieomendation 10

RDC! TR ADMNISRATLZV COST AMD TIXN TO PROCUR I zWT

Zn 1974, less stringent requirements were established for
DO0 Contract procedures associated with purchases under $10,000.
IMe purpose was to reduce both the time and paperwork costs to
& level ommensurate with the value of the item being purchased.

SOver the years the tendency of a bureaucracy to take precautions
Shas expanded the paperwork associated with a procurement. and

inflation has reduced the purchasing power of the dollar until
the $10,000 item of 1974 would cost almost twice that much to
purchase today.

A similar inequity exists in the administrative procedures
governing contract funding execution. Department of Defense and
Service procedures place numerous administrative requirements on
the obligation of funds. They provide unnecessarily cumbersome
safeguards for the public interest, to a certain extent thereby,
thwarting that interest. There is also a general tendency to
apply the most burdensome procedures, even if administrative
shortcuts are allowed. The DoD is motivating its contract and
fund administrators to avoid the least possibility of criticism
rather than to use economic procedures.

a. Recommendation: Raise the $10K limit for purchase order
contract use to 5X to accomodate inflation and reduce unneces-
sary paperwork and review. Letter is enroute from Joint Logistics
Cammanders to DJ'SECDV. recommending change. Proposal is cur-
rently in staffi'.g at OHS for inclusion in the Uniform Procure-
ment System (UPS, and as a legislative initiative.

Al-tion Miqureds DEPSZCDZF recommend that ONO (OFPP)
initiate change to 0Q USC 2304.

b. Recomendation: Raise threshold for contractor costing
data input Zrom S100k to $5001 to acccmodate inflation and
reflect current auditing procedures. (Paperwork load is such
that only data for contracts over $00& is actually audited
today.)

Action Med: DKPSECDEF recommend that OS (OFPP)
iitiatae legislative change to UvC 2301.

c. Recomendation: Raise threshold for Service Secretary
review of Contract Deteruination and Findings (Di?) for RDTGE
from $100,000 to $1 million. Current level was set in aid-
1960.. Higher level would still cover 90 + I of expenditures
(dollarsv. Higher limit supported by JLC.
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Actin~acuir D: npseeDef recommendation to as1 (oFPP for

a~po~a_;7~i6*q~nZCrdW*to efeseAcquisition Pbegulations (DAR).

4. RecommendaLIon: Incourage greater use of class (D&Fs) which
allows on* 04F to cover mltiple contracts. Reduces total volume
of contracts which must be reviewed, thus speeding up processing
time.

Acton equred USCR prepare policy statement encouraging
greao-rse f cass DWe.

4 ea. Recommendationi: Raise reprogramming thresholds from $2H1
to SI0ON for RDT&E appropriations and from S55 to $25H1 for procurement.
Thresholds were set 10 years ago with no inflation accommodation.
Greatly reduces Service flexibility to an~swer program.

ActonReuired: Renew Seobef/DepSec~ef efforts to obtain
Congriiro-al oit~tee approval (HASC. SASC, MAC, SAC).

Adat~ (all above recamendations): Prov ides immediate re-
11ef from unneessary paperwork burden. Reduces administrative
lead time, which will result in reductions in in-house and industry
overhead cost. Supports a far more efficient Government cash flow
management.

Disadvantages: Less opportunities for legal reviews.

f. Recommendation: Eliminate the noed f or non-Secretarial level
DIas for competitive nego0tiated contract awards.

Advantages Reduced paperwork and administrative lead times.
In cnunal-with recommendation C above. to increase DSPr thresholds,
the Ur? requirement would be considerably reduced.

Disadanges: many smaller procurement actions would n~ot be
reieWi1W*i riorm office level.

Actioea ad Sec~ef submit recommended legislation to4, g. Overall Action: USD353 prepare implementation plan and re-
quired Sec~ef letters within 60 days Tie cost thresholds to inflation.

Approved:
Idea Weeds Move Development:__
I Meed Nor., Informatio~n-
Disapproved:
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Fecom ndation 11

ZNCORPORA Tt1Z USE OF SUOGZTED FUNDS
FO ICVpo~ RISK

Material development and early production programs are subject
to uncertaiAties. Program managers who explicitly request funds to
address these uncertainties usually find these funds deleted
eiter in the DoD PPS process, by OHG, or by Congress. Then when
such uncertainties occur. undesirable funding adjustments are re-
quired or the program must be delayed until the formal funding process
caM respond with additional dollars.

The Army has initiated, and Congress has accepted, a Total Risk
Asessitng Cost Estimate (TRACE) to explicitly address program un-
certainties in the development of RDT&E budget estimates. The Army
is studying the application of this concept to early production cost
estimates. The other Services lack a similar concept to justify
reserve funds for dealing with developmental uncertainties.

lecomendation: Increase DoD efforts to quantify risk and
expad the use of budgeted funds to deal with uncertainty. En-
courage all Services to use such budgeting where appropriate.

Advanteei Cost estimates will be more realistic over time.
Progra ill be more fuLly funded and overall programs will be
more stable.

Daiadvanteses: Can encourage a more costly treatment of
problems t1at iht be solved in other ways (self-fulfillinq prophecy).
Nigher initial program estimates would result in fewer programs
within a stated total obligation authority.

Acon IMredt SecDef emphasize the requirement to eval-
uate, uantitfy and plan for risk. USDRE direct all Services to
budget funds for risk. In particular, each Service should review
the TRACE concept and either adopt it or propose an alternative

o t their use to SDORE wkthin 60 days.

Approved:
Idea Needs More Development:
I Need More Information:
Disapproved:
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Recommendation 12

PRO0VVZ! ADEQUATE FRONT END FUNING FOR TEST NM''WARE

Weapon system development programs often have too few test
acticles to allow parallel tests for performance, reliability,
etc., and in order to shorten development time without substantially
increasing risks. Procurement of too few test articles forces a
sequential approach whereby the available test articles are
dedicated exclusively to development testing. Consequently,
operational and other testing cannot be accomplished concurrently
(within acceptable levels of risk) to save time.

In addition to designing for the major performance objectives,
increased emphasis should be placed on designing for reliability
by providing adequate design margins, while giving full considera-
tion to adequate testing, fault isolation and maintainability.
Adequate test hardware should be provided in the program to permit
early combined environmental tests of the subsystems and subsequent
system tests, to allow iteration of the design using the test-fix
test process to achieve early design maturity.

Recommendation: Provide sufficient test hardware to meet
the subsystem, system and software engineers' needs to properly
engineer and test development of the end item hardware using
parallel testing to reduce overall schedule time. The number
of test articles must be defined and explained during preparation

- .of Service programs and budgets.

Advantages: Saves time in the total acquisition process by
emphaiiing reliability up front and eliminating lengthy and
costly problem identification and correction effort: also allows
realistic concurrent development and operational testing.

Disadvantages: Requires increased front end funding.

Action Rq uired: USDRE ensure that the acquisition strategy

identify plans tor and funding required to acquire adequate sub-
system and system test hardware to &educe overall schedule time
and risks.

Approved:
Idea Needs More Development:
I Need More Information:
Disapproved:
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Recomaendation 13

GOVERNMENTAL LEGISLATION RELATED TO ACQUISITION

Over the past decade, the acquisition process has become
overburdened with governmental legislation and requirements.
Individually, these regulations have worthwhile objectives;
collectively, they impose a costly and burdensome requirement on
industry and the acquisition process.

Recommendation: Seek DoD relief from the more burdensome
requirements of governmental regulations.

Advtnthstss Less cost to contractors in doing business
with the Government. Reduce program costs. Simpler contracting
procedures. Faster contract awards.

Disadvantages: Reduced benefits which are considered impor-
C % 'tant national goals. Request for relief will certainly spark
vdebates wits the various interested groups.

Action !mired: USDR&E establish joint OSD and Service
team to weigo the Impact of the various governmental require-
ments and regulations on the efficiency and effectiveness of the
total DoD acquisition and contracting process. industry and 01B
should partigipate to the maximum extent possible. A report
should be prepared for the DepSecDef within 45 days.

Approved:_
Idea Needs More Development:
I Need More Information:
Disapproved:
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* PRecomendation 14

REDUCE THE NUMB5ER Or DOD DIRECTIVES

The current acquisition directive refers to 114 (up from
15 in 1971 and 26 in 1977) related directives and instructions.
The Services emulate these directives in implementation with their
own implementing instructions. There is rarely a challenge to
these well-intentioned directions, nor is there a cost-benefit
check performed. Program manager and industry initiatives are
often stilted by overregulation. With each new directive addi-
tional paperwork. manhours and other direct costs are expended
in compliance. Conqressional, GAD, industry, 060. and OPP
studies have indicated that contractually imposed management
systems and data requirements cost 8 oezPts out of every
contract dollar. With defense contracting approaching $100
billion a year, it means that these manaqemont-imposed require-
meats cost approximately $8 billion per year. A 20% improve-
ment would save $116 million per year.

' Recommendation: Reduce the number of directives. Require
that the Defense Acquisition Executive be the sole issuer of Doo
directives related to acquisition. This would not mean that OAF.
would draft all such documents, only that OP! would have final
review and releasing authority.

Advantages: Coordinates requirements and reduces the issuance
of super1rmims directives. Will reduce program costs to the
extent that directives require reports, data, documentation.

Diavntgs Adds an additional layer to the process of
issuing or revi.si~ng a directive. Places the DAR in control of
directives for areas of acquisition for which he may have little
expertise.

~Atin eireds USDP.E establish a joint CSO, Service, in-
dustr tos o provide recommendations within 90 days to sub-
stantially reduce the number of directives, and the documentation
required in contracts.

Approved:
Idea Needs More Development: ___

I Need More Information:
Disapproved:
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,ecommendation 15
p ,RNDINn rLEXIBILITY

Program continuity requires that we budget for nrocurement
funds more than a year in advance of the actual transition date
of major acquisition nrograms from Rffn to procurement. Since
most development program schedules are success oriented, some-
times the procurement transition date arrives and the system

* is not ready to buy. Because procurement funds have been
budgeted, there is considerable pressure to proceed with pro-
duction rather than accept program delay. If the Secretary
(and/or Military Departments) had the authority to transfer
these procurement funds to R0D to correct deficiencies without
the prior approval of OMB and Congress, it could significantly
decrease the time involved in resolving nrogram problems.
Section 734 of P.L. 96-S27 (DoD Appropriation Act) provides a
I eneral authority for Transfers, not to exceed $750 million
etween DoD appropriations. Its use requires a determination
by SecDef that such action is in the National Interest and
must have prior approval by RB. Our current revrogramming
arrangements wth the Conqressional Oversight Committee pro-
vide that any such transfer is of "special interest of the
Congress" and requires their nrior approval, in effect, negat-
ing the independent use of transfer authority by the Department.

The proposal would require the support of the Oversight
Committees and OMB. Ideally, such approval should be included
in the general provisions of the Appronriations Act as a sub-
section of 734. We will have to work closely with Congress to
ensure that this authority would apply only to the movement of
funds programed for an individual weapon system, and would
not be used to transfer funds between programs.

Recommendation: Obtain legislative authority to transfer
individual weapon system Procurement funds to RDTAE.

Advantages: ProviJes DoD with more flexibilit) to resolve
weapon system funding deficiencies.

Avoids program delays associated with OMB/
Congressional review and sporoval of funding
adjustments.

Maintains program stability by enabling pro-
gram manager to resolve problems within total
available acquiuition funding of the program
involved
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D&Sadv&Aftaees: OMB/CongrUessiOl visibility occurs after
Ai the fact.

Could jeopardize current appropriation
and authorization process.

could Jeopardise current reproraminq

arranqements with Congress.

May be destabili inl.

Action 4 tuired: ASD(C), vorkinq with the General Counsel,
a" €jZaiFiress establsh procedures for DoD approval of the
transfer of funds in a given fiscal year from Procurement to DT]&Z

for an individual weapon system vhoa the Secretary of Defense
deterlines that it is in the national interest to do so.

Approved:
Idea Needs ote Development:
I Need More Information:
Disapproved:

i
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Recommendation 16

COMITRACTOR, INCUMNTIE ' ~~ .15LT AMD SUPP0fl?

Industry hes Said that even though there is recently more atten-
tics paid to *support" In DoD solicitations, there is a widespread
belief that performiance and schedule are DoD' s principal objec-
tlves. There Is a need for industry to apply nor* of their design
talents to reducing reliability and support problem . Beyond
this a need to Improve the Identification and specification of
maintenance manpower constraints and for industry to include

N thes constraints in the designs.

Iniak~a.~Acquisition strategies should identify the
.4 approachesa to incentivize contractor attainment of reliability

and maintainability (R&M) goals and reduce maintenance manpower
and skill levels. Those should include the approach taken in
the RIP evaluation, as well as specific awards , incentives and
guarantees, such as specific rewards for improving reliability.
The Services should develop greater expertise in support related
cwtatretor incentives through analysis of experience gained on
DoD progress.

Improvements should be developed in the method of projecting
critical maintenance manpower skill limitations and translating
these into design constraints and objectives for inclusion In
Rip and specifications.

h4dmlaums Improves reliability and support. Reduces
maintenance manpower requirements.

flaa&dXW~au% Incentives other than comptition require
additional f unds.

Aaton ~mdint USD52 working with the Services, develop
* guidelines to include the approaches to incentivizie contractors

to Improve support within S0 days. followed by a USDRZ and
Service evaluation of incentives within the next year.

USUS develop with the Services, within on* year. improved
'4' approaches to tr~anslate maintenance manpower skill projections

Into system design objectives.

Approved:
idea Needs More Development:
I sed More Information: ____

Disapproved:
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4: Rcesa~t ion 17

, D3CIZ USAC DaIRING N DATA G M MEMS

During recent years there has been a growing tendency to
centralise the decision process within the DoD. ?his practice
has multiplied throughout the numerous levels of authority in
each of the Services, and has complicated the review process.
This practice hase in and of itself, lengthened the acquisition
cycle: created cost incteases duo to delays in decisionst aon-
fused the authority, responsibility and accountability of the
designated Services anagerst and has stifled innovation which
could produce program improvements leading to cost savings.
The principle of deoentraliAatiom should be applied to acquisition
management.

lecommendation: Zophasie the requirement to achieve
appropriate delegation of responsibility, authority and sacou a-
bility to and within each Service for system acquisLtion. to
reduce the time and effort required for USAWC and Service *aJor
system reviews.

l Adv8ltt es' Reduced system cost and shorter acquisition
s. ore fficient reporting by and within the Services.

More streamlined program management. nore efficient DailC
and other program reviews. Potential elimination of layered
management resulting in lean organisations.

Dlsadvantsaeto Some risk of losing a thorough functional
analyis of the ystm because of the elLmination of more detailed
reviews.

Action I mmired: USD33 make explicit the changed character
ad te reduced number of briefLngs and data for the 0SAW review.

ApprovedI
Idea Needs More Developments
I Need Mre Information-
Disapprove-
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Recommendation 1U

DUDUTIS WAPOSSySTEM FOR !NFLT!O6

ni~torially, inflation predictions have been lesser
than the actual inflation that come to pass. The situation
has been Moat severe in major weapon programs that spend out
slowly and extend into those years when inflation estimates
have been poorest. The result is that unpredictied inflation
has cut heavily into real program by ansmuch as $6 or $7

* billion a year. In addition to the serious underfunding of
major weapon and other purchases, DoD is charged with poor
management because of the amounts of cost growth in current
dollars appearing in reports and in the process.

fteontnati ons Review various methods and alternatives
for budgeting more realistically for inflation.

lasred A ction: Comptroller and PAIR develop in more
detail te various alternatives addressing the inflation issue
as related to planning and budgeting for major acquisition
program and provide a decision paper to the Deputy Secretary
of Defense within 30 days; discuss draft options with On4 and
appropriate Congressional staff.

Approved:
Idea Needs More Development:-
I Need Mare Informations
Disapproved -
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Recommendation 19
VoxECASTfIG OF BUSINESS BASE CO:DITON AT

MAJOP DEZENSE PLANTS

The business base at key defense plants is not adequately
considered in Dao program development. Cross-Service impacts and
the effects of non-DoD work distorts business base projections and
seriously increases overhead costs. This has caused large cost
growth for certain weapons systems. Too little consideration is
given to this factor in DoD planning and decision-making.

eocmmndation: The Services will increase the effort to co-
ordinate programng information that affects other Sirvice over-
head costs at given defense plants. Program offices will provide
program projections to plant representatives so that overall
business projections can be made available to the Services for
planning and budgeting.

Advantase: better cost estimates and lover cost to the
government. Provides more realistic costs and stability.

Action 9 u!ired: Contract Administration functions will be
direcieo to intain a business base projection. and government
offices will be directed to support this effort and utiliae these
data in planning and budgeting. The O80 Cost Analysis improvement
Group (CAZG) will maintain a data exchange for the Services to
assist in improved forecasting.

Approvedi e"
Idea Needs More Developments
I Need Rore tnformation:
Disapproved: -
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', moemendation 20

I!m330W YE! $OURcE SELECTIn PROCESS

Some DoO cmpotitively-se.octed contractors have performed
po4wly. in some instance*, source selection criteria do not
sufficiently take Into account past performance or plans for
Muure phases of a program. Also, the credibility and realism

of contractor cost proposals are not always challenged.
S-.Improve the source selection process to

*aep OLan past performance, schedule realism,
Eaell stizaeti plans and coet credibility. De-emphasize the
Lmpflamce of loest proposed cost. Devote more attention to
evaluating contractors, performance during and at the time of
etraot ompletion. Provide award fee contract structure to
eeouwag good performance. This both provides an incentive
fee good performance, and a measure of contractor performance
to be used In future source evaluations. Establish quality
ratings where possible and ensure these past performance ratings
are available for use by source selection personnel.

-m u I ElLinate poor performers, eliminate proposals
that are martaiistically priced, thereby reducing the risk of
buy-ins.

Disadvasntaees May limit competition. Will be difficult to
lelmen. and apply fairly.

ae USD33 modify the source selection directive,
o 45.5 t e ze the objectives stated above. USD31

establish a oOt system for recording, documenting and sharing
m tactor performanco.

Approved:
Idea Weeds More Development:
I Need "ore Information:
Disapprovedt -
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Recommendation 21

* DEELOP AND USE STA4DARD OPERATZ OAL AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Now subsystems and support systems are developed that are
peculiar to specific weapon systems, yet have many performance
features in common with other systems. Use of standard, off-

the-shelf subsystems and/or support systems for same of the long
.\ lead tine items can reduce development time.

Recommendation: Identify and develop standard subsystems
and support systems or their technology (independent of weapon

systems) to meet projected weapon system needs. Support a
program of weapon support R&D to put diagnostic, repair, and
logistic technology on .the shelf.

Advan~es: Earlier deployment with lower risk. Enhanced
supportaility. Reduction in operating costs.

Disadvantages: Standard systems or technology may not be
best m 0ll for Eo weapon system needs. Requires increased
funding to implement. Could be overemphasized.

Action Requireds USDRE working with the Services submits
a proposed program for 71 02 and beyond within six months.

Approved:
Idea Meeds More Developments
I Weed gore Information:
Disapproved:

...
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Recommendation 22

PRO IzDE MePE APPROPRIATE DESIGN TO COST .OALS

Design to Cost (DTC) fee awards are made as a result of
paper analysis. There is little or no tie to actual costs in
production. DTC incentive fees and awards are payable during
and at the conclusion of Full-Scale Development. Award is based
on the forecasted average cost for the production quantity.

Recomendation: Provide appropriate incentives to industry
by associating fee awards to actual costs achieved during the

V 14early production runs.

A vsntases: Ties award to "real" achievement. Makes DTC
meaningful.

D~sadvntages: Changes in program (rates, quantity, in-
flatLin, et.) complicate analysis of results. Longer time
between DTC effort and award payment.

At ieon leauird Insure program managers and contracting
officers develop contract terms and procedures to provide for
the payment of Design to Cost (MTC) awards and incentives based
upon costs actually achieved during early production runs. Base
payments on demonstration that initial costs are on track with
OT!C goal for total forecasted production.

Approved:

Idea Needs More Development:
I Need More Information:
Disapprove:
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Recommenaation 23

ASSURE IMPLEMENTATION OF ACQUISITION PROCESS DECISIONS ,~..

The acquisition process has been studied many times by many

organizations. Most of the recoanendations presented here have been
made before. However, few of these recommendations have been imple-
mented. Congress, GAO, OMB, OFPP, industry, and OSD have continu-
ously criticized the Services for not following DODD 5000.1 and DODI
5000.2. A recent Navy acquisition study reviewed the implementation
status of past acquisition process studies and found that of S0
recurrent recommendations, some progress is perceived to have occur-
red in 29 and almost no progress is perceived to have occurred in
the remainder.

A difficulty with implementing recommendations regarding the
acquisition process is the great number of players involved to make
implementation succeed. This requires persistent, intensive, fol-
low-up effort to make sure that the recommendations really do take
hold. The most common reason for non-implementation is simply that
relentless action on the part of top management is not taken to
insure that recommendations are, indeed, implemented. OSD has, in
the past, focused a great amount of management attention on policy
development and resolution. However, OSD has not monitored imple-
mentation of the policies on a program basis.

Since potential decisions could lead to major changes to the
process and even to DoD organizations and their roles, it will be
difficult for the existing DoD organizations to execute changes
without high level attention by the SecDef and DepSeoDef. Elimina-
tion of the complexity inherent in the current process is masked
unless the many different types of changes are considered in terms
of the aggregate administrative and reporting load generated.

A fundamental determination which is required for each decision
is whether implementation should reflect centralized control under
OSO or decentralization to the Services. In selected areas a uni-
formity of action across Services may be desired.

Recommendation: Ensure that a determined management translates
approved recommendations into implementable direction and fixes
responsibility so that management has visibility of the actions

taken.

Advantages: This plan will not succeed without a well planned,
intensive,3i visibility, relentless implementation phase. With,-
out this effort, this report will degenerate into another study.

Disadvantages: Implementation will require a priority and
V time coaimisit from all levels of management ranging from the

SecDef to the Program Manager for a number of years.

. Action Reuired: a. Assign overall responsibility to USDRE
for mnitoring and tollow-up of all decisions made in this report.

b. USDRE will assign a prime responsibility
% for action on every recommendation and decision in this report. In

general, these assignments have been specified under the "Action
Required" sections; however, in certain cases specific action res-
ponsibilities will be defined in the immediate future.
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c. USOUt should consider ut'lai~ng a workinq

-, .4

.. group cont.aining 030 and Service representastives to a;Sist in imple-
•., ment.ation.

. -"d. USORE should consider utilizinq a number
,'- " " of ceaetive t:echniques to translat:e the intnt of those recommends-
~t~oa8 to all levels. This could include formal training sessions,

onferencesJ, video tped training film.t articles, and policy letters.

ea. Both t.he Soc~tf and the Dep~qecDef must
5".- maintain a personal interest in ensuring t.hat the changes are imple-
-. ,umated, th~at there is contitnuous action to improve the acqruisition

proces, that periodic reviews t.ake place, and that all Services and
" 080 staff be made aware of the Soc~ef priority interest on this

Approveds AZdea Needs More Development,
j . Weed More Information,
.., O~~~Dsapprove4 .---.
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MAJtR ISSUES FOR DECISIOPI

*This section presents for decision the major issues identi-
fied in the Defense Systems Acquisition Review.

A. Issue: WHAT SHOULD BE THE SZCDEP (DSARC) 'DECISIO-M MILESTONES?

The current process provides four discrete Seecfe decision
points. All of the alternatives discussed below retain the
current *milestone" process structure. However, all alterna-
tives either de-emphasize or reduce the number of formal OSD
level milestone reviews and SecDef decisions. Under some
alternatives certain milestone reviews are delegated to the
Service Secretaries. The Secretary of Defense decision author-
ity and acquisition policy responsibilities are maintained and
exercised through the PPSS process and/or by invoking explicit
disapproval of proposed Service program acquisition decisions
at any stage in the cycle. There are four alternatives shown
schematically on page

Alternative One (Page D-11) reduces the current four discrete
SeceDf decision milestones to three (with flexibility for only
two) by altering Milestone Zero.

Milestone Zero SecDef review and decision is accomplished through
the annual Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS).

Although Milestone I is retained, a SecDef decision would qen-
erally be necessary only when a program requires a significant
prototype (Advanced Development) phase. When held, Milestone I
documentation would be reduced.

Milestone I and III reviews would continue to be conducted by
the DSARC with final approval action by the Secef. Any pre-
or post-Milestone III reviews deemed necessary would be held at
the Service level except under unusual circumstances.

- Pro: - Reduced administrative burden.
." - Increased flexibility

- initial development program reviews and
decisions are speeded.

- Con: - may be perceived as a lessininq of Secoef
control.

Alternative Two (Page D-16) reduces the number of formal SecDef
DSARC reviews to Milestones I and III.

milestone 0 would be reviewed by 030 during PP9S an in
Alternative One above.

Milestone I would be delegated to the Service Secretaries.
SecDef authority and oversight is maintained through notifica-
tion of Service decisions with veto/disapproval authority if
necessary.

.'.
820-
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milestones I1 and. III receive a full DSARC review and DSARC approval.

- Prot - Further delegation of program responsibilLtY and
reduction in administrative burden.

- Front-end process is speeded as in Alternative One.

- Cons - Further reduction in SecDef control over acquisi-
tion of major programs at front-end; may restrict
Secoef ability to redirect due to program momentum.

May not be considered proper implementation of
A-109 with regard to Milestone I (A-109 requires
SecDef to retain decision authority at the four

-, Milestone Decisions).

Alternative Three (Page 0-19) reduces the SecDef decision mile-
stones to two, but ensures full SecDef involvement in major program
initiation, and improved program definition for program go-ahead.

* The first decision point, "Requirements Validation: (equivalent

to combination of Zero and One). serves as a full DSARC/SecDef
review and approval of major program initiation including threat,
weapons concept, risk and schedule, readiness, and affordability

* -goals. At this point a specific not-to-exceed dollar threshold
is established which sets the funding to carry the program through
Concept Validation and early Full-Scale Development activity up to
the second decision point, "Full-Scale Development and Production.'

% The goals to be achieved by, and the timing of the second SecDef
decision point are defined at the first decision point.

The Program Go-Ahead, second Secef decision point, occurs some-
what later than Milestone 1X in a "normal* program schedule, and
it is seleted to coincide with Preliminary Design Review. SecDef
retains source veto/disapproval of a Service proposed action and

-U program plans which shall include Full-Scale Development and Pro-

N, duction, the program plan for Test and Evaluation, Support and
Readiness, and the total acquisition strategy.

. The production program review is delegated to the Service Secretary

if there are no major changes to the program approved at the second
decision point by the SecDef.

- Pro: - The administrative burden is reduced by fewer

OSD level reviews.
- The review levels are linked more closely to

major expenditure increases.
- Program commutitment is delayed until program

technical, performance and cost factors are
more accurately determined.

- Provides more efficient transition between
development and production.

- Cons - Same Cons as above; in addition the divergence
from A-109 language is more acute.

- No separate SecDef production decision required.
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Alternative Four (Page D-24) eliminates all SecDef decision
- lestones and delegates total program review responsibility
to the Service Secretaries. The DSARC could be invoked at
SeeDef discretion but generally the Seoef would exercise o-
trol and decision authority on a by-exception veto/disapproval
basis. Milestone Zero would be conducted through the PPBM
process as described earlier.

Pro: - This alternative goes the furthest toward
decentralization and reduction in adiis-
trative burden.

"'Con: SecDef direct control of major acquisitions is
substantially reduced. Perceived violation ofthe intent of A-109 as regards agency head
responsibility.

Action: USDRE revise DoD Directives 5000.1/2 appropriate to
alternative selected.

S,Decision:

-, Current: (Pour SecDef Milestone Decisions)

Alternative 1: (Three SecOef Milestone Decisions)

Alternative 2: (Two Secef Milestone Decisions)

Alternative 3: (Two Sec"ef Milestone Decisions)

Alternative 4: (Zero SecDef Milestone Decisions)

ACQUISITION PROCESS ALTERNATIVES

-, -I.,- - U- !- - _F
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., Problems The Nission Element Need Statement (N=HS, is an
• itena - 00 docment used to support the SeeDer decision at4 Nlestono 0. The N is required by DoD implementation of

iOlNS Circular A-109 (1976) requirements to state needs in terms
of mission and that SeeDer should certify the need. The MENS

, was to be S pages or less. In practice staffing has increased
.5 and detailed justification information often requested by 080
~has contributed directly to perceptions of growth in the
.' front ends of the acqisition cycle. There are 30 M
i current.ly approved.

xAlten~ative One would require submission of the MENS (shortened
or as currently requi red) no later than with the Service PON
thus linking the acquisition anid PPB8 process. SecI~tf approval

~of .4 would be by accepting PONl in the absence of specific
~disapproval.

- Prot - Consistent with reduced SeeDer review options.

- Be~tter integration of acquisition and PPS
i processes as snow starts" wuld be reviewed

in the context of the full SerVice/DoO budget
formulation process.

_- 5 Sacftf decision authority retained, but
~exercised by exception in the budget process.

• . -Cons:- Same reduction in SeeDer visibility and

~influence over preli~minary program plans.

Alterntive Two would eliminate NYUS document *ntiralyt

tiLon already required) would document Milestone 0.

- Pro: - Reduced paperwork, simplified program
documentation.

- Con: - HENS has beio ve n onsiderable v is ity

in Olr~P, on , and GAO, could be viewe as
i.- , . ocircumvention of A-109 tho_ gh M_m not-

sEiSicall required by Ao1.
iAnCt rlaured U(DE revise DoD Directive Sn00 i/DoD

instructon 5000.2 appropriate for alternative selected.

Decision s.
SoesAlternative t n

w o pe l Alternative 2
a1 Need More Information

So e t ich823
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C. Isse:~ SHOULD DSARC HZMZRISHIP RE RZVISED?

Problemas service Secretaries have statutory responsibility for
S Qution Of contractual and financial responsibilities for

their deparqments, yet they are not voting members of the DSAW.
Service Chiefs also have no vote although they will be respon-
sible for developing and operating the systems under consideration.

Alternative One would maintain current membership. (USD32,
Chairman; USD' ASD(C); ASD(MRA&L); ASD(PA&Z): Chairman, JCS;

,,,"plus others in special cases).

- Pro: - Retains USAtC as a SeeDef staff advisory council.

- Cons - Could place the DSARC in a position of recomend-
ing a position that is contradictory to that of
the Service line executive responsible to the
SecoDf without explicitly reflecting the Service
position.

Alternative Two would include the appropriate Service Secretary
or Service Chief as full mebers of DSARC.

- Pros - Provide SecDef with a broader advisory council.
- Reduces adversary nature of current procedure.

- Con: - Reduce the independence of the DSARC as 050
advisor to SecDef.

- Increases the size of the DSARC. *

Action suired: USDR3 revision of DoD Instruction SOOO.2
required.

Decision:

Alternative I
Alternative 2

1 Need More Information "

.
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.. Isstlo WO SHOULD BE TIE DErFENSE ACQUISITI19 EXECUTIVE (DAE)?

Problems Current policy requires that a DA! be designated by
tMe SeeDef to be the principal advisor and staff assistant for
the acquisition of defense systems and equipment. The USDR2 is
dosignated the DAN. However, the scope of the function n-
ampasees pocurement of material to support and sustain the
force. There is continuing co petition between modernization
readiness, maintenance of forces and sustainability. The USDRE
has primary staff responsibility for force modernization efforts
of DoD.

Alternative One would retain USD31 as the DAE.

- Pros - The USDR3 is clearly the OSD excoutive with the
greatest technical knowledge and systems develo-
opment expertise.

- Cons - Primary USD.2 responsibility is developinq
weapon systems as opposed to operating, main-
taining, or supporting the military force.

- The effort to rationalize and fund competing
programs suffers because USDRE could be an
R&D proponent himself.

Alternative Two would designate DepSecDef as DAE.

- Pro: - Improved balance between modernizinq and oper-
ating the force and a more coherent defense
program could result from having DepSecDef
chair both the DR and the DSAfC.

- Con: - Increases the level of Depsoaef involvement in
the acquisition process. USDRE is the 080
technical and system development expert.

Decisions

Alternative I
Alternative 2

I Need More Information

re
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E. Issue: gHAT SHOULD BE THE CRITEPIO FOR SYSTEMS REVIEWED BY
DSARC?

Problem: Currently, there are over 50 major programs designated
for D C review. Although dollar thresholds (currently $LOOM
RDTI or $500 procurement in FY 1980 S) are "quidelJnes, they
are generally the rule of thumb used to select major programs.
Major program designation is derived by subjective judgment based
upon joint Service participation, estimated funding, manpower and
support requirements, risk, politics, and other Secretary of
Defense interests.

Alternative One would continue present system.

- Prot - The current system allows flexibility in
designation, and does not force uncontentious
programs to become major strictly because of
large investment.

- Con: - The largely subjective criteria causes un-
certainty, and may be susceptible to an
arbitrary designation.

Alternative Two increases dollar guidelines for major system
designation to $200M RDTiE and MlB procurement in FY 00 $.

- Pro: - The number of Service DSARCs and OSARC would
be reduced approximately 2S% while still
insuring review of the most expensive majori systems.

- Uncertainty and the opportunity for arbitrary,

unnecessary designation are reduced.

- Con: - Reduces number of major systems of significant
investment not reviewed at Secretary of
Defense level.

Action Reauired: USDRE revise DoD Directive 5000.1/DoD
Snstruction 5900.2 if Alternative Two is adopted.

Decision:

Alternative 1
* Alternative2

I Need More Information

826
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F. Issue: HOW SHOULD TSE DSAAC/PPSS DF.CXS:O4 ss ImTrsRATED?

problem: It has been the perception that a DSAAC endorsement
s 'sequent Socoef approval comits the SecDef/Service to

fund the program as approved. This has led to confusion as to
program status and stability. The DSARC .process reviews single
programs at significant milestones to determine readiness to
proceed to the next phase. It is not feasible in that context
to assess the financing of a major program vis a vie other
Defense requirements. in contrast, the PPSS addresses all
programs within a resource allocation framework without an
in-depth review of technical issues and program structure.
This Odisconnect,* the lack of explicit resource commitment
(including support and manpower) resulting from a successful
DSARC review and subsequent Seef approval, is frequently cited
as a flaw in the acquisition process.

Alternative One continues present practice.

- Pro: - Allows funding decisions during PO[4/budqet
development.

- Con: - Fosters program instabilities when DSARC program
is not supported in PPSS cycle.

- Nay void contract with industry.

Alternative Two resolves the interface problems by providing that

programs reviewed by the DSARC will be accompanied by assurance
that sufficient agreed to resources are in the FY09 and EPA or
am be progrmed to execute the program as recommended. DSARC
review would certify the program ready to proceed to the next
acquisition stage. Affordability in the aggregate would be a
function of the PPlS process.

- Pro: - This would lead to DSARC endorsement of fiscally
executable programs and fosters program
stability through resource comitment.

- Con: - Funding constraints may be set without regard to
teclnical issues.

Alternative Three has the ORD assume the functions of the OSARC.
This also makes DepSecDef the Acquisition Executive.

- Pro: - Decisions made by single bodyr no need to
revisit in another forum.

- Forges 4 closer linkage between the acquisition
process and the PPBS.

-, - Con: - Current DP? membership not optimal for technical
,U program reviews.

827
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Acio 4nRei!9re: Alternative 2--DAZ enforce cuarrent DoD
5MiEIve 5555. affordability policy and TUDRE revise 5000.1
to strengthen policy and eliminate confusion.

Alternative 3--USDRZ revise DoD Directive
5000.1/DoD instruction 5000.2 to reflect changes in role and
membership of D1D.

Decision:

Alternative 1
~. -~Alternative2

Alternative 3_ _

I Need More Information

* a
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G. Issue: PIOGRA MIAGER CONTROL OVEP LO07ZSTZCS AND SUPPORT

Problem: Three programming and budgeting problems are disin-
etives for program manaqers to provide system support and

readiness.

1. Support program and budget requirements are based on
experience related measures (unrelated to readiness) instead
of a system's support requirements and readiness factors.

2. Budget review by appropriation categories. The fielding
of a weapons system involves several appropriations: R&D,
procurement, military construction, operation and maintenance
and military personnel. Normally budget decisions in these
accounts occur without visibility of the impact on individual
system's support or readiness.

3. Budget execution. Some weapon support funds (spares,
>. training, depot) are controlled by Service activities not

responsible to the program manager. Sometimes priorittes do
not match the program manager's and funds are diverted to fund
other requirements.

The Program Manager may not know of or participate in PPBS
decisions which impact on his system's support. Once decisions
are made on his system's support, they may be altered by an-
other activity during budget execution. This is particularly
critical early in FSED as well as during the transition to pro-
duction when large initial support resources are spent. At any
given time, there would be an estimated 15-20 weapons total
involved in transition. Procurement of spares with contracts
separate from the system production contract increases spares
costs.

OPTIONS: Alternatives 2 and 3 below would apply to selected
weapon systems, those nearing production or in early production
(15-20 systems). A two year trial is recommended for the
selected alternative.

Alternative One would continue present management system (use
traditional/experience related measures to review system support
program and budget requirements; review budget by appropriation
categories.

_ - Pro: - go cost of change.

- Con: - risincentives for program manager to provide
system support readiness remain. Budget review
and budget execution problems are not addressed.

- Little program manager input to support budget
execution.

829
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Alternative Two would have Services submit with the POM support
resource requirements and readiness objectives, by weapon system,

*for systems entering/or in early production. Direct OSn to have
a single review of support associated with individual systems.

Pro-

Gives more PPBS visibility of the combined effects of major
support decisions on readiness objectives.

Removes PPIS disincentives by reducing independent budget/
PPNS decisions without visibility of effect on program as a
whole.

Would move in the direction of a more mission oriented budget
decision process.

Con:

-Some extra work for the reviewers.

Alternative Three is the same as two but would additionally de-
velop procedures to give the PM more control of support resources,
funding and execution. Services would develop implementing
approaches to deal with the problems identified on this issue.
The basic option should give the Program Manager a voice in support
resource allocation and budget execution process through in-
creased and centralized resource visibility and coordination by
the PM on changes to his plans.

Pro:

Giving the Program Manager a voice (or coordination) in major
support resource decisions for his program would improve re-
sponsibility.

44,**~ Con:

A moderate step requires procedural changes and may or may not
be effective. More direct control of many resources would un-
balance the overall use of logistic resources by the Service.

ction Req.uired: ASD(MRA&L) letter to Services stating objectives
to iqve more incentives to PM. ASD(MRA&L) would work with the
Services to define and evaluate implementing options. Initial
letter can be prepared within 30 days.

Decision: Alternative 1
Alternative 2-
Alternative 3W

I Need More Information

'A
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.H. B. ISUE:L IMPROVING RELIABILITY AND SUPPORT FOR SHORTENED

r. ACQUISITION CYCLE

(V M In response to serious readiness and reliability prob-
l"os in many of the systems we now operate, there have been
increases in Service and OSD efforts to define reliability and
support objectives and to demonstrate their accomplishment prior
to major production commitamnt. Recent acquisition policies
include this increased emphasis.

The new focus on shortening the development process is poten-
tially In conflict with initiatives to improve reliability and
support. Whereas the fastest acquisition approach involves
Initiating production prior to test of development models, the
highest confidence of achieving reliability and other support
goals in fielded hardware involves iterative design and testing
before high rate production. A balance must be struck on each
program. Many of the serious problems in current systems
result from not striking the correct balance.

lor those systems which are run on a fast track, there are re-
quLrements for additional early funding to design in reliability
and support characteristics - including the need to pay this
price in parallel or competing developments. Additional in-house
talent mst be brought to bear, and industry incentives need to
be applied to avoid previously experienced support problems.

Because of the relative priority of reliability and support
efforts compared to performance objectives, and the current
shortage of in-house talent to address these problems, specific
top management attention, priority and stress on support re-
sources Is needed.

Alternative One modifies the current acquisition procedures to
require a specific early decision (circa Milestone I on many
programs) on the approach. additional resources and incentives
which will be used to balance the risks in the reliability and
support area on each program. The vehicle for decision can be
an acquisition strategy prepared by the Program Manager. This
should include an option which goes as far as possible in extra
efforts (design, parallel testing, contractual) to increase the
likelihood of achievement of support objectives on concurrent• program.

- Prot - Early Aecision on degree of concurrency sets in
motion long lead steps to reduce support risks.

- Results in conscious decision to balance all the
objectives in the light of Service and DoD
priorities.

- Gets additional early resource needs considered.
- Provides clear support objectives to PtM.

TV
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-_Coa: - Will require more up-front funds. will be
viewed by some as addressing support too early.

- Additional responsibility for PH (but the
clear decisions may be helpful).

Alternative Two shifts more of the focus to fixing reliability
and support problems experienced in fielding the system by
subeequent redesign of production hardware and incorporation of
fixes. Rely more on interim contractor support while preblems
are being fixed.

- Pro: - Easier to do.
- Let& es program manager freer to make the

trade-offs without Service involvement.

- Con: - Requires more funds to fix later. Hstorically
difficult to get funds for major fixes. Less
likelihood of avoiding support problems.

- Congress will criticise the early fielding
• ".problem.

Actign Retjuired (If Alternative One is selected): USDRE issue
guidance adding early assessment of support options to the
current procedures. This could be part of a decision on over-
all acquisition strategy. Additionally request the Services
to revise and develop support related planning guidelines.

Alternative 1
Alternative 2

I Need More Information
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APPENDIX G

ODSD MEMORANDUM, GUIDANCE ON THE
ACQUISITION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 8 JUNE 1983

THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20308

8JUN 1983

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF ST&FF
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTORS OF DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Guidance on the Acquisition Improvement Program (AIP)

Approximately two years ago we initiated the AIP as a

concentrated, high-level effort to solve long-standing problems
in the acquisition process. The original 32 AIP initiatives

. have clearly indicated to us various means of shortening the
Sacquisition process, increasing readiness, providing cost

savings, and strengthening the industrial base. Attached is a
report from the AIP Steering Group reflecting the consensus on
the progress we have made in implementing this management
endeavor (Attachment A). This report provides a detailed status
of each of the 32 AIP initiatives, describes specific actions
that remain to be taken and recommends six major areas for my
personal emphasis. The report notes that 13 of the initiatives
have been implemented and require only periodic monitoring.
Nine of the initiatives show varying degrees of progress but
require further implementing action by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD) and Service staffs, whom I charge
with the responsibility of completing the specific actions
called for in the report. The implementation objectives from
the second year-end report are summarized in Attachment B.

I approve the recommendations in the report and plan to
concentrate personally on improving the followinq six major
areas: (1) Program Stability, (2) Multiyear Procurement,
(3) Economic (Stable) Production Rates, (4) Realistic Budqetinq,
(5) Improved Readiness and Support, and (6) Encouraging Compe-
tition. These areas of emphasis offer both the greatest
management challenges and the highest potential payoff. I am
aware of the intractability of some of the problems they are

designed to solve. Collectively, we need continuous high-level
. concentration to give fresh impetus to them through definitive

management actions.

S". , 833
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In order to emphasize my personal interest in the AIP, I
have asked Sol Love to join my immediate staff to be my key

* representative for the AIP and to provide oversight to ensure
implementation of these acquisition initiatives.

I am establishing high-level working groups from OSD and
the Services for each of these six areas. These working
groups will be chaired by representatives from the cognizant
OSD offices and will identify specific milestones and plans of
action within 45 days of the date of this memorandum. I would
like the Services and OSO offices to nominate their members to
Sol Love within seven days and would hope that there is some
continuity in the AIP Steering Group representatives. I
expect the working groups to report periodically on imple-
menting these six AIP areas of emphasis.

I would also like the Joint Logistics Commanders to
continue their fine efforts in implementing the entire package
of acquisition initiatives in the buying commands and to
report periodically to me on implementation progress with the
primary focus on the six areas of emphasis.

Attachment
a/s
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ACQUISITIoN IMPROVEME~NT PROGRAM (AIP)

SECOND YEAR-END REPORT

May 18 1983

-- '! ; _.

CHAIRMAN
AlP STEERING GROUP
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Initiative No. 1: Accuisition Manaxement Princiyles

The management principles include: improving long-range planning; delegating
responsibility, authority, and accountability; emphasizing low-risk,
evolutionary technolog; achieving more economical production rates; budgeting
realistically; improving readiness and sustainability; strengthening the
industrial base; and improving relations with industry.

STATUS

This initiative has been essentially completed, but continued monitoring is
required.

o This is an umbrella initiative summarizing the key thrusts of the Acquisition
Improvement Program. These principles have been institutionalized in DoD and
Service documents, and are currently in practice.

o DODD 5000.1, reissued in 1982 March, stresses the importance of the
mnagement principles.

0 Many of the principles such as readiness, realistic budgeting, and economical
production rates are, of course, covered by specific initiatives. Others,
such as delegation of authority, responsibility, and accountability within
the Services require continuous management attention.

o The Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) includes these principles in
its courses.

o DSMC and the Services are examining incentives for program managers and other
acquisition personnel to ensure that the right motivators are in place to
achieve desired results.

o The planning process has been changed to incorporate a major DRI review of
policy and options prior to Issuing defense guidance.

o An Indirect Cost Monitoring Office (ICHO) has been established in OUSDRE(AM)
to monitor contractor overhead costs.

o A Contract Administration Directorate in OUSDRE(AM) has been established to-
ensure consistent and improved contract administration policy throughout DoD.

o An Industrial Productivity Directorate has been established in OUSDRE(AM) .to
act as a focal point and proponent for a broad range of issues fostering
increased productivity of defense contractors.

o DoD is working with the Office of Federal Procurement Policy to implement
Z-ecutive Order 12352. DoD chairs 3 of the 4 interagency task forces that
are developing model charters to enhance procurement efficiencies for the

. -. entire Federal government.

* >'-"o DoD, GSA, and NASA are developing a single simplified federal acquisition
*- ... regulation (FAR) that will be used by all Federal agencies. It will have an

effective implementation date of 1 April 1984.

sr~ RECOMMENDED ACTION

0 Continued monitoring by OSD and the Services.

8-6
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Initiative No. 2: Pro-Planned Product Imnrovement (P-11)

This initiative is designed to ensure an evolutionary, lower-ri~k approach to
weapon system design in order to reduce unit costs and decrease the time neededto field now equipment.

STATUS

9 Further staff action is required.

o A DOD-wide P31 implementation plan was signed by the DEPSECD&F and issued In
July 1981. It contained-application criteria and requid PI focal points
to be appointed in the three Services. The focal points are: Army - DCSRDA,
Navy - NkYMAT, Air Force - AFRDZ.

a DODD 5000.1 us revised to require that P3l be considered tar each new system
and that product improvement of an existing System be considered as an
alternative to a new development. Procedures for this were included in DODI
5000.2.

. T Fr81-89 Defense Guidance rected the Services to identity significant
P I efforts. As a result of P I emphasis, 26 systems (8 Army, 8 Navy, 6 Air
force, and 4 Joint Navy/Air Force programs) were highlighted. Resources have
been applied to higher priority P"I efforts. For example, in the JVX program
an existing engine will be adapted for the basic program. Simultaneously,
development of a more capable, modern technology engine will begin. Other
wxmples are the 120am gun for the H-? tank, incorporation of VLSI in the
ASJP, and incorporation of VHSIC in JTDS.

o P3 l is actively addressed in all DSARC's and an increasing number o Service
3ARC's. USDU and the Servioes are examining the 15 FY83 and 10 FY84 now

Sstarts for P Icontent. Such programs would build growth potential into the
design for later incorporation of required evolutionary characteristics.

a Philosophical bias continues to impede full implementation. DOD, andepecially industry, generally prefer selection of new high-technology
systmOf great capability as opposed to modest improvements in existing
systems, or new system of more limited capability that can be Ipgraded
later. Implementation is also hindered because providing for P Itfrequently-entails greater front-end cost and possible performance penalties.

JE UcCONDED ACMOK

o Continue the DOD review o P33 in the FT 1985-89 PO process focusing
particularly on FT 1985 neW starts.

o Continue to consider P3 1 approaches at DSARC Milestones.

"' a USDRE should review P3l Content in the FY 1983 and FY 1984 new starts.

a a The Services and ASD(C) should ensure adequate front-end funding for P3r
programs.

837
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Initiative No. 3: Multivear Procurement

This initiative is designed to reduce the cost of mature, lo-risk weapon
* programs already in production by funding economical lot buys instead at small,

piecemeal, annual buys.

STATUS

3sgniicant progreas has beew mde; however, this initiative should receive
DIPSECDEF emphasis because of its high potential for coat Savings.

a Expanded use of multiyear procurement (MV) on major weapon systemwas
approved in the F82 Authorization Act.

o Congress approved 8 initiatives in F782 fa r a proJected savings a $.83 (7-16
airframe, TRC-170 radio, C-2 airframe, BLACKNAWK airframe, ALQ-136 Jaer,
SM-i rocket motor, M-1 fire control, and NASTAR).

a Congress has approved 5 (1eeM, BACeoAeK engine, g i0, NATO Sea Sparrow, MC-
416 torpedo) of the 12 Proposed FY83 iotiyear candidates (estimated savings:
$1B). In addition, the D P program will be resubmitted In yt83.

a Six now M3 candidates far mltiyear were proposed in the F784 budget (AH-64
engine, C-7D mod, M-60 tank thermal sight, Bradley Fighting Vehicle
components, /a-18 engines, B-19 airframe and mar subsystems). Estimated
savings: $1.53.

o Eight !F84 candidates tor multiyear are proposed ( D41, 111-30 target, SSQ-

62 sonobuoy, TSB-16 towed array, MK1-45 gun mount, P-15, A£/TSQ-11
commuioations modal control element, KC-135 re-engining). Estimated
savings: $1.1B.

a DLA and Services have been using the KP technique an many smaller programs -

in the aggregate savings ae substantial (in excess of $200M).

o In December 1982 OSD reaffirmed Its MIP funding policy to fund economic order
quantities to the limit of termination liability, but retained flexibility to

allow other funding approaches on a case-by-case basis.

a T 1983 CRA restriationa have increased the reporting burden on DOD and
delayed new aultiyear starts.

- prior notification required on all EOQ purchases
- reporting required on all programs with cancellation ceiling greater than

$20M (c.f. to $100M in FY82 authorization act)
- all major system MP candidates required to be specifically provided in

authorization bill.

o There is the continuing perception that funds for MYP up-front costs Will
.1. ame at the expense of other anoual-buy programs.

RECOlMfNDED ACTION

a This initiative requires continuing DEPSECDEF emphasis.
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o USDRE and ASD(C) should work to convince the Congress to repeal the
liaitations on miltiyear procurement in the F! 1983 Appropriations Act.

o OSD should continue to provide up-front TOA.

o DOD should conticue to emphasize existing lM , consider additional candidates
for 34!, and also analyze the HYP cost benefits available in smaller dollar
value program.

o The Services and OSD should collect data on actual savings already
experienced.
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Initiative No. 14: Pro9ram Stab ility

This initiative is designed to increase the stability of weapon system
acquisition by adequately .funding R&D and procurement in order to maintain t.
established baseline schedule and reduce cost growth.

Further high-level effort is needed to assure full implementation.

. A stable programs list has been developed. It consists of multiyear programs
already approved by Congress for FPY82 and FM83, and includes the new program

* '-*proposed for multiyear as additional FY83 and FYBJ candidates. There are 27
programs in all.

o Review of major system new starts is now part of the PO review process, and
will focus on out-year affordability before new programs are approved. So
far, decisions have not been made on this basis.

o Major system new starts receive insufficient management attention because the
budget year costs are modest compared to the typical multi-billion dollar
decisions reviewed by the DRB. For example, the FY 1984 cost of the approved
FY 1984 new starts is only $177M, whereas estimated total program cost is

.~II.4'.$64B8.

o OD continues to approve all new starts submitted in the POM cycle. Although
*- the near-ter impact on the budget is slight, these programs will cause a

worsening affordability problem in the outyears of the M DP and the EPA.
Once a program is initiated, advocates develop in industry, DOD, and the
Congress and make it difficult to kill less effective, lower-priority
programs.

o Turbulence created by Congressional across-the-board procurement cuts

continues to be a problem. The December 1982 CRA affected 280 programs and
we a major setback to our progress in program stability.

o A last minute reduction of the FT 1984 DOD topline by $11.3B created
additional instability.

o Congressional action thus far in FT 1984 does not bode well for stability.

REcOMENDED ACTIONS

o This initiative requires DEPSECDEF emphasis.

o The Services and the DRB should implement the Defense Guidance instructions
on terminating lower-priority programs, when necessary, in order to fund and
keep stable high-priority programs.

o The Services and OSD staff should prepare cost estimates for all FY 1985
major system new starts, and a special DSARC or DRB should be convened in

.' aid-July 1983 to review all FT 1985 new starts.
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o The Services and OSD must continue to assure that DSARC and PP8S reviews
enforoe DOD affordability policy (promalgated in DODD 5000.1).

a In respose to the Defense Guidance, a study on improved planning for program
stability should be undertaken.

o An attempt should be made to convino Congress of the need for greater
program stability.

o DEPS3CDF should appoint a small, high-level OS,-Service team to identify
marginal programs to be used as offsets during the POM review cycle in order
to preclude offsets being taken from program stretchouts.

.84
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Initiative No. 5: Ca21tal Investment

This initiative encourages Lanrough a variety of mechanisms capital investment by
DoD contractors to increase their productivity.

STATUS

Implementation is on track, but further staff action is required.

o A USDRE umeorandui to the Services dated 20 December 1982 encourages use of
Cost Accounting Standard 409.50(e)(5) to permit advance agreement on shorter
capital equipment life for depreciation purposes.

o A test of the Industrial Modernization Incentives Program (IMI?), designed to
encourage contractor capital investment was authorized by DEPSECDEF on 2 Nov
1982. The contract incentives being tested include shared savings rewards
and contractor investment protection, and are aimed at motivating industry to
make productivity enhancing investments.

o Flexible progress payment procedures and increased progress payment rates
have been implemented through USDRE(kM) letter dated 28 August 1981, and are

*-incorporated in DAR E-530. Expedited paying cycle is required by OB
Circular A-125. The USDRE(AM) and USD(C) policy letters implementing this
circular require specified due dates in contracts and mandate that bills not
be paid earlier or later than the due date.

o The DAR Pricing Subcommittee is COmpleting its work on revising the Economic
Price Adjustment coverage.

o Negotiation of profit levels commensurate with risk is required by USDRE(AM)
memorandum dated 19 June 1981.

o Program funding for the manufacturing te,.hnology program for FY 1984-88 has
been doubled over that of FY 1979-83. A scope of work for a manufacturing
technology information analysis center has been prepared. Work on a tri-
service manufacturing technology data base is underway. A draft of DODI
1200.15 "Manufacturing Technology Program" has been through one formal
review, and is being refined based upon the comments received.

o DOD Authorization Act of 1982, signed 1 Dec 1982, repealed the excess profit

provisions of the 1934 Vinson-Trsmel Act.

.,COgENDED ACTION

*' o OSD and the Services should cont;In',e to actively encourage and support the
test of the Industrial Modern t..,,,n lncentives Program which is underway.
USDRE should report progress on the program to the DEPSECDEF quarterly.
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o DoD Contract Finance CoMittee should continue its work on milestone billings
by drafting a DAR case and submitting it to the DAR Council. The DAR Council
should publish the material after receipt from the Contract Finance
Committee.

Oo The DAR Council Contract Administration Subcomittee and Pricing Subcomttee
should continue efforts to revise DAR coverage on the expedited paying cycle

*. to implement USDRE(A) policy direction of 4 January 1983 and ASD(C) policy
S.*. director of 1 February 1983, and forward it to the DAR Council for approval

and publication.

'o The DAB Council's Pricing Subomittee should complete its work on Economic
Price Adjustment coverage by Hay 1983.

o The DAR Council should review and implement the revised Economic Price
Adjustment coverage by 31 December 1983.

0 USDRE(AM) should take the lead in establishing a trL-Service manufacturing
technology data base by June 1984.

o USDRE(A1) should revise and publish DODI 4200.15 by December 1983.

s- Nl A
EODates listed may be slipped due to the DAR Council's dedicated involvement in

the executive review of and transition to use of the Federal Acquisition
Regulation, effective date 1 April 19814 as mandated by the President's Executive
Order #12352.
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Initiative No. 6: Budget to Most Likely Cost

This initiative is designed to achieve realistic defense acquisition budgets,
reduce apparent cost growth in weapon systems, and achieve greater program
stability.

STATUS

Further high-level effort is needed to assure full implementation.

o Program managers are now required to consider independent cost estimates in
developing their budget estimates and to justify use of an estimate lower
than the independent estimate.

o Service Secretaries are required to provide an explanation of any decision
leading to a choice of a budget based on the lowest estimate (independent or

* program manager's), and to provide plans for ensuring the lower budget is
met.

. o Ten programs (F-15, AIM-54C, F-16, LHD-l, AV-8B, Bradley IFV, Pershing II,
NAVSTLR, DIVAD, arnd MRAAM) were selected by OSD for special review and
evaluation of independent cost estimates in 1982.

o For 1983, independent cost estimates for the budget review will be expanded
to 25 programs (ALlT, DDG-51, AV-B, Trident D-5, Tomahawk, MK-48 ADCAP, NGT,
Combat IFF, Lantirn, C-5B, ALCM, Maverick, OTH-B, AWLAAM, MCLSTAR, CBU-87,
MCS, Sinegars, DSWS, Stinger, MMRS, Pershing II, Abrams tank, AFATDS).

o Significant funds (greater than $2B) were added to the FY 1984 budget to
reflect CAZG estimates on the F-15, F-16, F-18, UH-60, and AMRAAM programs.

o Implementation has been hindered by: program instability resulting from DOD
.decisions and Congressional direction; changing threat or new technology that
requires system changes; and, optimistic cost projections on the part of
sponsoring acquisition organizations.

RECOINEM ACTION

" This initiative should become part of *Realistic Budgeting" for continuing
DEPSECDEF ephsis.

" Continue the requirement to submit independent cost estimates with Service
POM's for selected programs.

"I
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4".. Initiative No. 7: Economic Production Rates
V%*%*..*

This initiative involves buying weapon systems at a rate that assures economical

production and reduces unit cost.

STATUS

Further high-level effort is needed to assure full implementation.

o A concerted effort was made in conjunction with the FY83 budget submittal to
accelerate to more economical production rates (EPRs). Eighteen programs
were increased above the Carter FYDP at an estimated savings of $2.3B.
(Estimated savings are calculated by comparing the unit cost of each program
at its previous rates to the cost of the same number of items procured at the
higher rates.)

0 In addition to the savings, higher production rates result in delivering more
materiel to the field.

O By virtue of the FY84 budget submittal, the $2.3B savings is now estimated to
be $2.6B despite a tighter budget projection in the out-years. The T-34C and
a number of army amunition lines were accelerated, however, 2 of last year's
program dropped from the list (the 3H-60B LAMPS and the AN/BQQ5 Sonar).

o In the FY 1984 budget process, however, 30 out of a total of 53 major
progarms were stretched. Reasons for stretches include technical problems,
the need to match FT 1983 Congressional reductions, fiscal constraints, and
Ntoo manyw programs. This is true even though nine were restored to more
efficient production rates during the Program Budget Decision process.

o To further promote the capability to achieve EPR8, greater emphasis is being
placed on obtaining a producible design during engineering development,
thereby easing the transition to production. Increased or greater
consideration will be given to contractors' production capability and
proposed producibility efforts in making source selections.

'I 3EC0OfNED ACTION

o This initiative requires continuing DEPSECDEF emphasis.

0 DoD should continue to examine the stability and economy of production rat,*S

in the PPBS.

o DEPSECDEF should direct termination of lower-priority programs identifLed for
the DOB during the POM review process, if necessary to fund fully the
remaining higher-priority programs. If this is not done, the task will be
left to the Congress, with results (stretchouts) similar to last year.

o DoD should facilitate the transition to production by concentrating on
40 Producibility Engineering and Planning (PEP). DSARC reviews should insure

that proper planning and funding is included in development efforts to
achieve a producible product.
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Initiative No. 8: Appropriate Contract Type

This initiative balances program needs and Cost savings with a realistic
assessment of contractor and government risk by insuring the use of the
appropriate contract type.

Implementation has been essentially completed.

o SECDEF letters have been issued emphaZzing selection of appropriate contract
.*. .. type to ensure equitable distribution of risk between the government and the

contractor.

o Caution is being exercised not to use firm fixed-price contracts to project a
degree of confidence and certainty that may be unwarranted (e.g., in R&D
efforts). Reliance on a specific type of contract (i.e., fixed-price) does
not lessen the need for effective program management. Normally, a cost
reimbursable type contract is appropriate for R&D; and a fixed-price type
contract for production. Fixed-price incentive contracts are usually needed
for early production, with firm fixed-price contracts more appropriate for
follow-on production.

a For lead Ships of a Class which involve significant developmental or cost
risk, the use of a coat type contract is appropriate. Fixed price incentive
contracts are generally the most appropriate contract type for follow ships;
however, the unique circumstances of individual procurements require that
eoh decision be made on a case-by-case basis. For mnature shipbuilding
programs fixed-price incentive Contracts utiliZing share lines that place
primary emphasis on cost and schedule with motivations for contractor
performance above target cost at least as great as those below target cost
are considered appropriate.

R3MWAMDED ACTION

o The DSARC should continue to monitor the appropriateness of contract types at
its milestone reviews.
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Initiative No. 9: System Support and Readine.
This initiative involves establishing readiness objectives for each weapons

-/ development program and then designing in reliability and maintainability.

STATUS

Further high-level effort is required to assure full implementation.

o Readiness goals are now part of the design objectives for new systems
established at Milestone I.

o Applicable Directives and Instructions (5000.1, 5000.2) have been revised and

5000.39 is in revision to increase the priority of support and readiness in
acquisition programs.

o Implementation of this initiative is reviewed in the DSARC process. Recent
changes were made in the following DSARC major programs: ASW-SOW, Divad, AH-
64, GLCM, LAMPS MK III, ASPJ, Patriot, and M-1 tank to improve readiness and
support.

o This initiative ts being restructured to include key aspects of initiatives
12, 16, 30, and 31. This will allow us to address readiness objectives,
management approach, contractor incentives, front-end test hardware funding,
and adequacy of planned support in an orchestrated fashion.

a Cost and schedule pressures continue to dominate the structure and
acquisition strategy of Most programs. Too little manasement attention and
resources are devoted to structuring the early design and test sequences for
achieving R&M and readiness objectives and implementing the most efficient
support strategy.

o More work is needed in applying existing analytical tools to relate design

and resource decisions to readiness, and to assess the readiness implications
of test results.

o Institute for Defense Analysis and Defense Science Board major projects are
underway to improve the understanding of what is needed to develop and
produce reliable systems.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

o Include initiatives 12, 16, 30, and 31 along with this initiative for
continuing DEPSECDEF emphasis under the readiness and support area..

o The DSARC, at each review, should address readiness objectives and management
approach, contractor incentives, front-end test articles and funding, and
adequacy of planned support.

o MRA&L should periodically assess the Services' progress in applying this
initiative to weapon systems by considering R&M success, weapon support
implementation, and projected readiness improvement over contemporary
systems.
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o ASD(C) and MRA&L should implement an improved PPBS capability to better
estimate logistic resource requirements, track resources for specific

A-> weapons, and monitor execution.

o RA&L should monitor Service achievement of m jor advances in the status of
improved techniques for readiness modeling, support cost estimating, and
application of contractor incentives.

o More Service advocacy is needed; increased front-end attention and funding
should be emphasized.

o Greater attention should be paid to review of T&E of support equipment in the
Service SARC and the DSARC process.

a Contracts should provide for payment of incentive awards based on attainment
-. of readiness and supportability goals and thresholds, provided there is some

assurance that subsequent changes in engineering development prototypes or
production systems will not decrease supportability and reliability.

J-'
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"- Initiative No. 10: Reduced Admin&irative COsts

This initiative reduces the administrative cost and time for procuring items by
r aising the dollar limit on purchase order Contracts and cutting unneeded
paperwork.

.3TATUS

-i Implementation has been essentially completed.

" o Threshold authority to negotiate small purchases was raised from $10K to
• .$25K.

- o Contractor certificate of cost and pricing data threshold was raised from
$100K to $500K.

o Approval for secretarial signature of R&D determination and findings (D&F5)
as raised from $100K to $5M.

o The Air Force is testing a process to simplify and reduce paperwork for
contracts of less than $5009. This process is complicated by the many
statutorily required contract clauses.

ROlMfDED ACTION

o Action on the original Initiative No. 10 has been essentially completed. A
new action item has been initiated to develop a simplified contract format
for purchases above the small purchase threshold and under $500K. The Air
Force will prepare a final report on this new effort by December 1983.

•
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Initiative No. 11: Technological Risk Funding

This initiative provides for evaluating, quantifying, and budgeting for
technological risk.

STATUS

The specific action to develop procedures to budget for technological risk has
been implemented by the Services, and this initiative is now considered

" --- completed. Continuing action to implement risk funding will be taken under the
D-PSECDEF "Realistic Budgeting" area of emphasis.

o The Army and Navy (NAVAIR) have implemented a program known as Total Risk
Assessing Cost istimating (TRACE) to improve their budgeting for
technological/program risk. The TRACE program quantifies risk and includes
funds in the budget to cover the estimated cost associated with the risk.
The risk funds are held at the service headquarters or at command level and
distributed to the program manager as needed.

o The Air Force uses techniques similar to the Army's for quantifying risk.
However, the Air Force funding for risk is held at the program manager's
level.

o The Army and Navy have identified $86.5M in FY84 for this purpose.

0 Removal of identified risk dollars during the OSD and Congressional budget
review process is a continuing problem.

RECOMENDED ACTION

o Risk funding should remain part of "Realistic Budgeting" for continuing
DEPSECDEF emphasis.

o OSD and the Services should work with the Congressional authorization and
appropriation committees to improve Congressional acceptance of risk budget
requests. This is an action under "Realistic Budgeting."
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Initiative No. 12: Test Hardware Funding

This initiative requires that adequate test hardware be obtained to reduce
overall schedule time and risks.

STATUS

Further high-level effort under the Readiness and Support is needed to assure
full implementation.

o DEPSECDEF policy memos, dated 6 March 1982 require priority for front-end
funding of test hardware.

o Services have instituted procedures to review this provision in their test
planning and in POH/budget preparation.

o Implementation is being monitored in DSARC reviews and through approval of
T&E Master Plans (e.g., DSARC directed additional test hardware for Army
Helicopter Improvement Program and ASW Standoff Weapon).

o DoD attitudes about test and evaluation (T&E) continue to be an impediment.
Many people involved in the acquisition process take for granted that weapon
systems will work as advertised and regard T&E as a wicket to be passed,
rather than a tool in the acquisition process. Some program managers may be
overly optimistic about their ability to solve technical problems when faced
with poor weapon system test results.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

o This initiative should be included with the Readiness and Support area for
continuing DEPSECDEF emphasis. It is recognized that this initiative is
broader than readiness and support hardware; however, when test assets are
inadequate, the support parameters are usually the ones not tested.

o USDRE should be alert at DSARC reviews to the need to increase test hardware.

o D,DT&E should include this initiative in a revised version of DODD 5000.3, to

be completed by December 1983.
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Initiative No. 13: Acauisition Legislation

-,- This initiative calls for a review of aoquisition-related laws and regulations
to identify and change those which are an unnecessary burden on the DOD

-. acquisition process.

STATUS

OD has forwarded its recomendations to OMB and the Department o Labor, and is

awaiting action.

o A few ex-mples of these recomendations include:

- Amending 13 statutory thresholds to $25K to align these with small
4.' purchase negotiation authority and permit use of simplified small purchase

--procedures.

K' - Amending the Armed Service procurement act to authorize negotiation for
"seoond sourcing.

- Amending Walsh-Healy Public Contract Act - contract work hours and safety
standards act to permit a 4-day, 40 hour week without premium overtime
compensation.

R----D DE ACTION

o DUSD(AM) should continue to review the status of these legislative
initiatives.

o DUSD(NAM) should review the overall DoD acquisition process to determine if
additional legislative initiatives are needed..,

o ODUSDRE(AM) and OGC should monitor legislative initiatives which would retard
or impede implementation of the acquisition initiatives (i.e., dollar
thresholds for certification and audit, multiyear procurement, synopsizing,
etc.) to ensure timely and appropriate DoD coment.
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Initiative No. 14: Reduced Number of DoD Directives and Eliminate-Non Cost-
gffective Contract Reauirements

This initiative requires a reduction in the number of DoD acquisition directives
and the amount of contract documentation, and non cost-effective contract
requirements..

STATUS

Progress is being made, but more staff action is required.

a An OSD, Tri-Service, NSIA/AIA group completed a review of 132 acquisition-
related DOD Directives. These reviews resulted in recommendations to cancel
a total of 31 DOD acquisition-related directives (23% of the directives
reviewed). Ten directives have been deleted thus far (DODD's 4105.55,
5230.3, 5230.4, DODIs 2140.1, 4105.65, 4500.41, 5000.22, 5000.32, 5100.38,
7720.16). Target dates are being identified for deletion of the remaining
directives.

o Focus is now being placed on reduction of contract documentation and non
cost effective contract requirements. In January 1983, the USDRE requested
that the Joint Logistics Comanders (JLC) select a major system in each
Military Department as the basis for a detailed review to identify excessive
data and managemnt reporting. Industry input Was also sought. The Defense
Systems Management College (DSMC) will Consolidate results of these reviews
and provide recommendations to DUSDRE(AM) by 31 July 1983.

o While a forceful review is being made of existing directives and several have
been identified for Cancellation, strong follow-up action is required to
ensure that these directives are in fact eliminated. Additionally, a
thorough requirement is needed to reduce the flow of new directives. For
every problem and infraction, there is a tendency to see the need for another
directive rather than to seek a solution to the individual problem at hand.

RECOMMNDmED ACTION

o DUSDRE(AM) will report to DEPSECDEF on the status of directives recommended
for cancellation and on the status of efforts to reduce non cost-
effective contract requirements by 30 June 1983.

o The Defense Systems Management College will report to the DUSDRE(AM) by 31
July 1983 on the JLC-industry study of contract documentation and non cost-
effective contract requirements.

o DUSDRE(AM) will develop, in conjunction with the Military Departments, an
action plan for implementing the JLC/DSMC recommendations by 30 September
1983.

o DUSDRE(AM) will present to DEPSECDEF by 31 December 1983 progress attained on
implementing plans to reduce contract documentation and other non cost-

effective contractual requirements..
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Initiative No. 15: Funding Flexibility

This initiative involves obtaining legislative authority to transfer funds trm
procurement to PAD for an individual weapon system without the prior approval o

4. "i Congress.

STATUS

Progress has been made, but further staff action is required.

a The efforts of ASD(C) to obtain an increase in reprogrammin authority has
resulted In the Congress agreeing to Increase the reprogramming threshold for
R&D programs from $2M to $14M, and the threshold for procurement and military
personnel from $5K to $10M. These increases, approved in December 1981, will
allow minor changes to program budgets with reduced administrative effort.

a Etforts are ongoing to establish procedures tor DOD approval ot the transfer
of funds in a given fiscal year from procurement to RDT&E tor an Individual
weapon system when the SECDEF determines that it is in the national interest
to do so. Approval of these procedures by Congress is dependent upon the
Services providing valid examples of program efficiencies and cost savings
which would justify the additional transfer authority.

RECOMMIID ACTION,

o The Services should develop specific examples by 30 June 1983 of program
efficiencies and cost savings that might be achieved through additional
transfer authority and work with ASD(C) to obtain Congressional approval for
transfer authority between the R&D and procurement accounts o weapon
systems.
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Initiative No. 16: Contractor Incentives for Reliability and Support

This initiative requires that incentives be developed to encourage contractors
to improve reliability and support.

STATUS

• .Further high-level effort under the Readiness and Support area is needed to
assure full implementation.

o USDRE guidance was promulgated in August 1981 and policy changes included in
revised DODD 5000.39 now in final coordination.

o Services have evaluated their experience with source selection criteria,
contract incentives, award fee, etc. The Air Force has established an
analysis center for lessons learned which serves as a source of expertise.

0 MRA&L and the Services have developed guidelines on front-end logistic
support analysis. Recent DSARC guidance on AHIP, ASPJ, Divad, and IR
Maverick has put increased emphasis on use of contractor incentives.

o Incentive approaches are difficult to structure and usually add complexity to
the contracting process. There has been little technical analysis of the
type of incentives that will work best in a given acquisition situation.0Each Service has identified a shortage of qualified personnel in this area.

o Some incentives may require the contractor to perform maintenance in the
field, or in place of Service depots. The Services generally do not favor
such arrangements.

RECO#CNDED ACTION

o This initiative should be included with the Readiness and Support area for
continuing DEPSECDEF emphasis.

* The DSARC should continue to closely monitor progress on this initiative.

o USDRE should review the Air Force's experience with the Product Performance
Agreement Center and consider expanding it to a joint-Service center.
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Initiative No. 17: Decreased DSARC Data

This initiative requires that DARC briefing and data requirements be reduced.

STATUS

Implementation has been essentially completed.

a ajor reductions in the amount of documentation are being made via DODI
5000.2. Paperwork has been out roughly in half: 5 page MENS replaced by 3
page JMSS, Milestone Reference File eliminted, 60 page Integrated Program

Summary (IPS) eliminated at Milestone I, and out to 30 pages at Milestone II.

o Arguments persist regarding the need for certain data, such as
cost-effectiveness analyses, at all DSARC milestones. In certain cases these

data will be essential to defend the need for the program in question,
particularly if a Nunn/McCurdy unit-ost threshold is breached and a SECDEF

certification is required. When such analyses are not required, came must be
taken to assure that resources are not wasted on them.

RECOMENDED ACTION

o The Defense Acquisition Executive (DAZ) should monitor the Services'
implementation of DODD 5000.1 and DODI 5000.2, as well as the reasonableness
of OSD staff requests for data.

o DAE and the Services should monitor the number of briefings that program

t-nagers are required to give in preparation for a DSARC.

o DAB should review the need for cost-effectiveness and other analyses required

for DSARC milestones to assure that only essential analyses are performed.
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'a Initiative No. 18: Budgeting for Inflation

This initiative requires that weapon system budgets be prepared using realistic

forecasts of Inflation.

STATUS

o The specific action to use realistic inflation indices for weapon systems has

been accomplished, and this Initiative is considered complete. Continuing
action to ensure that the inflation indices used in future budgets are as

, accurate as possible will be taken under the DEPSECDEF "Realistic Budgeting"
area of emphasis.

o Prior to FY83 DOD budget used estimates based on GNP deflator.

o Impact of Inflation is more severe on DOD than other Federal agencies (highly
skilled labor, high technology, and wide use of scarce aterials).

o DOD has obtained approval to use special inflation indices for defense

commodities developed by Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis:

- Indices based on cost histories of weapons and higher inflation
experienced.

- Both FY83 budget and FY84 budget requests, as well as recent SARS, use
" these more realistic inflation Indices.

RECOMMENDD ACTION

o Action to track inflation budgeting should remain part of "Realistic
Budgetingm for continuing DEPSECDEF emphasis.

o The Services and ASD(C) should continue to monitor weapon system budgets to
assure that proper inflation indices are used.

V,
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!i Initiative NO. 19: Forecasting the Business Base

• .... This initiative entails maintaining a data exchange covering business base
" "conditions at major defense plants for use by the Services in planning and
" "i" ;:budgeting.

STATU

g2 Implementation has been essentially completed.

? "" The Coat Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) has established a central
repository for business base information for individual defense plants.

I The Miltar Services have begun suborttinn business base estimates directly
to the CAiG, which n turn is making this information available throughout
DOD for use in planning adqueslton strategy and developing realsti Costbuestiates.

0 DPAe t as developed the defense economic impact modelin system to aid
bus itory for bsin s by industry. The market potential for basic commodities

(e.o.; steel, aluminum) is projected.

. "-'RECOMMNDED ACTION
o The Servies and DPAE should peiodisally review how the Services are usingrthe data exchange In their plannin and budeetini.n re st co

estmaes

o P& a eeopdtedfneeonmcipc oeln ytmt i
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Lntiative No. 20: Iunroved Source Selection Process

This initiative places added emphasis on contractors' past performance, schedule
realism, facilitization plans, and cost credibility. It requires that a system
be established for documenting and sharing information on contractor performance.

STATUS

Implementation is prooeeding, but further staff action is required.

o The DOD Source Selection Directive, DODD 4105.62, is being revised so as to
be consistent with current recognized procedures and to emphasize contractor
past performance and realism and credibility of cost estimates as source
selection criteria. The revised directive is scheduled to be complete in
December 1983.

o There are legal ramifications of considering past performance in a context

other than responsibility determinations.
o The revised DoDD 4105.62 will separate the responsibility determination from

relevant and recent examples of past performance that can be used as
predictors of future performance under a specific proposal. In this way past
performance can be used to assess the realism of the contractor's proposal.
Relevant past performance is that which is in the same product area (for
eample, propulsion, guidance, or sensors) and by the same organizational
element as the one in the proposal. The objective is to incorporate this new
requirement in the source selection directive without creating excessive
requirements for additional proposal material and source selection reviews.

RECOMMDED ACTION

o USDRE should revise and publish DODD 4105.62 by December 1983.

',
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", Z~niti:ative No. 21: Stand~ardizatilon of Operational and Support Systems -.

This initiative requires the development and use of standard operational and
support systems to achieve earlier deployment and better support of weapon
systems. The benefits are increased force readiness and support.

\STATUS

_ira Implementation is on trck, but further staff action is required.

% , '--o Defense MT3/84 standardization guidance systems has been issued that asks
--.- '.-the Services to concentrate on high payoff technology areas and on issuesinhibiting Initiative No. 21 .

o Serinte implementation is ovn slowly - particularly with respect to the
issuance of Military Department guidance to the field.

.o Several specific elements o major proerams have been standardized (e.g.,

.'+'-'."MIL.-,STD 1750 processors in B-IB, F-16/F-18 standard flight data recorders,standard inertial naviation on F-16 and A-10, and standard central air data

w computer for many different Air Force and Navy aircraft).

-a OSD has tasked the Defense Mdardi ation and Spegsfi ation Board
" '"(DMSSB) to address issues surrounding standardization including: funding,

" " the need for commodity panels, and the implementation Of standardizationiidanse. The fundin Of standardizaton projects remains a critial issue.
GAO is investigating ehis issue.

o DARPA, OUSDRE(RA&T), OSDRE(TWP), and DMoi l are working to better coordinate
the approval of 6.3A/6.3B RDT&E projects befor the e moved to 6. RDT&E

o.everstatus. This focuses s oandardpzarion at the f bont-end of RdT&Ed

..

a Now emphasis has been placed on standardization of TDpe, (FSC 6625).
Reductions o 70 o 80 have been achieved in he variety Of some types of

-': ."= test. equipment.

_ : RECOMME NDED ACTION

o The Assstant Secretaries o the Military Departments should ocus ttention
aon ths initiatve to ensure standardization is racilntated where

appropriate.

1 -o USDRE should Use the DMSSB as the focal point or assessing rorams and

" eprecommending management improvements that are needed to more efectively
support standardizaton guidance and report on proress made by October 1983.

So USDRE should complete a study on the structure and influence o6 the
standardization organszatsons by December 1983.

l:7P
approp860riat

o SR hul s h MSBa h oclpitfo"sesn.porm n
reomnig aaeetimrvmns htaeneddt oe fetvl
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-a o 13DM, HRA&L, and the Services should convene a panel on support and test
-4 equipment to review Service progress in developing standard support systems,

and should devise a recomended DoD program.

,o US 1DM has developed an action plan to address each of the major issues raised
at the 1981 DoD standardization seminar. The Services should develop action

* . plans that support =RE3 action plan.

* .- ~*o The Services should identify, fund, and develop a coordinated action plan to
implement specific standardization projects that result in common operational
and support sytes

o 133DM should review the Services' standardization project during the POM
process.

* "7. 61



~Initiative No. 22: Design to Cost Contract Incentives

= ... :This initiative requires that DoD provide appropriate Incentives to industry by
tying award fees to actual Costs achieved during early production runs.

-.< .STATUS

Implementation will require further stron action.

o DOD Directive 5000.28 (now DoDD 4245.3) was revised on 6 April 1983 to
provide a better relationship between the DTC goals, the associated rewards

.* paid to contractors for achieving them, and the actual cost of production.

o Trade off latitude between production cost, life cycle cost, technical, and
operational and support parameters will be emphasized; and goals will be
adjusted for threat changes or because of other changes such as production
rate, etc.

o The Air Force is developing a Military Standard for design-to-cost, which
will provide a standard reporting format to be used in contracts with design-
to-cost requirements.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

o The provisions of the revised DoDD 5000.28 (DoDD 4245.3) should be
incorporated in every program and should be enforced at Service SARC's and

.. DSARC's.

°'.o
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Initiative No. 23: Implementation of the AIP

This initiative assigns overall responsibility to 
USDRE to assure that the

Acquisition Improvement Program is implemented.

STATUS

Implementation has been emphasized since the AIP was 
established in April 1981.

This report indicates directions for fu:,ure Implementation.

o Implementation of the initiatives package has been 
considered one of the

initiatives from the beginning.

o USDR&E has been given overall responsibility, and 
the DUSD(AM) has chaired an

Acquisition Improvement Program (AIP) Steering Group comprised 
of the

Services and principal OSD staff members concerned with 
these areas.

o Policies have been established. DODD 5000.1 and DODI 5000.2 have been

revised.

o The Joint Logistics commanders of the 3 Services have been used to spearhead

the effort to make sure the working levels in the development 
organizations

implement this package.

o Several reports have been written, of which this is the 
latest.

o Initiatives are being prioritized to identify those:

a) For increased emphasis and the personal attention of 
DEPSECDEF.

b) Which are completed and can be "closed out."

a) For staff level monitoring and additional effort.

RECO NDED ACTION

o Part III of this report details recommended actions for 
this initiative.

'.%
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Initiative No. 21: Deaision Milestones

This Initiative requires that DODD 5000.1 and DODI 5000.2 be revised to reflect
a reduction In the number of DSARC milestones.

STATUS

Implementation has been essentially completed.

o DoD Directive 5000.1, "ajor System Acquisition," was reissued in March 1982
and DoD Instruction 5000.2, "MaJor Systems Acquisition Procedures,' Wrs
reissued In March 1983.

o USARC miles3t=ne have been cut from 4 to 2 in order to streamline the DSARC
process. Milestone 0" is part of budget process per Initiative 25 and
Milestone III is normally delegated to Services.

0 DSARC Milestone II timing is now flexible (i.e., either start of full scale
engineering or at early design review). Whenever the timing of the Milestone
nI is decided, it is ensured that the program manager briefs OSD and the
Service SABC in close time proximity.

o Eight program have had Milestone III production decision delegated (KC-135
re-engining, Tomahak, Inertial Upper Stage, Space Shuttle Utilization,

L.FIME, HLMR, Patriot, 14-1). Going beyond the above streamlining, we have
also delegated three Milestone I reviews (DDO-51, AHP, and Sincgazs radio)
and one Milestone 11 (Next Generation Trainer).

o Inormal program review rather than DSAtC milestones have been used 16 times
(AIM-TM, F-18 (twice), Space Defense, S0TA3, ALWT, CX, M-1, LAMPS, DSCSIII,
Patriot, GLCN, ASPJ, R Maverick, Seek Talk, JVX).

ACOSUNDD ACTION

0 DAB should identify any difficulties associated with the now Milestone I or
any other aspets of DoDD 5000.1 and DoDI 5000.2.

864
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Initiative No. 25: Mission RIeMIn ed ttmn

This initiative 14inks the acquisition and PM3 processes by requiring the HENS

to be adbmitted with the Srvice ION.

£d~iistatively, this Initiative bas been completed; however, the new starts
review process is a vital part of Initiative No. 41, Program Stability.

0 New starts are now approved as a part of the 1135 process. This integrates
Milestone oo or the acquisition process with the PIUS process. Fifteen
1183 major system new starts were approved and four disapproved using the
new process.

o Ten programs were reviewed in the FY 841 budget submission process (Anti-
Tactical Missile, SHORAD Comnd and Control, RATTLER Missile, Follow-on
Fighter (11HZ), Vertical Launch ASROC, CY helicopter (SH-60F), Modular
Integrated Radar System, Space Surveillance, Advanced Tactical

Reconaisanc Systems, Higher Energy Upper Stage).

RECMUNIDACTION

0 Integration of the Major System Now Starts review process into the PIES has
been completed, however, the following actions are recommended as part of
the DDFSZCNF emphasis on program stability.

SUDRE, with appropriate DMARC staff, should prepare estimates of total
program cost for all F! 1985 major system new starts based on PON4 85
(see Initiative #4, Program Stobility).

- A special MSARC or DRB should be convened in July 1983 to review all
IOM 85 major system new starts and to mnks reccen dations to the DI
an these new starts.
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Initiative No. 26: DOARC Membershi.

This initiative adds the appropriate Service Secretary or Service Chief to DSARC

smels sip.

STATUS

I lemntatiou has been completed.

o Service Secretaries of the Service sponsoring the program are now DSARC
members. Services have participated as full DSARC members in 22 DSARC
meetings since April 1981 decision.

*CONNDD~ ACTION

o No further action is needed.
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Zinltlative No. 27: AuUr1nIuL~

TUBs u1Jtive retainmU as the Derese Acquisition Izeoutive

Z~1emmttia.hasbeem easpleted.

mh6UDD AcTIONI

0 The DUi should monitor the maoro system that ame subject to the MSARC

pro*ess to essure ontioned compliame with the spirit of this initiative.
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Initiative No. 26: D SRC 3svtem Criteria

This initiative increases the criterion for DSUC reviev to $200H RDT&B and $1B
pr'oamvnen in IPT 1980 dollars.

mpolmitation has been cowleted.

o The threshold haa been increased to *200H R&D and $13 production (in Fl8O
dollars). Tea Ton M C program veie delegated to the Services in June 81
because of this ne threshold: LTIX, PLS, CXCZ, IUTL"R, FLC, AZK-7M,
SUR1TASI, LCAC, liD i, AND VCL. The new threshold 1 used to determine
those new systems requiring reviev by the MUAC.

R3CN0IDD AC170H

o The IME should monitor the enjor systems that are subject to the DSARC
process to ensure continued coplianoe with the spirit of this initiative.
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This Initiative l s the MaC and the PIUS proceses.

A dmistmtively, this Initiative US been oOIleted; however, the new starts

revie process is a vital pert of Initiative go. 4 , Program Stability.

o Initiative 25 as Memessflly Integrated DUN and PMUS at Ml1ttons "0

o Ama 8 ~osdabLLty lames at subsequent milestones are brought to the
attenton or the BUM by Considering what is funded in the latest PON or
budget (five year defense plan).

o ION and budget reviws coaider whether the planned programing or budget
actions are ocosistent vith DUNRC guidance for program in question.

0 The decision makers in the ARtC and PMIU are essentially the sams, thereby
assuring better Integration between the acquisition prooess and the budget
process

11caam Acim

o As part of the ngoing ehasis on the program stability, the Services and
On must catinue to Insure that:

- M C reviews consider affordability in the budget.
- and budget review consder latest DMAC guidance.

869
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Initiative No. 30: Program oa-aer Control Over Loglsties and Supoort Funds

This initiative requires that logistics and support resources be shown in the
Service P0K by weapon system, and program managers be given more control of
uipport resoures.

further high-level effort under the Readiness and Support area is required to
assure full Implementation.

" F3 procedures were developed and implemented on a trial basis to identify
more clearly the support funds budgeted in 1982 for 3 systems per Service (M-
1, UH-60, MLRS, F/A-18, Aegis Weapon System, Tomahawk, OLCM, NOT, and
European Distribution System).

" Improvements to Service data system were Identified and are being pursued.

" This initiative on budget visibility of requirements and funding for support
of major systems in early production will be applied to an expanded number of
system In the F185-89 budget review and has been Incorporated in POK
preparation Instructions.

" Implementation is hampered by procedures, responsibilities, and data systems
that are soared toward management of support funding by functional category
rather than by weapon system.

3~S~DSDACflOE

o This Initiative should be Included with the Readiness and Support area for
DSECDF emphasis.

" The Services should complete implementation of Initiative 30 on all systems,
with particular attention to giving program managers more of a coordinating
role.

*o The Services should fully fund support and readiness requirements for new
Veapon systems.

o The ASD(NRAIL) should review the adequacy of Initial support funding for
weapon system in P0K 85 and summarize the results for the DRB.

a The Joint 03D-Service Support Acquisition Requirements and Cost Methodology

Improvement Group should identify (by December 1983) high-leverage approaches
to Improve initial support data bases and estimating techniques.

o The Services should take the lead In studying ways to Implement these
approaches, and should report their finding to MRA&L and Pk&E by June 1984.

o A high-level examination of accounting procedures is required to deal with
the need to manage support funding by weapon system rather than by functional
category.,

870
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Zative $o. 31: irvdR ab1van&m t

r&"a laitlative lavves mpvwr,1a reluabLity m SUPPort for abOrt""e

Further uou-1v*1 effeut umaw the Rrndlnam amd upPot ares LO required t'
amr ftl lUma

0 Xul..AtenI be,"6 revwend la the MSAC proseas. leset obanges were
La 1 the foLlmNag DARC LJms Progra: DiSad, AN-64, SACK, A3?J, AMP?,

and -NU
o A"3ligbi Dirgativeg ad Zumtl~twm (5000. amd 50002) hae either been

revisei or are 1 I til woodiatiaa (500039).

2his ULitative abmald be liaded with the leadimes and 3upport area for
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Initiative No. 32: C hni .....

This Initiative is designed to enhance competition in the acquisition process in
order to reduce cost.

STAITS

Further high-level effort is required to assure full Implementation.
o DG policy (steml fro the Armed Services Procurement Act) is that all

procurements shall be oade an a competitive basis to the maxsum practicable
extent (DAR 1-300). SECDEF in his recent letter of 9 Sept 1982 further
reinforced this Initiative and requested a commitment to increase competition
by all personnel involved in the acquisition process.

o To enhance competition, the Services and DLA have been directed to: 1)
designate advocates for competition, 2) ensure commanders understand their
responsibility, 3) establish goals for competition, 4) place special emphasis
on planning for competition, and 5) publicize significant achievements.

0 Ve are currently Omphasizing early planning to introduce competition in the
development and production phases when appropriate (high front-end
investment). New techniques are being employed in this area, such as
leader/follover and various teaming arrangements. Examples of second
sourcing are the AIM-TH and HELFIS missile programs, and planning is
undermy on the F-15/7-16 engine and AMRAAH program.

o Second sourcing can be Introduced at the subcontractor level in addition to
the prime lewel. Current examples are rocket motors for Pershing II, TOW,
Chaparral, and AIM-9K missile programs, 7-16 canopy, ACES II ejection seat,
and OGA-8 gun and am.i. Planned examples are Bradley Fighting Vehicle ame,
and target detecting device for Phoenix, Maverick, and MX.

o The requirement for near-term resources at the Service-Defense Agency level
*' to develop additional qualified sources for supplies and services continues

to be a problem.

" There remins the perception in acme segments of industry and the DoD
technical omuity that this initiative may result in our competing
contracts without properly weighing the risk to successful program
oimpletion.

o The DAR Council review of DAN Case 79-42 on development of additional sources
has been delayed due to FAR implementation.

o The availability of adequate technical data packages for the reprocurement of
spares, ompoets, and parts continues to be a problem. The apparent
conflict between DIN policy on patent and data rights and the use of
technical data for competition needs to be resolved.

o OSD haUs requested a legislative change to establish a negotiation exception
for developing a second source.

872 T-
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o Tbls 1.tiASV. requj~ires ouitimJdg DEPSM 6008818-

o Din(AaI) dinald oaIme to work with the Ser'vions to set AMsllin goals
for' eeplMi em~hsize the raje or 0@metition advcats to mt those

0 ==UD(All) abMUZ assist 10 ieANtJtylft e4M ellating barriers to effective

a O D MIN) abmud loom"' cmetitiom is oasiered In the aoquisition
stwt of all progm reviewed by DAUM.
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PART 11: IML NTATIOd OJCUTrES

IXtiatives Essentially Comoleted

The following initiatives are either completed, working well or essentially
completed suh that ny s montorship isa required They are well on their
my to becoming Inatitutionalized, only periodic review should be necessary in
the future to see that the intended objectives are accomplished, and that they
remin an Integral part of the way DoD does business.

1. Management Principles
8. Contract Type

10. Reduced Administrative Costs
11. Tenoal' Risk Funding
IT. Decreased MIC Data
18. Budgeting for Inflation
19. Forecasting the Business Base
24. Decision Milestones
25. HMS In the IM (administratively complete but part of No. 4,

Program Stability)
26. MIAC KMbersbip
27. Aquisitlon Executive
28. MSARC System Criteria
29. SARtC/PPUS Integration (administratively complete but part of No. 4,

Program Stability

Further Action Recuired

The following initiatives still require specific future action before they
become institutionalized. In many cases significant progreas has been made
already, but there remain definitive milestones not yet met to insure proper
Implementation.

Service OSD
Action* Action*

2. Pre-Planned Product Improvement (P 3 1) x x
S. Capital Investment x x
13. Acquisition Legislation x
14. Reduced Nuber of Directives K
15. Funding Flexibility x
.20. Improved Source Selection Prooess x
21. Standard Operational and Support System x x
22. Design to Cost Contract Incentives x x
23. Implementation x

'Specific actions are addressed below and in the body of the year-end
report.
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Initiatives ReauirLnE Soecial DPS3OXF lmhals

The last group of initiatives Includes those tor which special DISECDEF
attention and emphasis is required. The six major areas listed below promise
signficant cost savIngs but ar also the most challenging o the Acquisition
Improvement Program Initiatives. Primay iuplementat~on responsibility for
the consolidated initiatives remains with the Servicesand with selected OSD
staff offices having noral functional responsibilities In these armes. For
ezample, in the area of realistic budgeting, the Services take primary action
to Insure realis in PON and budget submittals. The cognizant 03D offices
(OSD (Comptroller) and the Cost Analysis Improvement Group in this case)
provide review during the normal PPBS sequence. For purposes of providing
DDSECDEF review and oversight, implementation working groups with high-level
representatives from the Services and appropriate SD offices will report to
the Counil on Integrity and lnagement Improvement periodically (or
quarterly) for each or the six areas selected for DEPSE)EF emphasis.

Ormanizational Responsibility for Imolementina Areas Reguiring DEPSECDEP Emohasig

Service Fember(s)
WO&IM GrOUD C Other OSD AM Navy Air Force

Program Stability DPAA2 USD3--
Multiyear Procurement ASD(C) USD13 - - -

Eonomic Prod. Rates WDR1 D,PA&B - - -
kWA Realistic Budgeting ASO(C) CAIG-Enor. -optto SU DA- - -

Readiness & Support ASD(HRA&L) UDR3Saorai, ompetti n s USR __---_-

Bach of these six a .requires Servioe and DSO action (current actions are
addressed below and In the body of the report) as well as DEPSzCF emphasis
for Implementation. These areas have proven to be the most intraotable in the
past and for this reason, are the ones to receive the greatest attention from
this point. Bach working group is required to identity detailed action plans
and milestone dates (in addition to those current actions listed below).

Imnlementation Actions

The body of the year-end report recomends the following specific actions:

Responsible
vOffice Deadline Date

* 2. Pro-Planned Product Imorovement Mafl

- Review P3l content in FY83 USDRE/Servies July 1983
and F481. major system new
starts.

- Continue DOD review of P3I USDRE/Servioes July 1983
in FY 85-89 PON process,
focusing on FY 85 new starts.

- Ensure adequate front-end Serviees/&SD(C) Hear-Term
funding for 31  ( 6 months)
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Responsible Deadline

Initatie OficeDate

3. hltivear Procurement (MI,)

- Vork to oonviape Congress to SDRU/ASD(C) Intermediate (6-12 mon.)
alter restrictions on KIP n 

- atheFY 83 Appropriations Act
- Continuing ephasis to Idea- ASD(C)/ Intermediate (6-12 mos.)

tify multiyear ondidates Uan/ ad Laog-Tem ( 12 can.)
during M1 S5 PO1 Budget cycle Services
and future.

- Collect data on actual Services/OSD N/A
savings*

. Promman StabUity

-Continuing emphasis ftring Di PA&SE continuing
P5 process, inudlulg the
termination of lover-priority
program In order to fund and
keep stable higer-priority
program.

- Prepare OballparkO cost esti- Serv oes/OSD lear-Term ( 6 months)
mtes for all FY 85 maJor
system new starts

- Conveae special MARC or iMARC or DI Near-Term ( 6 months)
DI to review F785 saJor
system new starts

- In response to Defense Guid- USDR/Srvices Intermediate (6-12 moa.)
ae undertake a study on

Improved planning for pro-
gram stability which will
Identify procurement bow wave
problems and offer alternative
courses of action for dealing
with them.

4 5. Canital Investment

- Publish Interim acceptance DAR council 60 days after receipt
Sstandards for Milestone Billings from contract finance

committee
- Publish DAt coverage on the DAR Council 60 days after receipt

expedited paying cycle from subcomittee
- Review and Implement revised DAR Council 60 days after receipt

Econmic Price Adjustment from subommittee
Coveage

- Establish tr-Service manu- WDRE(AK) June 1984
facturing technology data base

- evise and publish DoDI USDRE(AH) December 1983
114200.15, wHanufaoturing

Techology.n
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esponsibl Deadline

- Support technical data r11gts DO 31 December 1983

Govern in thm FAR
- A mlye progeb in a Ow Service/"L, Intermediate (6-12 am.)

t.-Service Zdustrial Modern- I =
ination Zsenmtives Progrm
and Identity for further
eaphasa those Incentives,
provln mcot sucoea ful.

- Rmpbasize in testimony to mat/ Intermediate (6-12 uMo.)
Congir, the no for greater, Srvices
proszam stability and the pen-
alties for stretchouts.

6. Budget to Most Likely Cost

- Continuing ,eMis during ASD(C)* I/A
FlM and acquisition prooessa.

- Continue the requiremnt to ServicesCAIG N/A
submit i ndependent ost esti-
mates with Service PVOs for
seleoed program.

I . SCOMOUic Produc tion Rates

- CoMtiMang ephasis during 0ill I/A
FlM and acquisition pro-
oesn reviws.

- Facilitate the transition to U=/ I/A
production by concentrating Services
on Producibility Ineering
and Planni at all MARC

9. Swyatem Suwport and Read&nsa

- Continuing emphasi during BD(MU&L)* I/A
PIS and acquisition process
reviews

- Assem NO successes and £SD(N &L) I/A
projected readiness overontapopary7 system.

- IMPIeOMt Improved M3 Ao(DuA&L) Intermediate (6-12 wos.)
capability to better eati-
mate Logistic support
requirements, track re-
sources for specific weapons,
and monitor execution.

-Address reediness objectives SD(MI&L)/ I/A
and Management approach, con- UDU1
tractor Incentives, test
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Responsible Deadline
initiative Ota.LicDate

articles and funding, and
adequacy of planned support at
al MAC revibv.

- Increased fruAt-end aten- Services 10A
tics and f4mding.

11. Tehnidoal 31, TFu nm

- Cotinuig high-level ASD(C)* I/A
emphasis as part of
ReaIstic Budgeting.

- Monitor status of TRAM *SD(C)/ N/A
during PF and report to Services
DIM when appropriate.

- Agree on procedures for *SD(C)/ N/A
JUtifying risk dollars in Services
budget submission.

-'Vork with Congressional AS(C)/ I/A
Comittem to mprove con.. Services
grssIomal acceptance of
risk budget requests.

12. Test larda a Funding

- Contiming hmigb-level A3D(RUL) I/A
ephamis as part of 'Readi-
nes and Support.*

- Revise DOWD 5000.3 to D,DTIr Deeer, 1983
requIre that adequate test
hardware Is obtained to
reduce ovevall scebdule
time and risk.

13. AcAuisition Lesslation

- Review overall oD aoqui- OWD(AM)/OGC Lang-Tem
"ituon proces to determine ( 12 months)
it additional legislative
obanges are required to
reduce uanessa r burden

14. Rwuced iMEr of Directiv--

- Prepare report to DepSoeaer DWD(AM) 30 June 1983
on status of directives rec-
ooended for cancellation and
efforts to reduce non oot
effective contract require-
ments.
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Responi ble Deadline
- Mies Date

- Report to DOA) an the Ow 31 July 1983
/.C-Contratou study of coo-

tmat data equiremehts.
- Develop an aotion plan for D (MA) 30 Septemr 1983

laplem Lnt UmC reomen--- dati2ona.

- Premnt progesp seport o D Mi) 31 Deember 1963
L"em~entin plan to reduce
Contract deommntatio and
other now-ooet-efTeotive
requirementa to Depe*o .15I. Vhmdinn flexiblitty

- Develop apelfie m"'e 3ervIe 30 Jme 1983
of program etoeoe
that 810t be adieved
through aditiomi rands
trangfer autbority.

- Obtain C M6eaaimal approval SD(C)/ near-Tem
for fund" trmmsfeu authority ServicsC 6 matha)
betwien the&D and proM -
mut eaounts of Weapon system.

* ; 16. CmmtAm-ta . naentom La. no

- Conti.mIg eampasis am part of SIDC)ftA&L K/A
impro lig Readiness & Support.

- Review Air Foree's uperieme M Aprl 1964
With the Produot Perfomme
Agreemat Center and oonsiU.
expanding it to a joint-
3ervtoe oenter.

I8. IfdmtifE far Inflation

COntimuift bla-level emsla AlD(C)* WA
on mre realtle budgetift by'
Sn special inflatl ladle
for defeme omities.

20.

- =a 4 109.62 to refleat D omMeee 1983
eatrwtor past peroIwa S m
realim/LredibLi ty of oat
eatimt a so"oes seleotion
oriteria.
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Responsible Deadline

21.

- Examine Service organization USDU Reeobr 1983
structure and its influence on

*standardlxation.
- Convene panel on support and U3DRC/AL/ N/A

test equipmient to review pro- Services
gross an standard-support
system.

- Develop action plan to address U3DRC/ N/A
issues raised atow981DoD Services
standardization seminar.

22. Design to Cost (DTC) Contract Incentives

-Revise DODD 500.28 to provide WSDRE December 1983
a better relationship between
DIC goals, awrd fees paid, and
actual cost of production.

30. Program M~uR= Contro Over Logistic* and 3unggrt Funds

- Continuing high-level emphasis ASD(IHA&L)* I/A
- Review adequacy of' Initial sup- ASD(HRA&L) intermediate

port funding for weapon system . (6-12 months)
in PON 85 and sumiarze results
for DO.

- Identify high leverage OSD/Servios December 1983
approaches to improve data
bases and estimating techniques.

- Report on Wes to Implement Services June 1964
these high leverage approaches.

32. CamotW o

- Continuig high-level emphasis (3031 N/A
- Etablis halngn goals for DWD(AN) 3/A
cometition and emhsiz the
role of mnmptiton advocate
to met those goals.

- Identify and eliminate barriers DWD0(AN) I/A
to competition.

"ecUMe of the nature and importan=* of the action, the lead 03D office
should provide reeoamded actions or decision pakages (supported by
data/analyses) cordinated with Sdl Love to DepSeoDef to aoomplish the
stated actions.
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